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Measuring What Matters: A Policing 
Research Institute 
Robert H. Langworthy 

In 1992, a paper by George Kelling appeared in The 
City Jo,rnal titled "'Measuring What Matters." In this 
paper, Kelling raised the perennial specter of police 
performance measurenmnt, but this time with a n e w  

twist. His discussion focused on the organizational 
performance measurement demands of community- 
oriented policing. In essence, Kelling's argunmnt was 
that our traditional yardstick was outdated and needed 
to be changed. 

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) and the Office 
of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) 
also ,'ecognizcd that our historic measures of police 
organizational perfol'marlce were outmoded. To 
address this issue. NIJ and COPS collaborated on 
a first-of-its-kind Policing Resea,'ch Institute that 
focused on "'measuring what matte s." The Policing 
Research lr~stitute examined the implications of 
community policing for measuring organizational 
performance and helped move the industry toward 
a new. mo,'e ,'elevant set of assessment criteria. To 
accomplish this task, police executives, researchers, 
scholars, and others interested in police performance 
measurcnmnt were invited to Washington. D.C., to 
add,ess a range of measurement issues. 

Measuring What Matters consisted of three meetings, 
each focusin,,. = on a pa,'ticular set of topics, leach 
meeting considered a set of discussion papers com- 
missioned by NIJ and COPS and prepa,'ed by selected 
Institute participants. The meetings produced: 

• Heightened awa,cncss within the police and 
research communities of changing measure- 
ment needs associated with the shift to 
conamunity policing. 

• Better informed Federal ,escarch and development 
grant programs on measuring police performance 
(the NIJ Mcast, ring What Matters research solicita- 
tion. issued m May 1997, was shaped in part by 
these discussions). 

A series of pape,'s, designed to reach a wide 
audience, chronicling the Institute proceedings 
(see, Brady, 1996, for the first in this series). 

• This compilation of revised papers. 

The first Institute meeting, held on November 28. 
1995. focused on two questions: How do we meast, re 
the amount of crime, disorder, and fea," and their 
effects on the quality of commtmity life? and Should 
we expect police activities to impact on measures of 
c,inae, disorder, and fear and how will we know 
if they have? Discussion papers regarding the fi,st 
question were prepared by Da,'rel Stephens. then 
Chief of the St. Petersburg, Florida, Police I)epart- 
ment: Wes Skogan, Professor at Northwestern 
University; and Ralph Taylor. Profcsso," at Tcrnple 
University. The second question was introduced by 
papers prepared by William Bratton, then Commis- 
stone, of the New York City Police I)epartnaent; AI 
Blumstein, Professor at Carnegie Mellon University; 
and George Kelling. then Professor at Northeastern 
University. In essence, these discussions focused on 
how to measure police organizational performance 
and whether we can ,'easonably and unambiguously 
attribute changes in crime, fear, and disorder to it. 

The second session, held on May 13. 1996, focused 
on pol ice constJtue ncies' ex pectat ions and. perhaps 
more importantly, what police could expect of differ- 
ent constituencies in a partnership. Seven disct, ssion 
papers were presented at this meeting. Jean Johnson. 
of Public Agenda. addressed public attitudes toward 
the police. Aric Press. then of Newsweek, and Andrew 
Benson, then of the Cleveland Plain Dealer. collabo- 
rated on a disct, ssion paper that explo,'ed the relation- 
ship between the police and the media--partict ,  la,'ly 
the print media. David I)uffee, Professor at the Uni- 
versity at Albany, and Stuart Scheingold. Professor 
at the University of Washington. independently 
considered alternative police constituencies and the 
implications t:o1" commtmity policing pa,'tncrships. 

I'1 
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Warren Friedman, of the Chicago Alliance for Neigh- 
borhood Safety, and Michael Clark, of the Citizen 
Committee for New York City, collaborated on a pa- 
pe," that explored the community and police partner- 
ship from the perspective of"what ' s  in it" for each of 
the partners. Ma,'k Moore, Professor at Harva,'d Uni- 
versity, discussed police organizations as instruments 
of local govet-nment with a particular focus on the 
nature of interagency partnerships. Finally, Jolmnie 
Johnson, Jr., then Chief of the Birmingham, Alabama, 
Police Department; Dennis Nowicki, Chief of the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina, Police De- 
partment; and Robert Ford, Chief of the Port Orange, 
Flo,ida, Police Department, collaborated on a paper 
that addressed their experience ira identifying impor- 
tant constituencies, what those constituencies expect 
of the police, and what the police can expect of those 
groups. This se s s ion  was designed to address a salient 
community policing problem--police do not deal 
only with one community but simultaneously with 
many publics, often with competing expectations and 
differing capacities to be partners in a community 
policing enterprise. 

The title of the discussion pape," prepared by Carl 
Klockars, Professor at the University of Delaware, 
captures the focus of the final Institute meeting, held 
Decembe, 4, 1996. His paper, "'Some Really Cheap 
Ways to Measure What Really Matters," was intended 
to lead into a discussion of indexes and instruments 
that police agencies might consider to assess organi- 
zational competence, skill in the use of force, and 
integrity. The format of this session departed from 
the previous s e s s i o n s  by dividing the participants into 
small groups to discuss economically feasible and 
meaningful measures of police organizational perfor- 
mance. These breakout sessions considered a discus- 
sion paper 1 prepared while working with NIJ on a 
sabbatical f,'om the University of Cincinnati. The five 
b,'eakout groups were each assigned a conceptual 
domain and asked to focus their discussions on that 
topic. The domains were: 

• The impact domain--how might intended police 
effects on the environment be measured. 

• The process domain--how might police know if 
they are doing their" work as they should, 

The community assessment domain--how might 
public assessment of police performance be 
monitored. 

Organizational health--how might police depart- 
ments know if their employees are satisfied with 
their work. 

Community context--how might police organiza- 
tions monitor chan,,es in the work environment that 
impede or protnote their ability to achieve 
organizational goals. 

The aim of this meeting was to initiate discussion 
of o,'ganizational performance measu,ement sys t ems  
that could provide information to organizations that 
they can use to monito," and contextualize their 
perfo,'mance. 

Community policing, with its emphasis on problem 
solving and community restoration, significantly 
expands the police domain and demands that organi- 
zational performance be reconceptualized. It is no 
longer sufficient to measure organizational crime- 
control prowess (which we never did very well). Now 
we must address crime control plus the expectations 
created under the rubric of community policing. The 
Policing Resea,'ch Institute improved our capacity for 
-measuring what matters" in the context of this new 
policing paradigm. This collection of papers was 
instrumental ira shaping those conversations. 
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Measuring What Matters in Policing 
Alfred Blumstein 

The police and measurement 
of their impact 

The most traditional measure of police effectiveness is 
typically reflected in some measure of the aggregate 
crime ,-ate or, possibly, in its disaggregation into crime 
types about which the public may be most concerned. 
When the crime rate is increasine, the public mi,,ht 
demand police accountability for tile rise. Usually, 
however, the police are quite effective in fending off 
those challenges, and thus we more often consider the 
rise to be attributable to denlographic shifts or chang- 
ing social conditions. 

When the crime ,ate is declining, the situation is 
usually quite different. It is common for the more ag- 
gressive police officials to seek to claim credit for the 
decline, t, sually att,ibu,ing that decline to the latest 
operational innovation they have introduced. I have 
seen declines attributed to a new K-9  corps, new 
marmgenaent practices, or a special action force 
designed for rapid response. Thus. we have one of 
the important naeasurement dilemmas on the effect of  
policing ell c r ime- - the  asynlmetric natu,'e of police 
officials' claims of credit for their control over crime 
cycles: They claim credit for the decline, but they 
avoid any blame v,,hen crime is on tile rise. 

A second issue closely related to crime measurement 
is that of arrest, and here we have a similar situation. 
Many police see their p,inmry function not to be as 
closely related to crime as to the arrest of those who 
violate the law. Until recently, with the advent of 
community policing, ar,'est was their primary interac- 
tion with the community. Since most arrests result 
from onsite detection or witness or victim identifica- 
tion. shifts in the a,Test rate for any partier, kit kind of 
crime can also be affected by police policies or prac- 
tices (e.g., setting up speed traps, cracking down on 
prostitution, setting up a burglary sting) o," exogenot, s 
events involving changes in the composition of crimes 
(e.g.. growth in the f,'action of homicides involving 
strarigers, wh ich  ;.ire more di f f ict ,  lt IO solve thari those 
invo lv ing  int inlates). Here, again, it is i inpor iant  to 

distinguish the contribt, tion associated with more 
effective policing from that associated with shifts 
external to policing. 

Closely related to crime is the issue of the fear of 
crime, and there is little question that anything that 
can be done to reduce that fear contributes to an 
improvement in the quality of life in a community.  
even if there is no impact oil the crime ,'ate itself. 
Also, since tile police are one of tile few agencies that 
a,'e on the street all the time, there are many other as- 
pects of quality of life to wlaich they can contribute 
(ranging from rescuing the p,'overbial cats from trees 
to the settling of disputes that might escalate to seri- 
ous violence). Even though tile connection of these 
activities to crime may often be indirect, they clearly 
contribt, te to the community 's  support of  the police in 
thei," crime-related work. 

In addition, there are many other community-related 
activities the police engage in that may be seen as 
ends in themselves but that also contribute to im- 
proved ability to prevent crimes or solve them once 
they occur. This is one of the basic principles underly- 
ing p,'oblem-oriented policing and community polic- 
ing. C,'imes can be prevented if the conditions leading 
to them can be identified and the potential offenders 
dissuaded from purst, ing the crime. Also, connection 
to the commtmity and its information networks p,'o- 
vides important opportunities to learn of the perpetra- 
tor of a crime and enhance the likelihood of an a,'rest. 
Since arrest probabilities are so small, this potential 
for enhancing the intelligence cz, pability represents a 
far nlore significant means of increasing general 
deterrent effectiveness than any of the changes that 
might be considered downstream from arrest in the 
criminal justice system. 

Aside fi'om these activities ill which a common inter- 
est exists between the police and the community,  there 
is another aspect of policing that must be considered 
in any nmasuremerlt of police perfo,'mance. Policing 
inherently involves conflict between the police and tit 
least some members of the community who may b e - -  
or may be suspected of- -viola t ing a law. Inte,acting 
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with such suspects often involves the use of force in 
ways that may be seen as excessive by the suspect, 
bystanders, or viewers of a videorecording of the 
encounter. For a variety of reasons that could be le- 
gitimate (e.g., greater hostility to police based on past 
encounters or by o,'al history in the community) and 
illegitimate (e.g., racism by individual police offic- 
ers), these situations occur disproportionately with 
minority suspects, and they represent a major problem 
in policing in minority communities where strong 
positive connections between the police and the com- 
munity are most needed. Here, again, these problems 
could be attributable to police performance (e.g., 
inadequate training leading to premature invocation 
of excessive force) as well as outside the control of 
the police (e.g., when the community rallies around a 
legitimate arrest because emotions have been aroused 
over a previous questionable one). 

Thus, in addressing the isstie of measuring police 
perfo,'mance, we have two primary challenges: (1) 
identifying the variety of ways in which the police 
contribute to or detract from community well-being, 
and (2) partitioning both blame and credit for such 
changes, at least in a binary way between police and 
nonpolice factors. 

in this paper, we begin by addressing the issue of 
crime and arrest, partly becat, se of its traditional 
relationship to policing and partly because it is one 
aspect that is regularly measured and reported to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBi) for the Uniform 
Crime Reports (UCR), thereby pe,'mitting comparison 
across police departments. These data, with local aug- 
mentation, provide a base for empirical analysis that 
enables a police department to identify where it is 
being effective or ineffective. That information and its 
analysis should be used for the basic purpose of 
continuous improvement, which should be fa, more 
important to effective management than the short- 
term political benefit of  overblown claims of 
performance successes. 

Factors in crime and arrest 
Perhaps the most important indicator to the public 
about police performance is its effect on the crime 
rate: the magnitude of that effect is widely debated. 
Some argue that social and economic conditions, 
demographic shifts, and individual choices unaffected 
by police activity represent the total influence on 

crime rates. Others--notably police officials during 
crime downturns--argue that the c,'edit fully belongs 
to the police. Of cot, rse, there are many points be- 
tween 0 and 100 percent, and so a more meaningful 
partition somewhere in this range would generally be 
desirable. 

There seems to be wide agreement that a large fl'ac- 
tion of the crime rate--and pal'ticularly the violent 
crime rate--is largely immutable and unresponsive to 
anything the police might do short of a massive inten- 
sification of police presence in the community and 
in everyone's lives. But there is also little doubt that 
mo,'e a,.zeressive~ or tar-eted= police tactics (e.g., inten- 
sive patrol or focused stop and frisk to confiscate guns 
in high-violence areas) or changes in police strategy 
(e.g., use of community policing to develop commu- 
nity ties to identify problems before they become 
crimes and obtain critical intelligence information on 
potential or actual c,'imes) can have a sizable effect on 
suppressing some crimes. 

It would appear to be vahiable for most police depart- 
ments to develop a tight feedback measu,'ing capabil- 
ity enabling them to observe the influence of changes 
in tactics (typically short-term response) or strategy 
(where the response is expected to take longer and 
will not be seen as quickly) on crimes or arrests. The 
jargon for this approach has recently emerged almost 
as a religion in industry under the name "'total quality 
management." This requires maintaining detailed and 
high-fl'equency information on crime measures. But it 
also requires keeping careful logs of police operations, 
particularly noting those locations and situations 
where there has been a change fl'om what was previ- 
ously standard or routine. This hitter aspect is neces- 
sary to permit the linkage between operational actions 
and their consequences. Attributing the changes to 
"'better policing," without being able to identify what 
aspect of "'better policing" to apply elsewhere to 
achieve comparable success, may have its political 
and public-relations values but does not directly 
improve the effectiveness of police management. 

Of course, the problem is complicated by the fact that 
changes in the crime rate will often be generated by 
factors exogenous to anything the police might do. 
This could occur, for example, with the appearance of 
a new ,,an,, the initiation of a new di-ue market, or 
the outbreak of warfare between two rival gangs. 
Ahhough police efl'orts could well contribute to 
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supp,essing that increase orlce it occurs or keeping it 
flom escalating, it is quite difficult to anticipate its 
emergence. But displaying speed and effectiveness 
in responding to its emergence can also be a factor 
inhibiting its appearance in the first place. 

Isolating how police cont,'ibute to upward or downward 
shifts in crime or arrest rates ,'equires that information 
be maintairied on key factors that might explain the 
shift. These should include at least the following: 

Precinct or other spatial units, especially to distin- 
guish those places where special effo,'t or changed 
tactics or strategy are applied. A geographic infor- 
mation system (G IS) can be particularly helpful in 
mairitainirig and displaying such inforrnation. 

Age, particularly because different criminal justice 
approaches are applied to different age groups. In- 
carceration and its associated inc,ipacitative effects 
are most likely to influence older groups; younger 
gl'OtlpS are more likely, to respond to changes ii1 
socialization arid farrlily structure patterris. 

Drug markets, since so much of crime can be 
linked to drugs. The mores and practices that sur- 
round drug markets can easily contaminate the 
communities in which they are located. 

In addition, it is important to maintain other baseline 
data against which to relate the changes, suet1 as loca- 
tions in which officers are assigned at different times 
and shifts or those areas where innovative or experi- 
mental operations are introduced. 13asic demographic 
information by location on socioeconomic conditions, 
family strucltlre, and age and race composition are 
needed to provide a basis for nleastirlllg rates, hi 
addition, the analysis should inchide intelligence in- 
t'ormation on the enlergence of gangs arid their crimi- 
nogenic activities and on markets for drugs ancl guns 
and othe," criminoeenic products. 

Whatever is used as a performance indicator poses ttae 
dange," that operating officers will work at manipulat- 
ing the nleasure itself rather than the undel'lying pro- 
cess being measured. This is of partictilar concerll 
with respect to crime statistics, which are prhlcipally 
generated by the police. Intensive erupt'lasts on crime 
statistics i)rovides an undue incentive to diston't the 
recording and reporting of the phenomenon being 
observed. Some homicides could be classified as sui- 
cides, robberies as larcenies, aggravated assaults as 

simple assaults, and auto thefts as joyriding. There 
could be a greater degree of unfounding of marginal 
crimes. And any police officer with sufficiently strong 
incentives who controls recording and classification 
can make the results look more favorable merely by 
chan,,es~. . in recording or classification practices. ~ The 
similar phenomenon with arrest statistics and clear- 
ance ,'ates has been pointed out by Skolnick 2 in his 
classic work. 

Measures beyond crime 
and arrest 
Altliough crirne is certainly a salierit measure, it is 
clear that police have - -o r  should I lave--a  responsibil- 
ity for other facets of tim quality of life in a commu- 
nity. Some of these relate to fear of crime (which may 
or may not ,'espond to shifts in actual rates of crinae or 
victimization); son-ie relate to affecting police ability 
to deal with crime (e.g., connections to the comrnt,- 
nity and associated access to intelligence regarding 
crinle). In tiffs period of distrust and hostility between 
police and certain seclors of the comrnunity, espe- 
cially in minority communities, it is inq3ortant to mea- 
sure the state of those relationships. These issues are 
addressed in this section. 

Fear of crime 
Fear of  crime does not derive f ,om a careful reading 
of UCR or National Crime VictiTriizatiori Survey sta- 
tistics. Rather, it is stimulated by dramatic incidents 
(the Polly Klaas murder arid its in-ipact orl the passage 
of "'three st,ikes'" laws is a pritne example),  repetition 
of highly visual stories about crime on TV news pro- 
gl'anls, and reports of incidents invoh, ing individuals 
one krlows or hears about. Thus, the time trends in 
fear could easily move in the opposite directions fronl 
crime trends. Indeed, even though there seems to be 
strong evidence of a growillg fear of violerice in the 
United States. most Americans v¢ould be surprised to 
learn that the homicide rate trend in the United States 
has beerl flat for the past 20 years, has not been in- 
creasing at all, and has beerJ decreasing since it 
peaked in 1991.3 

It would be desiu'able to have a regula," measure of fear 
in any commt, nity. particularly to see how that level 
of fear shifts with individual crime events, changes in 
the reporting of crimes, changes in police deployment 
tactics, and any of the other activities police engage 

LU 
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in, whether intended to deal with fear or with crime 
itself. That might be done through periodic surveys 
of the community. But generating sample sizes of 
sufficient frequency with the potential fox small-area 
estimation would probably make the cost of such sur- 
veys p,'ohibitive for other than special measurement 
associated with a particular experiment or innovation. 

it would be much more desirable to have unobtrusive 
measures (see Webb et al.) a of public fear. That could 
be reflected in the numbe," of people who are willing 
to walk in the street at night and in the use of places 
like public parks that may be viewed as inherently 
dangerous. One interesting such measure that has 
previously been reported on is the sale of the early 
evening edition of the Daily News in New York City, 
a reflection of the willineness of people to ,,o out at 
night to buy the paper. These measures have the ad- 
vantage of reflecting behavior rather than attitudes, 
they can be easily and cheaply obtained, they can be a 
good reflection of the state of fear in a neighborhood 
or community, and they involve no distortion of the 
behavior through the process of measurement. Find- 
ing st, ch measures is an impo,tant challenge. 

Citizen cooperation with the police 
and use of excessive force 
Citizen coope,'ation with the police is a critical aspect 
of policing. It will be reflected in improved intelli- 
gence information fox policing and a generally sup- 
portive and prosocial attitude within the community. 
Va,'ious indicators of this might be reports of citizen 
intelligence, surveys of the community, improvement 
in crime clea,'ance ,ates, and various related measures. 

One of the most important factors intlibiting citizen 
cooperation with police is the tension, particularly 
in minority communities, between the police and the 
community. Because such communities tend dispro- 
portionately to be the locus of serious crime, it is criti- 
cal that effective management control be maintained 
over excessive t, se of force. This ,equires a mixture 
of training, discipline, and punishment fox" blatant 
violations. 

Measurement of the level of such violations can be 
very difficuh. For example, as the public comes to 
perceive police management as being more responsive 
to these concerns, it is possible that this increased 
sensitivity could stimulate reporting of incidents that 
might not otherwise have been reported and so give 

rise to an increase in the reporting of incidents. Thus, 
some kind of calibration is necessary to assess the 
threshold of incidents being reported by location and 
nature of  the encounter. 

State of disorder 
One important indicator of a sense of disorder in a 
community is the "'broken windows" theory high- 
lighted by Wilson and Kelling: This does seem to be 
an important issue for indicating both the quality of 
life in the community to its residents and the care with 
which policing is being done. 

Research possibilities 
These issues of measurement of police contribution 
are ce,tainly important. In light of the large expendi- 
ture (in the order of $50 billion) throughout the 
Nation on policing, it is striking how little effort has 
been devoted to measuring police performance and 
using such measurements fox" the purpose of continu- 
ous improvement. In the military, beginning more 
than 50 years ago, operations research groups were 
assigned to many operating units to perform exactly 
that function. 

It would be extremely useful for the National Institute 
of Justice (NIJ) to identify a number of police depart- 
ments that would value such service and establish 
pilot units to carry out measurements and report on 
the results of those measurements directly to top oper- 
ating officials. This kind of activity is particularly use- 
ful when there are regular repetitions of the same kind 
of operations (e.g., police patrol). 

In establishing such groups, it is important that they 
maintain scientific integrity and their results not be 
oriented toward the public relations effort for the 
department. If that becomes the case, then there will 
be strong pressures to distort the results. The danger 
of these distortions could be reduced by establishing 
an exte,'nal audit overseeing the work of these pilot 
programs. 

Aside from this more general assignment of opera- 
tions research groups, it would be desirable to pick 
several cities that are willing to engage in careful and 
detailed incident-based data collection (e.g., through 
the National Incident-Based Reporting System) on 
crime and a,Tests to perfo,'m the partitioning and attri- 
bution discussed earlier in this paper. In the process, 
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new methods  of  measurement  and analysis are likely 
to be developed,  and those results are likely to be 
general izable  to other jurisdictions,  particularly to the 
operat ions  research groups assigned to a number  of  
departments .  

Approaches  such as this would bring the competence  
that has been ex t , emely  important in enhancing mili- 
tary and business pe, ' formance into the world of  polic- 
ing. It has the potential to significantly enhance the 
profess ional ism and effectiveness of  nlanagenlent ,  not 
only in the jurisdictions where the studies a,'e pursued 
but in others to which their results nfight be general-  
ized. This  is clearly an important mission for NIJ and 
would cost a tiny fi'action of the operat ing cost of  
policing. 

Notes 

I. My own experience Itighlights some of these possi- 
bilities. I wits in New York (well before William Bratlon 
was commissioner  of the New York Police Department) 
and experienced an event at 5 p.m. on a sutmner Stmday 
afternoon in a crowded part of midtown that was a 
cross between a mugging and a pickpocketing incident. 
I asked the police officers who came to my aid following 
the incident if they wanted to take a report, and they 

replied, "'Nah, that kind of  thing happens here all the 
time." In another incident in Pittsburgh, when I tried to 
report an attempted larceny, 1 was bounced from central 
headquarters to the local precinct, where they tried to 
bounce me back to headquarters. When I told precinct 
staff I had already spoken to someone at headquarters. 
they told me to come into the police station to file the 
offense repor t - -which  1 never did. Although this may be 
fairly common police practice, intensive evaluation of  a 
unit on the basis of the crime reports on its beat couh.t 
easily be seen to shift the frequency with which crime 
reports are discouraged or rejected. 

2. Skolnick, Jerome H., Justice Without Trial: Law 
Enforcement in a Democratic Socieo,, New York: 
John Wiley, 1966. 

3. See, for example,  Blumslein. Alfred, "'Youth Violence, 
Guns, and the lllicit-l)rug Industry," Journal of Criminal 
Law and Criminology 7,6 (I) (Fall 1995): IO-36. 

4. Webb, Eugene J., Donald T. Campbell ,  Richard D. 
Schwartz, and Lee Sechresl, Unobtrusive Measures: 
Nonreactive Research in the Social Sciences, Ch ica,,o" 
Rand MeNally, 1966. 

5. Wilson, James Q.. and George L. Kelling, "'Broken 
Windows: The F'olice and Neighborhood Safety," 
Atlantic Monthly (March 1982): 29-38. 
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Great Expectations: How Higher 
Expectations for Police Departments 
Can Lead to a Decrease in Crime 
William I. Bratton 

Police management 
1 have been asked to write on the question: "'Shot, ld 
we expect police activities to impact oil measures of 
crime, disorder, and fear. and how will we know?" 
I'd like to begin by turning tile question around: If we 
don't expect police activities and police departments 
to have an impact on crime, disorder, and fear, they 
almost certainly won't. 13y accepting the prevailing 
ima,,e~ of police departments as slow moving and rela- 
lively ineffectual bureaucracies, alld by assuming that 
nothine can be done to chan,,e them, vce are, in effect. 
making a sell'- ful filling p,ophecy. No organization, 
whethe," it is a police department or a private busi- 
ness. is ,,oin,, to achieve hl,-I ~. ,.z' t-performance results in 
an atmosphere of such low ext)ectations. 

I ant a p o l i c e  mana, ,e ,"  not  a c r i m i n o l o e i s t .  I tend to 
think about crime not as a sociological problem but 
as a management pi'oblem. The scholarship about tile 
underlying causes of crime is very interesting, but it 
is of limited utility to someone ctwrged, as I am. with 
public safety in a large city. The fact that rnany crimi- 
nologists have argued that police don't  have much 
impact on crime adds to my managenaent problenl. 
My job is to direct police resources and motivate 
38,000 police personnel. 1 cannot afford to subscribe 
to a system of belief that tells rne the police can't 
accomplish our prirnary mission of controlling and 
preventing crirne. 

Instead, like mar~y police marmgers, I've turned to 
modern business theory and the study of how to make 
hu'ge organizations work more effectively toward 
their goals. Goals, it turns or, t. are an extremely im- 
portant part of lifting a Iow-perfornting organization 
to higher levels of accomplishment and revitalizing an 
organizational culttu'e. Goals become a means not 
only of measuring success but of replacing unproduc- 

tive o," cotintetvroductive behaviors with effective, 
goal-oriented activity. Goals can be used to inspire 
an organization, long dominated by negativism and 
faultfinding, toward positive cooperative effo,'ts and, 
therefore, toward success. As a police manager, I have 
learned how to set ambitious goals for police depart- 
merits as the first step toward achieving ambitious 
resuhs. 

Ill this paper, I will describe two police rnanagenmltt 
stories: the New York City T,'ansit Police since the 
early 1990s and the New York Police I)epartment 
(NYPI)) in the past 2 years, i think 1 can make a 
stron~ case that management chan,,es and coal settin,, 
in both organizations were the printary catalysts Co, 
the stee t) decline in subway crime, beginning in 1991. 
and in citywide crime, beginning in 1994. 1 use the 
word catalyst intentionally. In organizations as hirge 
and complex as the Transit Police and the NYPD, no 
management team can claim sole or even primary 
credit for success. The role of top rnginagement is to 
motivate and support the organization as a whole. 
driving it to work to its full potential, I:)ut the cledit 
for ultimate success belongs to the cops. detectives, 
supervisors, and precinct commanders who take our 
plans into the real world and make them work. 

Following the general police managenmnt discussion, 
the second part of this paper will discuss what we are 
doing in New York in terms of the relevant crimino- 
logical theory about police departments and crinle. It 
also considers some of the other possible factors, be- 
sides the NYPI), that might be causing tile decline in 
New York City crime. In certain quarters, there seems 
to be a near-absohlte certainty that police did not and 
cotdd not have caused the stee t) drops. Scholars are 
ready to attribute these declines to demographics, so- 
cial causes, st, pposcd changes in the drug market, and 
unsubsta,ltiated speculations about drug gangs making 
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peace- - in  short, to any possible cause except police 
work. I think most of these alte,native explanations 
can be easily discounted. They are simply not sup- 
ported by the facts in New York City, whe,'e the num- 
ber" of  youths between the ages of 15 and 19 has 
increased slightly rather than decreased, the economy 
is relatively stable, drug-use pauerns are relatively 
unchan,,ed~ , and small drue~ gangs continue to fight 
over turf in a number of  locations throughout the city. 

I a m  hopeful this symposium will begin to change 
some of the preconceived notions about policing and 
crime. Better management, better strategies, highe," 
expectations, and more effort on tile part of police de- 
partments can do far more than just affect crime rates 
at the margins. We have in the Nation's police depart- 
ments an enormous untapped potential. If we can 
bring just a po,tion of that potential into play, we can 
have a swift and decisive impact on crime. If we start 
to use police resources strategically and efficiently, 
we can cut crime by 20, 30, or even 50 percent in the 
space of several years. 

Consider the following story. A series of robberies is 
taking place in a neighborhood and giving the local 
area a steeply rising crime rate. It just so happens that 
this neighborhood has enough political clout to have 
an elite police unit, expert at apprehending robbers, 
assigned to the problem. With its special skill, the unit 
identifies the robbery patterns, deploys its resources, 
and systematically apprehends the members of two 
loosely knit robbery gangs. The robbery ,'ate and the 
crime rate in the neighborhood plummet. Did the 
police cause the drop in the local neighborhood crime 
rate? Of course they did. 

But I can heat" the arguments now. A police 
department could never apply that level of skill and 
resources to an entire city. Neighborhoods without 
c lou t - -poor  and minority neighborhoods especia l ly--  
would be slighted. Crime would be displaced fi'orn 
the places where elite units are active to the 
neighborhoods where they are not. And so on. 

If I were to assert that lowering the crime rate in an 
entire city---even in New York Ci ty- - i s  simply the 
process of repeating the success of  the elite unit over 
and over again, many criminologists would be skepti- 
cal. They would be even more skeptical if I were 
to say that an entire police department--even the 
NYPD---could be geared to function like an elite unit, 
bringing to beat- the same kind of timely intelligence, 

rapid deployment, effective tactics, and relentless 
followup that make elite units so effective. But that is 
exactly what ! am going to argue because that is what 
the New York experience, both the Transit Police and 
the NYPD, demonstrates. 

The Transit Police 
When I became Transit Police Chief in 1990, subway 
robbery rates were rising steeply, disorde, was rife in 
tile system, and fare ewlsion was skyrocketing out of 
control. Robberies rose 21 percent in 1988, 26 percent 
in 1989, and about 25 percent in tile first 2 months of 
1990. Many of these robberies we,'e what we called 
"multiple perpetrator" cases, involving five o," more 
youths who would often attack and beat subway riders 
in order to rob them. 

A lot of the robberies seemed to be crinles of opportu- 
nity. The groups doing the robberies we,'e not real 
gangs but loosely organized associations of youths 
who knew tile subway was a good place to steal. They 
would meet after school or encounter each othe, in the 
system, look for a likely target, and strike. As more 
and more kids picked up tile tricks of this nefarious 
trade, the subway robbe,y rate headed off tile chart. 

Tile fiuebeating problem was just as severe. This is a 
petty ct'ime that can collectively amount to a colossal 
theft. In 1990, at the peak of tile problem, some 57 
million fare evaders were costing tile public about 
$65 million. The turnstile areas were oven'un not only 
with fal'ebeaters but with token thieves, who some- 
times seized control of subway entrances and brazenly 
collected tokens fi'om commuters as they shooed 
them through illegally opened exit gates. Tile public 
was appalled and frightened by tile spectacle. The 
criminals were emboldened by it. 

In addition, we faced a huge disorder problem beyond 
the turnstiles. Some 5,000 homeless people--most  of 
them drug abusers--were trying to live on trains, plat- 
forms, and in the restricted track areas, in fact, more 
than 80 homeless people died in the subway in 1989. 
in addition, aggressive panhandlers and illicit hawkers 
were everywhere, disrupting transit operations and 
lending an air of chaos and disorder to the entire 
subway environment. 

I drew on tile collective wisdom of dozens of Transit 
cops- -many  of whom were frustrated because they 
had never been given a chance to try their ideas-- to 
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develop a Transit Police patrol strategy concentrating 
on robbery, fare evasion, and disorder. We all agreed 
there was a clea," connection between felonious crimes 
of opportunity, i . e . ,  ,'obberies and petty crimes, and 
violations. Seeing an environment of apparent diso,- 
der, young muhiple perpetrators reasonably concluded 
that they could get away with anything in the subway, 
including beatings and robbery. We had to change 
their perceptions in a hurry. 

We coupled a program of full enforcement of all sub- 
way rules and regulations with a targeted attack on 
repeat subway felons, especially youth gangs. Instead 
of closing muhiple-perpet,ator cases after one or two 
arrests--as we had been doing--detectives were in- 
strt,cted to pursue all of the participants in a robbery. 
Even if we failed to find them all, we reasoned, the 
effo,'t of searching, bringing wimesses into schools, 
and the general ubiquity of Transit Police detectives 
in pursuit of subwlty robbers would start to aher 
criminals' perceptions of the chances of success in 
a subway robbery. 

We also greatly intensified the pursuit of people 
wanted on subwlty warrants. Using computers and 
faxes, we cut the time it takes for the police to act on a 

bench wan'ant from 30 days to 24 hours. Our warrant 
unit started work at 2 a.m. when the fugitives were 
still at home, and our apprehension ,'ate rose sharply, 
eventually rising to more than 60 percent. We turned 
out to these locations in force, once again sending a 
messa,,e~ ~ that subway criminals were bein,,~ relentlessly 
pursued. 

In the fare evasion sweep, we developed a near-perfect 
tact ic for the subway. Previous progranls to attack 
farebeating had usually focused on deterrence by sta- 
tioning uniformed officers in fl'ont of turnstiles. The 
cops hated this work, and the uniformed presence 
wasn't having any impact on the overall farebeating 
problem. We began intensive plainclothes fare evasion 
sweeps throughout the system. The sweeps not only 
caught farebeaters in the act, they a.lso gave t,s an 
opportunity to intervene with robbers because every 
arrested farebeater could be searched for weapons and 
checked for warrants. Not surprisingly, most subway 
robbe,s weren't paying the fare, and a good number 
of them were caught in our sweeps. I)uring the first 
6 months of this operation, about one in seven people 
arrested for fare evasion was wanted o,1 a ~,vg.t,'l'itn[. 

The last piece of the puzzle wits our attack on diso,- 
def. We mounted a huge out,'each effort to the home- 
less, cutting the resident homeless population in the 
subway by about 80 percent ove," a couple of years by 
steadily enforcing the rules and offe,'ing round-the- 
clock transportation to shelters. We quelled disorder 
among school-age riders with a safe passage prog,'am 
on 80 key trains and intensive truancy sweeps. 
We began enforcing the rules and regulations of the 
subway system against panhandling, illicit merchants, 
smoking, drinking, lying down in the system, and 
many other antisocial acts. The message was sent by 
both our uniformed patrol force and anticrirne plain- 
clothes units: The subway system is under alert police 
control. 

It took about 6 months to put everything in place, but 
subway crime then began dropping, and it kept drop- 
ping for the next 5 years. Total subway felonies and 
robberies declir, ed every month fl'om October 1990 
through Octobe," 1995, with the exception of March 
1993. when there was a slight increase in both catego- 
ries. If anything, the trend accelerated under my 
successor, Michael O'Conno,.  and has continued to 
accele,ate since the merger of the Transit Police with 
the NYPD in April 1995. 

The bottom line? Subway felonies in the first 10 
months of 1995 have fallen nearly 64 percent com- 
pared with the first 10 months of 1990. Subway rob- 
be,'ies have fallen 74 percent. There are fewer than 
20 felonies a day on a system that carries more ride,'s 
daily that the population of most American cities. 

Even more surprising, given the proportions of tile 
problem, was the Transit F'olice's success against fare 
evasion. I?,y tile end of 1994, it was cut more than 
ill half. By the end of 1995, it will have dropped by 
two-thirds, for a total savings of about $40 million. It 
wouh.l be difficuh to identify a demographic or social 
cause for the decline in subway crime. Subway ride,'- 
ship is poorer, younger, and more minority than the 
city its a whole. Yet. in the early 1990s, subway crime 
d,'opped far more steeply than New York City crime, 
of which it is a subset. Between 1990 and 1993, the 
drop in subway robberies wits three times greater than 
the drop in citywide robberies. In 1991, subway rob- 
be,'ies accot, nted for nearly two-thi,'ds of the drop in 
the citywide robbery ,'ate, even though subway ,'ob- 
beries never represented more than 10 percent of the 
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citywide robbery total. What, besides the work of the 
Transit Police, could possibly explain that? 

Yet, as a closed and contained system, the subway 
does present a special case. By intensifying police ef- 
forts in the subway, the Transit Police may have been 
driving crime to street level. It is possible to argue 
that subway crime was merely displaced to the rest of 
the city. The Transit Police experience in the early 
1990s showed how a police department can swiftly 
and effectively redirect its efforts toward solving key 
problems and achieving key goals. It also showed that 
a redirected police department can prevent crime by 
changing criminals' perceptions of their chances of 
success. But it does not prove with any certainty that 
such a redirection can reduce an entire city's crime 
,'ate. For that kind of evidence, we will have to turn to 
the NYPD during the past 2 years. 

The NYPD 
When Mayor Rudolph Guiliani appointed me New 
York City Police Commissioner in 1994, we both be- 
lieved the NYPD had vast untapped potential. But like 
the Transit Police, the New York City Police Depart- 
ment needed sharply focused strategies and a stronger 
direction to achieve its potential. With its array of 
skilled and experienced personnel, the department 
was like a race ca," that had never been driven more 
than 40 miles an hour. The mayo," and i decided to 
experiment by putting the pedal to the floor. 

We challenged the NYPD to focus its full talents and 
resources on its core missions of driving down crime 
and controlling disorder. We set a public goal for the 
department of a 10-percent decrease in felony crimes 
in 1994. While many within and outside the depart- 
ment were skeptical that we could come anywhere 
near to achieving this goal, we ultimately exceeded it 
with a 12-percent decline in 1994, and we are exceed- 
ing it again with an expected 16- to 17-percent decline 
in 1995. 

It took some doing to propel the organization forward. 
Although the public believes that police departments 
spend all their time thinking about and combating 
crime, the truth is that these large organizations a,'e 
rather easily distracted fl'om their core mission by the 
political or social issue of the moment. In addition, 
the burden of emergency response leaves POlice lead- 
ers with the sense that there is always something 

urgent to do, and this day-to-day emergency footing 
cuts into the time spent on strate,,ic~ plannin~.~ Work 
on crime is usually done on a case-by-case basis 
without any ,eal strategic oversight. As a result, police 
organizations can be pa,'ticularly subject to drift. 

Traveling ft, rther down the ranks, one finds many of 
the p,oblems that plague any large bureaucracy. For 
years, the NYPD had been organized around avoiding 
risk and failure. Although the department is decentral- 
ized into 76 precincts, precinct commanders had been 
constrained on every side by regulations and proce- 
dures issued fi'om headquarters. Many police opera- 
tions, such its prostitution sweeps and execution 
of search warrants, could only be conducted by 
centralized units, reflecting an abiding distrust of 
precinct personnel and resources. Yet, despite the 
micromanagement, the department was providing 
little in the way of genuine strategic direction. It 
was clear what precinct commanders and personnel 
weren't allowed to do, but it was much less clear what 
they ought to be doing to combat crime, disorder, and 
fear. 

Beginning in 1994, there were major changes in the 
management philosophy of the NYPD. We established 
seven crime control strategies dealing with guns, 
drugs, youth violence, domestic violence, reclamation 
of public spaces, auto-related theft, and police corrup- 
tion. In all these a,'eas, we got the entire organization 
thinking about how to attack crime and disorder prob- 
lems, best deploy police resources, disrupt criminal 
enterprises, and use each arrest to develop information 
that would lead to other criminals and arrests. 

Precinct commanders were granted far more latitude 
in initiating their own operations and running their 
own shops. Uniformed pat,'ol cops were encouraged 
to make drug arrests and assertively enforce quality- 
of-life laws. At the same time, the central strategic 
direction of the department became far stronger and 
the lines of accountability far clearer. Today, avoiding 
failure is no longer a formula for success. Instead, 
the positive efforts of commanders and cops at reduc- 
ing crime, disorder, and lea," are being recognized and 
encouraged. 

For the first time in its history, the NYPD is using cur- 
rent crime statistics and regular meetings of key en- 
forcement personnel to direct its enforcement efforts. 
In the past, crime statistics often lagged behind events 
by months, and so did the sense of whether crime 
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control initiatives had succeeded or failed. Now there 
is a daily turnaround in the "Compstat" (compute," 
comparison statistics) numbers, as the crime statistics 
are called, and NYPD commande,'s watch weekly 
crime trends with the same hawk-like attention private 
corporations plty to profit and loss. Crime statistics 
have become the depa,'tment's bottom line, the best 
indicator of how the police are doing, precinct by 
precinct and citywide. 

At semiweekly Compstat meetings, the depa,'tment's 
top executives meet in rotation with precinct and de- 
tective squad commanders from different a,'eas of 
the city. During these tough, probing sessions, they 
review current o' ime trends, plan tactics, and allocate 
resources. Commanders are called back to present 
their resuhs ;.it the Compstat naeetings ;.it least once 
every 6 weeks, creating a sense of immediate accot, nt- 
ability that has energized the NYPI)'s widely 
scatte,'ed local commands. 

Four steps or principles now guide the department's 
patrol and investigative wo,'k: timely, accurate intelli- 
gence; ,'apid deployment; effective tactics: and relent- 
less followup and assessment, l)ebriefing people 
taken into ct, stody, even for minor crimes, is now 
standard practice, and it has greatly increased the 
department's timely, on-the-ground intelligence. 
Computer pin mappirlg and other contemporary crime 
analysis techniques are functioning as the NYPD's 
rada," system, achieving early identification of 
crime patterns. The barriers that long separated the 
department's Pat,ol Bt, reau. l)etective Bureau. and 
Organized Crinae Control 13ureau have been b,oken 
down, and ;.i new spi,it of cooperation is resulting in 
the rapid deploymeru of apl)ropriate resotll'Ces. Al- 
though overall strategic guidance flows down tO the 
precincts, many of the tactics Ihat are accomplishing 
the strategies flow up flom precinct commanders. 
squad conlmanders, and rank-and-file police officers 
and detectives. 

In the 6-week Compstat cycle, the effectiveness of 
every new tactic or program is ,apidly assessed. 
Failed tactics don't last long, ;.illd successful tactics 
are quickly replicated in other precincts. Gathering 
field intelligence, adapting tactics to changing field 
conditions, Lind closely ,'eviev.,ing field restllts ;.ire now 
continual, daily processes. The NYPI) can make fun- 
damental changes in its tactical approach in a few 
weeks rather than a few years. 

The new flexibility allows much quicker response to 
shooting and robbery patterns. Identified by computer 
pin mapping, shooting "'hot spots" can be blanketed 
with uniformed and plainclothes quality-of-life 
enforcement. People carryina illeeal euns be,,in to 
realize they risk facing gun charges after being ar- 
rested for a minor offense. The result is fewer guns 
carried, fewer guns drawn, and fewer guns used. We 
have seen a 40-percent drop in handgun homicides in 
New York City since 1993. 

The new strategic approach to crime problems hlis 
sharpened the focus on the crimimll support system: 
on burglary fences, auto chop shops, stolen ca," ex- 
porters, and gun dealers who supply both drug dealers 
;.uld a rmed robbers.  In m;.iny inst;.nlces, we have been 

able to dismantle key pieces of the criminal enter- 
prise. Shutting down local fences, for instance, can 
have a dramatic effect on neighbo,hood burgkuy 
rates. It may take burglars some time to find another 
outlet fo," their stolen goods. Tim same is t,'ue of auto 
thieves, who need an immediate outlet---e.g., a cho 1) 
shop or stolen auto exporter--because stolen cars 
a,'e difficult to hide and easy to identify. We are also 
focusing on people wanted on warr;.ints who we 
believe are likely committing additional crimes. Like 
the "Dansit Warrant Unit before it, the NYPD Warrant 
Unit has been revitalized. It has rearrested 10.103 
wanted felons in the first 10 months of 1995, 
conap;.u'ed with 6.113 in all of 1993. 

Intensive quality-of-life enforcement has become 
the order of the day in tile NYPI). Throughout the 
city,, we are responding to problems such as public 
drinking, "'boombox cars." street p,'ostitt, tion, and 
street-level d,'t,g dealing. Neighborhoods feel safer. 
and people see tile police taking action against these 
highly visible problems. The NYPI)'s success against 
the "'squeegee pests." who had begged for money by 
washing car windows at most highway entrances in 
Manhattan. is a prime example of what steady quality- 
of-life enforcement can accomplish. Contint, ing 
police pressure, backed by arrests when necessary. 
has all but eliminated what was once a constant 
ui'ban annoyance. 

The NYPD Civil I]nfo,'cement Initiative has given us 
a powerful tool to combat petty c,'ime and disorder. 
First developed by my predecessor, Commissioner 
Ray Kelly, and by Jeremy Travls, who then was 
NYPI)'s deputy commissioner for legal matters and 
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now is the director of the National Institute for Justice 
(NIJ), civil enforcement sends NYPD attorneys into 
the field to assist precinct commanders in devising 
their enforcement strate,,=ies., qbgethe,, they use civil 
law--especial ly nuisance abatement law, police pad- 
lock law, and various forfeitu,'e proceedings-- to  aug- 
ment the traditional police sanctions of st, mnlons and 
arrest. They close brothels and drug and gambling lo- 
cations and confiscate drug dealers' cars and cash. We 
have been able to have a significant impact on street 
prostitution by arresting johns and confiscating their 
cars, which we are authorized to do because the car 
would have been used in the intended crime. We have 
also had a l)owerful impact on boombox cars--using 
the threat of a temporary confiscation of the at, to to 
be used as evidence. We have achieved a high level of 
compliance in neighborhoods that were once continu- 
ously assat, lted by these drive-by noise polluters. 

All this focused, strategic police activity has trans- 
lated into steep declines in crime. The seven majo, 
felonies were down 12 percent in 1994 and, according 
to p,'eliminary data through November 12, are down 
17 percent in 1995. The prelimina,y numbers through 
November 12 show a 2-yea," decline of 27.4 percent. 
Crime is down in every felony category, including 
2-year drops of 39.7 percent in murder, 30.7 percent 
in robbery, 36.1 percent in auto theft, 24.4 percent in 
burglary, and 23.8 percent in g,and larceny. Only the 
declines in felonious assauh (12.9 percent) and rape 
(7.7 percent) have failed to reach 20 pe,cent for the 
2-year period. These relatively lower numbers prob- 
ably reflect the department's domestic violence strat- 
egy, which is actively eliciting complaints of assault 
and sexual violence from battered spouses. 

In terms of human impact, the real numbers are even 
more impressive. After steep declines in 1994, there 
have been 51.728 fewer felonies in 1995 th,'ough 
November 12, inchlding 373 fewer homicides. 
47 fewer rapes, I 1.949 fewer robberies, 3,103 fewer 
assauhs, 12,520 fewer burghuies, 7,788 fewer grand 
larcenies, and 19,988 fewer a u t o  thefts. 

There have been declines in every borough and pre- 
cinct in the city. All five of the city's borot, ghs have 
registered 2-year declines of 23 percent or more. 
Keep in mind that Brooklyn and Queens would be 
the fourth and fifth largest cities in the country if they 
were independent municipalities. In effect, we have 
achieved crime declines of 23 percent or more in th,'ee 
of the five largest cities in the country. 

One clear benefit of the strategic policing approach 
has been the allocation of police resources where they 
are most needed and the consequent declines in crime 
in some of the most crime-prone neighborhoods in 
the city. As of November 12, for instance, the 75th 
and 77th i)recincts in Brooklyn, which are among the 
toughest in the city, were the leade,'s for real-number 
declines in homicides, shooting victims, and shooting 
incidents. The 75th precinct, covering East New York 
and Brownsville. has seen 45 fewer killings this year. 
The 67th precinct, another tough neighborhood in 
13rooklyn, leads the city in real-number decline with 
544 fewer robberies. The 107th and 109th precincts in 
Queens, which had been the car-theft capitals of the 
world, saw real nunlber declines of 1,186 and 1,063 
auto thefts, respectively, through November 12. 

If the current trend continues through the end of 
this year, total Uniform Crime Report (UCR) index 
crimes in New York City will have fallen 26 percent 
between 1993 and 1995 and 38 percent since 1989. 
These decreases are even more impressive when com- 
pared with the percentage change in total UCR index 
crimes in other venues: Whereas crime fell 3.0 per- 
cent in the Nation as a whole and 9.0 percent in New 
York State during calendar year 1994, New York 
City's total UCR index crime fell II .7 percent--our  
largest percentage decrease since 1972. New York 
City's ranking for total index crimes among the 
Nation's 25 largest cities moved from 18th in 1993 
down to 21st in 1994. 

The reduction in New York City crime has effectively 
pulled the Nation's aggregate crime level down 
quite significantly. Based on the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's (FBI's) preliminary 1994 UCR figures, 
crime reductions in New York City accounted for 
approximately 33 percent of the national homicide 
and robbery reductions and 70 percent of the national 
decrease in motor vehicle thefts. Although prelimi- 
nary 1995 FBI UCR data are not yet available, we 
expect that New York City's decreases in crime will 
again contribute significantly to the Nation's overall 
reduction in crime. 

Why are tile steep declines in crime happening at this 
time? I believe it is because of fundamental changes 
in the NYPD's nmnagement philosophy and ope,'ating 
principles. We have gone from a micromanaged orga- 
nization with little strategic direction to a decentral- 
ized management style with strong strategic guidance 
at the top. Our four operating principles--timely, 
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accurate intelligence; rapid deployment; effective 
tactics; and relentless followup and assessment--have 
made the NYPD a much more responsive, flexible, 
and effective force in the field. 

In the broadest sense, an effective police department 
can't keep people from becoming criminals or control 
the social and demographic forces that, according to 
many criminologists, engender criminal activity. But 
we can keep people flom becoming successful crimi- 
nals. We can turn the tables on the criminal element. 
Instead of reacting to them, we can create a sense of 
police presence and police effectiveness that makes 
criminals react to us. And then, in a nan'owe," sense, 
we do keep people fl'om becoming criminals o1 at 
least from committing criminal acts as they realize 
their chances of success are mt, ch smaller. This is cer- 
tainly what the New York City Transit Police achieved 
in the subway to drive robbery rates down 74 percent. 
The young felons who committed most of the st, bway 
robberies quickly learned that their chances of success 
had bcen greatly reduced. Now the NYPD is sending 
the same message to New York City as ~, whole, and 
we are seeing comparable ,'esuhs. 

Criminolo,,y= tends to view criminals as a kind of 
irresistible social force. Its prognosis for the future 
amounts to the cry of "Look out! Here comes a demo- 
graphic bulge in the crime-prone age cohort of 15- to 
19-year-olds, and we are all going to be swamped by 
it." I don't  think so. Criminals are not an irresistible 
force, in fact, the criminal element responsible for 
most street c,ime is nothing but a bunch of disorga- 
nized individuals, many of whom arc not very good 
at what they do. The police have all the advantages--  
in t,'aining, eqt, ipnaent, organization, and strategy. 
We can get the criminals on the run, and we can keep 
them on the rt, n. It is possible. We are doing it in 
New York. 

Theory and practice 
One of the prevailing views in contemporary crimi- 
nology as I t, nderstand it is tim position that police 
have little impact on crinm--that  variations in the 
rate and prevalence of crime within a community are 
primarily or entirely attributable to variations in popu- 
lation demographics, the impact of social trends, and 
a number of economic factors. Criminologists, some 
of whom are quite fixed in their opinions, cite innu- 
merable studies employing a variety of methodologies 
to show the relationships between these wu'iables and 

the rate of reported crime or crime victimization. 
Specifically, they point to the relative size of a 

community's  cohort of young males between 15 and 
19 years of age as a primary determinant of crime 
rates, along with the availability of guns, the supply- 
and-demand economics of the illicit drug market, 
drug-abuse patterns in the community, and a host of 
other broad social and economic variables. These 
views are supported by empirical research showing 
statistically significant and highly positive co,'rela- 
tions between the rate of crime and the various demo- 
graphic, social, and economic variables over time 
as well as by intuitive a,'guments and anecdotal 
evidence. 

As a basic tenet of epistemology, however, we cannot 
conclude that a causal relationship exists between two 
variables unless the intuitive explanation for the rela- 
tionship has face validity--it  must make sense and 
conform to our objective observations of the world 
around us--and unless three necessary conditions 
occur: one variable must precede the other in time, 
an empirically measured relationship must be demon- 
strated between the variables, and the !'elationship 
must not be better explained by any tliit'd intervening 
variable. Although contemporary criminology's expla- 
nations for the crime decline in New York City meet 
the criteria of the first two conditions, they don't  
explain it better than a third intervening variable. That 
variable is asse,'tive, strategic enforcement by police 
officers in a well-managed and highly directed police 
agency. When it comes into play. the causal equation 
is ,'adically altered. 

As a corollary to the assertion that crime is primarily 
pulled by the engine of social and demographic 
trends, contempora,'y criminology maintains a 
longstanding belief that police activities have little or 
no appreciable effect on crime, despite the public ide- 
olo,,y and political rhetoric periodically mustered to 
justify la,'ger police budgets and staffing increases. In 
suppo,'t of this belief, academicians proffer a number 
of empirical studies showing that the addition of po- 
lice ,'esources, including personnel, has rarely, if ever, 
had a sustained impact on crime rates. If increasing 
the number of police within a given jurisdiction has  

no discernible impact on crime, the reasoning goes, 
the institution of policing is powerless to influence 
crime. This logic incorrectly assumes that all police 
patrol activity is undertaken with the same intensity 
and that police officers in disparate agencies will be 
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deployed, managed, and directed in the same or 
similar fashion. 

I do not take issue with the empirical validity of any 
of these studies or with the observation that police 
activity has historically had little impact on crime. 1 
do question the basic premise that because no credible 
causal relationship has ever been shown to exist be- 
tween police activity and reductions in crime, no 
causal relationship can exist. 

One of the earliest studies of this issue was conducted 
in the NYPD's 25th precinct in 1954, where the 
operational strength of the precinct was more than 
doubled for a 4-month period. At the project's conclu- 
sion, reported street robberies declined by an astound- 
ing 90 percent, and burglary and auto-theft repor ts - -  
crimes that are typically visible to patrolling police 
off icers--decl ined as well. Increased manpower had 
no impact on homicides and minimal impact on 
felony assauhs, however,since many or most of these 
crimes took place indoors or in locations that patrol- 
ling police could not easily scrutinize. Despite the 
project's brevity and several f laws--i t  did not control 
for or measure the displacement of crime, and it did 
not account for reductions that might be attributable 
to factors other than manpower deployment- - i t  was 
used to justify demands for an increase in police 
personnel and resources (Wilson, 1985: 62-63). 

in 1966, consistent results were obtained when this 
study was replicated through saturation pat,'ol in the 
20th precinct. Street crimes visible to patrol again 
declined in the target precinct, but no appreciable 
declines were noted in crimes occurring indoors or 
in other private places. As Janms Q. Wilson (1985) 
pointed out, the resuhs of these two projects "'were 
sufficiently striking and consistent to wammt enter- 
taining the belief that very large increases in police 
patrols may reduce "'outside" or "street" crimes sig- 
nificantly, at least for a short period of time" (p. 64). 
Neither study, though, used sufficient controls or 
measu,'es to adequately determine how much of the 
crime-reduction effect was due to deterrence and how 
much was due to displacement. 

The main conclusion derived from these studies--that 
any impact the police may have on crime is due to a 
deterrent effect and is limited to the type of street 
crimes easily visible to patrolling officers--prevailed 
in criminology and police management circles for 

several decades. The accuracy of this conclusion is 
called into question by our contempo,'ary experience 
in New York City, where we have achieved steep 
reductions in all categories of crime, irrespective of 
their visibility to patrolling officers. We have not 
found any significant variance in the relative propor- 
tion of reported "indoor" versus "'outdoor" crimes in 
any offense category. 

Samuel Walker (1985) has a,'gued that the addition 
of more police to an agency has historically had 
no demonstrable effect on c,'ime. Although Walker 
acknowledges that police do deter crime to some 
unspecified and limited extent and arrests serve a 
specific deterrence purpose through incarceration of 
criminals, he says the impact of mere police presence 
as a crime deterrent can sca,cely be measured in pre- 
cise terms. Walker asserts that while police patrol 
since the time of Robert Peel has been designed to 
prevent crime, the "'police are at best a last-resort, re- 
active mechanism" of social control, and he concludes 
quite validly that "'even the most superficial evidence 
suggests no relationship between the number of cops 
and the crime rate" (p. 104). 

Walker's characterization of police patrol as a "'last- 
resort, reactive mechanism" describes activities of 
agencies and officers cast in the traditional mold. 
Walker has argued elsewhere (1984) that this reactive 
model of police organization was in large part forged 
as the legacy of O.W. Wilson, whose classic Police 

Administration became the "'bible" of an entire 
generation of police executives. These executives 
embraced Wilson's gospel of efficiency and were 
profoundly influenced by his ideology of crime 
suppression, which emphasized the deployment of 
resources to control "serious" cr imes-- the seven felo- 
nies comprising the UCR crime index (pp. 409-410). 
Indeed, for decades police executives were locked 
into a na,','ow mindset in which the UCR index was 
practically the sole benchmark for police perfor- 
mance. When index crimes declined, they took credit; 
when index climes increased, they blamed either im- 
p,'oved reporting rates o," broad social factors beyond 
their conu'ol. The narrow mindset has its advantages. 

I can hardly dispute the empirical evidence cited by 
Walker (1985) or the overall validity of his argument, 
but I would emphasize that the state of contemporary 
policing ill New York City, differs enormously fi'om 
the traditional reactive model on which criminologists 
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have based their conclusions. In New York City, we 
have radically altered the face of policing by empow- 
ering the agency and its officers with policies and 
tactics that "'capitalize on comnmnity crimefighting 
initiatives and take the bad guys off the streets," a 
strate,,ic,, approach that John Dilulio has so graciously 
dubbed "'gratton's Law" (Dilulio, 1995: A I9). 

Perhaps the best-known and most frequently refer- 
enced study of the effect of police patrol on crime 
is the Kansas City Experiment in 1974. This year-long 
study determined that changing the level of preventive 
patrol within demographically matched neighbor- 
hoods had virtually no impact on the number of 
reported crimes or tile level of fear experienced by 
residents of tile various neighborhoods. However, as 
James Q. Wilson (1985) observed, the expe,'iment 
"'did m~t show that police make no difference, and it 
did 11oi show that adding more police is useless in 
controlling crime. All it showed was that chan,,es in 
the amount of random preventive patrol in rnarked 
cars did not, by itself, seem to a f f e c t . . ,  how much 
crime occurred or how safe citizens felt" (t9.67, em- 
phasis in original). He points out that the experiment 
might have yielded vet" 3 , different results if important 
changes were made in the way police were used, 
including assigmnent to plainclothes patrol, sustained 
attention to places identified as having been frequent 
sites of crimes, or more extensive followup 
investigation of past crimes (pp. 67-68). 

After examining the body of research on the impact of 
police on crime, Wilson (1985) concluded that " 'what  

the police do may be more important than how many 
there are, that patrol focused on particular persons or 
locations may be better than random patrol, and that 
speed may be less important than information" (p. 71. 
emphasis in original). 

There is much wisdom in Wilson's conclusions, and 
they certainly jibe with our experience in New York 
City. What we have done in New York is, in effect, to 
focus and coordinate police officers' activities, to free 
them flom ,arldonl patrol duties by providing coherent 
tactical directions and enforcement strategies to oc- 
cupy their undevoted time, and to provide them and 
their commanders with accurate and timely crime 
intelligence necessary to make a difference. They re- 
lentlessly follow up their enforcement activities and 
identified crime problems, and we provide them with 
the discretion and authority to practice their consider- 

able crimefighting skills and experiment with new 
methods and tactics in fighting crime. These policing 
skills were always present but usually underused. 
Street cops have always said they had the ability to 
reduce crime if the agency's executives would 
only relieve them of the constraints imposed by an 
uninaaginative and timid management cad,'e. At the 
NYPD, we did remove many of these constraints 
without sacrificing discipline or our command and 
authority over police officers' behavior. In New York, 
random preventive patrol is a thing of the past because 
we've given our officers better and more productive 
things to do with their time. The time they once spent 
aimlessly driving or walking the streets is now 
devoted to tactical strategic enforcement activities. 

I would be remiss to leave you with the impression 
that the absolute number of officers deployed in the 
field is of little consequence. In fact, the number of 
officers deployed is an essential ingredient in this 
formula, but it is probably less important in terms of 
reducing crime than the m a n n e r  in which officers are 
deployed. Certainly, we require a sufficient number 
or "'critical mass" of officers to make our crime strate- 
gies effective and workable, but we could probably 
do with fewer officers if we could significantly ,'educe 
the amount of time they devote to purely reactive 
policing and increase the amount of time they spend 
in a proactive enforcement mode. At the same time, 
we cannot ignore the fact that visible police patrol 
leads to a heightened public sense of safety and secu- 
rity. Making people feel safer is an important police 
function, and a certain amount of police time and 
personnel will always be devoted to that purpose. 

I11 tile traditionally managed, reactive agencies, police 
work often followed a set of contradictory, or at least 
conflicting, operating principles. Officefs were de- 
ployed in reaction to crime trends and patterns that 
might, at best, be several weeks or months ok.l. And 
yet, as part of O.W. Wilson's legacy, many police 
executives displayed a near obsession with shaving 
seconds off the response time to 911 calls about 
crimes that had ah'eady occurred. Althot, gh they were 
given a long list of rules intended to govern their be- 
havior, police officers in reactive agencies operated 
vi,'tually unst, pervised, with little meaningft, l manage- 
ment oversight of their specific activities. These offic- 
ers we,'e, in effcct, set loose on tim streets without the 
benefit of coordinated and integrated tactical strate- 
gies. Police officers and executive alike shared a 
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rhetoric and a sensibility that "'real police work" 
involved fighting the "'serious" crimes of robbery, 
burglary, larceny, assauh, rape, and murder, to the 
exclusion of less important quality-of-life offenses. 
Yet few agencies developed strategies to deal with 
these crimes in their totality as opposed to dealing 
with them on a crime-by-crime and case-by-case 
basis. And few recognized that the failu,'e to enforce 
quality-of-life laws was sending a message of lax 
police enforcement and encouraging the commission 
of more serious crimes. 

As described earlier, the NYPD now has the techno- 
logical capacity to identify crime patterns ah-nost 
immediately, and our response can be virtually con- 
temporaneous with evolving patterns. We also have 
significantly tightened our management controls over 
police activhies, empowering officers and command- 
ers at the local level while holding them accountable 
for their crimefighting results. Officers and com- 
manders are now guided by comprehensive and 
coordinated strate,,ies~ and tactical plans that provide 
enough flexibility to permit the crafting of appropriate 
site-specific responses. We relentlessly follow up on 
their activities to ensure that problems are solved 
rather than displaced. We have also recognized and 
embraced the wisdom of Wilson and Kelling's 
"'broken windows" theory and its emphasis on the 
criminogenic nature of quality-of-life offenses (1982). 
We have convinced officers and commanders that 
serious crime as well as public fear of crime can be 
reduced by tending to these "minor" offenses and 
annoyances of urban life. 

The NYPD circa 1995 is a very different agency than 
the reactive organizations that previously character- 
ized American policing, and it is achieving ve,'y 
different results. The assumption that all police 
departments can provide only a "last-resort, reactive 
mechanism" is in need of thorough study and evalua- 
tion. A new kind of police department is emerging--  
a flexible, responsive, focused organization that can 
swiftly identify new crime patterns and just as swiftly 
counter them. It is time for the discipline of criminol- 
ogy to recognize the change. To compare the old 
reactive agencies to the NYPD circa 1995 is to com- 
pare apples and oranges. 

1 turn now to the main hypotheses, inferences, and 
research data that make up the view that crime is 
primarily pulled by social and demographic engines. 

Let's look at how these theories are challenged by 
empirical facts in New York City's contemporary 
crime picture. 

Age, demographics, and crime 
The relative size of tile cohort between 15 and 21 
years of age historically has been shown to have enor- 
mous influence on the rate of reported crimes. Crimi- 
nologists have clearly demonstrated that adolescents 
commit a disproportionate number and percentage of 
total crimes, criminality peaks between the ages of 
16 and 20 for the majority of specific offenses, and 
the rate of offenses attributable to a particular age 
cohort declines as the cohort ages (Hirschi and 
Gottf,'edson. 1983; Wolfgang et al., 1972; Tracy et al., 
1990). These conclusions are supported over time by 
the UCR data as well as by victimization studies. 

It should also be noted that individual criminologists 
define such important variables as , 'youth" and "youth 
crime" differently, which complicates the comparabil- 
ity of their research. By slightly altering the opera- 
tional definitions used to collect data sets or altering 
the upper and lower limits used to categorize an age 
group, for example, substantially different results 
might be obtained. 

Despite these caveats, official data and criminological 
research do reveal that the rate at which adolescents 
and young adults commit crimes is three to five times 
higher than their proportional representation in the 
general population. They account for a disproportion- 
ate number of arrests as well. In particular, the 
highly credible cohort research conducted by Marvin 
Wolfgang and his colleagues ( Wolfgang et al., 1972; 
Tracy et al., 1990) found that about one-third of both 
Philadelphia birth cohorts they studied had been 
arrested by age 18 and one-half had been arrested by 
age 30. These results support the general observation 
that the number of male adolescents in a population 
will have considerable impact on levels of crime. 
Between 40 and 50 percent of the increase in crime 
index offenses during the 1960s, for example, is 
attributed to the "'baby boom" generation. 

Arrest data fl'om New York City also show the 
heightened criminality of adolescents aged 15 to 19. 
Between 1980 and 1994, fox" example, the average 
annual robbery an+est rate for young people between 
15 and 19 (17.38 per 100,000 population) was more 
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than five times higher than for the population as a 
whole (3.29 per 100,000) and nearly double that of the 
next closest age group (20 to 24, 9.20 per 100.000). in 
1994, this cohort accounted for more than 37 percent 
of all robbery arrests in New York City, almost four 
times tile percentage for the population as a whole 
(9.47) and almost two-and-one-half times tile pe,cent- 
age for the cohort aged 20 to 24 (15.7). The age 15 to 
19 cohort clearly accounts for a disproportionate num- 
ber and percentage of robberies, and generally simila," 
relationships can be discerned by examining complaint 
and arrest data for other specific offenses. 

When robbery arrest trend data from 1980 through 
1994 are examined, however, a somewhat different 
pictu,'e emerees. Ahhot,,,h the a,,e 15 to 19 cohort has 
consistently accounted for the greatest p,'oportion of 
robbery arrests, that proportion in New York City has 
declined over time--fi 'om 47 percent in 1980 to 37 
percent in 1994. This cohort's share of the total rob- 
bery arrests declined steadily between 1980 (47.0 
percent) and 1987 (30.8 percent), when it began to 
climb upward by one or two percetltage inc,'ements 
pc," year. 

Criminology's conclusions about the influence of the 
age 15 to 19 cohort on overall crime may have been 
historically accurate, but they no longer seem to apply 
in New York City. The city's youthful population de- 
clined during the two decades from 1970 to 1990 
when c,'ime ,'ates soared in New York City and across 
the Nation. The group between 15 and 19 declined by 
ahnost 22 pe,cent in New York City during this period. 
but the proportion of the cohort involved in crimes 
increased enormously. Per capita arrests for yot, ths 
between 15 and 19 increased ahnost 60 percent be- 
tween 197(1 and the early 1990s. l)t, ring this period of 
significant decline in the city's high-risk youth popula- 
tion (between 1970 and 1990), total index crimes 
increased by 22.8 percent--from 578,149 index 
crimes in 1970 to 71(I,221 in 1990. Both homicide 
and motor vehicle theft hit 20-year peaks in 1990. 

13ut as New York City crime started to decline in the 
1990s, the decline in youth popt, lation reversed itself. 
Based on its analysis of the 1990 U.S. census, the 
Department of City Phmning estimates that the city's 
popt, lation of youths between 15 and 19 years of age 
has increased slightly between 1990 and 1995. Most 
significant, especially for criminologists who consider 
race as a variable, the nt, mber of black males between 

15 and 19 is estimated to have increased by nearly 2 
percent and the number of male Hispanic youths by 
5.7 percent. Asian and Pacific Islander males between 
15 and 19 also inc,'eased an estimated 2.36 percent. 
Pulling the average for the entire cohort down were 
the white males whose numbers decreased 8.4 per- 
cent. These data are confirmed by New York State 
Department of Education school enrollment figures 
for the City of New York, which show that total public 
school en,'olhnent increased 4.4 percent between the 
1989-90 and 1994-95 school years. The number of 
public school students in grades 9 through 12, com- 
prising a significant portion of the high-,isk g,'oup 
aged 15 to 19, increased by 12 percent. 

The demographic rationales for crime and their 
emphasis on criminality among the coho,'t of males 
between the ages of 15 and 19 cannot explain tile sig- 
nificant crime redt, ctions in New York City ove, the 
past seve,'al years. These rationales would, in fact, 
predict the opposite effect. The demographic data pro- 
vided here point to the indisputable, if theoretically 
inconvenient, reality that the number of individuals 
who have historically been shown to account for a 
disproportionate amount of crime relative to their per- 
centage representation in the overall population was 
rehttively low during the late 1980s when New York 
experienced a rise in crime, and that that number has 
actually increased between 1990 and 1995, when 
New York City began to realize a notable decrease 
in crime. 

Drugs and crime 

A great deal of recent discourse and resea,'ch in con- 
temporary cr iminology has foct, sed on the nexus 
between drug abuse and crime, particttlarly violent 
crime. Hypotheses typically establish a causal link 
between d[u*,s~, atld crime in two ways: 

(I)  The physiological effects of a partict, lar drug are 
said to induce violent crime fllrough the removal of 
inhibitions or other pharmacological effect. 

(2) The prohibitive cost of some drugs is said to cat,se 
users to commit c,imes, particula,'ly property crimes, 
to generate sufficient income to satisfy their 
addiction. 

Of central concern to tile "drugs cause crime" hypoth- 

esis is tile question of which variable comes f irst--do 
individuals become addicted and then comnlit crimes, 
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or do criminals begin to use drugs after their criminal 
careers have begun? h is rny understanding that this 
eml)irical question remains unresolved despite a 
qt, antity of research. Nevertheless. positive correla- 
tions between drug use and criminality have been 
demonstrated, despite the fact that many of the studies 
are based on convenient samples of t)rison and jail 
inmates and the,'efore present the p,oblem of sample 
bias (Bureau of Justice Statistics. 1988, 1991). An- 
other empirical isstie is the difficulty in detemlining 
what portion of overall crime is committed by drug 
abusers. As Wilson and Flermstein (1985: 366) 
pointed out, it is virtually impossible to calculate how 
much crime he,'oin addicts commit even if there are 
accurate data about the number of addicts and the 
monetary costs of their addiction. 

Criminologists seek to explain fluctuations in crifne 
rates by pointing out how variations in drug markets 
and drug-abuse i)attefns have historically cor,'elated 
with c,'ime trends. Specifically, some have argued 
that the precipitous increases in robbery comphfints 
experienced nationwide du,ing the late 1980s were 
attributable to the emergence of c,'ack cocaine, a drag 
that has been intuitively and anecdotally linked to 
higher rates of crime. Crack cocaine exploded onto 
the drug scene in New York City m 1985 and 1986. 
a period in which robbery complaints did in fact 
increase d,amatically. 13ased on the concurrence of 
these historic trends and a general tendency to infe, 
cat, sation t'rom mere correlation, many criminologists 
would conclude that New York City's increase in rob- 
beries during the late 1980s was driven by the advent 
of crack. Conversely. those c,iminologists would tend 
to conch, de that New Yo,'k City's recent decline in 
robberies signals a dramatic redt,ction in c,ack addic- 
tion and use. Some would argue, in a simila, vein, 
that the supposed feemergence of heroin as the drug 
of choice among street criminals mi-ht t,'anslate into 
an increase in burglary complaints because bt,,'glary 
rates have long been associated with or attributed to 
the extent of heroin addiction. Unfortunately for these 
c,iminologists, howeve,', neither of the hypotheses is 
supported by the current empirical evidence in New 
York City. 

In 1984, just prior to the crack explosion, the first 
NIJ-sponso,ed Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) urinaly- 
sis study at the NYPD Manhattan Central Booking 
facility revealed a 42-pe,'cent positive rate for cocaine 
a1110ng all arrestees sampled, irrespective of charge. 

13y 1988--perhaps the height of the crack ep idemic- -  
the prevalence of cocaine use among till arrestees had 
nea,iy doubled to 83 percent, lending credibility to 
the hypothesized ,'elationship between crack cocaine 
and crime. 

Ahhough a decline has been recently noted in cocaine 
use among all arrestees, it has been fairly modest. In 
February 1995, 78 percent of arrestees tested positive 
for cocaine, and in May 1995 (the most recent quar- 
terly data available), 68 percent tested positive for 
cocaine. These quarterly data fall within the typical 
range of variance for positive cocaine tests. Since 
1988, the proportion of an'estees testing positive for 
cocaine in each qt, arterly sample varied from 59 per- 
cent to 83 pe,'cent, and since 1993, the proportion of 
positive cocaine tests varied from 63 percent to 78 
percent. Cocaine use among those arrested in New 
York City has not declined substantially, certainly not 
to the extent that declining cocaine use could account 
fo, the enormous decline in the crime, partict, larly 
violent crime, that cocaine supposedly engenders. 

TI-le llypothesized increase in heroin abuse has riot 
been evident in the quarterly DUF data either. In 
1984. 21 pe,'cent of arrestees tested positive for opi- 
ates; positive tests peaked at 27 percent in June 1988 
and 25 percent in October 1988. In the most recent 
I)UF testing quarters. Febrt, a,'y and May 1995, 
22 percent and 20 percent of an'estees, respectively, 
tested positive for opiates. 

Narcotics enforcement activity data also provide 
indirect evidence that drug abuse has not diminished 
significantly. In 1994, total arrests for narcotics of- 
fenses in New York City mcl'eased 28.9 percent, 
reaching their highest point since 1989. Felony drug 
arrests rose 11.4 percent in 1994, and misdemeanor 
drug arrests rose 54.2 percent. Through November 12, 
1995. total NYPI) narcotics arrests increased I0.14 
percent over the comparable 1994 period and 39.06 
percent over the comparable 1993 period. 

Althou,,h~ this increase is clearly due to our height- 
ened enforcement and the strategic approach we are 
taking to address the city's narcotics problem, and 
although arrest data cannot be taken as conchisive 
evidence of the prevalence of drug abuse, these num- 
bers provide a rough indicator that drug abuse remains 
pervasive. 
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Firearms use 

Without eneaeirie in the coriteritious arid ongoirlg 
debate about gun control and the right of citizens to 
possess firearms, one can intuitively grasp a connec- 
tion between the avaih.ibility of guns, particularly 
handguns, and violent crime. Guns are certainly more 
lethal than other weapons used in the commission of 
crimes, and it is a reasoriable assumption that gun 
availability facilitates the commission of many 
crimes. Roughly half of the Nation's homicides are 
committed with guns, and guns are used in about 
one-third of all robberies and one-third of :ill rapes. 
I won't address the question here of whether guns 
cause crime in the sense of serving its a catalyst for 
the escalation of violence or if they deter crime when 
they iu'e in tile hands of law-abiding citizens. It is 
scarcely debatable, however, that a large number of 
crimilials have carried and used guns in the commis- 
siori of their crin-ies or that. in the case of New York 
City at least, the vast majority of these guns are 
illegal ly possessed. 

The nunlber of fireiirnls, especially tmndguns, used 
in criminal activity has declined substantially in New 
York City du,'ing the past 2 years. The data supporting 
this conchtsion a,e derived f,'om several sources, each 
of which confi,'ms the observation that fewer crimi- 
nals are carrying and using guns. The percentage of 
robberies in which firearms were used, for example, 
fell from 36.3 percent in 1993, to 33.05 percent in 
1994, to 28.7 pe,'cent for the first 6 months of 1995. 
The total citywide number of  shooting incidents be- 
tween January I and November 12 fell 39.67 percent 
between 1993 and 1995, and the ntnnber of shooting 
victims injured in these incidents fell 37.62 percent. 
The decline in Jqrearms use c:tn also be inferred from 
the declining nunlber of calls reporting "'shots fired" 
to ou," 911 system. The department received 23 
percent fewer shots-t:ired calls fronl citizens iind dis- 
patched 12.353 fewer radio cars for these calls in the 
first 9 naonths of 1995 than it did for the comparable 
1994 pe,'iod. 

The declining number of shooting incidents and 
shooting victims reflects a general decline in the num- 
bet" of fircarms being carried and used by criminals, 
which we attribute to the effectiveness of  otu" st,'ategic 
gun enforcement efforts. We are hard pressed to con- 
ceive of any denlographic or social variable that might 
induce street criminals to refrain from carryil/g or 
using their guns. Although the total nulnher of gun 

arrests for the year-to-date period throt, gh November  
12 declined 34.8 percent from comparable 1993 lev- 
els, we do not claim to have taken all of these guns off 
the streets or away from criminals. We merely assert 
that criminals have considered the wisdom of leaving 
their guns at home. Indeed, our gun arrests increased 
l:airly rapidly subsequent to the introduction of our 
gun strategy and then began to decline :is aft ,  nction 
of the aggressive enforcement, it should also be noted 
that implementation of out- strategy seems to have had 
the unanticipated consequence of promoting the use 
of othe,', but fortunately less lethal, weapons. The 
number of  arrests for nonfirearm dangerous weapons 
increased more than 6 percent during the 1993 to 
1995 yea,'-to-date pe,'iod. 

The following example ilhistrates one creative way of 
appro:lching the problenl of illegal guns. Our rese:irch 
and investieations showed that unscrul)ulous private 
gun dealers holding Federal firearms licenses (FFLs) 
were a major source of illicit guns on New York City's 
streets. In March 1993, we began to jointly review 
FFL applications from New York City residents with 
tile Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and I::i,ea,'nas. Of  the 
238 new applications received througla December 
1994, 97.4 pe,'cent were disapp,'oved. In addition. 
71 percent of the renewal applications between Au- 
gust 1993 and December 1994 were abandoned, su,'- 
rende,ed, or disapproved in the face of increased po- 
lice scrutiny. Although we cannot quantify the extent 
to which this policy actually reduced the availability 
of illegal firearms and handguns, we believe that it is 
certainly a contributing facto,'. 

Social and economic factors 

Whether or not poverty causes crime has been one of 
the most cont,'oversial and endu,ing issues in crimi- 
nology and the political arena. Academic research 
efforts have failed to provide conchlsive data to sup- 
port or reject any of the common economic theories of 
c,'ime causation. A,'guments over the role of poverty 
and other economic factors tend to follow the lines of 
political ideology and are largely based on ,'hetoric 
and intuitive ,'easoning. Wilson and Herrnstein (1985) 
pointed out that the presumed connection between 
unenlployment and c,'ime is rather tenuot,s. They said 
the empirical research in this area is inconch, sive and 
noted several logical fat, Its within the competing theo- 
retical models that seek to link unemploynaent and 
crime. 
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In any case, none of tile common social or economic 
factors that criminologists typically cite to explain 
fluctuations in crime has registered changes of suffi- 
cient magnitude in New York City to suggest they are 
responsible for any appreciable decline in crime. 
New York City's economic picture has improved 
slightly over tile past several years, but those years 
cannot be accurately characterized as a boom period 
or even as a period of significant growth. Monthly 
data from the U.S. Department of Labor show New 
York City's unemployment rate at 10.8 percent in 
January 1994, 7.2 percent in Septembe," 1994, 9 per- 
cent in February 1995, and 8 percent in September 
1995. Throughout the 2-year period, tile city had a 
higher unenlployment rate than the Nation. A com- 
parison of the New York City Htlman Resources 
Administration's July 1994 and July 1995 public as- 
sistance rolls ,'eveals that the number of city residents 
receiving public assistance benefits declined by 
45,354, or fully 4 percent. A compa,'ison of the num- 
ber of city residents receiving food stamps in August 
1994 and August 1995 reveals a very modest decrease 
of 0.4 percent. 

Certain other indicators, however, seem to show a 
return of confidence in the safety of the city. In time, 
we might see an improvement in the city's economy 
following a decline in crinle rather than the other way 
a,'ound. The New York City Convention and Visitors 
Bureau estimates that the city will welcome more than 
25 million visitors in 1996. a 14-percent increase over 
1995 levels. This transhites into 3,500,000 mo,'e visi- 
tors who cont,ibute to the local economy. New York 
City's hotel occupancy rate rose from 71.7 percent 
during the first 6 months of 1994 to 74.2 percent 
during the comparable 1995 period. Overall airport 
arrivals rose 2 percent, and international arrivals rose 
7.4 percent. Attendance at Broadway shows rose 14. I 
percent, and the number of visitors served by the Con- 
vention and Visitors P, ureau increased by 5.1 percent. 

SimihMy, subway ridership has nlirrored the decline 
in subway crime. Daily subway ridership fell 3.5 
percent between 1990 and 1991, but it increased 0.2 
percent between 1991 and 1992 when subway crime 
fell 15 percent. In 1992 and 1993, when subway crime 
fell an additional 24.3 percent, daily ridership rose 5. I 
percent. In 1994, with subway crime falling another 
21.7 percent, ridership increased an additional 5.2 
percent, l-:fonl these data we can infer that public fears 
associated with riding the city's ,'apid transit system 
have declined and residents and commuters are 

increasingly willing to travel freely throughout the 
city using public transportation. 

Prison and jail populations, arrests, 
and incapacitation 
Even the best-managed, most effective, and nlost 
highly directed police agency cannot reduce crime 
solely through arrest and enfo,'cement. Other spheres 
of the crinlinal justice system--the courts and correc- 
tions, probation, and pa,'ole functions--take responsi- 
bility for an offender once he or she is in custody, 
and each plays a salient role in reducing crime and 
enhancing public safety. Corrections agencies in par- 
ticular are instrumental in reducing c,'ime through 
incapacitation and perhaps to some extent through de- 
terrence, althou,,h,., the importance of the correctional 
role rarely receives much attention in the public 
discourse on crime. 

Like each of tile other spheres of the criminal justice 
system, the view of correctional agencies is subject 
to prevailing political and organizational ideologies. 
During the 1960s when national crime rates tripled, 
correctional policies and practices were driven to a 
large extent by the rehabilitative ideal. We did not 
conchide until the 1970s that, in terms of rehabilita- 
tion, "nolhing wo,'ks" (Lipton et al., 1974: Martinson, 
1974). In tile 1980s and 1990s, the ideology of 
incapacitation has come to the fore. 

Although it may be difficult to accurately estimate the 
relative effectiveness of incapacitation strategies, the 
rationale for incapacitation is faMy simple. We know 
that some criminals, particularly "'career crinlinals," 
commit a highly disproportionate number of criminal 
offenses. Blumstein and his colleagues have noted 
that the most active 10 percent of offenders each com- 
mit in excess of 100 crimes per year (Blunlstein et al., 
1986: 94). The clear implication is that drastic reduc- 
tions can be made in the ove,'all crime rate if this 
group of high-rate chronic offenders is incapacitated. 

As discussed above, cohort research on youth crinle 
(Wol~ang et al., 1972; Tracy et al., 1990) also reveals 
that a relatively snlall percentage of young people 
are responsible for a vastly disproportionate share of 
offenses. Statute law and the ideology of the juvenile 
justice system preclude sentencing youthful offenders 
with the same severity directed toward adult c,'imi- 
nals. But it also stands to reason that significant 
inroads can be made in tile overall crime picture if 
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we implement some sort of realistic intervention to 
discourage criminals at the early stages of an evolving 
criminal career. Too often in the past, police and juve- 
nile courts have not u'eated youth crime seriously 
enough. Both police and courts have operated on the 
assumption that it is not in children's best interest to 
burden them with criminal records. Many police offi- 
cers have failed to take appropriate discretionary tic- 
tion in cases involving young people, possibly in the 
cynical belief that juvenile court authorities would, at 
best. merely give the juvenile offender a "'slap on the 
wrist." It should be no surprise, then, that many young 
people who have had coritact with the juvenile justice 
system learn that their offenses will not be taken seri- 
ously. For the small percentage of feral youth whose 
contacts with police and courts are fi'equent, this per- 
ception is repeatedly reinforced. Some are genuinely 
surprised when the criminal court system finally 
iml)oses a real sentence. 

An article iri the Detroit News described New York 
City's t,'emendous drop in crime and spect, lated 
whether the strategies and tactics tim New York City 
Police I)epartment pursued would have a beneficial 
effect in Detroit. The article also noted that criminolo- 
.gists were skeptical about tim role of the NYF'D's 
strate-ic approach in achievine these reductions as 
,,','ell as the credit police deserve for them. One crirM- 
nolo,,ist.., was quoted as saying that police do not 
control ariy of the things that generate crirnes: "lCops] 
don't control the demand for drugs. They don't  corl- 
trol who's on welfare and who's not. They don't 
control who has a job and who doesn't. They don't 
control what Republicans like to call "family vahles"" 
(Tobin. 1995: A3). This is a fair arid accurate assess- 
ment. The police do not control these broad social and 
economic factors. But the same.criminologist went on 
to explain why, in his opinion, crime had declined so 
precipitously in New York City: "'The bad guys are in 
jail," he said. "'Even a small number of crooks taken 
off the street can make a big difference in crime 
statistics." Who. if not the police, put them there? 

f:or the year-to-date period ending November 12, 
1995, the total number of arrests for all criminal 
q/lenses in New York City--felonies and misdemean- 
o r s - inc reased  26.73 percent over 1993 levels for 
flae comparable period. Arrest for combined index 
crirnes--all felonies--increased 4.27 percent. The 
disparity in these data demonstrates the effectiveness 
of the clepartmerit's shift away from limiting eml)hasis 
on the traditionally "'serious" index offenses comnlit- 

ted by adults toward strategic enforcement of 
appropriate and applicable laws, and it p,ovides evi- 
dence of the efficacy of the "'broken windows" theory. 
By increasing enforcement--as  measured through 
arrests--for misdemeanor quality-of-life offenses 
among adults and young people, we were able to 
achieve enormous reductions in felonies, pa,'ticularly 
index crimes. 

Not all of those arrestees were incapacitated through 
incarceration. Althou,,h~ a lar~e~ percenta,,e~ of the 
3.4-percent inc,'ease in New York State's prison popu- 
lation between 1993 and 1994 is attributable to arrests 
fi'om New York City, it mr, st also be noted that both 
admissions to and releases from State p,isons de- 
clined in 1994. Admissions fell by 3.4 percent and 
,eleases by 1.8 percent. Fewer criminals are being in- 
carcerated, but they are being incapacitated for Iortger 
periods. 

The increase in arrests, especially misdemeanor and 
juvenile arrests, did not impose an t, ntenable bu,'den 
on our .jail system. In fact. the city's average daily jail 
population actually fell 1.2 percent between 1993 and 
1994, after rising in both 1991 and 1992. F'o, the first 
9 months of 1995 versus the comparable 1994 period, 
the average daily jail population fell by 5.9 percent. 
fi'om 19,558 inmates to 18.397 inmates. 

The inference to be drawn from these data is that dra- 
matic crime reductions can be achieved through the 
sustained and tactical enforcement of qt, ality-of-life 
misdemeanor offenses, coupled with vigorous 
enforcement of"se,'ious'" felony crimes and the 
conconaitant incapacitation of"career  criminals." 

Summary 
The magnitude and direction o1: change ,:mlollg the 
va,ious socioeconomic and demographic variables 
,'eviewed here lends little credibility to traditional 
criminological conceptions abot, t the causes of crime 
and crime ,'eduction. Indeed. given the direction and 
magnitude of change evident in many of these vari- 
ables, traditional criminological thought might have 
predicted increases in c,ime in New York City rather 
than the significant declines we have actually experi- 
enced. A third intervenin,, variable--a well-managed 
and highly directed police agency--provides a better 
explanation for the decline in New York City crime 
than any of the t,'aditional explanations cited by 
criminologists. 
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Note 
I. For a good account of Compstat meetings, see 
Kelling, George, "'How to Run a Police Department," 
City Journal, Autumn 1995. 
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Measuring What Matters: A New 
Way of Thinking About Crime and 
Public Order 
George Kellmg 

Here is a public policy paradox: New Yorkers a,e frail- 
tic over what seems to them the increasing hiwlessness 
of the city. Crime and fear a,e consistently among tile 
top two or three reasoris cited by New Yorkers who say 
they want to leave town. Yet according to l)roPessional 
standards and tile most commo,1 statistical ,r~easui'e- 
merits, tim New York City police det)artments are 
among tile best in tile country, especially afte," taking 
into account their size and the 
problems they face. 

For gene,ations, police have tried to develop a model 
of policing that is equitable, accountable, efficient. 
hiwful, and honest. They have largely succeeded: In 
the quest for equity, police are distributed across cities 
on the basis of crime rates and calls Pot" se rv ice - -  
seemingly objective c,'iteria. To be unobt,usive, police 
have relied on responding to citizens' calls for help, 
rather than initiating action ell their own. To ensure 
lawfulness, police have focused their resources ell 
serious cr imes--murder ,  ,ape. assat, lt. ,obbery, and 
burglary--acts prohibited by unambiguous htws and 
about which a broad consensus exists that police 
should take strong action. To ensu,'e I-lonesty, police 
have limited coritacls with possible sources of COiTUp- 
tion, including citizens. 

By these measures, New York City is excellently 
policed: Its deparmmnts, especially the New York 
City Police Department. distribute police equitably 
throughout the city, respond quickly to 91 I calls 
(especially considering the enormot, s volume here). 
:u'e unobti'usive (desl)ite raie and highly publicized 
exceptiorls), have coilcentraled oil serious crime, alld 
maintain high levels of integrity. Among professionals. 
tile NYPI) is widely believed to be one of tile 
"'cleanest" very hirge departments in the country. 

Even by more widely touted measuremerlts, New York 
police do relatively well: so illally people have been 
arrested thai neither jails no, l),'isons can hold thein. 

If the number of cells was expanded, few doubt that 
New York City police could fill alrnost any added 
capacity :is well. Crime rates are also ericouragirlg, 
tit least conlpat'ed to ethel" hlrge cities. In 1989. eight 
large Ame,ica,-i cities had higher homicide ,ares than 
New Yoik City, 21 had higher rape rates, 17 had higher 
buiglary rates, and eight had higher autoillotive theft 
,'tiles. The differences were not trivial: Washingiorl's 

9 ' rnurder rate was almost - .8 limes :is high :is New 
York's; Cleveland's rape rate 3.5 times higher; Dalhis's 
burgl:lry ,'ate twice :is Iligh. Only in robbery did New 
York lead the flatten, arid not by much. 

But New Yorkers are not tile least bit reassured by 
these statistical arid rehitive achievemerits. One 
pi'omiilent local political leade," eager to discover his 
constituents' concerns recently gathered some New 
Yorkers in "'focus groups" to discuss major issties. 
When he asked them to react to the statement "'New 
York City is tough on crinle,'" their response was 
inci'edtilous hiughte,. 

Tim citizens are right. These formal measures of 
police work have little to do with community needs. 
After Jill, even after decades of increase, inclividual 
serious crimes remain relatively rare. But if :l typical 
a,lllutil inc,'ease in tile rnu<.zeing rate does ,lot materially 
increase the charlces that one ,,','ill be mugged, neither 
does a simil:ir decrease reduce the real harm dorie to 
those who are not mugged- -which  is to make them 
afraid and cheat therri out of a little bit moie of their 
lives. Lawlessness co,lsists llOt just in tile relatively 
rare "'index" crimes courlted by tile I-:BI. but can also 
refer to an atmosl)here of disorder in whicll it seems 
like these and less serious crimes and harassnlents 
might occur at any time. Lawlessrless locks neighbors 
behind doors, chases storeownei's off sit'eels, shuts 
down bl_isiness, and spreads povei'ty and despai,'. 

This article is repritited with permission from City Journal. 
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Still, twice a year when the official FBI crime statis- 
tics are released and the Times announces, "'New York 
Leads Big Cities in Robbery Rate, but Drops in Mur- 
ders," and the Post and the News chip in with their 
more-colorful versions, police officials fl'antically 
counter with their own numbers that show how well 
they are doing. Even now, when "'community polic- 
ing" (which is supposed to deemphasize statistics) is 
all the fashion, police chiefs know that every time the 
ritual is repeated, the political powers-that-be will call 
them on the carpet and the powers-that-would-be will 
call press conferences. Police strategy, tactics, and 
even police mythology and esprit de corps are driven 
by statistical and bureaucratic measures of perfor- 
mance. The result is disastrous for the community. 

honically, the statistics police find most nettlesome, 
the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, were invented by 
The International Association of Chiefs of Police in 
the 1920s. The original UCR index consisted of seven 
crimes: murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, bur- 
glary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft. In 1979, arson 
was added to the list. The UCR also include data on 
crimes cleared (someone was arrested), on the people 
who were an'ested, and on law enforcement person- 
nel. Victimization surveys supplement the UCR by 
providing additional information about victims and 
offenders in crimes which may never have been 
reported. 

Once chiefs had high hopes for the UCR, believing 
that reported crime and clearance rates would provide 
"'scientific" ineasures of the nature and extent of seri- 
ous crime and of the relative effectiveness of police 
departments. And during the comparatively quiet 
years of the Forties and the Fifties, police were quick 
to claim credit for the relatively low reported crime 
rates. 

In the Sixties, this honeymoon ended. Clime levels, in 
the statistics and in the minds of citizens, became in- 
tolerable. As the crisis worsened and became a bigger 
national story, the UCR framed the problem for the 
media, the general public, and therefore for politicians 
and police as well. The crime problem was reduced 
to the seven crimes on the index; important crime- 
control activities were clearances and arrests for index 
crimes. Police departments, broadsided biannually 
with bad news, became obsessed not only with statis- 
tics, but also with statistical responses. They pointed 
with pride to figures showing that an'ests were up, 
response times were faster, police were working hard, 

and cl'iminals were going to jail. And by all these 
quantifiable standards, their departments were indeed 
,,oino well. If cl'ime still l'a,aed after such prodigious 
efforts, it could hardly be the fault of the police. Bet- 
tel" to blame lazy prosecutors, lenient judges, push- 
over probation officers. And don't  forget the liberals. 
Got a problem, buddy? "Fell it to Earl Warren. 

If it had only been a dodge for the press and the pols, 
it would not have been so bad. Unfortunately it is hard 
to say things too often without coming to believe 
them, and in any event bureaucracies of all sorts love 
numbers, which hold out the promise of order and ac- 
countability, a way of toting up the score at the end of 
the game. Unfortunately crime, arrest, and response 
reports not only fail to keep an accurate score, they 
also confuse everybody about the object of the game. 

While low levels of recorded crime inay conceivably 
reflect low crime rates, they can also reflect a lack of 
confidence in police. It is well known, for instance, 
that about half of all rapes are eve, reported to police. 
Women fail to report ,'apes because of en~barrassment, 
fear, and guil t--emotions that depend in part on how 
police agencies handle ,'ape victims and their cases. 
So what does the difference between Clevehlnd's and 
New York's rate mean? ls it true that there are more 
,'apes in Cleveland than in New York? Are New York 
police to be credited with being more efficient? Or are 
women in Cleveland more confident that they will be 
treated sensitively by police and other criminal justice 
agencies in Cleveland? 

What about burglary? Does Dallas have mole burghn'- 
ies than New York? Perhaps. But another explanation 
is that burglary victims in New York City have simply 
come to expect so little from police that they often do 
not report the crime. 

The UCR's stiff legal catego,'ies say little about the 
crime ploblem as citizens actually experience it. 
The popular conception is that serious crimes are acts 
committed by ruthless predators against innocent 
strangers. In 1989, however, more than 40 percent of 
violent crimes, including one-third of all rapes, were 
committed not by strangers, but by friends, lovers, 
spouses, and colleagues. Within families and relation- 
ships, abuse can be ,'epeated over and over with 
increasing ferocity and suffering. Society has an enor- 
mous investment in the institutions in which these vic- 
timizations occur: family, schools, the workplace, just 
to mention three. 
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For comnmnities, the intent of crimes often is more 
important than the actual crime itself. Generally, we 
consider vandalism a relatively minor crime, often 
committed by obstreperous youth, it does not show 
up on the UCR. Yet a swastika painted on the door of 
a Jewish home or a cross burned in front of a black 
family's home often has more serious consequences 
than a random robbery or burglary. Such vandalism 
demoralizes communities, destabilizes neighbor- 
hoods, and terrorizes families. 

Arrest counts are no more reliable than the UCR. 
Consider the following: An officer sees a dispute 
between a Korean mercharlt and a black citizen. The 
officer stays at a distance observing the dispute. It 
fhtres into violence. The officer moves in to stop the 
violence and proceeds to arrest both of the citizens. 
Tensions increase in the neighborhood, but two arrests 
are chalked up for the officer. 

Is this a success? Should the officer and department 
be credited for this performance? Or were the arrests 
really indications of failure? Would it not have been 
better to intercede earlier and prevent the violence 
that not only threatened the individuals' well-being, 
but the community's  peace? 

Obviously. And in such a situation most New York 
City police officers almost certainly would have done 
the right thing. Yet it is important to note that if the 
officer had stepped in to defuse the incident, perhaps 
sparing the community months of anguish, his action 
would never have been recorded. That suggests a seri- 
ous problem, not only in providing recognition for 
officers, but also in keeping the department account- 
able to the community and focused on its real needs. 

Likewise, consider the much-studied problem of graf- 
fiti on subway trains. For over a decade, while police 
had been unable to reduce subway graffiti, arrests lbr 
gratTiti increased year by year and were touted by the 
Transit Police Depm'tment whenever it was queried 
about the problem. Then Transit Authority F'resident 
David Gunn instituted a successful program to elimi- 
nate graffit i--a program based not on arrests but on 
quickly cleaning cars and painting over graffiti so as 
to fiustrate the "'artists" and create the impression that 
the TA [Transit Authority] took the antigraffiti rules 
seriously. Arrests immediately dropped and stayed at 
a low level throughout the five-year effort. The earlier 
volume of arrests had indicated failing policy, not 
s u c c e s s .  

If the volume of arrests says little about the effective- 
ness of police performance, another favorite set of 
police statistics, the number and speed of responses to 
emergency calls, are equally uninformative. The anti- 
crime potential o f  91 I was once thought to be quite 
high. Research and experience, however, have sug- 
gested that though rapid responses to calls for service 
have very limited impact on crime, they consume 
enormous amounts of police time. This view is now 
widely shared by police and police scholars, although 
less so by city policymakers and politicians, for whom 
91 I has become a symbol of being "'tough on crime." 
Former Police Commissioner Ben Ward put the trade- 
offs starkly at a meeting of community leaders, one of 
whom complained, "'We have our neighborhood foot 
patrol officer, we now want rapid response to calls for 
service." Ward's response was refreshingly fi'ank: 
"'You can't have both." 

As I have previously noted, since the 1960s, research 
has confirmed that crime, as well as the fear of crime, 
is closely associated with disorder. Disorder includes 
petty crime and inappropriate behavior such as public 
drunkenness, panhandling, and loitering; its physical 
manifestations include graffiti, abandoned cars, bro- 
ken windows, and abandoned buildings. For most 
people, New York's crime problem comes down to the 
fear they endure as a consequence of disorder-- the 
well-founded belief that in disorderly places society 
has ceded control to those who are on the margin of 
or outside the law, and therefore that anything might 
happen in such places. 

I say this belief is well-founded because both experi- 
ence and substantial formal research demonstrate 
that disorder left untended ultimately leads to serious 
crime. Citizens' fear of disorder is entirely rational. 
Fighting disorder, by solving the problems that cause 
it, is clearly one of the best ways to fight serious 
crimes, reduce fear, and give citizens what they 
actually want from the police force. 

Yet disorder and police efforts (or lack thereof) to 
eliminate it have recently been largely ignored by offi- 
cial police doctrine. The reasons for that are many and 
complex, ranging from the belief that uncivil, threat- 
ening, and bizarre behavior is a constitutional right, to 
fears created by past police abuse of statutes prohibit- 
ing disorderly behavior. Bt, t a significant reason d i s o f  
der has been ignored is that professional criminal 
justice ideology narrowly defines the appropriate 
business of police and criminal justice agencies as 
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dealing with serious cr ime-- that  is, index crimes. 
Crime. response, and arrest statistics form a pillar of 
that ideology. Disorder does not appear on any FB! 
index: therefore, it has not been a priority. 

Community policing, which is being put into place in 
this city [New York] slowly and with considerable 
difficuhy, is supposed to take disorder seriously. But 
community policing itself is hampered by the too ls  

police use to measu,'e the crime p,'oblem and police 
performance. There is a great gap between the current 
bureaucratically defined measures of productivity and 
the kinds of help communities really want from their 
police. Levels of fear and disorder, evidence of 
nlounting community terlsion, and. most importarltly, 
information about the specific sources of such diffi- 
cuhies and police response to such problems, go offi- 
cially uncounted. 

C a n  w e  develop n e w  n l e a s u r e s  of performance, n l e a -  

sures more in line with what communities really need 
and want? Can we quantify the "'soft" indicators that 
really matter to comnmnities? Or are we doomed, like 
the man who lost his keys in the alley but searches 
for them under the street light, to keep looking in the 
wrong 1)lace because it is too hard to turn our atten- 
tion where it belongs? 

During the 1980s and into the 1990s, a series of inde- 
pendent studies t,ied to define New York's real c,'ime 
problem. Citizens, neighborhood groups, business as- 
sociations, and others examined community problems, 
at times in collaboration with police and criminal jus- 
tice officials, but ofterl without any official support. 
With remarkable consistency, the studies tell us what 
citizens want =,_,,,~vemment to do. hnplicitly, and in at 
least one case explicitly, they tell us how to measure 
community c,'ime problems and police response. 

One of these studies, "Downtown Safety, Security, 
and Economic Development." was published by the 
Citizen's Crime Commission of New York City and 
the Regional Phm Association in July 1985. As 
Laurence A. Alexander wrote in the preface: 

Working with both city officials and 
with developers, it was cleat" that many 
private and public downtown invest- 
ment decisions were being killed by 
t, nderlying naeeing worries over the 
safety and security of people and of 
investments. 

At the same time, ! saw many studies 
that showed downtowns were not neces- 
sarily high-crime areas (especially 
not with respect to so-called serious 
crirnes). But, nevertheless, shoppers, 
workers, bosses, and bankers were all 
convinced that crime was rampant 
downtown. 

It was very clear that this problem-- to  
some degree real and to some degree a 
matter of pe,'ception only--was  a major 
deterrent to rational downtown plan- 
ning, development, marketing, and 
nlanagement. 

The report went on to document fear of crime in 
downtown Brooklyn, Fordham Road in the Bronx, 
and Jamaica Center in Queens. The results were stark: 

Ahnost 60 percent of those surveyed believed that if 
they went to these areas thei, car would probably be 
stolen or broken into; 40 percent believed that they 
would be attacked, beaten, or raped: and 75 percent 
believed that they would have their money, wallets, or 
purses stolen. 

Confi,'ming earlier research, the study found strong 
co,relations between levels of fear in the area and the 
amount of drug use and sale, public drinking, street 
,,an,,s loiterin,, teenagers, and eraffiti. The c o n s e -  

quences of fear were considerable: People stayed off 
the streets and avoided public transportation and 
"'multi-purpose visits" (that is, shopping). 

While "" Downtown Safety'" documented citizens' feat's 
about shopping in commercial centers, a report called 
"'Small Business, Big P,'oblem," published in May 
1989 by the New York think tank Interface, focused 
on the impact of the crime p,'oblem on commercial 
establishments. The organization surveyed 353 small 
businesses--retailers, service companies, manufactur- 
ers, and wholesale,'s with an average of 27 employ- 
ees- - in  the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens. 

Di,'ect losses from crime, especially flom break-ins. 
vandalism, shoplifting, and auto thefts, were high. 
More than 80 percent of the firms reported being vic- 
timized during the previous three years. Crime, and 

the lea, of crime, also took an indirect financial toll 
on those fil'nls in the form of increased labor costs 
from high employee turnover, reduced sales, and 
curbed expansion plans. The neighborhood conditions 
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most often cited as causes of these difficuhies in- 
cluded loitering, drug dealing, panhandling, illegal 
peddling, and in manufacturing and wholesale areas, 
prostitution. 

Thus, even in tin area whe,'e indexed crimes were a 
serious part of the problem, merchants specifically 
cited disorderly conditions as a majo," difficuhy and 
were able to point to consequences. The section of the 
report devoted to solutions specifically recommended 
measures tisually associated with maintaining order 
and reducing fear~| 'oot  patrols, community policing 
and neighborhood watches. 

Ariother study, "'CPOP: the Resea,ch--An Evahiative 
Study of the New York City Community Patrol 
Officer Program." published by, the Vera Institute of 
Justice irl 1990, offers insights into the problems of 
primarily residential neighborhoods. Their analysis of 
a set of reports by CPOF' (conlnltinity policing) offi- 
cers and a survey of comnmnity leaders is particularly 
interesting. 

CPOP officers used "'13eat Books" to record the types 
of problems with which they deah. The problenas that 
citizens complained about most often were drugs 
(29 percent), parking and traffic (16 pe,'cent), disor- 
derly g,'oups ( 14 percent), auto huceny ( I 0 percent). 
arid prostitution or gambling (6 percent). Burglary 
and robbery followed tit 5 pe,cent each. Exphiining 
"'drugs" as a priority, the authors indicate: "'These 
were typically problems of fairly low-level street 
dealing, rather than laree~ volunm traflqckin,,..,.'" 

None of the top five problems was till index crime. Yet 
till five contribute to perceptions that one's neighbor- 
hood is otit of conti'o], thai one's tuff is not secure. 
I=ven parking and traffic l)roblems can add to such 
fetirs, particularly if residents believe the source of the 
problenl is "'outsiders"--fast drivers using residential 
streets as throughways: tinfamiliar ctu's parking on 
residerltial streets: increasing the nuillber of strangers 
and nlaking it diff icuh to tell who has a good reason 
for being there. 

Turning to the survey of neighl~orhood leaders, the 
rel)ori states: "'Very few respondents who lived in 
predom i ntintly w h ire, nlidd le-c lass, reside ntial tiretis 
identified robbery or burgltu'y as problems." Or as the 
president of a merchants' association reported: 

"Is the,e a crime problem now?" Yes. 
We have eggs splattered on our store 
windows, but we don't  have stick-ups. 
Commercial crirrie involves shoplifting 
tind pickpocketing in the larger stores. 
There is also residential crime, which 
involves burglaries. But rio, we d o n ' t  

have a crime problem of any grave 
consequence. 

Certainly neither the authors of the report nor 1 would 
want to give the impression that these responses are 
typical of all of New York's neighborhoods. Violence 
amorig yot, ths is endemic in many areas arid should be 
the highest priority for community leaders, public 
health officials, police and criminal justice officials. 
and political leaders. Nonetheless. the experience of 
community, organizers, confirmed by my own re- 
search, is that diso,'der is as much or more of a prob- 
lem in middle-and working-class rieighborhoods, 
even in neighborhoods thai are seriously nlarred by 
violence. 

Like other purveyors of goods or services, the Metro- 
politan Transportation Authot+ity regularly conducts 
market research to learn about use, satisfaction, nltir- 
ket potential, and problems in service delivery. My 
own research as a consultant to the TA, using surveys. 
focus groups, and other data, confirms that fear has 
seriously hindered the public's use of subways. 

Ninety-seven percent of passengers report taking 
some form of defensive action when riding the sub- 
way: They sitiy away from certain types of people, 
locations, cars. and exits. I::ol'ty percent of New Yo,'k- 

ers  believe thai ,'educing c,ime is the top priority for 
improving the subway. Only 9 percent believe the 
subway is stile after 8 p.m.; 76 percent disagree with 
ttle statcilmnt that there is ve,'y little chance you will 
be a crime victim if you ride the subway after that 
time: and 62 percent say that fear of crime keeps them 
from riding the subway at night. Overall. those ques- 
tioned estimated that about 25 pe,cent of the city's 
serious crime occurred in the subway. 

These pe,'ceptions are important. But they are not 
accurate. In reality, only 3 percent of New York City's 
recorded felonies occur in the subway. By some esti- 
mates, only one in 200,000 subway trips is marred 
by a confrontation felony, which means most New 
Yorkers could ride the subway, regt, hirly for hundreds 
of years without being part of such an incident. 
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So why are people afraid? Though they rarely experi- 
ence serious crime, they are constantly exposed to dis- 
o,'der and left with the impression that no one is in 
char,,e Broken turnstiles, litter. ,.zraffiti, the homeless. 
and panhandlers threaten riders and lead New Yorke,'s 
to believe that serious c,ime is more frequent. Fa,e- 
beating and other turnstile scams not only amplify this 
message, but also cost the system as much as $120 
million annually. 

What do subway riders want? First. more police. Sec- 
ond. order: 84 percent of survey ,'espondents agree 
that it is important for police to stop fare-beaters and 
65 percent believe that the homeless should be re- 
moved from the subway. 

In sum. studies of commercial cente,'s, neighbor- 
hoods, and subways all call for increased attention to 
quality-of-life offenses including disorder and drug 
dealing and for new partnerships between police, citi- 
zens, neighborhoods, and businesses. They ask for 
community policing, often endorsing CPOP by name. 
and for foot patrols. These studies are hardly exhaus- 
tive, but they tend to confi,'m what common sense and 
experience suggest: The professionalized, bureaucra- 
tized preoccupations of police organizations do not 
reflect the concerns of most citizens. Police and 
policymakers must undertake a systematic effort to 
discover what citizens want from police, what prob- 
lems are really undermining communities, and how 
effective police are in fighting them. What these stud- 
ies have done in fragmentary and informal ways is 
what formal klw enforcement evaluations ought to be 
doing. We need a new sort of database that will shift 
the attention of press and politicians alike away fi'om 
the UCR and arrest and response reports and toward 
citizens' real problems. 

h'onically, ira the late 1970s the New York City Police 
Department pe,formed an experiment called "'Opera- 
tion Cross,'oads" that nearly did just that, although 
without actually meaning to. Unfortunately, the ex- 
perimental program was allowed to die and the NYPD 
never capitalized on what it learned. As described in 
an unpublished study by the Fund for the City of New 
York, one of the program's funders, the program's 
goal was to clean up Times Square, which suffered 
fl'om the same problems it does today: prostitution, 
hustling, gambling, scares, and drug dealing. 

Even then, the consequences of disorderly conditions 
were intuitively understood: 

Police and other" enforcement officials 
believe that certain types of street con- 
ditions such as the number, type, and 
fi-equency of street solicitations, the 
number of individuals loitering in door- 
ways, and storefront uses and their 
hours of operations do contribute t o . . .  
serious crime. At the very least, offen- 
sive street conditions are perceived as 
dangerous and threatening to the pub- 
lic . . . .  They are a primary contributor 
to the negative image of Times Square, 
part of a self-perpetuating cycle of 
decay. 

Before Operation Crossroads, police in the area 
relied on repeated aggressive "sweeps" as their" main 
cleanup tactic. They would identify a problem area, 
mobilize a squad of officers, and arrest all those who 
were loitering. Little was accomplished. The trouble- 
makers were often back on the streets sooner than the 
officers who ar,ested them. Sweeps consumed enor- 
mous amount of police time and were eventually 
declared unconstitutional. 

Operation Crossroads addressed three separate but 
linked questions. First, could counts of disorder be 
useful in assigning police officers to particular beats 
or neighborhoods? Second, were alternative tactics 
available that were both legal and successful in reduc- 
ing disorderly conditions? Third, could the same 
counts of disorderly conditions be used to evaluate 
police tactics for reducing disorder? 

Researchers established a procedure for documenting 
disorder. Trained observers counted incidents of disor- 
derly behavio," in specific areas. Disorderly behavior 
was defined to include solicitation or sale of sex or 
drugs, use of drugs or alcohol by loitering people, all 
non-food vendors, and several categories of loiterers 
including vagrants, troubled persons, three-card 
monte dealers, other gamblers, handbillers, and 
hawkers. 

It developed that although the entire Times Square 
area was viewed as disorderly, the problems tended 
to concentrate on a few blocks. And while disorder 
continued throughout the day, the ratio of disorderly 
persons to other street users changed as evening 
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approached, thus makirlg the area seem more threat- 
ening. But perhaps most important was the discovery 
that disorderly conditions could actually be quantified 
in this manner. 

Armed with these new data on disorder, tlle police 
decided on a markedly different approach: a high- 
visibility but low-arrest strategy that explicitly 
,'ejected mass arrests in liivor of direct action to 
interrupt and deter disorderly behavior. Thus police 
would order, counsel, educate, cajole, and use other 
noncoercive methods tO discourage offenders, and 
would arrest thenl only as a last resort. 

The researcliers hoped that the disorder counts could 
be used to allocate officers. Police managers, how- 
eve,', continued to rely on traditional measures to 
assigri pol ice--reported crimes and calls for service. 

A crisis, however, made it clear that tile street condi- 
tion reports (;.is they were called) could be useful. 
Parks commissioner Gordon Davis threatened to close 
Bryant Park (adjacent to tile mairi branch of the New 
York Public Library). Drug de;.llirig had reached epi- 
demic levels. Police could not or would not control it. 
Police managers responded to Davis's threat and the 
publicity that followed with an aggressive effort that 
relied on the low-arrest tactics of Operation Cross- 
roads. Instead of using such traditional rneans ;.is ar- 
rest counts to evahiate their own efforts, they used the 
coridition reports. The results were not only inte,'est- 
ing but of great practical vahie: 

The riumber of people engaged in positive activi- 
ties increased by 79 percent; the numbe," of drug 
sellers, buyers, and users decreased by 85 percent. 

The l)ercentage of loitering and drug-i'elaled use ;.is 
a ft, nction of total use declined from 67 pe,cent to 
49 peicent. 

ii Drug selling was not displaced en masse to any 
single location outside the park. 

While the decrease in tile number of dealers was 
not ;.is dramatic as police had hoped, dealers 
behaved more discretely. 

The aggressiveness of  the uniformed officers, nol 
just tile fact that they were in tile pai'k, appeai'ed to 
be the key factor in changing the dealers'  rnode of 
operation. 

Stipervised, directed patrol, rather than the absohite 
number of officers assigned, seemed critical to 
affecting conditions in tile park. 

Stationing a uniformed officer in frorit of the 
library during lunchtime arid early afternoon 
virtually elimiriated the chisterirlg of drug aclivhy. 

Nevertheless, the project was aborted. Once tile crisis 
was eve,', police sirnply were not interested in using 
the information. As time went on, key personnel we,e 
transferred, not to frustrate the project, but ;.is a matter 
of routine police practice. Soon the funders t-lad little 
choice but to drop the project altogether. 

It does not take much re;.iding between the lines to 
kriow what w;.is going on: the police were nol ;.lboul to 
abandon theh" tt'aditional ways of evahiating their pei'- 
fo,'nl;.ince and ;.issigning officers in favo," of the Iow- 
afl'eSl strategy. Ol)eralion Crossroads and the Bryant 
Park crisis had forced police back into a pioblel-n 
area--d isorder- - that  violated the dominant police 
p;.uad i<"¢ rn . However pol ice ,liana ¢,,e,'s, m i ~'.z' hi phrase 
their rehictance, in effect they wei'e unwilling to shift 
to a system that would measure actual results ;.is citi- 
zens might experience them, rather than such apparent 
efforts ;.is arrests. I::or the police, the goal was still to 
demonstrate th;.lt "'we held up our end," rathe," than 
"'we solved the problem." 

Distinguishing between what citizens experience in 
their neighborhoods, sllopping centers, arid subw;.tys 
and the official c, ime problern as defined in crime, 
response, and arrest statistics is not an academic 
quibble, f:o," generations, public policy has been built 
;.u'ound priorities established in response to these data, 
satisfying tile eternal bufeaucratic yen to be evahlaied 
by ilumbers and process rather than by results. Yet 
wherlever citizens are queried--wllether  system;.tti- 
cally, as in many of tile reports noted above, or infor- 
m a l l y I t h e i r  greatest complaints always inchlde 
disorder and an accompariying fear. Statistics which 
indicate thai people are hardly eve," raped or murde,'ed 
in their neighborhood or that hell ) is just a 91 I call 
aw;.iy offe, l itt le comfott. I am certain that i f  system- 
alic sitidies were avaihlble about the "'crime problem" 
in schools, p;.u'ks, and public housing, the ,'esuhs 
would be simila,'. 

Official police doclrine is changing, especially in New 
York City. The Mayor, the MTA. Ihe Transit Police 
Department, and the NYPI)  all strongly endorse the 
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notion that police must focus on solving the problems 
that really upset New Yorkers. By controlling disorder 
and stemming fear, they will keep citizens on the 
street and thereby discourage serious crime. Serious 
programmatic reform plans are already underway, 
with the most well-known being the Mayor's Safe 
Streets, Safe City phm. 

At the level of theory, the corner has been turned. But 
the real change will be much harde," than is imagined 
by those who glibly drop phrases like "'community 
policing" and then stand back and wait for miracles. 
Despite the city's enormous official commitment to 
community policing, the isstie is still very much in 
doubt. The dominant criminal justice model has been 
in phice a long time and is supported by powerful tra- 
ditions and mythologies. The task facing police forces 
here, and ac,'oss the country, is to turn away from 
several decades of accumulated, preconceived, and 
self-regarding notions about their mission, and to 
discover instead the real needs of the communities 
they seek to protect. 

It is not easy to change an entire subculture. First 
and foremost, police need to change their own minds 
about their mission, and give up the view that police 
work consists of racing around in patrol cars, appre- 
hending criminals after the fact, and feeding them into 
a "criminal justice system." That "'cowboy" version of 
policing has considerable allure for most of the young 
people who become police officers, attractions that 
"'problem solving" and community work (often with 
civilians) do not necessarily have. 

Former Chief Robert lgleburger of the Dayton Police 
Department, one of the country's most innovative 
police chiefs during the 1960s, has likened police 
departments to rubber bands. They can be stretched, 
pulled, and twisted into a variety of shapes, yet when- 
ever pressure is relieved, they snap back into their 
previous shape. Many forces bridle public organiza~ 
tions: traditions, habits, vested interests of groups 
both within and outside the organization, political chi- 
canery, public myths, and so forth. As we know flom 
the current experience of the auto industry, which 
had to be brought to the brink of bankruptcy before it 
began to reform itself, repositioning organizations is 
difficult, and keeping them repositioned is harder, 

One way to s tar t - -one way that has been overlooked 
so far-- is  for New York's Police Department to begin 
a revolution in American crime statistics. They shot, ld 

m o v e  American police (and the American media) 
away from their unproductive preoccupation with 
current official data. Taking a cue front Operation 
Crossroads, the city's police should build new 
citywide databases that measure the problems that 
citizens really care about, the ones that spread crime 
and fear, disrupting the trust of neighbo, and commu- 
nity cooperation that is essential to preventing crime. 
They should develop databases that measure whether 
police are responding to these problems and databases 
that measure whether the problems are getting better. 

Collaborating with chizens to prevent crime and dis- 
order requires knowing what citizens think about 
crime and disorder. It is useless to demand that police 
respond to community needs rather than self-serving 
bureauc,'atic standards, unless we know what those 
needs are. It would be unjust and demoralizing to 
criticize police for not helping to maintain order 
(which they have been doing to some extent, albeit 
fitfully, and without commendation or encouragement 
throughout the 911, UCR-dominated decades) without 
the data to prove the case, or to commend them when 
deserved. 

Creating such databases is one thing, maintaining 
and updating them will require a real commitment of 
resources and managerial will. For if they are to be 
useful, the surveys must measure New York's many 
neighborhoods separately and in detail. To assume 
that all communities have the same priorities would 
be fatal to the effort described here. 

Yet despite all the work, will, and widgets this effort 
would consume, it would be very efficient even in the 
medium term. Such data would be crucial in helping 
transform police culture and make community polic- 
ing self-sustaining. By providing police with a new 
way of thinking about their jobs, they would over- 
come the entrenched traditions that have impeded 
past reforms. 

Even police who initially regard such community 
policing tactics as foot patrols with distaste almost 
always learn to like them as soon as the programs 
get underway. 13ut liking a duty does not go very far 
unless it is linked to career advancement. Currently, 
officers move up in the force by leaving patrol work 
for a job with a specialized unit. And they are pro- 
moted out of patrol by doing things that can be added 
up statistically, like making lots of ar,ests, rather than 
by solving community problems. 
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In order to truly change the cultu,e of tile police de- 
partment, the department must tie career advancement 
to the tasks that make community policing work, 
especially being a good patrol officer. The department 
will not be able to do this without data. It is, after all, 
a bureaucracy, and a bureauc,acy it will remain tmtil 
its dying day. As such, it will always want to play by 
the numbers. So we must find a way to change tile 
numbers and show police officers that the new way to 
get ahead is to rack up good numbers of a different 
sort. 

For the same reason, the New York Police Depart- 
ment, and all the other departments that follow in its 
wake, should make g.ln enormous annual or biannual 
public fuss about the new numbers, crowing shame- 
lessly about every bit of good news. and cheerfully 
expending tile great portions of patience and fortitude 
it will take to explain them to the press. For to really 
ensure the futt, re of community policing, we have to 
change not only tile internal culture, but also the 
public mythology of policing. 

As one prominent New Yo,'k police official has put it. 
"It 's not just what these guys learn on the fo,'ce, most 
of them are cowboy, s or "bt, ffs' [lovers of police tradi- 
tion and Iot'el before they sign up." And while chiefs 
battered by the UCR twice a year may no longer be 
cowboys, there is no doubt that tile enormous public- 
ity that accompanies tile current statistical meastu'es 
of performance affects the way police forces behave. 

Powerful imaees sustain the "'crime fighting" view of 
policing: tile "thin blue line" and tile "'wars" on c,ime, 
drugs, and violence waged by arresting and incarcer- 
ating offenders. Tile statistical parallels of those im- 
ages, broadly accepted by the media as a scorecard for 
police performance, now come back to haunt police. 
Tragic events, such as killings in schools, get wide 
publicity and fuel demands that police "'do some- 
thing "' regardless of what it is. Touch meast, res must 
be taken against those who are violent. But we must 
also take tough measures against myths that deflect 
press, public, and police alike f,'om tile real p,'oblems 
of tile community. 

Not i11uch nlole than a generation ago, there were 
other police myths that were powerful and emotion- 
ally rewarding: myths of the cot) on the beat who 
knew his block, his people, and wllat they needed. 
Officer Murphy--and his nightstick--would not be 
pol)t, ku in most New York neighborhoods today. 
13ul we can create new he,oes of public se,vice in his 
place, citizen soldiers who know how much their fel- 
low citizens suffer fiom tile grinding, day-to-day inci- 
vilities and minor street offenses that erode the quality 
of urban life, make people afraid, and create the mi- 
lieu within which serious crime flourishes, hnages as 
powerful as tile war metaphors of the 91 l era can sup- 
port them in their struggle. But all this would be made 
far easier with. and may be impossible without, con- 
crete measures of achievenlent that redefine success- 
ful policing as policing that actually makes people 
want to live he,'e. 
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This chapter considers two issues: ( I ) meast, ring the 
possible effects of an innovative policing program. 
and (2) doing so in a framework that could support 
tile inference that the program caused variations that 
the measurements mi,,ht reveal. Measurement in- 
voh, es (among othe," things) tile collection of data that 
represent--sometimes only indirectly--the problems 
that programs target. These are "'outcome" meast, res, 
and it is vital thai they represent the scope of a 
program's intentions as accurately as possible. The 
framework within which these data are collected is 
evaluation's research design, and it is crucial that the 
design account fo," as many ahernative exphmations 
for what is measured as is possible under the circum- 
stances. Arguing that "'the program made a difference" 
over the past nlonth o," year involves systematically 
discounting the potential influence of other factors 
that mieht account for chan,,es in the measures 
throt, gh the use of ,'andomization. matched control 
groups or time series, and other design strategies. 

Measurement issues are a bit more closely related to 
analytic issues than this distinction suggests. One can- 
not divorce what is measured f,'om how the measures 
can be linked causally to programs. What evah, ators 
call the "'logic model" of a program--how, exactly, 
it is supposed to have its desired effect--needs to be 
specified clea,'ly enough that approl)riate outcomes 
can be identified and their measu,'es specified. For 
instance, if evaluating a c,'ime prevention program, 
exactly what kinds of crimes involving what kinds of 
victims during what pe,'iods of the day or night should 
we examine for evidence of impact? 

This essay focuses on measurement issues, but it 
addresses issues through concrete examples of how 
meast, res have been used to make judgments about 
the impact of prog,'ams. It examines some of tile expe- 
riences tile evaluation commtmity has had in taking 
the vital signs of a community by measuring crime, 
disorder, and fear. This is far from a complete list of 
what  matters in policing, as other articles in this vol- 
ume attest. However, in Kelling's o,'iginal plea for a 

focus on "'what matters" in policing, he concluded 
with a call for a renewed focus on "the grinding, day- 
to-day incivilities and minor street offenses that erode 
the quality of urban life, make people afraid, and cre- 
ate the milieu within which serious crime flourishes" 
( 1992: 33). In recompense for the brevity of the list 
of issues considered in detail in this chapter, I con- 
clude with an irwentory of other issues that need to be 
considered--and appropriately measured-- in  any 
thoroughgoing evaluation. 

Measuring crime 
The development of a new research technology--  
survey-based measures of victimization--has enabled 
evaluators to dig deeper into claims about the effects 
of policing on crinae. Although not without their 
problems (which will be examined below), survey 
meast, res of crime bypass two enomaous sieves that 
strain out so many offenses that it can be difficuh to 
interp,et official crime statistics. These sieves are 
citizen reporting and police recording pnlctices. To- 
gethe,', they work to the disadvantage of  the poor and 
residents of higher crime areas, and they can disguise 
the effects of t),'ograms that might othe,wise appear 
pronlising. 

Citizen reporting 
Interviews with victims indicate that many incidents 
are not reported to the police, either by themselves 
o," (as far as they know) anyone else. Among crimes 
measured by the National Crime Victimization Sur- 
vey, about 4(i) percent of all personal c,'imes and 33 
percent of property offenses are reported. Reporting 
is high for auto thefts (93 percent of successful thefts) 
but much lower for simple assaults (43 percent), at- 
tempted rapes (33 percent) and robberies (36 percent), 
and pocket pickings (22 percent). Only 52 percent of 
successful residential burglaries and less than 12 per- 
cent of thefts of less than $50 a,'e reported (Bureau of 
Justice Statistics, 1996, table 91). Crime reporting by 
witnesses rather thzm victims is even lower. In Britain, 
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only about 12 percent of the instances of shoplifting, 
8 percent of serious fights, and 29 percent of thefts 
from cars observed by the public are reported to 
anyone (Skogan, 1990b). 

Furthermore, the National Crime Victimization 
Survey reveals that reporting differs by population 
group. Gene,'ally, lower income people, younger 
victims, and men report victimizations at a low rate, 
while homeowners report at a high rate. Incidents 
away from home, those with smaller financial conse- 
quences or for which victims had no insurance, and 
crimes in which victims and offenders know one an- 
other well are reported less frequently. Black on white 
crimes are also more likely to be reported, in some 
crime categories, fear of retaliation discourages re- 
porting; in others, people do not report because they, 
plan to take action on their own. The belief that police 
would not want to be bothered or that they are ineffec- 
tive or biased is responsible for about l0 to 15 percent 
of nonreporting, depending on the category of crime. 

In addition, programs and practices that involve 
people more intimately with policing also encou,age 
crime reporting when these people are victimized. 
That is, crime prevention and other programs that 
ask citizens to "be the eyes and ea,s" of police, 
hopefully do increase reporting, but the higher c,'ime 
figures could make those efforts look counterproduc- 
tive even if the actual crime rate has not changed or 
has decreased. It appears this effect has only been 
documented once - -by  Anne Schneider (1976) in an 
evaluation of a residential burglary prevention pro- 
gram in Port land--but  the th,eat of looking worse as 
a result of doing better has made almost all evaluators 
aware of the difficulties of using reported crime 
figures to ewfluate programs. 

Police recording practices 
In addition to the fairly systematic bias introduced by 
citizen nonreporting, official figures a,'e further con- 
founded by the vagaries of police recording practices. 
Founded incidents are not the same thing as reported 
incidents, often for good reasons, but the gap between 
the two can disguise deceptive recording practices. At 
several levels, police may act to avoid unpleasant or 
seemingly unproductive work, forestall complaints 
about their behavior, or respond to pressure from their 
supervisors to keep the crime count down. Bona fide 
reported offenses may be shifted fl'om one category to 

another, mostly to downgrade them or so they can 
be ignored. In numerous well-documented cases, 
there have been sharp changes in crime rates associ- 
ated with ,'eform movements, chan,,es in political 
administration, turnove," among district commanders, 
and the like. In Chica-o detectives were caught 
"killing ci'ime" at an enormous rate by unfounding 
(determining that a case is unverifiable) rape, robbery, 
and assault incidents without investigation. The prac- 
tice was widely unde,'stood within the department, 
wllich kept two sets of books--one public and one 
private--on reported offenses (Skogan and Go,don, 
1983). 

Administrators who want honest accounting have 
few choices. One is to examine the ratio o1: recorded 
crimes to arrests in hope of spotting districts where 
the two figures are too close together; they can also 
monitor the crime clearance rates reported by their 
detectives. Another strategy for encouraging honesty 
in bookkeeping is to conduct expensive field audits 
that track the course of 911 calls, beginning with 
the communication center's ,unning tape: Chicago's 
department did this for a decade in response to the 
"'killing crime" scandal. However, changing technol- 
ogy is undermining the apparent control that central- 
ized complaint-taking and dispatch gave downtown 
managers over police operations. Police and the 
public are increasingly communicating with each 
other directly--using beepers, cell phones, and 
voice mail--rather than through 91 I. in addition, 
community policing strategies ahnost always mvolve 
increasing the frequency of face-to-face meetings and 
informal encounters between the police and the public 
for the purpose of exchanging information. The old 
systems for command and control within police 
agencies produced a torrent of data on crime and 
disorderly conditions; these data were sometimes 
of dubious quality, and now they are becoming 
increasingly unreliable. 

Survey measures of crime 
There are alternative measures of crime, however. 
The most well known are victimization rates based 
on surveys that quiz respondents about their recent 
experiences with crime. These measures bypass 
citizen reporting and police recording practices and 
typically produce estimates of the crime rate that are 
two to three times those based on official sources. 
In the aggregate, lhey sometimes trend in the same 
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direction as official figures. This is particularly true at 
the national level when expansive catego,ies of  c, ime 
are considered over a period of years and after adjust- 
ments are made to account for some of the differences 
between the two series (Biderman and Lynch, 1991: 
MM'lees-Black et al.. 1996). I lowever, for small 
areas, tight timefiames, ;.llld detailed categories of 
crime, it is unwise to expect survey and official 
figures to point to the same conch, sions. 

Exhibit I p,esents a fl'agment of a typical victimiza- 
tion screening questionnaire designed for telephone 
administration. The original questionnah'e (Skog;.in, 
1995) inchlded 18 screening questions that probed for 
both personal and property victimizations. The ques- 
tioning strate,,y~, was to first elicit yes-no responses 
about each scenario on the list, and then return to 
l'ollowup questions like those employed in this study 
("Was it repo,ted to tile police? .... l ) id tills happen 
il l yOl.ll neighborhood?"). F:or the respondent, this 
breaks any apparent link between giving a "'yes" 

response alld the burden of a n s w e r h l g  additional 
questions, a link that suppresses the victimization 
count (Biderman et al., 1967). Information about the 
location of incidents is frequently required to identify 
those that took phtce in tile targeted area and those 
that occurred elsewhere. In personal interviews it is 
possible to show respondents a map and ask them to 
identify where specific incidents took place. This is 
particularly useful if the area under consideration is 
a police district or ',ldministrative unit that does not 
closely correspond to popular conceptions of local 
neighborhood boundaries. 

Problems with survey figures 
Coverage. Not everyone wi l l  be included. Interview 
refusal rates can be high, arid they are growirig. 
The problem is compounded in mult iwave sttidies 
in which respondents ;.ire reinierviewed over l ime. 
In a mobile society,, recontacl rates can be low i f  more 
than a few nlonlhs pass between the waves of a 

Exhibit  1. Sample V ict im Screening Q u e s t i o n n a i r e  Fragment  

Next. 1 would like to ask you about some things which may have happened to yOtl or VOtlr fiunily 
[HOUSEI IOL I )  MI~MBEIIS]  dl.lring tile past year. As I read each olle, please think careful ly and tell me i f  it 
hal)pened during the past year, thut is since (March) (April) of 1992. 

IF YES. ASK a and b ("mOSt recent" i f  muhiple) 

a. Was this reported to tile police? 

b. IDid tills happen in yotir neighborhood? 

NO YES UNC NO YES UNC NO YES UNC 

VI. 

V2. 

Durhlg tile past year has anyone broken into your 
home or g;.ll+~.tge Io steal something? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 1 9 0  1 9 0  I 9 

(Other than that), have you l:ound any sign that 
sonlcone tried to break into your home? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 1  9 0 I 9 0 1 9 

V5. In the l)aSt year has anyone dama,,ede or vandal- 
ized tile fronl or real ° of  your home, for exainple, 
by wril ing on the walls, or I)reaking windows? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 1 9 0 1 9 0  I 9 

V6. Have you or anyone in this household owned a 
car or truck dtlr ing tile past year? . . . . . .  0 I 9 

73. 

74. 

Have yotl had anything taken frolll inside your 
honle by sonleolle, like a vishor, during the past 
y e a r ?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 I 9 0 I 9 0 I 9 

To the best of your knowledge, has anything 
of  v;.ilue been stolen I:l+onl yotlr mai lbox dt l l ing 
the past year or has sonloOlle tried to? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 1 9 0 I 9 0 1 9 

[ IF "NO"  SKIP TO VIOl 

VT. Dicl anyone steal thai (car) (truck), or try to, 
duringihepastyear'7 . . . .  0 I 9 0  I 9 0  I 9 

78. Other lhan that, did anyone lake ai lything fret11 
inside your (car) (truck)> or try to steal p;.irls o f  
it'? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 I 9 0 I 9 0 I 9 

l_¢1 
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survey, and that loss differs fl'om group to group. In 
particular, young people, renters, and short-term resi- 
dents of the community are difficult to ,einterview, 
while women, family members, and homeowners 
can be found again more easily. Young people (who 
are at greatest risk) are hard to find at home at any 
time. Also, many crimes are reported by organizations 
(such as schools), merchants (Shapland, 1995), and 
others who will be left out if only households are 
included in the survey. These groups experience 
a considerable number of victimizations. The last 
national commercial victimization survey revealed 
a burglary rate of 217 per 1,000 establishments, 
as contrasted to a household ,ate of 89 burglaries 
per 1,000 dwellings (National C,'iminal Justice 
Information and Statistics Service, 1976). Among 
crimes reported to the police, one-third of burglaries 
involve "nonresidential" (la,'gely commercial) targets 
(Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1995). However, 
it is common practice to survey only households. 

There is a great deal of debate about the relative me,'- 
its of telephone versus m-person surveys. ]'he latter 
cost more, but many inner-city homes have no tele- 
phones. In Chicago, there are strong links between 
race, poverty, crime, and the accessibility of people 
for telephone surveys. At the census-tract level, the 
correlation between telephone access and the gun 
crime ,'ate is (-.44). It is (-.67) for families on public 
aid and (+.50) for homeowners. Among the city's pro- 
totype community policing districts, 10 to 19 percent 
of households in the two poorest areas did not have a 
telephone, and mo,'e than 20 percent of households in 
the northern end of another district did not have a 
phone (Skogan, 1995). 

On the other hand, survey refusal rates in big cities 
are lower for telephone than in-pe,'son surveys, partly 
because respondents are unwilling to let strangers into 
their homes. The difficulties involved in managing 
and protecting the safety of interviewers in higher 
crime neighborhoods are considerable because it is 
important to conduct interviews during evening hou,s 
(Groves and Kahn, 1979). It is not clear what the bot- 
tom line is on this issue, and in the end it is usually 
decided by cost. 

Expense.  Surveys typically use samples to represent 
of neloh the populations "~ borhoods, districts, or cities. 

This introduces erro, in the findings; if that error 

is going to be acceptably small, the surveys have to 
involve fairly large numbers of ,espondents. The issue 
of how many respondents are needed is determined by 
the subject. For example, documenting an anticipated 
drop in the prevalence of burglary victimization f,'om 
15 percent to 10 percent of households (a 33-percent 
decline) requires interviews with about 340 ,'espon- 
dents each time (cf., Kraemer and Thiemann, 1987). 

Getting the count straight. One of the most interest- 
ing developments in studies of victimization is the 
analysis of what makes high-crime neighborhoods 
"'high crime." Research in Great Britain suggests that 
the key fact is not that more people are victimized in 
these areas; while that percentage is higher in high- 
crime areas, what distinguishes the worst areas is that 
some residents are repeatedly victimized. Repeat or 
multiple victims contribute disproportionately to the 
overall crime count in high-crime areas (Farrell, 1995; 
Trickett et al., 1992). This is both good news and 
bad news. 

It is good news because it gives us more leve,'age on 
the crime rate. It suggests that p,'ograms that target 
first-time victims could have "'more bang for the 
buck" than scatter-shot prevention efforts because 
once-victims are much more likely than nonvictims 
to be targeted. This phenomenon presents a cheap and 
apparently effective way of targeting c,iminal justice 
resources and suggests that cities that have invested 
in security surveys, hardware upgrades, and other 
support services for victims were on the right track 
(Anderson et al., 1995; see Spelman, 1995, for 
another view). 

It is bad news because even the best surveys are not 
very good at measu,'ing repeat victimization. The 
reasons victim surveys are poor at measuring repeat 
victimization are complex: A combination of general 
bounding, telescoping, temporal ordering, forgetting, 
differential recall, series victimization, estimation, 
design-effect, and confidence-interval problems pile 
up on this particular issue (Skogan, 1981). One way 
of ignoring some of these problems has been to avoid 
trying to measure victimization rates, that is, the 
number of crimes occurring in an area divided by the 
number of residents or households. Rates are severely 
affected by most of the problems listed above because 
rates involve estimating the number of crimes that 
have occurred. 
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Exhibit 2. Three Measures of Crime Trends 

Area and Percent Rate Official Crimes Survey Percent 
Crime Type a Big Problem per Month Victims 

Morgan Park 
Aulo Theft 

Before 15 146 8.0 
After 10 108 3.2 

p=.02 -26% p=.02 

Austin 
Robbery 

Before 31 197 9.(i) 
After 18 181 4.0 

p<.01 -8% p=.03 

Nole: Official crimes per month average a 17-month period before the program alld 17 months following 
progralll implenlenialion; leSlS of significance are for before-aflef changes in problem ralings and 
victimization; percentage change is given for illonlhly recorded crime. 

Instead, ahriost every published evaluation in the 
police field has examined survey measures of the 
prevalence of victimization, or the percentage of per- 
sons or households who have been victimized once or 
more. This figure is resistant to some of the problems 
outlined above: We only need to know that something 
happened to someone to categorize that person as a 
"viclilll." Prevalence lneagures are also easier to ana- 
lyze using multivariate statistics, because whether 
or not a person was a victim is an experience that 
easily Call be related to tile individual's backgroLind. 
household, and lifestyle factors. F'inally, prevalence 
measures require less questionnaire space and inler- 
vievcer tithe because fewer details are required to =,,el a 
yes-no answer. Bul we now know that this approach is 
remarkably insensitive to one of the forces iliat d,ives 
up neighborhood crime rates, and it is not well-suited 
for evahlating wh:.il apl)ears to be a promising crime 

1)revention strategy. 

An example 
The situation is not ;is hopeless as tile discussion 
above migllt suggest. Because lhey are so difficult to 
assess when really issues and potential program out- 
comes compete for evaluation resources, I have found 
trialtgulalion a use ful stralegy for analyzing muhiple. 
f lawed measures of crime rates. IExhibit 2 ilhistrates 

lhe t]ndin-s o1' a recent evalualion of communi ly  po- 
licing in two of Chicago's police districts (Skog;ul el 
al., 1995). It compares the findings of household sur- 
veys arid an analysis of 34 moriths of founded c,ime 
incidents. Exhibit 2 repo,ts (I) perceptual measures 
asking "how big a problem" specific crimes were in 
the conlmuniiy (see the nexl section ;ibotll this); (2) 
officially recorded c,ime counts; and (3) survey mea- 
sures of the prevalence of victimization. These two 
crimes were selected 1i~1 close examination because 
Ihey were among lhe four top-rated problen-is in these 
two districts. The probability figures presented below 
each of Ihe survey-based figures irldicate how likely 
tile changes described were to have arisen by chance. 
The percentage change is presented for officially 

recorded crimes. 

In this example, all of tile measures pointed in the 
same direction, lending more confidence to the con- 
clusion daat crilne went down substantially in these 
districts. In Morgan Park, auto theft as measured in 
the survey was down significantly, as were reports 
that it was a "big problem" in the area. In Austin, rob- 
bery was down in both survey measures. 13oth dis- 
tricts saw a decline in olTicially recorded crimes in 
these calegories, especially Morgan Park. In the com- 
parison ;ll'eas matched to these districts, robbery and 
aulo ihefi also declined, bl_ll only slighlly. 
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Measuring disorder 
Important as it is, there is reason to doubt that crime 
reduction is the sole "'bottom line" for evahlating po- 
licing. Narrowing their traditionally wider scope of 
responsibility was one of the strategies reformers used 
to captu,e cont,ol of police organizations (Kelling and 
Coles, 1997), but the profession has paid a price for 
the consequences. To "'police" society implies a wider 
mission, and expanding the police mandate is a funda- 
mental feature of modern problern-orierlted policing. 
Police are the only servants of the people who are 
available 24 hours a day and continue to make house 
calls. They also have taken on a wider range of 
problems because, when given the oppo,'tunity, their 
"'customers" demand it. lit Chicago, observational 
studies of small public meetings that are an integral 
part of the city's commuMty policing program ,'eveal 
that neighborhood residents a,'e concerned about a 
broad range of problems, inchlding traffic erfforce- 
ment, illegal dumping, building abandonment, and 
teenaee~ loitering (Sko,,an~ and Hartnett. 1997). 

One aspect of this new and larger police agenda is 
an untidy bundle of problems that I have hibeled 
"'disorder" (Skogan, 1990a). Disorder is apparent in 
widespread junk and trash in vacant lots, decaying 
lind boaMed-up buildings, vandalism and graffiti, and 
stripped lind abandoned cars in the streets and alleys. 
It is also signaled by bands of teenagers congregating 
on street corners, prostitutes and panhandlers, public 
drinking, verbal harassment of women on the street, 
and open gambling and drug use. For many purposes. 
it is useful to think of these problems as falling into 
two general classes: social and physical. Social disor- 
der is a matter of behavior: You can see it happen 
or observe direct and tangible evidence that it is a 
problem. Physical disorder involves visual signs of 
negligence and unchecked decay: abandoned or 
ill-kept buildings, broken street lights, trash-filled 
lots, and alleys strewn with garbage and alive with 
rats. By and hu'ge, physical disorder refers to ongoing 
conditions, while social disorder appears as a series of 
more-or-less episodic events. What these conditions 
have in common is that they signal a breakdown of 
the local social oMer. They are violations of what 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l 

Exhibit 3. Problems Frequently Mentioned at Beat Meetings 

Police performance (non-911 ) 

Graffiti 
More police officers needed 

Pay phones used for drugs 

Burglary or robbery 

Business operations or hours 

Gunfire 
Suspicious activity 

Visibility of police 
Abandoned buildings 

Youth curfews 

Loitering and public drinking 

Litter, garbage, or dumping 

Problems in parks 

Loud music or noise problems 

Gang-related problems 

Abandoned cars 

Police disregard for citizens 
Traffic enforcement 

Youth problems 

Drug dealing ~ 4 3 . 2  

10 20 30 40 50 

F requency  (Percentage of Meet ings)  
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James Q. Wilson (1968) called "'standards of right 
and seemly conduct." 

Of course, to be useful, a concept must also be 
bounded, it cannot encompass every nuance of behav- 
ior. Disorder viohites widely shared norms about pub- 
lic behavior; these norms prescribe how people should 
behave in relation to their neighbors or while passing 
through the community. They are not a neat bundle of 
rules, because legislatures have not set some of them 
in cold type even though they are widely agreed upon. 
Some activities in the bundle are unlawful, but it has 
been difficult to get police to take most of those very 
seriously. Because tnarly norms about public behavior 
are uncodified and others are not traditionally del:ined 
as "'serious," evalti i l lors need to work throu-h the 
untidiness of disorder to identify its dimensions in a 

particular context. They usually need to develop new 
nleasures of their pl+eviilence because the uncodified 
status of many disorders means there are few ol:ficial 
reports or indicators of tile extent to which they 
plague particular neighborhoods. 

The inlportance of disorder to policing's custonaers 
can be illustrated by what happerts during beat meet- 
ings in Chica<,oe . These rneetin,,se, are a central aspect 
of the city's progranl, for they tu'e the principal tuenu 
in which joint problem identification and problem 
soh, ing takes place. Attending 146 of these meetings, 
we noted a total of 113 dilTerent problenls that were 
discussed, as well as 36 types of sohitions to them. 
Of  the problems recorded in our obserw.ltions, 2 I 
were mentioned in at least 10 percent of all beat meet- 
trigs. These are depicted in exhibit 3. About halt: ot' 
these i)roblems are related to social disorder issues: 
note the high ,ating given to "'youth p,'oblems.'" 
Complait+ts about police procedures made up another 
quarter oi: these issues, inchiding two oi: the top four 
problenls. Another fifth of the top issues involved the 
decay of tile i)hysical environment, in the form of 
g,affiti, litter, and al)andoned cars and buildings. "File 
kinds of core problems around v,,hich reactive polic- 
ing was organized--represented here by complaints 
about either burglary or robbery--ranked only I 7th 
on the list and were brought tip in only 12 percent of 
Jill meetings (Skogan et al., 1995). 

There are al least three approaches to nleastlring the 
extent of disorder: analysis of archival records, direct 
observation by trained observers, and sample surveys. 
F.ach tlas strengths and weaknesses. :.uld these {ll'e 
reviewed in detail by Ralph "l]tylor in his essay "'The 

Incivilities Thesis: Theory, Measurement, and Policy" 
in this volume. I focus here on survey-based measures 
of disorder. 

Survey measures of disorder 
The importance of disorder m the eyes of the general 
public can be seen in surveys. Boston's 1995 public 
safety survey asked respondents about 16 differerlt 
kinds of incidents or conditions in their neighborhood, 
asking them to rank "'how big a problem" each was. 
The top rankings belonged to auto theft and drugs, but 
next were noise, public drinking, and vandalism; then. 
after burglaries, came kids hangirlg around, graffiti, 
and panhandling (Boston Police Departmerlt, 1995). 
A survey of the most dangerous district involved in 
Chicago's  cornnmnity policing project t:ound that two 
o1: the most highly rated local problems were gang 
violence and drug dealing, but between them came 
abandoned btiiklings, the fou,'th-biggest problem was 
.junk and trtish in tile streets and sidewalks. Respon- 
dents in that survey also thought that public drinking 
was a bigger l)roblern than burglary, assault, or rape 
(Skogan et al., 1995). While many surveys ask "'how 
big a l)roblern'" specific disorders are, other formula- 
tions of the question include "'how worried are you 
about . . ." (Max field, 1984) and "'how concerned are 
you about . . 7 (Mayhew et al., 1989). These ap- 
proaches confound the prevalence of problems in their 
environment with their perceived impact on the ,e- 
spondent, which are not necessarily the same issue, 
and I wot, ld not recommend them. 

I)ete,'nlining what disorders to inchide in an evahla- 
tion is, of  course, driven by the problems t:acing the 
communities invoh, ed and the nature of tile l)rograms 
being developed. For example, some circumstances 
might call for targeting alcohol-related l)roblems. In 
Chicago, we asked residents of program and compari-  
son areas at)Otlt "'things that you may think are prob- 
lems in your neighborhood." They were ,'cad short 
lists of pt'oblem descriptions and asked each time if 
they thought it was "'a big problem, sonle problem, or 
no problem in you,  rleighborhood.'" The following 
alcohol-related problems were addressed: 

• Public dr inking--27 percent thought it was some 
problcnl: 20 percent, a big i)roblem. 

"liiverns o," l iquor stores selling alcohol to m i n o r s - -  
21 percent thought it was some problenl; 15 
percent, a big problem. 
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~Blverns or liquor stores attracting t roub lemakers - -  
23 percent thought it was some problem; 19 
percent, a big problem. 

In other studies, I have examined survey reports of 
the extent of a variety of  disorder problems: 

• loitering • vandalism * street harassment 

• fly dumping • massage * abandoned 
parlors buildings 

• noise * abandoned • junk-filled 
cars vacant lots 

• truancy • panhandling * litter and trash 

• graffiti • public • broken 
drinking windows 

• public • loud • school 
gambling pa,'ties disruption 

• public • spray • dilapidated 
insuhs painting buildings 

• taverns • topless • dirty streets and 
bars sidewalks 

• pornographic theaters 

In each case, it was necessary to tailor the specific 
wording of the question to local conditions. For 
example,  questions about topless bars were included 
in surveys in Houston because 1 could not help but 
notice beer halls with flashing neon signs announcing 
"'Naked Girls Dance" in several of  the targeted 
residential areas (Skogan, 1990a). 

Are these perceptual measures valid indicators of  the 
true extent of  disorde," in a community?  Unlike survey 
measures of victimization, relatively little research 
has addressed the matter, and much of it is reviewed 
in Ralph Taylor 's  "'The Incivilities Thesis: Theory, 
Measurement,  and Policy" in this volume. The ques- 
tion is whethe,  responses to these kinds of  survey 
questions can be accepted as useful reports on neigh- 
borhood conditions and whether we can treat respon- 
dents as infi)rmants. Responses to questions about 
disorderly conditions might reflect respondents '  
biases or personal preferences, or they might be 
random answers made up on the spot to satisfy inter- 
viewers. The middle choice (respondent bias) implies 
that disorder largely rests in the eye of the beholder 

and that surveys are not a very useful way of gathering 
intelligence about the distribution of neighborhood 
problems. However, statistical analyses suggest that 
the surveys are not just measuring intolerance for all 
but conventional middle-class views of how people 
ought to behave. Rather, there is evidence that major 
economic, social, and lifestyle groups within neigh- 
borhoods are in a great deal of ag.-eement about the 
problems they face and that the surveys actually repre- 
sent neighborhood differences in conditions, not just 
individuals' views. 

Another approach to validating survey results is to 
compare them with the extent of specific disorders 
measured by observing the same area. This is easiest 
to do for such observable neighborhood conditions 
as litter, graffiti, and building abandonment. Ralph 
Taylor and his colleagues made carefully controlled 
observations of those factors in 66 neighbo,'hoods. The 
results were correlated with perceptual measures gath- 
ered in surveys of the same a,'eas. The correlations 
were not always very high. They were highest when 
the survey and observational data were combined to 
form general indices and when they were compared 
for small areas. However, at the single-measure, prob- 
lem-specific level, the extent to which the low correla- 
tion could be attributed to measurement errors on both 
the survey and observational sides of the compa,'ison 
is unclear. 

Observational measures of disorder 
As this hints, the,'e are great possibilities for observa- 
tional measurements of the targets of some policing 
programs. This work was pioneered by Ralph Taylor, 
who has conducted block-by-block physical surveys of 
neighborhoods in Baltimore. His observe,'s assessed 
and scored the physical dilapidation of individual 
buildin,,s~, as well as the deterioration of streets, alleys, 
and sidewalks. They noted the presence of abandoned 
buildings and sto,'efronts, graffiti, and litter. These 
factors were then correlated with resident morale and 
calls for police service. Other researchers have exam- 
ined the distribution of graffiti and abandoned cars or 
the impact of taverns, schools, and mixed hind use 
on crime. This research is not easy to conduct. There 
must be acceptable levels of inter-observer agreement 
on what they observed for us to accept the rest, Its of 
their judgments; also, it is important to ensure the 
safety of observers. 
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There are limits to what can be observed and what 
persons living in a neighborhood can be asked-about. 
For example, Richard Taub (Taub el al., 1984) found 
that his observers could not reliably cotlnt junk in 
front yards and vacant lots that was "smaller than a 
toaster," so they used that standard. Many of the phe- 
nomena we would like to observe can be transitory in 
character, especially if observers are looking tit social 
behavior rather than physical manifestations of  decay. 
These disorders are events rather than conditions, so 
brief observations are likely to miss them. They vary 
enormously by the time of day, the clay of the week. 
and the weather. In one study, during repeated and 
lengthy observations of specific locations that had 
been identified as high-disorder hot spots, observers 
actually saw something disorderly take place very 
infi'equently. 

A survey example 
Exhibit 4 reports the results ot: su,-veys of five police 
districts in Chicago, using the "how big a p,oblenY' 
formula described above. It identifies tile 4 neighbor- 
hood problenls that were the most highly ranked in 
each district from a list of 22 problems that were 

presented to respondents in 3 different sections of 
the questionnaire. Several points are illustrated. 

First, some problems were common across many or 
most of the districts, inchiding drugs and gang vio- 
lence. Street drug sales were on the agenda in every 
community; gang violence, in t:our of  the five. How- 
ever, the other top problems differed from place to 
place, and issties that loomed large in some areas 
were scarcely problems m other districts. In one dense 

Exhibit 4. Biggest Problems in Experimental Districts: Wave 1 Survey Results 
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area with little off-street parking, vandalism to auto- 
mobiles was one of the area's top four problems; 
only in the wealthiest area was auto theft on the list. 
Thus, one goal of community policing is to open 
departments up to local input--so they can effectively 
discern these variations in local concerns and tailor 
their operations to respond to them. 

Second, not all of the problems on people's minds 
fell in the "'conventionally serious crime" category. 
A wide range of problems were identified as vexing. 
Ca, vandalism was nea," the top of the list in two a,'- 
eas, as was graffiti. Street crime was also highly rated 
in two areas. Auto theft, burglary, disruptions a,'ound 
schools, abandoned buildings, and "'vacant lots filled 
with trash and junk" each stood near the top of the list 
in one district. It is interesting to note that only in one 
distr ict--Morgan Park--did conventionally serious 
crimes constitute al l  four of the area's most highly 
ranked problems. This was the wealthiest area of the 
group, one that is the home of many city workers and 
has strong connections with city hall and municipal 
service agencies. In the other four districts, two of the 

top four problems we,'e quality-of-life concerns rather 
than conventionally serious criminal offenses. 

Finally, exhibit 4 illustrates that the initial levels of 
these "biggest problems" varied considerably from 
district to district. For example, street drug dealing 
was rated a big problem by more than 60 percent of 
residents of Englewood, but only by about 13 percent 
of the residents of Morgan Park, and by 20 percent of 
those we inte,'viewed in Rogers Park, even though it 
was among these areas' top-ranked issues. In Morgan 
Park, burglary was a top-ranked problem, but only I0 
percent gave it a high rating. In Morgan Park in par- 
ticular, there was not much room for improvement on 
many dimensions, and expectations about the poten- 
tial impact of community policing on problems had to 
be tempered by this fact. 

What was the impact of tile program on these prob- 
lems? Exhibit 5 examines this question. It depicts 
Wave I and Wave 2 survey results for one district and 
its matched comparison area. The biggest problems in 
En,.zlewood included dru,,s ,,an,, violence, abandoned 

Exhibit 5. Neighborhood Problems in Englewood 
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buildings, and trash-strewn lots. The values in paren- 
theses near tile bottom of tile figure present the statis- 
tical significance of Wave I to Wave 2 changes within 
the area. This is the likelihood that the change re- 
corded actually reflects a chance fhictuation in the 
su,'vey. (We only vcant to pay attention to chan,,es that 
were probably m)t due to chance.) Detailed statistical 
arialyses of the data are not presented here, but they 
reinforced the patterns that can be observed in 
exhibit 5. 

hi Englewood, all four of the biggest problems de- 
clined, while none went dowri significantly in its 
matched comparison area. Street drug sales were 
rariked a big problem by 62 percent of Englewood 
residents in 1993. but by only 49 percent in 1994. 
Abandoned buikling problems dropped from 43 
percent to 27 percent. Gang violence was down only 
modestly, declining from 41 to 35 percent, but it in- 
creased significantly in Englewood's conlparison aiea. 
l)etailed statistical analysis provided additional evi- 
dence that these problems all declined significantly 
after 15 months of community i)olicing. 

Measuring fear of crime 
There have been many efforts to clarify tile mean- 
ing of the concept of "'fear of ciqme'" (Ferraro and 
LaGrange, 1987; Maxfield. 1984). Some are troubled 
that there is no clear consensus oll what tile concept 
means or how it is best measured and that studies that 
measure tile concept in conceptually diverse ways find 
that diffelenl operationalizalions of fear ai'e only mod- 
ei'ately COiTelaled with one another. I lowever, tills 
heterogeneity of meaniilg sinlply reflects tile fact that 
fear of cl'inle is a concept  of  everyday  ]allguage, one 

suited for castla] conversation. People commonly talk 
about fear of crime and its social and political el'focts: 
for exanlple, olle hears thai the elderly are "'prisoners 
Of foal," t i 'at lmatized by tile thought of  venlu l ing  out 

because of tile risks they would face. But tile concept 
needs to be refined for research purposes, and how 
it is best defined depends upon tile purl)ose of tile 
research.  

Research on fear of crime conceptualizes it in one 
of fOUl" ways. Three definitions are cognitive in na- 
iule, reflecting people's conce rn  zlbotlt ct'ime, their 
assessments of personal risk of victimization, and tile 
pe,'ceived threat of crime in their environment. The 
remaining approach to definiilg fear is behavioral 

and defines fear by the things people do in response 
to crime. Dissecting these variations ill how fear of  
crime is defined is important because they make a 
great deal of difference in what researchers have 
found. Different definitions of fear can lead to 
different substantive research conclusions. 

Concern about crime 
"File "concern" definition of fear focuses oil people 's  
assessments of the extent to which crime and disorder 
are serious problems for their conununity or society. 
Concern is a judgment about tile frequency or serious- 
hess of events and conditions in one's  environment. 

There are a number of approaches to measuring coil- 
cern. Opinion surveys ask whether crime or disorde," 
is increasing or decreasing and whether respondents 
WOLiId place them on their list o f " m o s t  important 
problems." Most research adol)ting this definition 
of fear examines neighborhood conditions. In my 
reseat'ch I have asked about "'how big a problem" 
respondents think various conditions are in their im- 
mediate area. The 1995 Boston Public Safety Su,'vey 
asks, "Is crime a problem in Boston?" 

The British Crime Survey gives respondents a list of 
crimes and disorders and asks, "'how c o m m o n  or till- 

common they are in your area?" (Maxfield, 1984). 
Respondents also are sometimes asked to compare 
c,ime in their neighborhood to the city as a whole. 
Even in tile highest clime cities, most repoi't that their 
own area is "'below avera-e,.._ .' Massive surveys of 
13 cities conducted by tile U.S. Census 13ureau duririg 
the 1970s found that only 7 l)ercent thought thei, 
neighborhood was more dangerous when compared to 
others in tile metropolitan area (Oarofalo, 1977). This 
is likely to be true because tile distribution of crime 
within cities typically is very skewed, with a few ar- 
eas driving up tile citywide total. Because tile 5, ask for 
a report oll neighborhood conditions that is indel)en- 
dent of how respondents perceive their own risks, 
measures in this category are typically unrelated to 
those that tap the emotive dimensions of fear. 

Risk of victimization 
The second conunon meaning of fear is tile perception 
that ono is likely to be victimized. Since tile surveys 
Sl)Onsored by tile President's Crime Colnmission in 
tile mid-1960s (17,iderman et al.. 1967). ,'esearchers 
have asked people to ,ate their chances of being 
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victimized. For example, survey respondents may be 
asked to rate "'how likely" they are to be attacked or 
burglarized, on a scale ranging fl'om ",not very likely" 
to "'very likely." Assessments of risk are respondents' 
perceptions of the likelihood of things happening to 
them, and these are frequently ,ecommended as mea- 
su,'es of"fear ."  In the 1988 British Crime Survey, 
respondents were asked to rate their risk of being vic- 
timized in the next year using a six-point scale from 
"'certainly not" to "'certain to be victimized" (Mayhew 
et al., 1989). Risk measures appear to factor in what 
,'espondents have done to protect themselves fi'om 
victimization. As a result g,'oups like the e lder ly - -  
who report high levels of fea," on other d imensions- -  
do not perceive of themselves as particularly at risk 
because they are much less exposed to victimization 
(Sko,,an 1993). 

Threat of crime 
Definitions of fear focusing on threat emphasize the 
potential for harm that people feel crime holds for 
them. Threat levels are high when people believe that 
something could happen to them, if they exposed 
themselves to risk. The concept of threat is distinct 
flom those of risk and concern. People may adopt 
various tactics to reduce their vulnerability to victim- 
ization; as a result, they may not rate their ,isk as 
particularly high because they avoid exposure to risk. 
l loweve,, they might rate the threat of crime as high if 
they we,e to be exposed to risk. Because many people 
believe they are capable of dealing with crime, threat 
is also distinct fl'om concern about the issue. Th,'eat is 
measured by questions that ask, "'How safe would you 
feel if you were out alone?" or, "Flow would you feel 
if you were approached by, a stranger on the street or 
heard footsteps in the night?" (Taub et al., 1984). 
Numerous surveys have found that the threat of crime 
is felt most strongly by the elderly, and in comparison 
to measures of risk or concern, questions measuring 
threat clearly differentiate senior citizens f,'om the 
remainder of the adult population. 

Fear as behavior 
A final, important conceptualization of fear of crime 
is what people do. This operational definition of fear 
focuses on the behavio,'al, rather than cognitive, as- 
pects of the attitude. From this perspective, fear is 
best assessed by how it manifests itself in the fie- 
quency with which people go out after da,'k, restrict 

their shopping to safer commercial areas, fortify 
their homes against invasion, and avoid contact with 
strange,'s. The International Crime Survey, which has 
been conducted in almost 30 countries, asks if respon- 
dents avoid certain areas, go out with an escort, have a 
bu,glar alarm, leave their lights on when away from 
home, and ask neighbors to watch thei, homes when 
they are away (Van Dijk and Mayhew, 1993). 

This research usually examines two general classes 
of reactions to crime: those that limit risk of personal 
attack by avoiding potentially threatening situations 
and those defensive tactics that reduce the vulnerabil- 
ity of households to burglary and home invasion. This 
distinction was first drawn by Furstenberg ( 1971 ), 
who dubbed them "'avoidance" and "'mobilization." 
Avoidance definitions emphasize behavio,'s aimed at 
reducing risk of personal crime, such as avoiding dan- 
gerous places and people and walking only with an 
escort (rather than alone) after dark. Mobilization in- 
cludes the extent to which people fo,'tify their homes 
against crime by adopting security measu,'es such its 
special outdoor lights, door locks, window bars. and 
interior lights and by marking their property with a 
special identification number. 

Which measure to use 
It makes a difference what measure is used. For ex- 
ample, research on the effects of mass media coverage 
of crime is contingent upon the conceptualization of 
fear that is used. Tyler and Cook (1984) found that ex- 
posure to media stories about crime inci'eased people's 
concern about crime (as it is defined here, the belief 
that crime is a growing community p,'oblem). How- 
ever, they found that it did not affect people's percep- 
tion that their own neighborhood was unsafe or that 
their personal safety was at risk. Other researchers 
have found that political attitudes and measures of 
ideological position are correlated with concern mea- 
sures, but not with risk or threat measu,es. Victimiza- 
tion, on the other hand, has clearer effects on both risk 
and threat measu,'es. Interestingly, the elderly's well- 
known fear of crime is manifested only on the threat 
measure; they do not rate their own risk of being vic- 
timized its particularly high, they do not perceive thei," 
neighborhoods as particularly disorderly, and they are 
much less likely than others to be concerned about 
crime (Skogan, 1993). 
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As this summary implies, it is important that evalua- 
tots pick and choose fea," measures carefully. To 
evahiate the impact of visible patrol, it would be wise 
to use threat measures, which assess perceived risk 
"'outside." On these measures, almost no one feels 
very unsafe during the day, so after-dark feat's--and 
afte,'-dark programs--need to be assessed. Domestic 
violence programs would call for tailored behavioral 
measures that would assess, for example, things vic- 
tints do to distance themselves fiom abusive partners. 
The fear-of-crime naeasure employed by the National 
Opinion Research Center, the Roper poll, and others 
("Is there a place nearby"-- that  is, within a mi le - -  
where you would be aft'aid to walk alone afle, dark?") 
would be a useful hot spot question, especially in con- 
flinction with a followup open-ended question identi- 
fying tim location. Specific interventions might call 
for fear measures linked to specific types of crime: for 
example, house burghu'y or robbery heal" automatic 
teller machines. Offense-specific measures of fear are 
more strongly linked to one another than are btoad or 
heterogeneous measures (Wart. 1984). 

An example 
Can better policing affect fear of crime? This is an 
area where I think the common ,esearch wisdom is 
wrong. The notion that visible policing does not make 
a difference in fear and attitudes towa,'d police stems 
from early experiments conducted in Kansas City. 
Police there were selectively withdrawn fi'om some 
experimental pt'ecincts and thei," numbers beefed up 
in others to <,au,,c the effect of the extent of routine 
(largely motorized) pat,ol on crime and fea,. Re- 
searchers found no differences in the st,bsequent 
views or victimization expe,iences of residents of the 
experimental and comparison areas. Residents also 
did ,tot notice that the number of police assigned to 
their area had changed. There has been research be- 
fore and since that ran counter to these conclusions, 
but the Kansas City findings (Kelling et al., 1974) 
became l'amous. 

However, researchers working with survey data on the 
visibility of policing and c o n t a c t s  between the public 
and the police quickly note that associations between 
visibility, contacts, satisfaction, and feat are strong, 
persisting even when a long list of alternative cor,'e- 
lates are controlled for. This can be ilhistrated by 
the findings of an ongoing evaluation of community 
policing in Chicago (see Skogan and Hartnett, 1997). 

Unlike Kansas City, the evidence in this case is 
correlational rather than expei'imental. But it also 
involves a program that st, ddenly increased--this time 
visibly--the level of police activity in selected areas. 
The apparent consequences of police visibility in 
Chicago contradict the Kansas City results, lit this 
evaluation, respondents we,e questioned twice, once 
befo,'e the pi'ogram began and again after about 15 
months. The research examined the impact of expeii- 
ences the respondents personally had between the two 
waves of interviews. Fea," of crime was measured each 
time by responses to three questions about localized, 
outdoor crime threats: 

• How safe would you feel being alone outside in 
yot, r neighborhood at night? [fotir responses. 
ranging from "'very safe" to "'very unsafe"] 

• Is there any particular place in your neighborhood 
where you would be af,aid to go alone, either 
during the day o ,a f te r  dark? [yes or no] 

• How often does wotiy about crime prevention pre- 
vent you from doing things you would like to do in 
your neigl,borhood? [four responses. ,'angirlg from 
"'very often" to "'never at all"] 

The reliability of the composite scale combining these 
items was 0.66. Before the program began, levels of 
fear were higher among women, low-income and less 
educated people, African-Ame,icans, and ,enters. 

Statistical analysis found that tile impact of visible 
comnmnity-oriented police efforts (walking on foot, 
talking with residents, patrolling the alleys) on this 
fear measure was large and highly significant. Con- 
trolling for many other factors, residents vcho subse- 
quently observed the police irwolved in a list of 
conununity-oriented activities Ozot just driving by) 
fch safer. The most important control factors took 
advantage of the fact that the respondents were inter- 
viewed twice: The analysis controlled for a measure 
of how fearful they were befoi'e the pi'ogram began 
and what they reported seeing police in their area 
doing before the program began. Controlling for past 
experience, ,'esidents of the target community policing 
neighborhoods were less fearful and more satisfied 
with police ,'esponsiveness to community cor~cerns; 
they also thought police were more effective at deal- 
ing with crime. The effect of police visibility on fear 
was of about the same nm~nitude :is the effects of a,,e 
and sex, two of the strongest determinates of fea,. 
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To illustrate the magnitude and generality of the 
involved effects, exhibit 6 charts Wave 2 responses to 
the first fear question listed above, "How safe would 
you feel being alone outside in your neighborhood at 
night?" it shows the percentage of ,'espondents who 
replied "'unsafe" or "'very unsafe." The visibility of 
community-oriented policing during the period 
between the interviews is rep,esented by a count of 
sightings (ranging from zero to four) of two different 
kinds of foot patrol--police checking buildings and 
alleys, and officers having informal conversations 
with citizens. Whites were less fearful than African- 
Americans or Hispanics, most notably when police 
visibility was very low. However, levels of fear were 
lower for all groups when tile police were more 
visible. Also, the downward slopes of the lines for 
African-Ame,'icans and Hispanics were somewhat 
steeper than the slope for whites. This suggests the 
effect of police visibility was greater for minorities 
than for white respondents. 

Police-related 
measurement issues 
Having developed useful indicato,s of tile extent of 
crime, disorder, and fear, is the evaluator's task done? 
What we have reviewed is just the beginning. A thor- 
oughgoing evaluation may have to attend to nlany 
more issues that call for systematic measurement. The 
list is long, and some issues--such as those ,'elated 
to assessments o f  the quality of police service, the 
visibility of policing, police-citizen contacts, and satis- 
faction with encounters with police--are worthy of a 
conference in their own ,ight. The following section 
addresses some of the issues that evaluators have 
found crucial. 

Visibility of police 
Since the Kansas City preventive patrol experiment, 
surveys have routinely included questions about obser- 

Exhibit 6. Police Visibility and Fear of Crime: Wave 2 Response 
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vation of various police activities. No ,esearch has 
addressed the accuracy of these measures, which is 
probably fairly low. Visibility should be mostly re- 
lated to how frequently people are positioned to see 
police, and it is typically mt,ch lower among older 
people, the unemployed, and women. 

In our Chicago study, we used a checklist of seven 
common police activities that neighborhood residents 
might observe, including driving through the area, 
patrolling a nearby commercial area, pulling ove,  an 
auto or searching or frisking someone, patrolling an 
alley or checking ga,'ages, and having an apparently 
fliendly chat with people from the neighborhood. 
All of these were conmloialy observed in the dense, 
not-well-off areas that we surveyed. Over time. tile 
activities commonly associated with community-  
oriented policing (conversations, foot pat,ols, and 
alley o1" garage checks) were observed more fre- 
quently in the l)rogrmn areas than in the comparison 
areas. Those activities were also linked to reduced 
fear of crime (as illust,ated in exhibit 6), while 
visible motorized patrol seemed to have no conse- 
quences at all. 

Encounters between police and 
the public 
The survey app,'oach screens for encounters between 
police and the public within a specified recall period 
(e.g., "'the last 6 nmnths"), using a list of typical con- 
tact situations. The British Crime Survey. which is 
conducted in person, presents respondents with a 
checklist of 17 scenar ios - - rang ing  from reporting 
a crime to asking for direct ions--and asks if they 
have been involved in them during the past 12 
months. More than 50 percent of Britons recalled 
such a contact during 1992. Almost 40 percent con- 
tacted the police, while an overlapping 33 pe,'cent 
were stopped by police o1" were contacted in tile 
course of an investigation (Skogan, 1994). 

The,e are no comparable national figures for the 
United States. In our Chicago surveys, we screen re- 
spondents for nine types of citizen-initiated contacts, 
ranging from repo,ting a crime to contacting tile 
police to ask for information. We also ask about 
their involvement in motor vehicle stops and being 
stopped while they are on foot. In April 1993, 61 per- 
cent of adt, ll Chicagoans recalled one o," mo,'e of 

these direct contacts with police during the past year. 
In addition, almost 30 percent indicated they had re- 
ceived a parking ticket in the city during the previous 
yea,, but we did not include that indirect contact in 
the 61 percent figu,'e. 

Assessments of the quality of 
police service 
Remarkably little attention has been focused on devel- 
oping measurements of public assessment of police 
service. In Chicago, we have asked "'how good a job" 
respondents think the police do at a variety of tasks 
and under a variety of circumstances. "how satisfied" 
people are with specific police efforts, and how well 
the police behave "'toward people in this neighbor- 
hood." Typically, 15 to 2(1 t)ercent of , 'espondents 
insist that they "don ' t  know" about these things; 
analytically, they tuna out to be older, to have had 
no recent contact ,.villa police, to watch little or no 
television, and to be uninvolved in neighborhood life. 

Assessments of encounters 
with police 
Following a contact screen like that described above. 
respondents recalling an encounter can be questioned 
about what transpired. If they have had multiple con- 
tacts, they should be asked about the most recent one. 
These data are particularly useful because they can 
provide a detailed "'consumer ,'epo,t'" of recent en- 
counters with police. The British survey asks those 
who contacted the police about response time, efforts 
that police made at the scene, tile interest tile police 
seemed to show in the case. if the resl)ondent had any 
followu I) contacts with police about tile matter, and 
how politely the respondent was treated. People who 
were stopped by the police are asked if they were 
given reasons for being StOl)ped; if they were ques- 
tioned, searched, o," breath-tested: and if they were 
arrested, prosecuted, o1" otherwise sanctioned, ha 
Britain, all of these factors are closely related to how 
satisfied people who have had contacts a,e with the 
quality of police service (Skogan, 1994). One compli 2 
cation is that many crime victims who contact tile 
police have also been stopped or even arrested by 
them in the recent past, complicating how they judge 
the quality of the service they receive (Maxfield, 
1988). 
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Measuring What Matters 
Darrel W. Stephen5 

In recent years, discussions of policing among practi- 
tioners and schohirs have begun to emphasize the 
impo,'tance of outcome and impact measures. These 
discussions have pointed out that the police have 
developed a series of performance measures that, for 
the most part. have little relationship to results. Jarnes 
Q. Wilson, in "'The Problem of Defining Agency 
Success." says it this way: 

either under control or will be in short order. A survey 
of Florida residents by the St. Petersburg Times 
(Novembe,  4, 1995) indicates that 85 percent of the 
respondents say the problem of greatest concern to 
them is crime. Over the past 10 to 15 years, national 
public opinion st, rveys routinely indicate that crime 
and drug abuse are among the highest priority 
concerns. 

Most of the effo,ts to improve 19er fo i  - 

m a n c e  measures for policing have 
concentrated on finding either real 
measures of overall effectiveness or 
phlusible proxy measures. Not much 
has come of these efforts for reasons 
that should be obvious. There are no 
"', 'e~.l]'" measures of overall success; 
what is measurable about the level of  
public o,'der, safety, and amenity in a 
given hlrge city can only partially, if at 
all, be affected by police behavior. (For 
example, if the murder or robbery rates 
,,o tip, one cannot assume that this is 
the fauh of the police; if they go down, 
one should not necessarily allow the 
police to take credit for it.) Proxy mea- 
sures almost always turn out to be pro- 
c e s s  n l e a s t l , ' e s - - r e s p o , l s e  time. a , ' f e s t  

rates, or clearance rates-- that  may or 
may not have any rehitionship to crime 
rates or levels of public order. (Wilson, 
1993) 

Many practitioners and schohl,'s would agree with 
Wilson. Nevertheless. the police continue to face the 
challenge of dealing with the impact of crime, fear, 
and disorder in their communities and the public's 
belief that it is their responsibility. The police are the 
fi,'st, and fi'equently the only, government agency the 
public looks to for answers when crime rates change, 
a heinous crime occurs, or citizens are afraid to go out 
of their hot, ses after dark. Like many other aspects of 
their job. even when the police do not have a clear 
answer, there is an expectation that they say or do 
something that will provide a sense that things are 

The police are truly on the fi'ont line in dealing with 
the crime, fear, and disorder that have such a g,eat 
impact oil a communi ty ' s  quality of life. Before the 
police can address these problems, howeve,', they fiice 
the sienit:icant challen,,e of measurin~ them. This 
challen,,e alone with the impact of  these l),'oblems 
on the quality of community life. is the subject of this 
paper. The problems associated with measuring the 
levels of crime, fear. and disorder in the community 
a,'e disct,ssed in separate sections devoted to each of 
these areas, followed by an examination of the impact 
of these problems on the quality of  life in the commu- 
nity. The conchiding section discusses how these 
measures can be applied to specific neighborhoods in 
a way that allows the police to gain a sense of both 
the overall community problems and the efforts to 
deal with them. 

Measuring crime 
How do the police measure the level of crime in their 
community? F'or all intents and purposes tile police 
measure tile level of crime, and any change in crime, 
through the I::ederal 13ureau of hwestigation's  Uni- 
form Crime Reports (UCR). In many cities, monthly, 
quarterly, and annual reports are released to the public 
to show the numbe,  of serious crimes (Part 1 o," index 
crimes) that citizens have reported to the police dur- 
ing each timefi'ame. These reports often provide com- 
parisons to the same period in the p,evious year so 
anyone interested can see if reported crime has in- 
creased or decreased. News media stories about these 
crime statistics usually inchide quotes and sound bites 
from police representatives who attempt to explain 
any significant variations from one tirnefl'ame to the 
next. Occasionally, the stories include observations 
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about the statistics from political figures and aca- 
demic experts. Political figures are most often avail- 
able to the media when crime reports are down from 
the previous reporting period. 

The UCR data represent the official level of  crime in 
the community.  These reports and the news media sto- 
ries about them can have a significant impact on the 
community.  They often serve as grist for the political 
mi l l - - loca l  elections have been greatly influenced by 
cr ime reports, in some cases, the caree,'s of  police 
chiefs and sheriffs have been affected in either posi- 
tive or negative ways by these statistics. Because of 
their potential impact, UCR data have been the sub- 
ject of  conside,'able debate, discussion, and criticism 
as a measure of crime in the community.  

The criticism of the UCR has been focused p,imarily 
on a number of well-known limitations of the report- 
ing system (Silberman, 1978; Kelling, 1996). First, 
the UCR represents only that portion of crime that is 
reported to the police. Although well known, this fact 
is not usually noted in either the reports provided by 
the police or the news media stories about them. In 
many residents '  minds, these statistics represent the 
actual level of  crime in their communit ies ,  particu- 
larly if there are significant increases from one year 
to the next. The second criticism is that only eight 
cr imes have been included as Part I offenses. Crimes 
that the public cares a great deal about such as nar- 
cotic offenses are not included in the reports. Third, a 
series of program rules contribute to confusion about 
what the reports actually mean. Fo," example,  a bi- 
cycle or lawn mower stolen from an open garage is 
classified as a burglary. If these same items are stolen 
fi'om the driveway a few feet from the open garage 
door, the offense is called a larceny. Some are also 
critical of the "'hierarchy rule," which requires that an 
incident be classified as the most serious crime if mul- 
tiple crimes occur at the same time. The fourth and 
perhaps most significant criticism is that crimes are 
reported to the police, who classify them, tabulate 
them, and send them to the State or directly to the 
FBI. Those suspicious of the police argue that this 
provides the opportunity for intentional manipulation 
of the numbers or mistakes in classification. 

The possibility of crime reports being manipulated by 
the police is not without some basis in fact. One ex- 
ample is the Kansas City, Missouri, police chief who 
had served with distinction for a number of years and 

was indicted by a county grand jury in 1960 for ma- 
nipulating the UCR. The indictment was eventually 
dismissed, but he lost his job in the process. The same 
problem has surfaced in other cities over the yea,'s and 
continues to be one of the most significant concerns 
about crime reports. After all, there are subtle differ- 
ences between attempted bu,'glary and vandalism. A 
window might be broken in both, but there are differ- 
ent motives for each type of crime, and the motive 
may not be immediately clear. There is also a slim 
margin of difference between a strong-arm robbery 
and a purse snatching. It is clear when the victim is 
knocked to the ground in the p,ocess of taking the 
purse. In many cases, though, the diffe,'ence is the de- 
gree of resistance involved in hanging onto the purse. 
There are similar distinctions that can be made in 
shoplifting cases where the suspect is confi'onted and 
resists app,'ehension. These are important issties be- 
cause the seriousness of the crimes can be influenced 
by the benefit of the doubt going to the less serious 
incident. In the case of burglary or vandalism, if 
the latter classification is used, the incident drops 
completely out of the Part 1 crime category. 

All of the other limitations of the UCR are just tha t - -  
limitations that need to be taken into account when 
using the data as a measure of  crime. At the local 
level, intentional manipulation of the reports, how- 
ever, is an entirely different matter. Manipulation of 
the reports renders them virtually useless as a measure 
of  crime in a city. This, in turn, casts a dark shadow 
on the only measure of crime that most cities have 
and raises serious questions about the overall integrity 
of  the police. Although local victimization surveys 
might be helpful, their cost puts them well beyond the 
ability of most police departments to conduct them 
with tiny regularity. 

Given the limitations of the UCR, how useful is it to 
the police and community as a measure of  crime? In 
one sense, the question is academic: Until someone 
develops a suitable replacement, the UCR is the best 
available measure of  reported c r ime- -even  with the 
flaws. A substitute for the UCR is not likely to be 
available anytime soon. An alternative system devel- 
oped in the mid-1980s by the PoNce Executive 
Research Forum with the support of the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics failed to attract sufficient interest 
to serve as a viable replacement. No other initiatives 
are under way to develop a crime reporting and 
measurement system to take the place of the UCR. 
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Therefore. it is important to reach a consensus on how 
significant the limitations of the UCR are to measur- 
ing crime in the community, if police departments pay 
close attention to proper collection and classification 
methods, the UCR can be a valuable and tiseful mea- 
sure of reported c,ime. In fact, so much time is spent 
criticizing the system, little attention is given to the 
useful aspects of a reporting process that provides a 
good indication of the matters the public believes 
is important enough to bring to the attention of the 
police. 

Several aspects of the UCR provide helpful infoi'ma- 
tion to the police. One useful aspect is that it provides 
a relatively simple method of classifying criminal in- 
cidents that are brought to the attention of the police 
by the public. Even with the limitations, it provides a 
common language that most people, police officers 
and citizens alike, call tu-iderstand. Using State statti- 
loiy definitions p,'esents some of the Sliine p,oblems 
as the UCR, and generally State definitions are more 
complex. F'or example, in some States. a burglary is 
limited to btiilding structures: in others, a theft fl'om a 
vehicle can be u burglaiy. State statutes coritain many 
overlapping definitions for similar incidents, which 
can ,'esuh in several criminal cha,ges from one 
incident. 

A key criticisrn of the UCR is that it measu,'es only 
the crime that is reported. That criticism would exist 
with any system unless it included victimization sur- 
veys, which are genei'ally not practical for police 
departments. Moreover, one might want to explore 
just how valuable it would be for a police department 
to invest the resources to know what citizens have 
failed to report. How helpful would victimization data 
be fo,' it police department'7 P'or the most part. know- 
ing about eve,), fight that takes place bet`'veen two 
juveniles on the way home from school that might 
be classified as an assault is piobably not particularly 
helpful to the police or the conununity, qb be sure, 
most citizens ,,','ill report what they believe is i m p e l  
tan* for the police to know. If the police routinely 
encoura,,e citizens to report incidents, what is 
reported might be a useful meastu'ement of the level 
of crime in the community that the public believes is 
inlpoi'tant foi" the police to know. 

Given the challenges of measuring c,'ime, the UCR 
has I)een and clin continue to be a useful way of mea- 
suring reported crime in a community. One of the 
gi'eatest difficuhies with the UCR is not the system 

itself but how the police and politicians use the infer  
mat*on that comes fi'om the system. Criticism of the 
UCR is loudest when reported crime is increasing. 
In spite of the cautions against comparisons fi'om one 
city to another, it is done with great regularity, and it 
is naive to believe that will not continue. In fact, po- 
lice, academics, and the news media regularly engage 
in the practice. The limitations of making such com- 
parisons are rarely pointed out, except when reported 
crime is increasing. During these periods of increas- 
ing crime, it is often said that the primary reason the 
compa,'isons are not useful is because other cities may 
not give the same amount of attention to the accuracy 
of the reports. Although rnost police executives have 
learned to be cautious about what they say about 
UCR crime statistics when reported index offenses a,-e 
declining, some are quite vocal about police contribu- 
tions to the decline and look to the most recently 
implemented progranl ilS the source of the change. 

An inapoitant questiorl that begs for some professional 
resoh, tion in dealing with the issue of measuring what 
matters is who gets the credi t - -or  the b l a m e - - f o r  
fhictuations in reported crime. Are police executives 
entitled to take credit for a decline in reported crime? 
If so, under what circumstances? While some in polic- 
ing believe the police are essentially po`'verless to do 
much abot, t crime, others ar,,ue that the police can 
make significant contributions to reducing crime in 
specific neighborhoods lind circumstances. 

Focused. thoughtful responses to specific crime prob- 
lems at the neighbo,'hood level that involve those 
affected by tile problem can contribute to reductions 
in reported crime. The police also should be able to 
accept some of the credit o," responsibility for changes 
in reported crime. At the citywide level, it may be 
al)p,opriate for the police to share in the credit for a 
decline in repo,'ted crime t, nder lit least two ci,'cum - 
stances. First, the police should share in the credit if 
they addi'ess a pi'oblem in a small geographic area 
and changes in reported crime in the area affect the 
citywide totals. A good example of this is what hap- 
pened with thefts flom autos in the downtown a,ea of 
Newport News, Virginia, in the mid-1980s. As a part 
of the departmerit 's problem-oi'iented policing effort, 
officers focused on the issue of thefts from vehicles 
piii'ked in the ii,'eii of the shipyai'd that employed more 
than 35,000 people. A careful analysis of the pioblern 
and the implementation of sohitions tailored to the 
variot, s aspects of the thefts resuhed in a 52 percent 
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decline in theft reports over a 12-month period (Eck 
lind Spelman, 1987). That decline corresponded with 
a significant decline in the total number of  thefts fi'om 
vehicles in the city. While there are other possible ex- 
planations for this, it seems it is appropriate for the 
police to say this initiative is likely to have had some 
impact on the overall reduction in thefts flom vehicles 
in the city. Moreover, since the larceny category was 
a major  part of  overall crime, it could be argued the 
subsequent decline in property index offenses was 
due in part to the initiative lit the shipyard. It is also 
important to note in this example that the solutions 
implemented relied heavily on the contributions of 
o the rs - - the  shipyard, the city, owners of the ve- 
h i c l e s - t o  take steps to change the environment; 
thus, they should share in the credit for reducing the 
problem. 

Second, the police should share in the credit for de- 
clines in a specific crime on a citywide basis if they 
have implemented a specific response to the problem 
and the problem declines. Gasoline driveoffs have 
been affected by t)ay-before-you-pump policies advo- 
cated by police in many cities. In the mid-1970s, most 
urban areas enacted exact-change policies for public 
buses, and the once fi'equent bus robberies stopped. In 
neither case can other factors be ruled out because 
change and displacement influence overall numbers, 
but it seems app,'opriate for the police to accept some 
of the credit for the outcome. 

The UCR is perhaps the best available tool to address 
the question of how the police measure crime in a 
community.  Given careful attention to the process 
and how the information is used by officials, some of 
the concerns can be addressed. In addition, the UCR 
can gain greater c,'edibility, which might enhance its 
value. The UCR, however, has taken on a role as a 
measure of  police impact that is well beyond what it 
should be - - even  if it works exactly as it was designed 
and everyone understands its limitations. Community  
measurements  of crime and fear do not seem to be 
influenced to a great extent by the fluctuations in 
Uniform Crime Reports. The community  uses other 
barometers.  

Measuring disorder 
How does the public measu,'e crime? How much in- 
fluence do official police reports have on citizen 
perceptions of crime? Do police annt, al rituals of pro- 

viding UCR statistics to the public create a sense of 
relief or contribute to concern about crime? Part of the 
answer to these questions lies in how citizens define 
crime. Experience in working with citizens in a num- 
ber of communities suggests that citizens define crime 
in very different terms than the police, lind, by and 
large, official periodic pronouncements of tile level of 
crime in the community have little influence on citi- 
zens'  feelings about crime. In fact, these experiences 
lead one to believe the average citizen's perspective is 
influenced to a much greater extent by the amourlt of 
disorder they encounter, what they hear f,'om friends 
and family nlembers, their personal victimizations, 
and news media reports. The combination of these 
and other factors influence both their sense of the sig- 
nificance of the crime problem and their level of fear. 
Perceptions of diso,der clearly seem to have an effect 
on citizens' views of crime and its impact on tile qual- 
ity of community life. Therefore, it is important for 
the police to define disorder, gain a better understand- 
ing of its influence oil citizens' perceptions, and make 
stronger efforts at measurement. 

In "'The hnpact of Community Policing oil Neighbor- 
hood Residents," Wesley G. Skogan looked at disor- 
der through tile use of survey questions that each of 
the projects inchided as a part of their ewlluations 
(1995). The amount of disorder was determined by 
questions on public drinking, begging, street harass- 
ment, truancy, lind gang activity. Surveying is one 
good way to understand citizens' views of disorder 
and its impact in a neighborhood or community. In 
fact, surveys of neighborhoods by the police in coop- 
eration with residents are both practical lind useful 
tools that are well within a department 's  capacity to 
conduct. There are other ways of measuring disorder 
as well. 

One helpful way to measure disorder is through 
simple observation of neighborhood or area condi- 
tions. It would not be difficult for police officers or 
motivated citizens to conduct a disorder assessment of 
the neighborhood by systematically recording what 
they see in a drive or walk through an area of concern. 
In St. Petersburg, neighborhood groups have volun- 
teered to conduct surveys of residents as well as 
record the physical aspects of the area. If security is a 
concern, and it ahnost always is, they routinely walk 
the neighborhood at night to do an inventory of street 
lights, noting those that need repair as well as identi- 
fying locations where the}, believe additional lighting 
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is needed. To measu,'e disorder in a neighborhood, 
consideration might be given to tile presence of graf- 
fiti. groups of people Ioite,ing on the street, the level 
of noise (from boom boxes or loud car stereo systems, 
for example), boarded and vacant structures, aban- 
doned vehicles, homeless or street people, and litter. 
The presence of these elements in a neighborhood 
tends to contribute to a sense that the situation is out 
of control and to heighten the level of fear. 

The police also have all abundant source of informa- 
tion about disorder that would provide a sense of both 
its extent and location. Police call reco,'ds, arrests, and 
reports are all good sources of information oil public 
concerns about disorder (Skogan, 1990). Police call 
dala is little used but is one of tile best sources of 
information that police have about citizen concerns 
aild their views of what police work should be. Calls 
about noise disturbances, street comer  drug dealing, 
drinking on tile street, graffiti, and gunfire are all 
good indications of pubic concern about disorder. 
Regular analysis of call infornlation--frequeney. 
type, location, and t inle--can give police a strong 
indication of tile nature of tile problems and. iit some 
cases, insight into what might be done tO improve the 
situation. 

Perhaps tile greatest challenges for police in measur- 
ing disorder a,'e to make it a priority and do what they 
can to change conditions. Wilson and Kelling's theory 
of "'broken windows" is well accepted, and there is 
evidence that efforts to control disorder have some 
infhience ell tile level of citizen fear, satisfaction, and 
repo.'ted crirne (Houston, Newark, New York City, 
and St. Pelersburg). I+lowever, it is often difficult for a 
slreol police office, to make tile sal-ne connection. It is 
not because tile), do not have tile intellectual capac- 
i t y - t h e y  do. Police officers simply get caught up in 
tile urgency of dealing with robberies, burglaries, auto 
thefts, and blatant street-level drug dealing. It is ilOl 
easy for them to step back from the fray far enough 
to see tile relationship between rowdy youths oil tile 
street co,ner, noise calls, and how those activities 
might contribute to tile envirolunent that produces 
tile "'real crime" they are most concerned about and 
believe is or greatest concern to tile public. 

Ahhoue.tl a challen-e disorder nmnaCement is be- 
conling a higher priority in nlany chios as the police 
make greater efforts to develo t) partnerships with the 
community to solve problems. Interaction with resi- 
dents abotlt neighborhood problems helps officers 

understand tile importance of disorder to citizens'  
sense of safety. As police officers explore p r o b l e m s - -  
and think about prevention and noncriminal justice 
responses-- they begin to see the links between neigh- 
borhood conditions, fear, and crime. Tile development 
of a police department environment where officers 
have not only the expectation but also the opportunity 
to focus on problems in their areas of  responsibility is 
critical. Police executives, managers, and supervisors 
have tile obligation and responsibility to create this 
environment. With this environment comes the knowl- 
edge and understanding of the importance of measur- 
ing and responding to disorder problems. 

Fear 
Marly wotild argue that tile local ~.,,ov- 
ernnlent is as obligated to deal with tile 
fear of crime as h is lo deal with tile 
actual incidence; thai it is iinportant, 
whatever tile basis for existing fears, 
that citizens feel secu,'e in their home 
and oil their streets. (Goldstein, 1977) 

Over the past 20 years o," so, it has become increas- 
ingly clear that tile true mission of tile police ought 
not to be "'to protect and serve" but to help create a 
sense of  safety in the community. 1"o contribute to tile 
production of safe communities, the police must both 
acknowledge and take steps to address citizen fear. 
This is a complicated task indeed, particularly be- 
cause Skogan showed that tile level of fear is not 
directly related to tile risk of victimization (1986). 

Obviously, citizen surveys are tile most helpful tool in 
nleasuring citizen fear and. like disorder, are within 
the capacity of tile police to condtict on a neighbor- 
hood level. In fact, neighborhood surveys can be 
designed and conducted in a way that provides 
information oil a variety of issties. The questions in 
exhibit I were included in surveys conducted in 
St. Petersburg that provided information on fear. 
While the info,mation is not sufficient to understand 
tile reason for tile change in fea,, it does give tile 
police and citizens a sense of tile level of fear and 
how it has changed over time. 

Although nleasuring fear is a bit nlore complicated for 
tile police than measuring crime and disorder, data are 
available thai would be hell)ful if viewed in tile coil- 
text of this problem. Once again, police calls can be 
a useful source of informalion about the level of fear 

LY 
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in the community.  Of  particular importance are calls 
related to suspicious people and vehicles. Alarm calls 
might also serve as a crude measure of the level of 
fear in some areas. Alarm calls, particularly false 
alarm calls, have increased in most cities. While part 
of  that increase is due to faulty systems, the rise in the 
use of  both building and vehicle alarms has contrib- 
uted to the increase as well. In some communities,  
ordinances have been enacted that require alarms for 
structures to be registered with the police. New alarm 
permits provide an indication of the level of fear in 
the community.  In St. Petersburg, alarm permits 
increased almost 25 percent in the second year fol- 
lowing the enactment of  an ordinance requiring alarm 
systems to be registered. Looking at these data in con- 
cert with neighborhood survey data might identify 
areas where police can engage in specific activities to 
address citizen fear. 

While it may be difficult to capture, the investment in 
or presence of other security measures might be an 
indication of  the level of  fear in the communi ty  or 

neighborhood. The use of window bars, dead bolt 
locks, and demands for increased lighting provide 
some indication Of the level of fear in a neighborhood. 
The police o, other governmental agencies also have 
information on gun permits, security guard services, 
and off-duty police employment.  All of these areas 
can provide some indication of the level of fear in 
the community and offer the potential for identifying 
specific areas where fear levels seem to be increasing. 

Although it is very difficult to measure, the impact of  
the news media, the entertainment industry, and police 
educational programs on citizen fear must be consid- 
ered. The media obviously has some influence on how 
citizens feel about crime and violence and is, at least 
partially, responsible for contributing to citizen fear. 
When one considers the attention given to crime in 
both the print and electronic media, it is reasonable to 
conclude it affects the fear level in the community. In 
many metropolitan areas, local television news con- 
sumes fiom 4 to 6 hours of programming time. When 
combined with national news coverage, as much as a 

Exhibit 1. St. Petersburg Survey Questions Measuring Citizen Fear 

Change in Safety of Your Neighborhood in Past Year 

1991 1994 1996 
(%) (%) (%) 

Became safer 7.7 10.7 11.3 
Stayed the same 57.9 66.8 68.9 
Became less safe 33.3 18.9 17.7 

Very Concerned About Neighborhood Problems 

1991 1994 1996 
(%) (%) (%) 

Crime 65.3 41.7 40.4 
Feeling safe/secure 50.8 37.5 33.3 

Fear of Being Out Alone in Neighborhood 

1991 1994 1996 
(%) (%) (%) 

Aftaid at night 46.4 41.1 31.1 
Afraid during the day 7.6 6.7 6.1 
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third of p,'ogramming time is devoted to news. If the 
lead story is not devoted to crime, at least one of the 
top two o1" three stories is likely to deal with c r i m e - -  
generally the most violent o1" vicious of the day. in 
addition, a considerable portion of tabloid television 
shows are devoted to crime and violence. The steady 
diet of crime, murder, and mayhem reinforces daily 
the notion that there is good reason to be afraid. 

A significant portion of the television and movie en- 
tertainment industry is focused on crime and violence 
as well. The police shows like "COPS," "Stories of 
the Highway Patrol," and "America 's  Most Wanted" 
enjoy high ratings and add to the sense that crime 
and violence are completely out of control. This, of 
course, is an additiorml contribution to fear in the 
community. 

The police contribute to fear as well. With the best of 
intentions, the police have made the challenge of deal- 
ing with fear even rnore difficult. Police efforts to 
convince citizens of the irnportance of taking precau- 
tions to minimize their potential for victimization 
almost always begin with statistics or anecdotes abot, t 
crime. The idea is to motivate citizens enough to take 
reasonable steps to protect themselves o1 their prop- 
erty. Unfortunately, these efforts have also caused 
additional fear; a police officer telling a citizen about 
the risks of crime has an extra amount of credibility. 
The clear challenge for the police is to educate citi- 
zens about their risk of criminal victimization in a 
way that motivates act ion--but  does not unnecessarily 

increase their fear. 

Tim police must become more thoughtful and aggres- 
sive in providing information to the public to mitigate 
the effects of all the messages that pronaote fear. One 
tool that can be helpful is public cable television. 
Many cities have developed special programming de- 
signed to inform citizens about steps that can be taken 
to reduce the potential for victimization without living 
in fear. Police departments have also developed a 
range of methods to provide accurate reformation to 
citizens abot, t crime in their neighborhoods. Some use 
telephone call-in systems allowing residents to access 
data 24 hours a day by entering the appropriate codes 
for their neighborhoods. Others provide periodic 
reports that are included in neighborhood newsletters. 
Still other departments have made crime and 
workload dala awlilable over the Irilernet. Many pub- 
Iic ,iewspapers in urban areas have reitn',led to the 
I)raclice of pl'intiilg a police log thai Lists calls and 

crime reports by neighborhoods. The St. Petersburg 
Times lists crime repoi'ts and calls by community po- 
licing area in a biweekly neighborhood section. All of 
these tools are important to help members  of the com- 
munity be mindful of  their potential for victimization 
but not so fearful that they become prisoners in their 

own homes. 

The effects of crime, disorder, 
and fear on the quality of 
community life 
What are the effects of crime, disorder, and fear on the 
quality of community life? Are the choices that people 
make on where to live, work, shop, or recreate influ- 
enced by their assessment of the risk of being a victim 
of crime? Fear is one effect of crime and disorder that 
clearly has an influence on how people live their lives. 
A USA 7bday poll indicated that 43 percent of Ameri- 
cans 11o longer shop at night because of the fear of 
crime. In a recent meeting. St. Pete,'sburg car dealers 
concerned about crime indicated that citizen fear about 
the location of their businesses made it more difficult to 
attract both emt)loyees and customers. Concerns about 
safety m public schools have also had as much or more 
to do with parents placing their children in private 
schools than the quality of education. 

The fear of crime and disorder contributes to neigh- 
borhoods declining and dying because people are 
afraid to invest in them. Those who can afford it es- 
cape to the suburbs. Those who are not able to escal)e 
watch single-family houses turn into multiple-family 
dwellings that eventually get boarded up and demol- 
ished after absentee landlords reach the point where 
even minimal investments in meeting codes do not 
result in profits. Local governments wrestle with the 
dual problem of meeting increased service demands in 
these neighhorhoods--f i re  protection, police service. 
code enforcement, environmental c leanups--whi le  
the revenue to support the services decreases. Measur- 
ing the effects of crime, disorder, and fear on the qual- 
ity of life requires more than just nleasuiing the levels 
of each of these variables. 

Once again, st, rveys can provide an indication of 
how crime, fear, and disorder affect individuals in the 
community. In many respects, "'quality of life'" is a 
diffict, h concept to t, ndersland. While there will be 
agreement on many aspects of what a good quality of 
life might include, individual perspectives will differ 
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considerably. The fear a young man has about crime 
and disorder is likely to be very different from the fear 
of  an elderly man. A person who is financially well 
off will not feel the same effects of crime and vio- 
lence that a poor person will. The wealthy can simply 
move away, froln the problem or invest a small portion 
of income in creating a greater sense of  security. Sur- 
veys can help sort out these various effects of  crime 
and disorder on the quality of life. 

One can also monitor population shifts, property 
value changes, boarded and vacant properties, loss of 
public revenue, and similar variables that might pro- 
vide some indication of the effects of fear, crime, and 
disorder. Another indication might be the willingness 
of  the public to invest resources in public safety. The 
will to support get-tough policies continues to in- 
crease as more of the public treasury is devoted to the 
prison industry. 

A focus on neighborhoods 
When one thinks about crime, violence, drug abuse, 
fear, and all of  the factors associated with them the 
problems seem overwhehning. The endless debate 
about what to do about these problems and who is re- 
sponsib le- indiv iduals  or society-- takes place for the 
most part at the State or Federal level of government 
where the primary responsibility for many of the pro- 
grams to address crime actually lies. And both of these 
levels of government are, for all intents and purposes, 
inaccessible to the general public. To effectively deal 

with crime and disorder and the fear they generate, it 
seems that a focus on neighborhoods or small geo- 
graphic areas of the larger community offers the great- 
est promise of both understanding what is happening 
and doing something meaningful about these problems. 

The police have been more willing in/'ecen! years to 
acknowledge their limitations in dealing with crime. 
They have begun to talk about crime and violence 
in the context of neighborhood conditions, education, 
the economy, and other demographic factors in 
areas with the greatest problems. Yet most police 
departments have not considered changes in these 
conditions as possible measures of their contributions. 

Fortunately, some police departments are beginning to 
look at these factors to determine the effect of  initia- 
tives aimed at neighbo.'hood problems. One example 
is the appearance of the neighborhood. Building on 
the theory of "broken windows," police departments 
working with neighborhood associations, other arms 
of government, and the private sector have begun to 
consider change in the way a neighborhood looks as 
a positive impact of their collective efforts. An im- 
provement in the way a neighborhood appears could 
translate into less fear or higher property values. Both 
of these variables can be measured at the neighbor- 
hood level as can the level of reported crime and 
amount of disorder. The efforts in St. Petersburg since 
1992 have made an important contribution to property 
values in targeted neighborhoods. Exhibit 2 provides 
an indication of the change in property values from 

Exhibit 2. St. Petersburg Neighborhood Property Values 

1994 1995 1996 Change (%) 

Bartlett Park $16,198 $18,991 $19,840 22.5 

Childs Park 22,980 24,147 24,752 7.7 

Kenwood 36,147 37,186 38,418 6.3 

Old Northeast 96,977 99,786 102,999 6.2 

Old Southeast 32,908 32,735 35,133 6.8 

Palmetto Park 17,573 18.604 20.012 13.9 

Roser Park 17,963 21,708 22,914 27.6 

Uptown 34,780 36,281 37,716 8.4 

Target Area Average* 34,690 36,429 37,972 9.5 

Citywide 58,890 60,093 61,319 4. I 

* Target area includes additional neighborhoods outside tile boundaries of tile eight neighborhoods listed above. 
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1994 to 1996 in eight neighborhoods where citizens 
and local government developed and implemented 
specific plans to address problems of concern. The 
police played a key role in each of these neighbor- 
hoods because of the priority that citizens placed on 
security issues. 

What is the value of a new or exparided business in a 
rieighborhood from the perspective of crime and dis- 
order? Could new job opportunities help trarlsform 
sonle individuals from criminal activities to legitimate 
forms of work? Cart the foot arid vehicular traffic as- 
sociated witli new business contribute to safer streets? 
Can police engage in programs o," adopt policies that 
will enhance neighborhood improvement arid invest- 
merit? Is the police contribution to reducing truancy a 
valid measure of police performance, and how does 
that translate into reduced crime and disorder? Does 
an increase in occupancy of ;Ul apartment complex 
where police have worked on problems reflect a posi- 
tive contribution? Obviously, tile ariswers to these 
questions depend in part on the interveritions police 
have initiated in cooperation v,,ith the communi ty- -  
but they also might provide greater insight into the 
ability of the police to affect crime and disorder and 
the fear they cause. 

Conclusion 
Measuring crirne, disorder, fear, and their effects on 
the quality of life in the community is iillportant to the 
police. It seems, nevertheless, more important to con- 
sider a wider range of issties to gain a true serlse of 
the potential impact of the police ell contributing to 
the creation of safe cocnmurlities, li also appears that 
the police have the best chance of understanding these 
issties and making a meaningful contribution to deal- 
ing with them if" tile focus is oil neighl)orhoods. At 
that level, even difficult, persistent problems do not 
appear to be quite so overwhehning. At that level, 
both tile public and government can see visible signs 
of progress or tile lack of it. 

Marly baby boomers remember a time when their 
neighbo,hoods offered a sense of safety and security 
and neighbors rallied to provide support to each other 
in times of need. Many can recall ,l sto,'y of their 
youth where someone in tile neighborhood intervened 
in a way that enforced standartls of acccl)table behav- 
i o l ~ a n d  ltlen nlade sure thai parents were aware of 
the incident. These baby boomers also point out thai 
neighborhoods are not \vi-lat tlley used to be. 

in spite of the changes in society, progress is being 
made in rebuilding neighborhoods arid the sense of 
ideritity associated with them in cities throughout the 
United States. That experience suggests that crime, 
disorder, arid fear can be influenced in a positive 
direction tit the neighborhood level. 

We should be building on that experience. We should 
measure crime, disorder, and fear at the neighborhood 
level and develop tailored resporlses to deal with these 
problerris. In that way, tile police can make a substan- 
tim and meaningful contribution to the creation of 
safe communities. 
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The Incivilities Thesis: Theory, 
Measurement, and Policy 
Ralph B. Taylor 

This paper traces the theoretical evolution over the 
last two decades of a close-knit family of theories 
linking incivilities to reactions to crime, crime 
changes, and neighborhood changes. Incivility indica- 
tors are social and physical conditions in a neighbor- 
hood that a,e viewed as troublesome and potentially 
threate,aing by its residents and users of its pt, blic 
spaces. More recent as compared to ea,'lier theorists 
in this area have shifted from a psychological to an 
ecological perspective on responsible processes; ex- 
panded the scope of relewmt ot, tcomes; separated the 
cat, ses of crime h'om the causes of incivilities, justify- 
ing a separate policy and theo,'etical focus on the 
latter: and switched from a c,oss-sectional to a longi- 
tudinal focus. Several measurenmnt qt, estions a,'e 
,aised by the thesis and its variations: 

• The thesis p,oposes that incivilities represent a 
construct separate from other related features of 
the individual, street block, and neighborhood. But 
researchers have not yet examined the disc,'iminant 
validity of incivilities indicators. 

Later versions of the thesis emphasize ecological 
processes. Indicators at this level are available f,'om 
different sources, and we do not know yet whether 
those indicators display multimethod convergent 
validity. 

Later versions of the thesis focus on community 
change. We do not know if incivility indicators 
capturing change display convergent validity. 

This paper analyzes data from different sources 
(Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
and Seattle) to address these issues. Early, individual- 
cente,'ed versions of tim thesis receive the strongest 
empMcal support and rely on indicators with satisfac- 
tory meast, rement processes. Shifting to late," versions 
of the thesis and focusing on community dynamics 
and change, empi,'ical support weakens and measure- 
ment issues prove more troubling. These concerns 
deserve attention from practitioners and policymakers 

cha,'ged with framing or evaluatirlg order maintenance 
policing initiatives. 

Controvers.y calls for 
reexamlnatmn 

We witnessed during the early months of 1997, in the 
wake of falling violent crime ,'ares in several large 
cit ies--with New York City's bein,, the most no ted- -  
articles in the popula," media debating the contribt,- 
tions made by police initiatives towa,'d redt, cing 
grime and disorderly street activity. JetTy Skolnick 
(Skolnick, 1997) and George Kelling (Kelling, 1997) 
a,'gued that these police efforts played a pivotal role; 
Richard Moran said we just could not know (Mo,'an, 
1997). At about the same time. in Baltimo,'e, city 
council leaders harshly criticized Chief of Police 
Frazie, for failing to nlotlnt policies similar to New 
York's zero tolerance for disorde,'. 

At the center of these controversies are questions 
about the relative contributions of order maintenance 
policing--one component of community pol ic ing--  
versus traditional policing practices, to reductions in 
serious crime. Conamunity policing and problem- 
oriented policing include order maintenance as well 
as numerous other strategies geared to address prob- 
lems in a community that may precede se,ious crime 
(Goldstein 1990, 1993; Greene and Mastrofski, 1988). 
Receiving increasing attention during the past 20 
years in such police strategies have been social and 
physical incivilities, also called signs of disorde,, 
or simply disorder. These incivilities include pt, blic 
order problems such as groups of rowdy teens, public 
drunkenness, public drug use or sales, pcople fighting, 
street hassles, prostitution, aggressive panhandling, 
vacant or burned out buiklings, shuttered stores, unsa- 
vory businesses such as adult bookstores, abandoned 
and trash-filled lots, graffiti, litter, and abandoned 
cars. Conmaunity and problem-oriented policing 
initiatives focus on far more than just these problems; 
nevertheless, these concerns have received 
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considerable community and problem-oriented polic- 
ing attention (Buerger, 1994; Greene and Taylor, 
1988; Greene and McLaughlin, 1993: Pate, 1986 and 
1989). 

Given current public controversies about whether in- 
civility-redt.ction community policing can help reduce 
serious c,ime, an examination of the proposed theo- 
retical rationales t, nderlying these initiatives seems 
overdue. What have theorists in this area told us about 
how these incivilities cause crime, inspire fear in resi- 
dents, and contribute to neighborhood decline? This 
paper undertakes such a review, examining a family of 
theories describing these processes, i will suggest that 
theorizing in the area has evolved in a number of dis- 
cernible directions.a The theorizing and its evolution 
raise three distinct, but related, measu,'ement ques- 
tions, not as yet satisfactorily answered by the empiri- 
cal research. First, is the incivility construct separable 
from related constructs? Do its indicato,s demonstrate 
discriminant validity (Campbell and Fiske, 1959)? 
Second, later versions of the thesis focus on commu- 
nity dynamics, giving researchers a choice of how to 
capture disorder. They can rely on aggregated resident 
perceptions or assessments of onsite conditions. Do 
indicators from diffe,'ent methods display convergent 
validity (Campbell and Fiske, 1959)? Finally, when 
we examine disorder change over time, to which the 
later versions of the theory direct our attention, do the 
change indicators demonstrate convergent validity? 

Organiza t ion  

Beginning in the mid-1970s, five distinct variants of 
the incivilities thesis emerged: James Q. Wilson, 
Garofalo, and Laub; flunter; Wilson and Kelling; 
Lewis and Salem; and Skogan. I describe the central 
processes highlighted by each theory. Placing these 
versions of the incivilities thesis in a temporal order- 
ing reveals several clear shifts in emphasis and scope 
over the period, and I describe these changes. I then 
briefly summarize empirical support to date for some 
of the key hypotheses in each version of the theory. 
Following that, I turn to a detailed consideration of 
the three measurement questions raised above, using 
data from five different cities. I close with a discus- 
sion of  the policy, practice, and theory implications of 
these measurement resuhs. 

Variations on a theme 
in this section I summarize five different versions of 
the incivilities thesis. After reviewing the processes of 
central interest to each, I describe in more detail how 
thinking has shifted on this topic from earlier to later 
versions of the thesis. 

Wilson, 1975, and Garofalo and Laub, 1978. In 
Thinking About Crime, Wilson takes up the question 
of why urban residents are so fearful for their safety 
(Wilson, 1975). He suggests it is not only crimes that 
they find troubling. The daily hassles they are con- 
fl'onted with on the street--street people, panhandlers, 
rowdy youths, or "'hey honey" hassles--and the dete- 
riorated conditions that surround them--trash-strewn 
alleys and vacant lots, graffiti, and deteriorated or 
abandoned housing--inspire concern. Wilson does 
not provide extensive detail on the interpretations 
residents made when confionting minor disorderly 
conditions, except to point out the fear they inspired 
among residents and users of urban spaces. 

In a closely related vein, Garofiflo and Laub suggest 
that fear of crime reflects a more general "urban un- 
ease" rather than a specific concern about crimes that 
have occurred or may occur (Garofalo and Laub, 
1978). This led to their dictum that fear of crime was 
more than "fear" of "crime." Again, the key idea is 
that urban conditions, not just crime, are troublesome 
and inspire residents' concern for safety. 

These theo,ies emerged in the wake of the first 
analyses of the National Crime Victimization Survey 
showing that residents' fear was far more widespread 
than their victimization (Cook and Skogan, 1984; 
DuBow et al., 1979), and represented attempts to ex- 
plain this discrepancy. For both sets of authors, the 
outcome of interest is fear of crime, an affective state 
reflecting safety-related concerns about possible street 
victimization (Ferraro, 1994). It is distinct fi'om per- 
ceptions of risk, a more cognitive assessment of the 
likelihood of victimization (LaGrange and Ferraro, 
1989). It is also separate fi'om worry about property 
crimes while away from home, or worry about the 
potential victimization of family members (DuBow 
et al., 1979; 1i@or and Hale, 1986). 

In both of these theories focusing on fear, there is no 
explicit specification of the relationship between the 
conditions inspiring concern and local crime, except 
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to note that the conditions are far more prevalent than 
crime incidents. In short, tlley do not try to either 
connect or discormect ttle causes of incivilities from 
the causes of crinle. 

erie further similarity is the focus on psychological 
rather than conlmunity dynamics. Ahhough conlnlu- 
nity differences are implicitly acknov,,ledged, the 
key focus is on why so many rnore people are afraid 
than would be expected given the prevalerice of 
victimization.a 

Hunter ,  1978. AI Hunter presented a paper entitled 
"Symbols of Incivility" at the 1978 American Society 
of Criminology (ASC) conference. 3 Like the Wilson. 
Garofalo, and Laub version, lhe outcome in question 
is still feaf of crime, ;.111(1 it is assumed tilal incivilities 
are lai mofe prevalenl than ciime or viclhnization. 4 
Exhihh I depicls Munler's causal model of the thesis. 

Htnller's fralllework elaborates on earlier statenlenls 
in four nlajor ways. Perhaps most inlportantly, he 
describes in some detail how residents m;,ly interpret 
signs of incivility; he eonsMers what residents read 
inlo these conditions. He proposes thai local residents 
altribule disorderly actions and deteriorating physical 
conditions to two complemental+y sources. Internally. 
the perceivers attribute col-iditions to local residents 
and organizations unable to manage or preserve the 
neigllborhood. Beyoncl Ihe neighborhood, perceivers 
conclude that the external agencies of control, which 

bear some responsibility for preserving order, are 
unwilling or incapable of doing so in that locale. 

Therefore. because matters are out of hand in the 
neighborhood and local actors and external agencies 
cannot or will not intercede, residents feel personally 
at ,isk of  victimization. This description is important 
because it suggests that the causal attributions resi- 
derits make- - the i r  conclusions on why the incivilities 
occur and pers is t - -shape their fear. It is not just 
the presence of the signs of  incivilities that is threat- 
ening to them, it is also the meaning attached to them. 
Those origins, he suggests, are viewed as both 
endogenous and exogenous to the community. 

Hunte,"s second specification is to nonrecursively link 
crime and sigris of  incivility,. Each causes the other; 
one does not precede the other. This view suggests 
that exterisive incivilities ,,viii be found in Iligh-crime 
neighborhoods, and high crime ,,viii be fourld in 
neighborhoods with extensive deterioration. 

Third. Hunte, connects incivilities and crime again 
thronoh a coinmon underlyinE exogenous catise: 
neighborhood disorder. It is not clear, however, if by, 
disorder he specifically nleans social disorganiza- 
tiori--tl-ie inability of  a cornmunity to regulate itself 
and work toward comnlon goals (Bursik, 1988)- -o ,  
the community characteristics more generally associ- 
ated with high offense or high offender rates (Baldwin 
arid Bottoms. 1976: Ha,Ties. 1980). 

Exhibit 1. Ht, nter's Incivilities Thesis 

Note: Heavy arrows indicate most common pathway. Reproduced from Hunter, A., "'Symbols of Incivility(" 
paper prescnied at lhe annual mceling of the American Society el: Criminology, Dallas, TX, November 1978. 
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Finally, Hunter's model moves us fl'om the individual- 
level processes described by Wilson, Garofalo, and 
Laub to a contextual model (Boyd and lversen, 1979). 
The earlier focus was on psychological processes. 
He,e, these processes are elaborated, but with the 
inclusion of neighborhood crime rates and mutual 
impacts of crime and incivilities, these psychological 
processes are placed within varying community 
contexts. 

lqunter's elaboration of the thesis leads to specific 
empirical predictions: Communities with higher crime 
rates should have more extensive incivilities; high 
commtmity crime rates and extensive incivilities share 
common structural origins, such as instability, low 
status, and more extensive minority populations. But 
even after putting these common origins aside, crime 
and incivilities will still feed one another. Controlling 
for structural origins, crime should have an indepen- 
dent impact on incivilities and incivilities should have 
an independent impact on crime. 

Wilson and Kelling, 1982. In their •st Atlantic 
Monthly piece. Wilson and Kelling elaborate on the 
thesis in three important ways (Wilson and Kelling, 
1982). This piece has proved enormously influential 
on researchers examining feat" of crime (Fe,'raro, 
1994) and on policy analysts in community policing 
(Greene and Taylor, 1988). 

First, Wilson and Kelling inject a temporal perspec- 
tive, describing a specific, multistep process whereby 
persistent physical or social incivilities lead to higher 
neighborhood crime rates. Their causal model of the 
thesis appeal~s in exhibit 2. 

The proposed sequence is as follows. A sign of inci- 
vility, such as a broken window, is not important per 
se. Windows are ahvays getting broken, homes are 
always deteriorating, and some homes are always 
being abandoned. More important is how long the 
broken window remains unrepaired, the house re- 
mains in bad condition, or the building stays unoccu- 
pied. If the condition is not repaired in a relatively 
short time, then residents will infer that resident-based 
informal control on the street is weak and other resi- 
dents do not care about what is happening in their 
neighborhood; they will surmise that the neighbor- 
hood is socially disorganized, s Making such a judg- 
ment, residents become increasingly reluctant to use 
public spaces or to intervene in disorderly situations. 
As the withdrawal becomes more general and rest- 

dents' informal control weakens, they become 
increasingly concerned about their safety. In the lan- 
guage of routine activity theory, natural guardians and 
place managers grow more reluctant to act (Eck, 
1995). In Jane Jacobs' terms, there are fewer eyes on 
the street (Jacobs, 1961 ). 

At the same time, local "lightweight" offenders, such 
as teens who spray paint buildings or taunt passersby, 
will become emboldened, causing further resident 
apprehension and withdrawal. For local delinquent 
youths and at-risk children, the persistent physical 
incivilities symbolize oppos'tunities for delinquency 
(Cloward and Ohlin, 1960; Taylor and Covington, 
1993). 

After the above conditions have been in place for 
some time and local resident-based control has weak- 
ened markedly, motivated "heavy duty" offenders 
from outside the neighborhood will become aware of 
the conditions, the opportunities to victimize others, 
and the lower risks of detection or apprehension 
associated with offending in that locale. If offender 
motivation is high enough and enough targets are 
available, they will move into the neighborhood to 
commit street crimes. 

In short, the authors temporally sequence the connec- 
tions between physical deterioration, increased 
delinquency, decreased resident-based control, and 
increased serious crime. 6 Time shapes not only the 
flow of consequences, but also the meaning attributed 
to the signs of incivility by residents and other users 
of local spaces. 

Kelling and Coles (1996) update the thesis and pro- 
vide a broader context. They further develop the 
rationale for order maintenance policing structured 
around social incivilities, but they also point out the 
challenges when police and the community work 
closely together to try to reduce disorder, in addition, 
they argue that disorder has increased in the past few 
decades m part because police have retreated from 
order maintenance, concentrating on serious crime. 
This retreat has coincided with shifts in civil law, 
placing limits on police and other agents of public 
control, further facilitating burgeoning disorder. 

As is apparent from the above suggested dynamics, a 
second major difference in Wilson and Kelling's the- 
sis compared to prior incarnations, is the expanded 
range of outcomes. Individual and group behaviors 
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and ecological features of the setting are now of inter- 
est. The authors move beyond fear per se, to also 
include resident-based informal social control on the 
street, the vitality of street life itself, and, perhaps 
most importantly, increasing neighborhood crime 
rates. Their inclusion of neighborhood crime rates as 
the ultimate outcome of interest justifies community 
policing initiatives designed to reduce social incivili- 
ties or to facilitate service delivery from other public 
agencies addressing physical incivilities. 

Given their concern for community policing, the 
atithors also consider where to deploy these officers. 
Their stronger attention to local context represents 
an important third difference from prior treatments. 
They roughly separate communities into three groups: 
those with assured stability, those that are dete,'io,'ated 
and beyond hope, and those that have been stable 
but are ctn'rently threatened with an tmcertain future. 
They, suggest that this last group of teetering neighbor- 
hoods is where signs of incivility will have the stron- 
gest impacts on behavioral, crime, and emotional 
outcomes. Therefore, it is in these sites that remedia- 
tion efforts, including comnlunity policing, should be 
concentrated. 

The above focus brings us to the final contribution 
of the current model. Wilson and Kelling discuss the 
specific roles police officers can play in helping com- 
munities add,'ess disorderly conditions. In essence, the 

job of community police or problem-oriented police 
is to learn what conditions are troubling residents and 
merchants in these teetering neighborhoods and then 
help them address these concerns. (Kelling and Coles 
[ 1996] develop in detail what actions are relevant 
and address some of the issues surrounding officer- 
community cooperation.) The officers might be mov- 
ing rowdy groups out of an area, notifying agencies so 
that landlords are cited for needed repairs, or arrang- 
ing to get junked cars towed or trash-filled lots 
cleaned. These problem-solving roles for community 
police officers have received attention in different 
demonstrations and evahlations (e.g., Greene and 
McLaughlin, 1993: Spehnan and Eck, 1987). 

Lewis and Salem, 1986. Dan Lewis and Greta Salem 
returned to a sole focus 0il fear of crime and a cross- 
sectional, as opposed to longitudinal, perspective 
in their 1986 volume Fear oJ'Crime (Lewis and 
Maxfield, 1980; Lewis and Salem, 1986). They a,'gue 
that both the extent of signs of incivility and crime 
levels contribute synergistically to fear. More specifi- 
cally, they suggest that if crime and sieris of incivility 
are both at high levels, residents will exhibit the high- 
est fear levels. If crime is high but signs of incivility 
are not. or if signs of incivility are high but crime is 
not, residents will be less fearful. In analysis of vari- 
ance terminology, it is the interaction effect of the two 
that influence fear, not the main effects of either. The 
authors support their argument using data from a 

Exhibit 2. Wilson and Kelling's (1982) Incivilities Thesis 
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three-city, multineighborhood survey conducted 
as part of the 1975-80 Northwestern University 
Reactions to Crime project. 

This model is of interest because it continues the 
trend of separating the causes of crime and incivility. 
By implication, if one can be high and the other low, 
each has causes that are somewhat unique from the 
causes of the other. The ori~zins of each a,'e distinct, 
strengthening our rationale for looking at incivilities 
as problems separate fl'om serious crimes. 

Skogan, 1990. Skogan provides an extended theoreti- 
cal and empirical investigation of how incivilities 
influence crime and fear at the neighborhood level 
(Skogan, 1986, 1990). 

Skogan's variant of the incivilities thesis (1986, 1990) 
focuses on neighborhood change as the ultimate 
outcome of interest. Labeling signs of incivility as 
disorder (1990: 2), he argues that "'disorder plays an 
important role in sparking urban decline." He defines 
disorder by saying: "[lt l reflects the inability of com- 
munities to mobilize resources to deal with urban 
woes. The distribution of disorder thus mirrors the 
larger pattern of structured inequality that makes in- 
ner-city neighborhoods vulnerable to all manner of 
threats to the health and safety of their residents" 
(p. 173). In short, as with Hunter's model, there are 
two causes of disorder: social disorganization within 
the community itself and inequality resulting from the 
sorting of neighborhoods in the urban fabric. This 
interpretation of incivilities again ties t,s to the 
extensive social disorganization literature and, 
simultaneously, to the extensive literature on urban 
inequality (Wilson, 1996). 

Incivilities spur neighborhood decline because they 
influence a range of psychological, social psychologi- 
cal, and behavioral outcomes such as, respectively, 
fear, informal social control, and offender in- 
migration and resident out-migration. In short, 
according to Skogan, physical and social incivilities 
engender a range of consequences that ultimately 
result in neighborhood decline. 

Skogan is clear about the processes mediating t h e  
connection between incivilities and neighborhood de- 
cline. First, echoing Wilson and Kelling, he suggests 
that incivilities undermine informal social control 
(Skogan, 1990). Second, echoing several of the prior 
theorists, he proposes that disorder "sparks concern 

about neighborhood safety, and perhaps even causes 
crime itself. This further undermines commtmity 
morale" (Skogan, 1990: 65). Third, incivilities 
"'undermine the stability of the housing market" 
(Skogan, 1990: 65). This latter economic impact 
means that a neighborhood's housing prices would 
decrease relative to other urban neighborhoods. 
Impacts of neighborhood crime on housing values 
have been well established in the academic literature 
(Little, 1976; Taylo,', 1995a); separate impacts of inci- 
vilities on house prices, net of other factors, have not. 

Skogan states clearly that signs of incivility play an 
important part in this process. "'Disorder can play an 
important, independent role in stimulating this kind of 
urban decline" (Skogan, 1990: 12, emphasis added). 
Current theorists (Kelling and Coles, 1996: 25) agree 
that Skogan has proven that "disorder, both directly 
and as a precursor to crime, played an important role 
in neighborhood crime." 

Skooan's thesis represents an evolution beyond 
Wilson and Kelling's model in three respects. First, 
he has moved to an explicit focus on neighborhood 
change, in the form of decline, as the ultimate out- 
come of interest. This outcome was included but not 
emphasized in Wilson and Kelling's treatment; now 
it has been promoted as the outcome of most interest 
to residents and policymakers alike. High fear and 
weak informal social control by residents are impor- 
tant not in their own right, but rather because they 
result in late, decline. With Skogan's model, we 
have completed the evolution fi-om a focus solely 
on psychological outcomes represented by Wilson, 
Garofalo, and Laub, to a focus solely on ecological 
outcomes, leading Skogan to test his thesis using only 
neighborhood-level information. 

Since the outcome in Skogan's model is explicitly 
neighborhood change, this leads him to expand the 
scope of contributing and mediating dynamics. The 
first versions of the incivilities thesis focused on fear; 
subsequent versions expanded to include weak infor- 
mal social control and withdrawal from street life. 
Skogan further augments the relevant process 
dynamics to consider intent to move, neighborhood 
satisfaction (Skogan, 1990: 88), community solidarity 
(Skogan, 1990: 70), and involvement in privatistic 
crime prevention. Other authors (e.g., Kirschenbaum, 
1983: abstract) have argued that perceptions of neigh- 
borhood deterioration act "as a major catalyst in 
provoking a move," or contribute independently to 
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neighborhood decline (Fisher. 1991 ). The literature, 
however, fails to consistently link crime or crime- 
related neighborhood conditions with mobility 
(Taylor, 1995a). 

rFhird, Skogan explicitly acknowledges in several 
models that structural conditions give rise to signs 
of incivility. He reports that poverty, instability, and 
racial composition all contribute equally to signs of 
incivility and crime in the form of robbery victimiza- 
tion rates (Skogan, 1990: 75). In an earlier statement 
of the thesis, he suggests that "qandom shocks" aris- 
ing from factors outside the neighborhood itself also 
can influence the expansion of incivilities (Skogan, 
1986). In his 1990 analysis, signs of incivility ahnost 
totally mediate the effects of neighborlaood structure 
on victimization. 7 His is the first model to begin ex- 
amining links between incivilities and community 
structure. His suggested causal dynamics appear in 
exhibit 3. 

Evolution of the perspective 
The main variants of tim incivilities thesis reviewed 
above reveal rmmerous differences. In four areas. 
these differences reflect a clear evolution of the 
pe,spect ive appl ted. 

Expansion of outcomes. The models progress fiom 
a sole focus on fear of crime (Wilson. Oarofalo. and 
Laub; Hunter: Lewis and Salem) to concern about 
neighborhood street life and crime (Wilson and 
Kelling) to neighborhood structural decline (Skogan). 
The enlargement of outcomes increases the impor- 
tance of the thesis; it is relevant not only to reactions 

to crime but also to the stability and viability of urban 
communities. The broadening scope also provides 
rationales for community policing initiatives focusing 
on order maintenance. It highlights the short-term 
(lower crime, residents taking back the streets) and 
long-term (neighborhood stability) benefits of such 
I f l t l t ~ . | t t v e s .  

Shifting levels of analysis. As theorists have aug- 
mented outcomes, they also have shifted upward 
in their levels of analysis. Early statements of the 
thesis clearly present a psychological perspective. 
Garofalo's and Laub's notion that fear reflects "'urban 
unease" expects that perceptions of local order-related 
problems will inspire ,'esidents' fear. The dynamics in 
question are internal to individuals. Hunter's and 
Lewis and Salem's models are contextual, pointing 
out impacts of community as well its psychological 
factors on psychological outcomes such as fear. 
Wilson and Kelling's discussion includes both street 
block and neighborhood outcomes, but the most 
central dynamics appear to be operating at the street 
block level (Taylor, 1997b). Skogan moves tts explic- 
itly to the neighborhood level, using neighborhood 
predictors and neighborhood ot, tcomes. Reactions 
to crime, such as fear. and other person-environment 
transactions, such as neighborhood slttisfaction or 
intention to move. are modeled at the neighbo,hood 
level because they contribute to long-term neighbor- 
hood decline. We are now interested solely in 
ecological dynamics. 

When exar l l in i l lg  111eagut'onlgnt issues, tWO concel'l lS 
surface related to this shift in interest. The migration 
of interest upward presumes that the ,'eactions to 

Exhibit 3. Skogan's Decline and Disorder Thesis 
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o' ime and person-environment transactions seen as 
part of the neighborhood dynamics have substantial 
ecological components; that is, that sizable between- 
neighborhood variance exists in these variables 
relative to the pooled within-neighborhood variance. 
In addition, the migration suggests researchers might 
want to use ecologically based ,ather than psychologi- 
cally based incivilities indicators. These measu,'ement 
issues ,'eceive consideration below. 

Shifting temporal perspective. Models clearly 
evolve in their temporal perspective. Theorists start 
out discussing why some people are more afraid than 
others at one point in time (Wilson; Garofalo and 
Laub; Hunter) and end by focusing on changes in 
fear, informal social cont,ol,  street life, neighborhood 
crime rates, and neighbo,'hood structure (Wilson and 
Kelling; Skogan). Wilson and Kelling p,'ovide the 
most detailed temporal sequencing here, desc,ibing 
specific series of  events linking incivilities, fear, resi- 
dent withdrawal, petty crime, and, finally, increased 
serious crime. Again, as with the change in levels of 
concern, there are measurement implications. One 
would expect, given the shift fl'om cross-sectional to 
longitudinal processes, that indicators would change 
correspondingly and that researchers would begin to 
look at changes in fear, neighborhood structure, and 
incivilities, for example. 

Progressive unlinking of crime and incivilities. 
The early models (Wilson; Garofalo and Laub; 
Hunter) suggested a common origin for crime and 
incivilities. Incivilities were p,esumed to vary f,'om 
neighborhood to neighbo,'hood, roughly paralleling 
the crime diffe,ences f,'om neighborhood to neighbor- 
hood, but taking place at higher rates than c,ime and 
thus influencing more residents. Hunter's model p,'o- 
vides incivilities and crime with a common exogenous 
variable. Skogan, by contrast, explicitly anticipates 
that incivilities will make independent contributions 
to neighborhood change, net of neighborhood struc- 
ture and, presumably neighborhood crime, although 
indicators for the latter were not available in his data 
set. s Lewis and Salem anticipate that crime and inci- 
vilities can vary independently, leading to situations 
where one is high and the other not. The modeling 
implication is that neighborhood crime rates and 
neighbo,'hood incivilities can be separated in a cross- 
sectional model and that changes in each can be 
separated in a longitudinal model. 

Empirical support for 
hypotheses 
Before turning to a detailed discussion of measure- 
ment issues, I provide it b,ief summary of what we 
know about some of the key hypotheses generated by 
each version of the incivilities thesis. I organize the 
evidence by theory version. 1 do not consider the 
extensive evaluation ,'esearch on community policing 
p,ograms based on some version of this thesis. (For 
recent ,'eviews of this work, see Kelling and Coles, 
1996; She,'man. 1997; Eck, 1997.) That evaluation 
work often fails to provide sufficient detail in the 
timing of measurement and the scope of indicators to 
address specific hypotheses mounted in these models. 

Wilson, Garofalo, and Laub. The key idea that those 
perceiving more neighborhood problems are more 
concerned for thei, safety has been ,'epeatedly sup- 
ported. Initial analyses of individual-level outcomes 
confounding between- and within-neighborhood pre- 
dictor variance (e.g., Lewis and Maxfield, 1980) have 
been confirmed by later studies partitioning predictor 
variance (Covington and Taylor, 1991 ), correctly 
modeling within-neighborhood con'elated en'ors and 
controlling for direct and indirect victimization expe- 
riences ('litylor, 1997a). Rountree and Land (1996a, 
1996b) found effects of community-level perceived 
incivilities on perceived risk and fear of crime in hier- 
archical linear models, but did not include perceived 
incivilities as individual-level predictors, in accord 
with the thesis discussed here. 

In short, we have strong evidence that those who tire 
more aftaid than their neighbors see more local p,'ob- 
lems than their neighbors. At this time, it is not clear 
if social o, physical disorders are more troubling to 
residents. 

Hunter. Hunter's key idea is that both incivilities and 
local crime rates may contribute independently to out- 
comes like fear. One study using assessed indicators 
could not test this thesis because incivilities and 
crime were so closely linked (qhylor, 1996b). It is the 
case that, controlling for neighborhood crime rates, 
individuals who perceive more local problems than 
their neighbors are more fearful than their neighbors 
(Taylor, 1997a). Rountree and Land find that average 
perceived incivilities in a neighborhood and the 
neighborhood burglary rate contribute independently 
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tO bul,,l "" "~. a,'y-specific fear of crime (Rouniree and Land, 
1996a) and to perceived crilne risk (Rountree and 
Land, 1996b). They do not test tile contributions of 
perceived incivilities at the individual level to fear 
of crime or perceived risk, controlling for the local 
vict im iZailon late. 

Tile work so far suggests that, net of local criine rates, 
both individual and community differences in per- 
ceived incivilities contribute to reactioris to crime 
such as fear and increased perceived risk. We do not 
yet have sttidies simultaneously examining impacts of 
individual and community perceived incivilities while 
controlling for local crime or victimization rates and 
individt,al victimizations. 

Wilson and Kelling. Nunlerous sttidies claim to find 
support for portions of the Wilson and Kelling thesis, 
varying in the degree to which they apply needed 
statistical controls. 

Although we do not have longiludhml confirinalion, 
we do have cross-sectional confirnmiion thai per- 
ceived incivilities predict perceived crime at the street 
block level, controlling for block composition and 
layout (Perkins et al., 1992). 9 Wilson and Kelling an- 
ticipate that over time more incivilities Oll a block will 
lead to more crime problems. This street block analy- 
sis does not confirnl thai tenet in the longitudinal 
manner in which it was frained, but it does provide 
cross-sectional conl]rmation using crinm perceptions. 

17,elurning in the 1990s to local leaders in neighbor- 
hoods where residents had been interviewed in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s, Skogan and Lurigio 
(1992) find that average perceived social and physical 
disorder reported 7-12 years p,'eviously strongly 
predicts severity of current drug problems in the 
neighl)orhood. The authors conclude lllai these results 
"'l)oint strongly in the direction of the "broken win- 
dows' hyl)othesis: that levels of noncrinlinal decay 
alld social disruption 2:-I11 s p a w n  n l o r e  s e r i o u s  prot> 
lenls in the future by undermining the capacity of 
conlnaunities to respond to cfime . . . "" (p. 525). This 
conchision, however, 111ay be prenlattiro. The authofs 
did 1101 coniroI for the earlier level of perceived drug 
problenls in the comnmnity: l]ltlS, lheir outcome does 
110l reflect COi1111111nity change..hl addilion, their data 
source, wilh a small ntlnlber of communities, does nol 
allow researchers to control for COillilltiilily $1rtJclure. 

Another longitudinal hypothesis receiving some 
cross-sectional support is Wilson and Kelling's sug- 
gestion that incivilities have the strongest impact on 
teetering neighborhoods, in 66 neighborhoods studied 
in 13altimore, we found impacts of assessed social and 
physical incivilities o11 fear of crime were most evi- 
dent in moderate-slability neighborhoods ('l,iylor et 
al., 1985). This analysis, however, fililed to simulta- 
neously control for socioeconomic status and racial 
composition, hi addition, it appears that the inlpacts 
of incivilities on fear are exwemely weak in the most 
deteriorated neigllborhoods (],lylor and Shunlaker, 
1990). 

Empirical research oll interactions between incivilities 
and other predictors apl)ears to have moved beyond 
tile theoretical groulldwork already laid out. For ex- 
ample, Rountree and Land (1996b) foi_lnd that average 
neighborhood perceived incivil it ies shape the impact 
of r;_iee and unoccupied homes oll individual risk 
perception. The relevant conceptual underpinnings 
for Itmse moderating effects ;,ire 11ol clear. More clear 
is the theoretical basis for inieractions between per- 
ceived disorder at the individual level and social 
support on fear of crJlne. Ross and ]allg (1996) find 
that anlong those with nlore local ties. the impact of 
perceived disorder on fetli is weaker. This represolllS 
an example of the buffering hypotlmsis developed in 
the social support literaitlre (House ei al., 1988). The 
moderating effecl, however, was extremely small in 
size compared to the main effect. 

A third feature of tile model receiving enlpirical 
supl)ort is Wilson and Kelling's suggestion that 
increasing inch'il it ies 111:.15, signal opportunities for 
delinquency for local teens and other "' l ightweight" 
offenders. Replicated contextual models link 
neighborllood-assessed deterioration with residents' 
belief that groups of unsupervised teens are problems 
in their neighborhoods (Taylor and Covington, 1993). 
Again, this confirmation is cross-sectional rather than 
longitudinal. This connection is of further significance 
because it connects theories about incivilities with 
social disorganization processes. Unsupervised teen 
peer groups have been used as a key indicator of 
weak local informal social contfol (Salnpson and 
Grove, 1989). 

Skogan. Skogan connects data fronl differenl studies 
sl)anning 40 neighborhoods in 6 cities, wtlich was 
originally gathered between 1977 and 1983. Eighleen 
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of the different study areas are Chicago communities, 
some of which were surveyed three times (Skogan, 
1990: 88). He operationalizes incivilities using 
subjective, survey-based ,esponses in which respon- 
dents indicated how serious they perceived different 
incivilities to be in thei, own neighborhoods. Fie ana- 
lyzes neighborhood-level outcomes using simple and 
multiple regressions and path inodels. T,eating tile 
time of the surveys as roughly comparable, he ana- 
lyzes all the data in a cross-sectional design. 

Skogan examines the causes of incivilities (Skogan, 
1990: 60). He finds that nonwhite neighborhood racial 
composition, poverty, and instability are all linked to 
higher incivility levels. He also examines a range 
of the consequences of incivilities. Fie finds that in 
neighborhoods where incivilities are perceived to be 
more intense, neighbors are less willing to help one 
another (p. 71 ), robbery victimization is more exten- 
sive (p. 75), residential satisfaction is lower, and more 
people intend to move (p. 82). He also finds some ex- 
tremely stfong correliltions ( greater than .80) between 
signs of incivility and indicators of neighborhood 
structure, such as unenlployment (p. 173). He models 
tile perceived incivilities as mediating the impacts of 
neighborhood structure on tile outcomes, leaving open 
the question of whethe," incivilities make independent 
contributions to these outcomes. 

Hart'ell and Gouvis (1994) propose to test Skogan's 
thesis using census and c,ime data for Cleveland and 
Washington, D.C. Using tile census tract its the unit of 
analysis, they determine if leading indicators of decay 
help predict later crime changes. Unfortunately, ques- 
tions arise about their decay indicators, which do not 
focus on deterioration but instead a,'e rates for crimes 
like arson. Their study appears to be showing that some 
crime rates help predict shifts in other crime rates. 

Summing, up empirical support. To date. we have 
the strongest confirmation for tile Wilson, Ga,ofalo, 
and Laub psychological model. Studies routinely 
find extremely strong correlations between individual 
differences in perceived incivilities and individual 
differences in fear of crime; these remain afte," 
controlling for neighborhood crime rates and neigh- 
borhood strt, cture. Studies also find contextual im- 
pacts of neighborhood-level perceived (o," assessed) 
disorder, suggesting that muhilevel impacts may be 
operating. We do not yet have studies using the same 
indicator that compare individual and contextual 

disorder impacts. 

The main effects of incivilities observed at the indi- 
vidual and community levels appear to be contingent 
on other factors. At the community level, Wilson and 
Kelling's thesis predicts that disorder impacts a,e con- 
tingent on community stability; Lewis and Salem's 
model predicts that impacts ale contingent on local 
crime rates. Some empirical support has been ob- 
tained for tile first model, ahhough further testing 
with more adequate statistical controls is needed. 
Lewis and Salem's hypothesized interaction effect 
has not yet been tested. Part of the problem with 
doing so is that, especially with assessed indicators, 
disorder usually correlates very stron,,ly~ with local 
crime rates. Researchers have begun suggesting that 
individual-level iml)aCtS of perceived incivility may 
be conditioned by other personal attributes, and work 
looking at these contingent impacts is beginning. 

Hunter's version of the thesis also has received 
substantial support. It suggests thai both crime ilnd 
disorder contribute to the leaf of c,ime. This idea is 
supported by perceived disorder indicators at the indi- 
vidual and community levels, controlling for other 
personal and neighborhood features. Assessed d i so f  
der at the community level correlates too Stl'oflgly 
with crime to test for independent contributions 
without comlnitting the partialling fallacy. You com- 
mit the partialling falhicy when you have two highly 
correlated variables, and you partial on the first vari- 
able and attempt to intelt)ret how the second variable 
links to other variables. After partialling, there is too 
little of the second variable remaining for meaningful 
interpretation. 

The support picture appears far murkier when we 
tufn to versions of tim incivilities thesis--Wilson and 
Kelling's. and Skogan's--that  are explicitly longitudi- 
nal. Researchers interpret results fl'om several cross- 
sectional studies as lending support to tile thesis. But 
cross-sectional data do not provide an adequate test 
of the thesis. "lb test Wilson and Kelling's thesis, we 
need longitudinal studies of individuals within com- 
munities, using a hirge number of communities. This 
would permit us to gauge tile independent impacts 
of incivilities to changes over time m fear of crime, 
perception of risk, and offender movement patterns. 

2 ' To test Skoean s thesis, we need to assess impacts of 
incivilities, independent of community stfucture and 
crime rates, to neighborhood structural changes and 
crime changes. These studies have not yet been 
completed. 

lY 
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.Fro.re. theory to research: 
inc,v,lities indicators 
Three important measurement questions arise frona 
the incivilities thesis. First, all variants of the thesis 
presume that incivilities refer to a construct indepen- 
dent of related constructs. At the individual level, this 
means that incivilities indicators would be separate 
fl'om indicators for perceived risk, fear of crime, terri- 
torial cognitions, sense of community, attachnmnt to 
place, or neighborhood confidence and satisfaction. 
At the neighborhood level, this means that incivilities 
indicators would be separate from indicators for 
neighborhood st,ucture (status, stability, racial com- 
position) a¿ad c,ime. In short, all ve,'sions of the thesis 
presume that discriminant validity (Campbell and 
Fiske, 1959) has been established for incivilities indi- 
cators. In this section, we ,,'+,ill look at a small number 
of data sets to determine whether this presutaaption is 
COITeC[. 

A second important tneasurement question raised by 
the evoh, tion of the incivilities thesis is nmltimethod 
convergent validity. As noted above, incivilities theo- 
,'ies began with a focus on psychological dynamics 
(Wilson, Garofalo, and Laub), naoved forward to an 
interest in social psychological processes (Wilson and 
Kelling), and finally evolved into a focus on commu- 
nity dynamics and outcomes (Skogan). Paralleling 
this drift across analysis levels have been shifts in 
the incivilities indicators used. For psychological 
processes, researchers used perceived irtcivilities. To 
capture social psychological and ecological variations 
in incivilities, most researchers have averaged st, rvey- 
based perceptions across residents in a neighborhood. 
A smalle, number of researchers have responded to 
the ecological drift by gathering onsite assessment 
data. including site and street block featt, res and 
• m t ,  r e o , ~ t h a ' , ,  those items to the street block level for 
social psychological investigations, and to the neigh- 
borhood level for ecological investigaliotas.'° Our 
confidence in the construct validity of incivilities will 
be boosted if we find that incivilities indicators from 
different methods converge. Researchers have not yet 
investigated this question. Ideally. at each level of ag- 
gregation, different indicators of incivilities based on 
different data collection procedures would correlate 
closely with one another and wot, M barely correh.tte 
with related constructs (Campbell and Fiske, 1959). 

Finally, the latest variant of the incivilities thesis 
focuses on changes over time. Changes in disorder 
should, according to Skogan, lead to a host of conse- 
quences for a neighborhood. However, researchers 
have not yet extensively examined relationships 
among disorde," change indicators. 

Discriminant validity 
What evidence do we have that incivilities indicators 
are distinct from other features of a community, such 
as its structu,'e, crime rates, and land-use patterns? 

Structural dimensions of community. Researchers 
using census data to describe community structure 
generally refer to three independent dimensions: 
socioeconomic status, stability, and racial and yot, th 
composition (Berry and Kasarda, 1977; Hunter, 
1974a, 1974b). ~ These dimensions appear when 
resea,'chers analyze census data from cities in the 
United States and abroad. These three dimensions 
also can be used to describe the structural pathways 
along which neighborhoods may change over time 
(Hunter, 1974a: Taylor and Covingtort, 1988). 

Socioeconomic status is captured by variables reflect- 
ing income levels, housing values, occt, pational 
status, educational levels, and the extent of poverty 
and unemployment. Stability is best captured by vari- 
ables reflecting the extent of home ownership and the 
p,'oportion of t'esidents living at the same address dur- 
ing the 5 years prior to the census. Housing type, such 
as the percentage of single-family structt, res. is also 
,elevant. Race and youth composition is reflected in 
percentages of Hispanic and African-American per- 
sons and the proportions of the population under the 
age of 5, or between 6 and 13 years of age. 

Assessed incivilities indicators appear to be linked to 
neighborhood structure. Using 1981 data fronl onsite 
assessments of more than 800 street blocks in Balti- 
more, aggregated to the neighborhood level (N=66), 
we conapleted an exploratory p,'itacipal-conlponents 
analysis of assessment-based incivilities and land-use 
indicators (Taylor et al.. 1985). Wc defined a general 
incivilities index based pr!marily on physical items, 
but included some social factors as well. ~2 We fotnad 
moderate to strong links between this index and both 
repotted crime and community structu,'e. The simple 
correlations were: crime, 0.64: instability, 0.59; 
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Exhibit 4. Exploratory Principal-Components Analysis of Community-Level Indicators 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 

VANDLSM2 0.916 0.092 0.070 -0.031 0.197 

TEEN2 0.856 0.015 0.064 0.298 -0.016 

ABNDBLD2 0.643 0.215 0.401 0.237 0.163 

LENGTH5 0.032 -0.906 -0.054 0.281 -0.029 

OWN -0.224 -0.854 -0.121 -0.282 -0.110 

ASTRATE 0.142 0.111 0.935 0.164 0.178 

BLACK 0.144 -0.005 0.159 0.914 0.215 

EDUC2 -0.485 0.103 -0.225 -0.615 0.459 

ROBRATE 0.312 0.121 0.372 0.203 0.788 

Lambda 2.411 1.644 1.277 1.585 0.989 

Note: VANDLSM2, TEEN2. and ABNDBLD2 refer, respeclively, to neighborhood problems with 
vandalism, unsupervised or rowdy teens, and abandoned buildings. Indicators are dichotomous. LENGTH5 
refers to tile proportion of residents living ill tile community at least 5 years. OWN is the proportion of 
homeowning respondents. ASTRATE is tile reported assault rate. ROBRATE is the reported robbery rate. 
BLACK is the proportion of Afiican-American respondents in the community. EDUC2 is the respondents' 
years of education. Varimax rotation. Community-level indicators are fl'om five different data sets in five 
cities. The number of communities in each city appear below. Suburban communities were removed from 
the Chicago data set, as were Chicago communities with fewer than five respondents. 

City Frequency Percent 

Atlanta 6 2.8 

Baltimore 30 13.9 

Chicago 56 25.9 

Minneapolis-St. Paul 24 11.1 

Seattle 100 46.3 

Total 216 100.0 
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income,-0.53; luld p,oportion of African-Americarls, 
0.40 (Taylor et al., 1985). Neighborhood structure 
explairied 63 percent of the va,'iatiori in assessed 
signs of incivility and 55.8 percent of the variation in 
residents' perceived sigris of incivility. Exploratory 
principal-comporients analyses closely connect this 
same incivilities index with a structural component 
capturing poverty, low education levels, arid neighbor- 
Ilood instability. Everi if we rotate four separate prin- 
cipal cornponents, incivilities continue to load highly 
ell a poverty component. 

Reanalysis of data fl'om 24 small commercial centers 
and their residential surroundings in Minneapolis- 
St. Paul showed neighborhood instability correlating 
0.62 with vacancies in small commercial cente,'s, and 
assessed graffiti correlating 0.87 with the percentage 
of tile neighborhood that was African-American 
(q]tylot, 1995c). Exploratory pt'incipal-conaponents 
analyses with the Minlaeapolis-St. Paul data, looking 
lit specific assessed irlcivilities rather than a broad 
index, linked graffiti with tile racial dimension of 
neighborhood structure and w.icancies with instability 
in tile surrounding neighborhood. ~~ (For a description 
of the original data collection, see McPherson and 
Silloway, 1986.) 

These two arialyses suggest iridicators of assessed in- 
civilities are not readily separable from neighborhood 
structt, re and crinle. When we turn to perceived disor- 
der iridicators, however, what do we find'? 

We coristructed a 5-city data set sparufirig 216 
conmlunities. The data vcere drawri from Atlanta 
(Greenberg el al., 1982), Bahimore (qhylor. 1996a), 
Chicago (Lavrakas, 1982), Minneapolis-St. Paul 
(McPherson and Silloway, 1986), and Seattle (Miethe 
and Meier. 1995). Only the six neighborhood Atlanta 
data set overlaps with those examined by Skogan 
(1990). All five data sets share several perceived 
incivilities. Aggregating perceived incivilities to the 
community level and carrying out lnl exploratory prin- 
cipal-cornponerlts analysis of those items along with 
neighborhood structure and crime indicators generates 
the results shown in exhibit 4. F'ive components were 
rotated: incivilities (I), crirne (1), and rleighborhood 
strt,cture (3). The three incivilities emerge distinctly 
on their own components. The only other variable 
loading above 0.40 on this compoilent is the average 
years of education of residerlts. In tills set of cities, 
ahhough data suggest a modest connection betv.,een 

iricivilities and low socioeconomic status, perceived 
incivilities appear to be relatively independent of 
crime and structure at the neighborhood level. This 
arialysis is limited, of course. ~'~ Rearullysis with more 
indicators and a confirmatory, rather than exploratory, 
approach is desirable. 

Using the slime variables from the five cities, but not 
including the two crime rate variables, we carried 
out a series of exploratory individual-level principal- 
components analyses, using four components: 
socioeconomic status, stability, race, and incivilities 
(N=8,195). Again, as with tile ecological-level 
principal-components analyses, the incivilities indica- 
tors formed their own separate component. No othe, 
variables loaded above 0.40 on the incivilities compo- 
nent. ~s At tile individual level, perceived incivilities 
separate clearly from other social demographics. 
When we added two indicators for person-envirormler~t 
bonds (neighborhood satisfaction, arid attachment 
to place) and completed an exploratory priricipal- 
components analysis requesting five comt)onents, 
perceived incivilities and person-environnmnt bonds 
each associated with different components. 

Crime.  Using the same five-city data set, we 
examined neighborhood-level connections between 
neighborhood perceived incivilities and neighborhood 
crime rates, before and after controlling for neighbor- 
hood structure. The number of neighborhoods ranged 
from 6 in Atlanta to more than 100 in Seattle. Results 
appear in exhibit 5. The first cohimn shows the city- 
by-city correlations of community-level perceived 
problems with vandalism, teens, and abandoned build- 
ings, and the colnmunity robbery rate. The second 
col u nln repelitS I hose correlations after partiall ing for 
tile percentage of African-Arnericans. percentage of 
homeowners, and average edt,cation level. The third 
lind fourth columns repeat the same information for 
the assault rate. Correlations are averaged ac,'oss tile 
five cities lit the bottom of the table. Given the small 
number of neighborhoods in Atlanta, the numbers are 
reaveraged after excluding Atlanta. 

The partialled correlations based on the four cities 
suggest that community-level perceived incivilities 
correlate modestly with street crime rates after 
removing COlnmunity structure; the average partialled 
co,'relations, exchiding Atlanta, range from 0.20 to 
0.43. Perceived incivilities at the community level 
ove,'lap enough with crime to lend support for 

17,1 
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Hunter's proposal that the two may nonrecu,'sively 
influence each other, even after controlling for c o m -  

mon structural origins. Comparable analyses f lom 
multiple cities using assessed incivi l i t ies are needed. 

Land-use features. Using our 1981 general index of 
assessed incivilities, which was based on info,'mation 
from 66 Baltimore neighborhoods (qaylor et al., 
1985). we were able to separate signs of social and 
physical incivility from indicators of residential 
versus nonresidential hind-use mix. (The resulting 
component loadings appear in endnote 11.) These 
results suggested that siens of incivility could be dis- 
criminated fl'om land-use and block layout patterns 
and that indicators of signs of incivility converged as 
expected. 

We were similarly successful in Baltimore and Phila- 
delphia using street block data and more rigorous 
analytic techniques. In the early 1990s, Barbara 
Koons, Ellen Kurtz, and Jack Greene collected onsite 
information fl'om a large number of blocks in Logan, 
a North Philadelphia neighborhood. Using this infor- 
mation, along with onsite assessments from 50 
Baltimore blocks collected in the late 1980s, we 
successfully separated land-t, se mix fl'om signs of 
incivility using confirmatory factor analyses (Taylor 
et al., 1995). 1 am not aware of  any other data sources 
available that would permit examining connections 
between hind-use and assessed incivilities. ~6 

Defensible space features and territorial signage. 
If we turn to other microlevel features in the urban 

Exhibit 5. Neighborhood-level Correlations: Crime Rates and Perceived Incivilities 

City Incivility Crime 

Atlanta 

Robbery Rate Partialled Assault Rate Partialled 

Vandalism .53 .69 -. 13 .99 
Rowdy Teens .32 .81 .52 ,06 
Abandoned Buildings .76 .88 .94 ,92 

Baltimore Vandalism .10 .14 .10 .03 
Rowdy Teens .09 .18 .32 .05 
Abandoned Buildinos .34 .33 .54 .26 

Chicago Vandalism .22 .45 ,23 ,38 
Rowdy Teens .30 ,25 .38 .34 
Abandoned Buildings .56 .30 .67 .50 

Minneapolis-St. Paul Vandalism .72 .40 .73 .45 
Rowdy Teens .32 .22 .46 .46 
Abandoned Buildings .68 .38 .73 .63 

Seattle Vandalism .71 .49 .72 .51 
Rowdy Teens .51 ,15 .62 .15 
Abandoned Buildings ,54 .18 .65 .31 

Average Vandalism .46 .43 .33 .47 
Rowdy Teens .31 .32 .46 .2 I 
Abandoned Buildings .58 .41 .71 .52 

Four-City Average Vandalism .44 .37 .45 .34 
Rowdy Teens .31 .20 .45 .25 
Abandoned Buildings .53 .30 .65 .43 

Note: The four-city average ignores Atlanta's data because tile city had only six neighborhoods. The sec- 
ond and fourth columns control for percentage of African-Americans, percentage of homeowners, and 
average education level. 
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residential environment, such Its defensible space fea- 
tures and territot+ial signage (Taylor, 1988), we do riot 
yet know if they can be separated fi'om signs of inci- 
vility. Muhitrait, multimethod investigations at the 
block and neighborhood level are needed. Territorial 
signage refers to things people do to sites to show that 
they own or care about them. Features may include 
high levels of upkeep, intensive gardening, and signs 
of personal identification. 

Summing discriminant validity. Is it possible to 
separate disorder at the community level fiom com- 
tnunity structure and crime? The answer is yes. if we 
use indicators based on aggregated resident percep- 
tions. It is not as easy to clearly separate them if we 
rely on indicators from onsite assessments. Analyses 
at the street block level in two different cities and at 
the neighborhood level in one city show that assessed 
incivilities are clearly separable from land-use fea- 
tures. At the comi l luni ly  level, discriminant validity 
with respect to some conamtitiity features depends in 
part on the type of indicator used. 

At the individual level, disorde, appears to be easily 
separable from other constructs, such its person- 
environment bonds, when both constructs rely on the 
same data collection instt'ument. Researchers have not 
yet investigated connections between disorder and re- 
lated constructs like territorial signage, where the two 
constructs ,ely on different data collection methods. 

Convergent validity and multiple 
assessment modes 
A key idea behind the mt, ltitrait, rnultimethod tip- 
proiich to validity ix that expected coilvergences arid 
divergences within and between collstrucls, respec- 
tively, should :.ippeiir ever1 when multiple methods 
provide indicators of the Slime cotastruct (Camphell 
iiild I-:iske, 1959). When we t t l t 'n tO multiple methods, 
focusing on cross-sectional or longitudinal perspec- 
tives, we see incivilities indicators froth ditTerent data 
sources failing to converge as expected. 

Using cross-sectional data described in detail ill 
Perkins and qilylor (1996), I completed an exploratory 
I)rincil)al-conll)onents analysis of indicators of signs 
of incivility alld crime. The ilnalysis suggested two 
independent dimensions. ~7 The results appear in 
exhibit 6. 

These mid-1980s data come from analyses of 50 
different blocks, each in a different neighborhood in 
Baltimore. Three types of assessment are included: 
onsite assessments by trained raters, perceptions as 
reported by residents and aggregated to the block 
level, and coverage of crime and incivility issties in 
the neighborhood as repot+ted by local newspapers. 

Unfortunately, the nmltitrait, multinaethod matrix 
does not generate strong evidence of convergent and 
discriminant validity independent of assessment 
method. Three variables with high Ioadings on the 
first component  refer to signs of incivility: perceived 
social disorder, perceived physical disorder, and 
assessed incivilities of on-block households. These 
tllree high Ioadings suggest the first component refers 
to siens of incivility. Two survey items "',,o toeether'" 
with one of our onsite assessment indicators. 

Regrettably, this interpretation runs into two 
i),'oblems. First, onsite assessments of social incivili- 
t i e s - c o u n t s  of people outs ide- -do  not load strongly 
on the conlt)onetlt (0. 168). In addition, serious crime 
news, nleiisured from newspaper stories, does load Oil 
the coinponent (0.639). 

On the second component, the item with the highest 
loading is disorder news from newspaper stories. 
Nonresidential assessed incivilities, groups of young 
males loitering, and other crime news also load 
higMy on the component,  as does serious crime 
news. In short, the second component contains indi- 
cators of  both signs of incivility and c,'ime fiom two 
different methods. The second component  appears to 
f.:.lvot" itenls based on newspaper sources. 

The results from these 50 blocks in 13altimore are 
somewlaat encot, faging, in that two su,'vey-based dis- 
order items and one assessment-based disorder item 
appear togethe,'. However. they are discouraging 
because one coml)onent seems to favor the survey 
items, while the second component favors newspa- 
per- or assessment-based items. Such resuhs need 
to be considered v¢ith great caution gi,/erl the small 
number  of  cases. 

The incivilities thesis, especially as stated by Wilson 
and Kelling and Skogan, eml~hasizes the importance 
of changes in disorder. In 1981 and 1982, we col- 
lected survey data from residents in a random saml)le 
of Baltimore neighborhoods and completed onsite 
assessments in those neiglaborhoods ('lilylor, 1996: 
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Exhibit 6. Exploratory Principal-Components Analysis of Cross-Sectional Disorder 
Indicators: Loadings 

Variable Name Component I Component II 

Perceived physical disorder [S] ZPHYSINC 0.94 0. l0 

Average residential address-level ZAGINCIV 0.85 0.24 
score on index combining litter, 
dilapidation, and vandalism [A] 

Perceived social disorder [IS] ZSOCINCV 0.85 0.24 

Serious crime news (homicides, ZSERCRNW 0.64 0.58 
rapes, assaults, robberies, 
burglaries) [N] 

Disorder news (physical ZDISNEWS 0.05 0.82 
deterioration. ,'acial unrest) [IN] 

Nonresidential disorder (poorly ZNRINCIV 0.27 0.77 
maintained open land, graffiti, 
dilapidated buildings) [A] 

Young men outdoors (as proportion ZMALEPRO 0.17 0.74 
of housing units on block) [A] 

ZOTHCRNW 0.54 0.72 Quality-of-life crime news (drug 
abuse, carrying weapons, domestic 
disturbances, prostitution, vandalism, 
disorderly conduct) [N] 

Lambda (bef',re rotation) 4.61 1.32 

Note: Principal-component loadings ,.ziven are afler varimax rotalion. 

Note: [S] = survey-based data source; [A] = onsite assessment items; IN] = based on newspaper archive. 
Survey and assessment information is based on 50 blocks, each in a separate neighborhood; newspaper data 
are based on reports from each of 50 neighborhoods during the study period. For more detail, see Perkins 
and Taylor (1996). 

Tile loadings that are shown indicate how strongly each variable "correlates" with tile broader component. 
A large number indicates a stronger "correlation." Lambda indicates the size of the underlying component 
before rotation. A larger lambda indicates a more sizable component. Components are rotated using a 
varimax solution, designed to provide simple structure, i.e., a few variables with high loadings, and the 
remaining variables with loadings close to zero. 
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Taylor and Covington, 1993). Returning to a stratified 
sample of 30 of those neighborhood blocks in 1994, 
we interviewed residents again and completed onsite 
assessments. These data permit us to see how unex- 
pected changes in perceived incivilities and assessed 
incivilities relate. Each variable in the analysis 
reflects unexpected change--1994 scores after 
part)ailing for respective 1981-82 scores. We used 
two survey-based measu,'es of perceived changes in 
disorder: changes in physical incivilities and changes 
in social incivilities. We used two measures in as- 
sessed disorder: changes in vacant, boarded up houses 
and changes in tile amount of graffiti. 

Exploratory principal-components analysis suggests 
Changes in disorder based on survey questions are 
relatively separate from changes based on onsite 
assessments. The rest, Its appear in exhibit 7. 

Two measures of changing perceptions of disorder 
relate closely to one another. ' appearing with la,'ge 
Ioadings on the first component. Two measu,'es of 
changing physical conditions based on assessments 
relate closely to one another and have high loadings 
on tile second component. Stated diffe,ently, tile 
changes cluster according to the assessment method 
used. 

We repeated tile analysis adding reactions to crime, 
such as changes in avoidance. Again, the survey items 
related closely to one anothe,', loading better than 0.80 
on the), dimension. The two assessment items loaded 
better than 0.80 on a separate dimension. 

Repeating the analysis again adding tmexpected 
changes in three crimes--robbery, assault, and lar- 
c e ny - p r ov ide d  a diffuse pattern as well. The crime 
variables went together on one dimension, Ihe Sllrvey 
items went on a different dimension, and the assess- 
men) wuiables cluste,ed by themselves. If we asked 
for a two- rather than three-component solution, 
resuhs became rather unclear, but we still saw the 
assessment-based variables separating fiom the 
survey-based variables.tS 

These analyses using different data sources raise 
questions. The latter finding regarding changes in 
disorder, ahhough deserving an extremely cautious 
interpretation, suggests that changes in disorde," may 
be far less unitary than p,'eviously thought. Neighbor- 
hoods where perceptions of disorder were increasing 
were not necessa,'ily the same neighborhoods where 

on-street conditions were worsening, nor were they 
the same neighborhoods where c,ime rates were 
rising. 

The divergent patterns apparent in the latte," analysis 
suggest two possible inte,'pretations. One is that 
changes in different incivilities indicators may be 
driven by different processes. For example, the pro- 
cesses driving shifts in residents' pe,'ceptions may be 
heavily influenced by media reports and certain high- 
profile events in the neighborhood, whereas changes 
in vacancies may be driven by longer term trends in 
local housing and job markets. 

Another possible intm13retation is that perceptions do 
not immediately respond to ongoing changes ill the 
locale. The perceptions may be "'sticky" and slow to 
incoi 'porate mole  recent events.)9 

Conclusions on measurement 
questions 
This portion of the paper addresses three meast, re- 
merit questions raised by the incivilities thesis. 

The first and second questions are: Can we separate 
incivilities indicators from related constrt,cts? Are 
incivilities at tile neighbo,'hood level distinct from 
community structure and community crime rates? 
The answer to both qtlestions is yes if we use aoore- 
gated indicators based on residents' perceptions. If 
we use assessed indicators, we have more trouble 
separating them l'rom community structure and 
crime, but we Call separate them from land-use 
femtu'es. At tim individual level, perceived incivilities 
appea," to be easily separable fi'om ,'elated constructs, 
such as attachment to place. In short, discriminant 
validity for survey-based items appears acceptable, 
but not so for assessment-based items. 

The third question asked about cross-sectional and 
Iongitt, dinal convergent validity is: I)o incivilities 
indicators based o)i d i fferent data collection methods 
converge as expected? The data examined suggest 
they do )lot. Cross-sectionally, at the street block and 
neighborhood levels, indicators lend to converge as 
much by method as by construct. When we examine 
longitudinal data focusing on unexpected changes in 
neighbo,'hoods over an extended period, such as a 
decade, indicators also cluster by method. Other re- 
searchers using shorter time frames have observed 
coral)arable patterns. 
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Implications for policy 
practice and theory 
There are four app,oaches to gauging the amount of 
disorder in a locale: surveys, onsite assessments of 
conditions by trained raters, census data, and archival 
data. Most of the work on the incivilities thesis has 
used indicators based on the first two methods. 

Incivilities theorizing, as described above, has moved 
throu,,h several levels over time, with a cur,ent focus 
on neighborhood dynamics. At the neighborhood 
level, we have a choice of how to measu,'e incivilities, 

relying either on aggregated survey responses or as- 
sessments of local conditions. Theoretically, which is 

more app,'opriate? 

One c{ln aroue for ~.1~oi f'C~ql':'A survey responses be- 
cause those capture residents' current views, subject 
only to the limitations of the sampling and surveying 
processes. They provide a snapshot of how residents 
gauge the p,'oblems in the community, and reveal the 

collective view. 

Alternatively, one can argue for reliance on assess- 
ments. For example, by counting boarded-up houses, 
abandoned stores, and graffiti, ,'aters can present 

Fxhibit 7. Unexpected Changes in Disorder: Fxploratory Principal-Components Analysis 

Variable 

Unexpected changes in pe,'ceived social incivilities iS] 

Unexpected changes in perceived physical incivilities iS] 

Unexpected changes in vacant, boarded up houses [A] 

Component 1 

0.91 

0.84 

-0.02 

Component 11 

-0.09 

0.29 

0.83 

Unexpected changes in graffiti [A] 0.17 0.80 

Lambda 1.77 1.20 

Note: iS] = survey-based data source. 17-28 respondents per neighborhood (24 = average); 
[A] = onsite assessment items. 

All indicators are neighborhood-level indicators. Unexpected change = 1994 actual score- 1994 
predicted score, where the actual score is an eml)irical Bayes esthnate of true neighborhood score 
derived fi'om hierarchical linear models (HLM). The predicted score is likewise derived from HLM 

(n=30 neighborhoods). 

For the onsite assessment items, the period of change is 1981-1994 with the same blocks assessed in 1981 
and 1994. For the survey items, the period of change is 1982-1994. Excellent inter-rater reliability was 
obtained for both items at both lime points. For vacant houses, the reliability coefficients were 0.78 (1981) 
and 0.93 (1995) using Cronbach's alpha. For graffiti present/absent on each block, the reliability coeffi- 
cients were 0.78 (1981) and 0.83 (1995) using Kappa as the reliability coefficient. 

The perceived problen~s used tile standard fornlat in which respondents were asked if the issue was not a 
problem (0), somewhat of a ploblem (1), or a big problem (2). We carried out a principal-components 
analysis of the perceived problems, extracting two eigenvalues explaining 60 percent of the total variance. 
Rotating the two components to a vatimax solution one comt)onent picks up physical problems only: 
vacant houses, vacant lots, people who do not maintain their property, and litter. A second component 
focuses on social problems: insuhs, teens, noise, bad elements moving in, and people fighting. Vanclalism 
had moderate Ioadings on both components. Putting vandalism together with the other physical problems, 
we created an index with a reliability (alpha) of 0.80. The reliability of the social problems was 0.86. 
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conditions on neighborhood streets subject only to 
the linlitations linked to the raters' schedule of 
obse,'vations and inter-,ater agreement. 

Practitioners arid policymakers evaluating initiatives 
geared to reducing incivilities need to choose the type 
of data on which they will rely for evahiating program 
impact. The foregoing analyses suggest which type 
they choose will have important implications for their 
evahiations. 

If they choose survey-based assessments, they are 
focusing on an outcome more readily separable from 
fundamerital community fabric, it should be easier to 
achieve changes on survey-based outcomes tharl on 
assessment-based outcomes because tbe forlller are 
somewhat more indeperiderit. If they choose survey- 
based measures, they can mo,e easily argue that 
incivilities are a problen-i separate from neighborhood 
fab,ic arid neighborhood crime and carl more easily 
produce resu Its. 

The analyses preserited, however, in particular tim 
investigation into changes in incivil it ies, wal'n against 
asstlnling tilal conditions have imp,'oved just because 
residents think they have. Over a long period, sucll as 
a decade, it appears that different incivility indicators 
tap into different pathways of neighborl'lood change. 
Resident perceptions nlight worsen while neighbor- 
hood conditions improve, or the reverse could occur. 
Other researchers, using much shorter timefranles of 
1 to 2 years, also find divergence between perceived 
incMlity changes and assessed incivility changes 
(Giacomazzi et al., 1996: Popkiri et al., 1996). if 
evaluators rely on survey-based incivility indicators, 
they nlay nlofe readily find residerit views inlproved 
but will not necessarily know how conditions have 
actually changed. 

In sun1, what we know about disorder and how to 
remedy these conditions depends on the theory used 
to f,ame the isstie and the type of indicators chosen. 
The version of the theory ,'eceiving strongest empiri- 
cal support to date is the Wilson, Garofalo, and Laub, 
individual-level theory. In addition, the disorder indi- 
cators it views ;.is appropriate--survey-based reports 
of neighborhood problems--have demonstrated the 
expected convergent and discriminant validity pat- 
terns. These indicators point most clearly to a separale 
problem deserving separate policy auention. The 
intervention focus suggested by the thesis calls for 
identifying individuals who are more troubled by 

local conditions than their neighbors and irite,vening 
with those individuals. 

By contrast, when we rnove to the later versions of 
the incivilities thesis, shiftirig from ;.in individual to a 

community focus, and from a cross-sectiorial to a 
longitudinal perspective, empi,'ical support is much 
weaker and measuremerit questions persist. To date. 
we have no longitudinal tests of the independent con- 
tributioris of incivilities to rleighborhood changes in 
fear, crime, or structure. In addition, it is not clear if 
we should rely on onsite assessments or aggregated 
resident perceptions to gauge incivilities. Tim two 
types of indicators appear to reflect different, rela- 
tively iridependerit dynamics and fail to demonstrate 
convergent validity when indicators from more than 
one method afe used, 

Researchers, practitioners, arid policymakers also may 
want to wideri the scope of inquh'y into incivilities to 
consider two additiorial issties: a group that h.:is been 
exchided in previous studies and a concept that has 
been ignored. 

Researchers have overlooked many others who use 
neighborhoods besides residents: business personnel 
working at local establishments; or service providers 
passing throu,,h... , such as delivery drivers, cable tech- 
nicians, or phone company personnel. Researchers 
have not considered their perspectives: What types of 
local conditions draw their attention? Do they make 
inferences comparable to those made by residents? 
Are their conclusions markedly different? In short, are 
the attributions made dependent on the type of inter- 
prefer? We l-lave erie sltidy from Minneapolis-St. Paul 
where impacts of assessed incivilities o,1 business per- 
sonnel were the opposite of what was expected based 
on research with residents (Taylor, 1997a). 

Turning back to theory, researchers also have not ex- 
plored the connection between incivilities and social 
disorganization. An extraoMinarily rich conceptual 
and empirical lite,'ature exists on the latter topic 
(Ko,nhauser. 1978; Sampson 1988, 1991; Sampsoi-i 
and Grove, 1989). One of the premier items used to 
gauge social disorganization is the presence of unsu- 
pervised teen groups. This concern also has been 
labeled as a key social incivility. Are social incivilities 
little more than iridicators of social disorganization, or 
do they refer to a related but distirlct set of local pro- 
cesses? How should we establish the latter processes? 
If we are concerned that incivilities are little more 

LY 
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than perceived social disorganizing action, how do we 
resolve those concerns? Is the Wilson, Garofalo,  and 
Laub incivilities thesis no more than the psychologi- 
cal counterpart of community social diso,ganization 
dynamics? 

The discussion here faintly echoes the debate in the 
1960s in the literature regarding anomie, social status, 
and delinquency (Chillon, 1964; Gordon, 1967; 
Lander, 1954). Given ou," current concerns, if we con- 
sider the relationship between incivilities and social 
disorganization, research in this area will at least 
become less theoretically insular. 

Portions of earlier versions of this paper were 
presented at the annual meetings of the American 
Psychological Association, New York City, August 
1995; and at the firs't National Institute of Justice- 
and Office of Comnnmity Oriented Policing Services- 
sponsored copff'erence on "'Measuring What Matters'," 
Washington, D.C., November 1995. The author is in- 
debted to Bob Langworthy, who played a key role in 
the genesis of this paper: Steve Edwards, whose many 
lhoughtfid comments on these topics helped sharpen 
my own thinking; and Phyllis McDonald and Ron 
Davis, who provided helpful comments on previous 
drafts. The author received support front grants 96- 
IJ-CX~906 7, 94-1J-CX-O018, and 93-1J-CX-O022 
front the National Institute of Justice during the 
preparation o f this manuscript. Opinions expressed 
herein are solely the author's and reflect neither the 
official policies nor the ol)inions of the National Insti- 
tute of  Justice or the U.S. Department of Justice. 
Address correspondence to RBT, Criminal Justice. 
Temple Univers'ity, Gladfeher Hall, Philadelphia, PA 
19122; VIOO8E@VM.TEMPLE.EDU. 

Notes 
I. It is not possible within tile confines of this article to 
also review empirical work on the impacts of physical 
and social incivilities or enlpirical work on community 
policing impacts on incivilities. 

2. Skogan and Maxfield's (198 I) indirect victimization 
model also attempts to address this question. Instead of 
moving beyond crime per se, the authors discuss how 
crime impacts can be amplified through local social 
networks. 

3. Although, to my knowledge, this presentation was never 
published, it significantly influenced workers in the field at 
that time and merits attention here. Hunter's influence can 

be seen in publications like Lewis and Maxfield (1980) and 
Skogan and Maxfield (1981 ). 

4. Hunter appears to be tile first to coin the term 
"symbols of incivility." 

5. Whereas Hunter allows that residents would make in- 
ferences about resklents within the neighborhood, public 
agencies outside the neighborhood, or both, Wilson and 
Kelling suggest that tile inference made refers to internal 
actors, such as other resklents. 

6. Unrepaired signs of incivility inspire nonserious crime 
initially, but contribute to later increases in serious crime 
arising from ofl'ender in-migration. Unforttmately, Wil- 
son and Kelling fail to explain how prior crime levels 
might contribute to unrepaired signs of incivility in the 
first place. Their view appears to be different from 
Hunter's. He suggests that crime and incivilities have tile 
same structural origin and are nonrecursively locked in 
an escalating loop. 

7. Skogan's modeling of incivilities as mediating vari- 
ables seems counter to his statement that incivilities 
make an independent contribution to tile outcomes 
examined. 

8. Skogan uses robbery victimization as an outcome vari- 
able, but does not carry out analyses that use victimiza- 
tion as a predictor, so that its impact can be separated 
from the impact of perceived incivilities. 

9. The partial impact, however, exceeded the coefficient 
linking perceived vandalism with assessed vandalism on 
tile block, suggesting that onsite incivilities may influ- 
ence local crime in ways that do not involve residents' 
perceptions. 

10. The only previously archived data set containing ex- 
tensive assessed and perceived incivilities at the Inter- 
university Consortium for Political and Social Research 
is from Minneapolis-St. Paul (McPherson and Silloway, 
1986). 

11. Prior to 1970, variables describing youth population 
related to the stability dimension, which was sonmtimes 
referred to as tile familism dimension. From 1970 to the 
present, youth population relates more closely to tile race 
dimension. Thus, we refer to tile latter as a race and 
youth dimension. 

12. Tile individual items and tile principal component 
Ioadings are shown below. The Ioadings show the 
"correlation" between the item and the underlying, 
broader component. The larger the lambda, the more 
sizeable the component. 
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C o m m e r c i a l /  
Incivilities Residential  

Small groups .86 .06 
G,'affiti .78 .33 
Volume of males on street .72 -.04 
Vacant houses .71 .23 
Housing density/block size .69 .32 
Litter .69 .46 
Commercial/industrial/ 

institutional land use .13 .86 
Percent residential fi'ontage -.35 -.84 
Parking lots .04 .77 
Amenities drawing foot traffic .31 .64 
High traffic/high volume streets .08 .52 
Vacant lots .14 .50 

Lambda 5.25 1.79 

13. The exploratory principal-components analyses 
reported here for Bait imore and Minneapolis-St. Paul 
need to be interpreted with extreme cat, tion. given tim 
extremely low ratios of cases to variables. 

14. Although this exl)loratory principal-components 
analysis has an acceptable ratio of cases to variables 
(216:9), it is problematic in that socioeconomic status 
and racial composition have only one indicator variable 
each. Thus. these components cannot be clearly defined. 
Nonetheless, we have three perceived indicators of inci- 
vilities which provide a relatively clear definition. 

15. Removing Seattle from the analysis, because its 
more than 5,000 cases drove the analysis, and reanalyz- 
ing the remaining 2,893 cases, produced slightly differ- 
ent results. Most notably, education ahnost reache(I a 
sizable negative loading (-0.39) on the incivilities con> 
ponent, suggesting that low socioeconomic status and 
perceived neighborhood problems are weakly related. 
However, the incivilities indicators continued to load 
tightly together. 

16. The Greenberg el al. (1982) (lata set from Athmta 
contains perceived incivilities along with hmd-use 
information. 13ut, it does not contain information on 
assessed incivilities. 

17. Strictly speaking, principal-components analysis 
extracts linear composites, not t, nderlying dimensions. 
These results shot, ld be viewed cautiously because 
the ratio of variables to cases does not reach the 
recommended ratio of I:10. 

18. Some researchers might argue thai we shot, ld have 
tried a soltHion rotating to correlated components rather 
than orlhogonal components and simple structure. 

Oblique rotations raise extremely serious concerns about 
construct clarity (Gordon, 1968). Ftmhermore, looking 
at the factor Ioadings suggested clear orthogonality be- 
tween the two componer, ts noted in exhibit 7. 

19. I am indebted to Pam Lanimore and Jack Riley from 
the National Institute of Justice for this suggestion. 
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Policing, constituencies, 
and social capital 
The institution of policing is undergoing a shift 
toward greater responsiveness to the variable demands 
for service enunciated by subdivisions within jurisdic- 
tions and toward greater concern for strategies to 
prevent or reduce crime. Increasing attention is being 
paid to whether and how the police can contribute to 
the quality of life in neighborhoods through the adop- 
tion of these strategies (Bayley, 1994). 

This change in policing has been gradual and fitful. 
Harbingers of the current ideas for community polic- 
ing and problem solving first emerged in the late 
1960s (Sherman et al., 1973; Toch, 1969), and current 
strategies are in part incremental adjustments to two 
decades of evaluation research that challenged the 
core strategies of professional law enforcement: street 
patrol, rapid response to calls, and expert investiga- 
tion (Bayley, 1994: 3). 

The current policing adjustments in organization and 
service strategy are not isolated innovations by one 
slice of government. Other public-sector institutions 
have also responded to criticism about insensitivity to 
differential demands by various segments of their set'- 
vice domains and to the ineffectiveness of large, cen- 
tralized service bureaucracies (Osborne and Gaebler. 
1992). Partnerships between neighborhoods and gov- 
ernment have been attempted in a number of policy 
sectors (Hallmarl, 1984). The police share in the con- 
cern for greater governmental responsiveness, but 
they did not invent it. 

Among the mo,e common elements in new policing 
strategies are those that Bayley (1994: 105) summa- 
rizes with the acronym CAMPS: consultation (with 
citizens about needs); adaptation (through more flex- 
ible resource allocation); mobilization of citizens 
(to share the tasks of producing public safety); and 

problem solving (to address the proximate causes of 
repeat disturbances). 

These elements of community and problem-solving 
policing wu'y considerably across implementations. 
Two of these elements, consultation and mobilization, 
are not entirely within the control of the police. These 
will not be successful simply on the basis of what the 
police do. They will also be affected by historical pat- 
terns of citizen consultation with the police or other 
centralized authorities and by residents' prior expe,'i- 
ences with mobilizing to achieve collective ends, with 
or against the police, and with other partners or 
against other targets. 

Some areas in a city and some citizens are more 
skilled than others in the tasks of consulting and 
therefore can marshal more of the ,esources necessary 
for mobilization than others. Current research on new 
policing strategies indicates that the police are least 
effective in working with the neighborhoods that are 
most in need of greater and more effective police ser- 
vice, partly because typical consultation and mobili- 
zation strategies are least effective in these areas 
(Skogan, 1990). 

Consuhation with residents about neighborhood prob- 
lems and preferences and mobilization of residents 
to implement programs are critical, civic activities 
(Cortes, 1993; McKnight, 1995; Stoecker, 1994), but 
government has had a poor track record in prior at- 
tempts (Warren et al., 1974). Government agencies, 
inchtding the police, are concerned about losing con- 
trol (Lipsky, 1980). They usually channel citizen con- 
sultation in ways that will be most convenient for the 
agency and seek to direct rather than facilitate mobili- 
zation (Weingart et al., 1994; Warren, 1976). 

Whether and how the police now engage in consulta- 
lion and mobilization should not be taken lightly. In 
any public endeavor, one must begin with the assump- 
tion that harm as well as good can be done and that 
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beneficent intent may often have harmful conse- 
quences. If consultation and mobilization are critical 
elements in the development of an active citizenry, 
the police may promote more than police aims by sup- 
porting such activities. But, at the same time, they can 
t, ndermine more than police goals by doing it poorly. 

The police can build community, but they can also 
destroy it. They can destroy it directly by actions that 
fail to engage residents in the coproduction of public 
order. They can destroy it indirectly and inadvertently 
by providing disappointing experiences in civic part- 
nership, thereby reducing the future supply of energy 
for collective problem solving, or contributing to nar- 
row and incomplete definitions of neighborhood prob- 
lems. Some of the strongest enemies of community 
would benefit greatly if the "community problem" 
were seen only as the result of residents' characteris- 
tics and behaviors--such as criminality and cr ime--  
rather than also the result of policies that draw 
resources away from the communities. 

This paper takes a deeper look at the community 
side of community policing strategies by examining 
whether CAMPS can contribute to community build- 
ing. It examines the extent to which police encourage 
constituency building and constituency behavior in 
neighborhoods, it frames that examination by analyz- 
ing the especially difficult task of constituency build- 
ing in the poorest, highest crime, urban a,'eas. 

The main argument is that the police face an uphill, 
but not impossible, battle in foste,'ing constituency 
behavior. Arrayed against their efforts are the political 
economies of urban areas, which traditionally favor 
some city interests and neighborhoods over others. 
This traditional tilt in city governance is described 
as the "urban struggle." Within this st,'uggle, certain 
beliefs about what is normal and appropriate have 
been institutionalized, p,oviding some urban actors 
advanta~e over others. 

The argument is presented in five sections. This sec- 
tion, "Policing, Constituencies, and Social Capital," 
reviews the historical context in which tim police 
work fo," community order and introduces the con- 
cepts of constituency and social capital. "'The Urban 
Struggle" outlines this issue, its key participants, 
and recent shifts in the u,'ban struggle that p,'ovide 
potential for city government partnerships with 
neighborhoods. "Constituency Building in Controlled 
Communities" examines seven critical variables m 

constituency building in poor neighborhoods• "The 
Police and Sustained Community" illustrates how 
community policing may influence those variables for 
better or worse. "Prospects and Strategies for Sustain- 
ing Constituency" concludes by reviewing the prefer- 
ences of different parties in the urban struggle for 
police impact on community variables and sketches 
some strategies for the police that would make con- 
stituency building more likely. 

Although the police are often genuinely unaware of 
the nature of the urban struggle, they have phiyed a 
part in it. Indeed, the traditional policing strategies of 
patrol, rapid response, and investi,,ation (alono with 
cent,alization) we,e devised by police executives as 
their response to the demands of the more powerflll, 
politically connected parties to the urban struggle. 

The police and the rest of local government may, in 
fact, change their strategic plan and change sides in 
the struggle to define the quality of urban living. But 
they will not do so successfully without undei'standing 
the role urban politics has played in the last 50 years 
and the great forces arrayed against significant change 
that have been produced by that tradition (Byrum, 
1992: Logan and Molotcb, 1987; Skogan, 1990: 
172-173). 

The reconfiguration of police strategies and missions 
should be seen as a small but significant part of the 
broader struggle to reshape public and private admin- 
istration. On the one side are significant attempts to 
be more responsive and more humane to employees 
and to citizens or customers (e.g., French and Bell, 
1995: 236-253; Osborne and Gaebler, 1992). On the 
othe," side are major pressures for the privatization 
of wealth, the reduction of public services, and the 
minimization of the public's bottom line (Bayley, 
1994: 144; Dyckman, 1996; F,'ench and Bell, 
1995:250-251 ). 

The outcome of these counterpressures will be the 
result of a long-term, not a short-term, struggle. It is 
doubtful that many police leaders, or city leaders in 
general, have sufficient staying power to adopt a long- 
term perspective (Wycoff and Skogan, 1993: 87-88). 
But without greater appreciation of the meaning of 
constlltation and mobilization in urban communities, 
the police can engage in a number of short-term pro- 
grammatic efforts and achieve short-te,'m successes 
on measures of public order while contributing 
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nothing positive in tile long term to the quality of 
urban life. 

The frequent lack of connection between short-term 
innovation and long-term change is mainly explained 
by the ability of the forces that are against neighbor- 
hood livability to coopt citizen p,'ograms and steer 
them toward the achievement of greater private gain 
(Logan and Molotch, 1987; Stoecker, 1994). The 
sustainability of neighborhood improvements is in 
large measure explained by the creation, nurture, and 
institutionalizatiori of constituerlcies that build rieigh- 
borhood life (Castells, 1983). 

Police constituencies 

Police constituericies ill urban settings can be coil- 
ceived v¢itll va,'ying levels of complexity. Some early 
conceptions, for example, simply designated four 
primary interest groups: tile general public, tile court 
work group, local governnlent officials, and levels 
withiri tile police department (Wllitaker et al., 1982). 
The approach taken here wil l  be broader in some 
respects alld narrower in others. 

Constituerits are recognized ;.is part of a polity and 
therefo,'e llave a hand in sllaping policy by selectirig 
rep,'esentatives to forrriulate or inlplement policy. 
Constituents express concerns about the public 
agerida that nlust be taken irito account. They can 
exercise that infhience directly or indirectly, pe,iodi- 
cally or continuously, foi'mally or informally. The 
constituents vchose expectations are nlost ;.iccounted 
for often may not be tile most visible in their exertion 
of influence. 

Police constituencies can be identified narrowly by 
observing only those persons who or groups thai take 
a direct and visible interest in police behavior or more 
broadly by designating those who have an interest in 
shaping the quality of life in urban systems, for which 
the police provide a primary function. This paper wil l  
take the broader apl)roach, under the assumption that 
those actors who shape the city shape the police. 

This discussion of police constituency will be nar- 
rower than others because it will focus oil comnltlnity 
constituencies in urban settings--the groups that 
shape tile meaning of living in cities. Although 
definitions of comnaunity vary. they tend to focus oll 
residential areas or neighborhoods in which people 
unrelated by family or organizational nlenll::lership 

carry out the tasks of daily living (Hallman, 1984; 
Lyon, 1987; Warren, 1978). The focus will be on the 
actors whose expectations shape tile quality of urban 
living space and the role that the police are to play in 
coritributing to that quality. 

Expectations of police officers and citizens can be 
analyzed in terms of immediate situational cues that 
predict decisions in that specific encounter (Worden et 
al., 1995), but these are not directly relevant to com- 
munity constituencies. The expectations of interest 
here ;.ire those that contribute to how the police par- 
ticipate in the definition of community. Most of these 
are not expectat ions  o f  individuals interacting on the 
street but tile expectations institutionalized in struc- 
tural relatioris arid cultural understandirlgs. These 
expectations include those built into police roles by 
recruitment, training, and evaluation crileria; tile ex- 
pectations of mothers that their children will be safe 
in tile neighborhood: and tile expectations of real 
estate developers that a proposal for a flew off'ice 
complex will be accepted as a benefit to eve,'yone in 
the city. In other words, the expectations most rel- 
evant are those buih into the structu,e and traditions 
of city life. 

Although expectations ;.it this level are not as variable 
and fluid as those related to individual encounters, 
they ;.ire not set in stone. The primary actors in struc- 
turing urban conlnlunities are not simply playing out 
a script of p,eordained expectations: they act on tile 
basis of thenl, but they also struggle to mairltain them 
and interpret particular proposals or actions ;.is consis- 
tent with thei," general expectations. Which expecta- 
tions apply may not always be cle;.u since cultures and 
traditions, particularly ill diverse and open societies, 
may contain contradictory elements competing for 
enactment. Everi specific actors nlay Ilave difficulty 
articulating which expectations apply in determining 
what to do :AbOtil particular tlrban issties. 

It is in this context that Hope ( 1995: 22) and 
Goldstein (1987) interpret changes in ci'ime preven- 
tion and policing st,ategies not as changes in scien- 
tific theories about crinle control but as the outcomes 
of political struggles for tile definition of community. 
Fo, example, crime prevention strategies have witted 
over tinle in their conceptualization of offenders arid 
victims as comnlunity nlembers. In the 1960s, crime 
prevention strategies considered offenders as conlnlH- 
nity membe,'s with some clainls on those responsible 
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fo, shaping crime control, while mo,'e recent views 
are less likely to see offenders as consti tuents--as 
part of the communi ty- -wi th  legitimate expectations 
of influence. Similarly, victims traditionally have been 
ignored in shaping crime prevention policy but have 
recently gained legitimacy ;is constituents (Hope, 
1995: 66-67). 

Constituency and social capital 
Constituencies are not clients receiving se,vices 
(McKnight, 1995), but ;ire people actively engaged in 
defining the processes of their governance. Constitu- 
ents have an active role m the inputs to policy. They 
are heard when goals are set and ahernatives are 
weighed. People assume the obligations of constitu- 
ency when they feel they are a part of local life and 
are connected to the rest of society (Alinsky, 1969: 
40; Cortes, 1993). Putnam has argued that the quality 
of public life and the performance of public institu- 
tions are linked to structures for and traditions of civic 
engagement (1995: 3). 

This general observation tlas appeared relevant to the 
control of crime since the most frequent conclusions 
about crime prevention activity are that they are best 
implemented when integ,'ated with existing commu- 
nity associations and they are least successful in areas 
with little associational life (Bursik and G,'asmick, 
1993: 154). Whether individuals do something about 
crime is not related to the personal relevance of crime 
to them; instead it is related to their personal involve- 
ment in communal activities (Skogan and Maxfield, 
1981 : 226-227).  

Putrlan-i's term for the "'features of social organization, 
such as networks, norms, and social trust, that facili- 
tate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit" 
is social capital (1995: 4). A communhy organizer in 
Texas has defined the same concept as "'a measure of 
how much collaborative time and energy people have 
for each other" (Cortes, 1993:17). 

Putn;lnl's analysis of a wide variety of joining behav- 
ior indicates that the United States has suffered a 
steady and serious erosion of social capital since 
World War II (1995: 4). This drop can be seen in all 
classes of people and all regions of the country. He 
inteq)rets this drop as a generational effect: people 
born prior to 1940 tire aging out of the population, 
and no group since has exhibited a similar level of 

associational behavior (1996). Life in many neighbor- 
hoods has become a private rather than a communal 
a ffah. 

While not all social capital is invested in civic engage- 
ment, civic engagement is dependent on the stock of 
social capital available. A wide range of commenta- 
tors have argued that the nature of public institutions, 
such as the police, is fundamentally changed when 
those receiving services are not engaged in the pro- 
cess of defining the nature of services to be delivered 
or problems to be solved (Alinsky, 1969: 55; Lipsky, 
1980; Posner, 1990: 17; Putnam, 1995: Spergel, 1976: 
90). One community organizer hypothesizes that any 
progress with poverty or other urban ills is dependent 
on the creation and nurtufing of neighborhood-level 
institutions that can mediate between the private lives 
of neighbors and the public institutions of the state 
(Cortes, 1993: 23). Another experienced organizer 
asserts that some areas are too bereft of associations 
to constitute a community and that constituencies 
with the capacity to define or take action on commu- 
nity issties such as crime cannot exist in these areas 
(Delgado, 1986: 83). 

While social capital is declining throughout the 
United States, it is tit its lowest in poor, diverse, urban 
neighborhoods (Wilson, 1987). These neighborhoods 
contribute disproportionately to crime and victimiza- 
tion and tire the areas most in need o fnew policing 
initiatives such as community policing (guerger, 
1994; Grinc, 1994). However, these neighborhoods 
are also those least able (and at times least willing) to 
participate with the police in the coproduction of pub- 
lic safety (Skogan, 1990). Without sufficient social 
capital, they often hick the processes and structures 
that support constituency behaviors (Co,tes, 1993; 
McKnight, 1995). Policing initiatives to p,event crime 
in such areas are particularly problematic--often 
engendering no citizen involvement tit till or increas- 
ing, rather than reducing, dissension within the neigh- 
borhood (Skogan, 1990). Before the police begin to 
engage such neighborhoods, the special difficuhies of 
these localities must be unde,'stood. The police have 
traditionally played a role, albeit a minor one, in the 
reduction of constituency building in such neighbor- 
hoods. The difficulties of constituency buikting in 
these "controlled neighborhoods" (Alinsky, 1969: 
Reitzes and Reitzes, 1982) can only be appreciated in 

relation to the broade, urban struggle in which these 
neighborhoods have generally been the losers. 
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The urban struggle 
Skogan and Maxfield (1981: 238) assert that most 
progranls, research, and theory about fear of crime 
and victimization have focused ell the residential 
neighborhood as the arena for action. A more recent 
review suggests that policy and research attention has 
not ch:,mged in tile intervening years (Hope, 1995). 

There are severe dangers in equ:,lting the target of 
program goals (better neighborhoods) with the locus 
of effective actions toward those goals (e.g., crinle 
prevention should focus ell problerns within neighbor- 
hoods). For ex:,lnlple, if we focus Oil tile exertion of 
social control within a neighborhood, we may miss 
p,'ocesses by which some neighborhoods control 
crime by funnel ing it into other neighborhoods 
(Byrl.lnl, 1992). 

The p,ogenitor of much comnluni ty  org:,mizing in the 
United Sl:,ites, S:,itl] Al insky, said tll:,it tile two nl:,ijor 
failures of typic:,il :,ippro:,iches to neighborhood prob- 
lems were tile faihne to recognize tile interdepen- 
dence of problenls :,uld tile f:,lilure to underst:,ind th:,ll 
neighborhood life is infhienced by forces that tl:,ill- 
scend tile neighbo,'hood (Alinsky, 1969: 57). Willie 
highly critic::ll of Alinsky's str:,ltegies for avoiding 
these faihnes, tile preeminent schol:,u of urban soci:,ll 
movements, Manuel Castells would agree with him 
about tendencies of American attempts to improve 
neighborhoods: ( I ) they tend to occul at tile level 
where tile p,'oblem is experienced without reg:,u'd to 
tile t)ro:,lder context. (2) they tend to focus on sin-le 
isstles isol:,lted l:roin other related objectives, aild (3) 
tile}, :,u'e org:,ulized local ly without reg:,nd for l inking 
neighborhoods to extern:,il agencies and resources 
(Castells. 1983: 123; see simil:,n list in Boyle, 
1980: 35). 

Onderst:,inding the neighborhood :,is a product of local 
:,ind nonlocal forces is crit ical in an:,llyzing wh:,it a 
nunlber of researchers and organizers have c:,illed the 
tn'b:,in struggle. As Log:,ul :,ind Molotch put it, "'Neigh- 
borhood ftliures are determhled by tile ways in which 
entrel)renet, rial presst,res fi'om outside intersect with 
intern:,il material slakes and sentiments" (1987: 123). 
Willie disorder ill neighborhoods h:,is proxinmte, 
neigl lborhood CatlSeS. its reels :`ire embedded in 
"'capitalisnl, r:,icism, :,ind Ihe emerging role of tile 
U,S. in tile iniern:,llion:,il d iv is ion of I:,ibor'" (Skogan, 
1990: 172: see :,ilso Halhn:,in, 1984: 261; Hope, 
1995: 24).  

In Castells' view, the interaction of these forces in u,'- 

ban settings is best understood as a constant struggle 
because the quality of city life at :,my point in time is a 

product of different groups' interests and social values 
vying for influence in tile use of urban space. The pro- 
cess of change is conflictual because some of these 
interests and values are contradictory, and tile process 
is dialectical because the opposition of forces pro- 
duces a trajectory of action in the struggle th:,lt is 
unintended by any single actor or coalition of actors 
(1983: xviii). 

While the outcomes of tile struggle are riot irilended 
by any single group, this does not mean thai tile prob- 
lems are not the product of policies, rather ttlan ii'n- 
personal forces (Wilkins, 1991 : 57-70). The primary 
thre:,it to neighborhoods, say Logan and Molotch 
(1987:11 I), is nol urb:,ulizalion bul "'organizations 
:,iil(l insl i tut ions whose routine funct ioning reorg:,inize 
tirb:`in space" (see :,llso Castells. 1983: 12; \Varren, 
1976: 9-14). The urban struggle is not predetermined 
but open (Castells, 1983: 72), not inexorable but m:,m- 
ageable (Br:,ltton, 1995). 13tit tile openness :,lnd nlan- 
:,ige:,lbility also imply th:,it p,ior f:,iilures, especial ly in 
tile poorest neighborhoods, are largely tile product of 
policy choices. Poverty and crime, or :,it le:,lst their 
concentration, have been created. Arguments to tile 
contr:,ily are most often put forth by two parties: the 
currently dominant :,ictois in tile urban struggle who 
enjoy tile greatest benefit fi'om the current use of ur- 
ban space (Castells, 1983: xvii) and the exhausted and 
:,lp:,lthetic who have suffered tile greatest costs of the 
current use of urball sl)ace (Cortes, 1993). 

The princil)al conlpeti l lg values for the use of sp:,lce 
are those of exclmnge valtie and use v:`ilue. I~xchange 
v:,lltie operates Oil lhe premise lh:,il owners of ci ty 
space or investors in city, development should be :,it)le 
Io eXll':icl as nltlch profit as possihle fronl tile use of 
urban space. I)]xch:,lnge valtle therefore places :,i pro- 
l l l iunl  oil high-density usage and populat ion growth. 
Use value rests on tile premise th:,it those living in 
urban space should have :,lccessible services to meel 
their needs for dai ly survival, enjoy networks of infor- 
mal social support, and sh:,u'o symbols of security and 
Irusl (Log:,ul and Molotch, 1987: 103). Use value 
t)l:,lces :,i premium oil I ivabi l i ty or community.  

17,xchange v:,ilties :,uc typical ly chaml)ioned by inter- 
esls org:,mizod in large insi i lu l ions such as corpor:,i- 
tions, banks, and politic:,ll I):,niies. Use values :,ll'e 
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typically championed by grassroots movements in 
neighborhoods and citizens' organizations. Therefore, 
the urban struggle also typically includes a conflict 
ove, the form of decision processes. Use value adher- 
ents tend to push for increased autonomy and power 
throtl~,h grassroots democracy, while exchange value 
interests stress the advanta,,es of centralized and 
expert decisionmaking (Castells, 1983: 12-48; Bruyn 
and Meehan, 1987: 24). 

The primary actors in the struggle 
The primary acto,'s in the urban struggle are State 
authorities (inclt, ding local government), citizens' 
movements, and exchange value interests, such as 
large capital interests, developers, and landlords 
(Cunningham and Kotler, 1983: xxi; Logan and 
Molotch, 1987: 47; Stoecke,', 1994:12). None of these 
are consistently unified groups, always acting in con- 
certed fashion with other members of the same group. 

Exchange value interests are fragmented in a va,'iety 
of ways, including their relative commitment to place. 
Large capital can be moved with electronic speed in 
response to advantages in international markets and 
has little, and increasingly less, commitment to any 
particular place. In contrast, utilities and local hind- 
lords can hope to influence local markets but cannot 
leave (Logan and Molotch, 1987: 39). Within the 
same space, various capita/inte,'ests will compete 
with each other and forge alignments with other urban 
actors to advance their own projects over the propos- 
als of their competitors (Stoecker, 1994:15). Never- 
theless, all capital interests will fight to defend the 
dominant rules of the city game. They expect free 
market assumptions to be seen as natural and right. 
They expect the negative byproducts of capital 
exchan,,e= to be externalized and paid by other actors. 
either by the State or by neighborhood residents. 
They expect that most external benefits, such as the 
increased value of /and after development, will accrue 
to capital. In other words, economic elites agree that 
acceptable debate will take place within the exchange 
value framework (Logan and Molotch, 1987: 64). 

The American state is likewise separated into Federal, 
State, and local systems and a host of public authori- 
ties that buffer elected officials from direct responsi- 
bility for and criticism about many urban planning 
functions and services. It is the peculiar natu,e of 
American federalism that all three levels of govern- 

ment operate conjointly and simultaneously in the 
urban struggle. Local government is not necessarily 
closer, in the sense of being more responsive to neigh- 
borhood interests, than State and Federal agencies 
(Grozdins, 1963; Stoecker, 1994: 9()-140; Warren et 
al., 1974). All three provide direct services as well as 
pkmning and coordinating functions. Despite compe- 
tition and conflicts among and within governmental 
structures, government officials, like various members 
in the market, tend to share and defend basic underly- 
ing premises. For agents of the State, the p,'ima,'y 
expectation is their control of formal decisionmaking 
(Lipsky, 1980: Miller et al., 1977: 169-174). Local 
government is likely to respond to neighborhood pres- 
sures, capital projects, and State and Federal policies 
in relation to how those initiatives are perceived to 
enhance or constrict local decision discretion. The lo- 
cal government generally favo,'s exchange value inter- 
ests and defends exchange value assumptions, but it is 
vulnerable to counterclaims fiom neighborhoods be- 
cause it must maintain legitimacy. If city growth strat- 
egies visibly threaten the liwlbility of neighborhoods, 
the local government may become sympathetic to 
calls for greater attention to use value in decisions 
about urban space. 

Citizens' groups also vary in several ways. Their 
objectives vary from racist and reactionary to progres- 
sive (Logan and Molotch, 1987: 37). Some citizens' 
groups are organized arotmd public issues that are not 
place specific (e.g., Mothers Against Drunk Drivers, 
Ralph Nader and his consumer protection group, civil 
rights) but are apparently concerned with resisting 

g corporate or ,.z, overnment powe, or policies in _eneral. 
Others are place specific and have been identified 
loosely as the neighborhood movement (Boyte, 
1980: 7). The neighborhood movement, in turn, varies 
in its philosophy and strategies for action. Neighbor- 
hood organizations can seek to defend specific 
localities against encroachment of new members and 
lifestyles or can seek a greater share of resources for 
all neighborhood residents (Skogan, 1988). Neighbor- 
hood organizations can compete with each other or 
form coalitions to gain power against other urban 
actors (Boyte, 1980: 148-166). 

The growth machine 
Since the 1950s market forces have ove,'whelmed 
the countervailing forces in tile city (Byrum, 1992; 
Cunninghanl and Kotler, 1983: xxi). In the urban 
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struggle, the economic elite have prevailed. As a 
result, the concentration of weahh has increased while 
the payment for infrastructure costs is less shared. The 
fastest growing industries pay less for labor than tile 
declining industries. On average, real wages are down 
while profits are rising. The proportion of the popula- 
tion that is poor is increasing while the proportion that 
is middle class is decreasing. The proportion of tax 
revenues that come fi'om corporations declined by 
about two-thirds between 1960 and 1984 (Faux, 
1987: 28). 

Capital interests have a number of advantages in the 
urban struggle that hel t ) explain these outcomes. In 
terms of understar~ding the expectations of constituen- 
cies in the urban struggle, the economic elite have a 
strategic advantage in choosing hove to t)articipate. 
Capital interests can participate directly in city poli- 
tics by backing a particuhu" political party or candi- 
date, but they can also take more indirect routes, such 
as relying oil ii-ifluence in governnlent boards and 
committees or leveraging favorable goverllnlelll poli- 
cies tllrouoh~ control of the econonly. The stale will 
usually act to please capital interests under the fear 
(and often the threat) that capital interests will other- 
wise go elsewhere (Stoecker, 1994:12-14). 

Capital interests' expectation that indirection is suffi- 
cient is often met. For example, most government 
urban planning has favored capital interests over 
neighborhood interests despite legislation to the con- 
trary. Eighty percent of urban renewal funds have 
been used for economic development rather than 
housing, and urban renewal programs have destroyed 
nlore housing than they have built (Logan imd 
Molotch, 1987: 147-179). 

The economic elite can also coopt conlrnunity organi- 
zations, such its preservation committees, neighbor- 
hood associations, and conlrnunily development 
corporations. The efforts of those organizations to 
pronlote stability and vhalhy in neighborhoods citn 
have tile unintended effect of i)romoting profit taking, 
as tile value of Sl)ace becomes more attractive for 
outside investors (Logan and Molotch, 1987:139; 
Stoecker, 1994: 24(_)). 

Long-ternl negative effects of short-term inlprove- 
nlcnts in neighborhoods iu'c particularly likely when 
collective action by residents is not guided I) 3, knowl- 
ec.lgc of the urban struggle and therefore does not 

include limits on exchan,,e vahte in revitalization 
phms. This oversight is fl'equent when neighborhoods 
rely on interpretations for urban problems that are 
consistent with the exchange value framework--that  
the market should determine how neighborhoods fare 
(Kling and Posner, 1990: 34; Boyte, 1980: 172). 

The coalition of interests seeking exchange value 
in the use of city space has been called the growth 
machine (Swanstrom, 1985: 25; Logan and Molotch, 
1987: 34). Growth machines can be conservative, in 
which case government aids and abets tile maximiza- 
tion of profit without much regard for externalized 
costs. Growth machines can also be liberal, in which 
case government both real locates throu<,h= taxes some 
of the benefits from growth for the development of 
neighborhood services and also controls how growth 
will take place (Logan and Molotch, 1987: 67-69; 
Swanstrom, 1985:11-34). 

The United States is ctu'rently in an era of conserva- 
tive growth politics, in which the prevailing view is 
that government social progranls are too costly and 
govemnaent controls have failed. This includes the 
notion that social science understanding of comnau- 
nity order is faulty and that city development shot, ld 
be left to the marketplace (Hope, 1995: 41). 

Under the conservative growth machine, legitimate 
t, nderstandings of comnltinity problems are limited to 
those that concentrate on the organization and behav- 
ior of neighborhood residents. Problenas are viewed 
as the product of internal disorganization within the 
neighborhood. Policies and programs that seek to 
enhance the internal controls in neighborhoods will 
be favored, while those that examine tile position of 
neighborhoods in the huger urban system will be 
seen as off limits (Hope, 1995:71-72).  Consequently, 
conservative growth machir~es will favor commt, nity 
policing and crime prevention over changes in other 
policies its means to deal with community problems 
so long its these programs focus on resident bet'mvior 
rather than on linking that behavior to the costs of 
conservative growth policies. 

Ahhough concentrated economic power appears 
indomitable, there are limits to the conservative 
growth machine. While a number of commentators 
have characterized the CtUTent economic system as 
unbridled Cal)italisrn, even the recognition of tt,at sys- 
tem characteristic may provide some limitations to the 

1971 
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machine, since the power of capital interests seems 
greatest when it goes unrecognized and unquestioned. 
Dramatically visible inequality may limit continued 
hegemony of tile conse,'vative g,owth machine. 

The increasing concentration of wealth and the in- 
creasing inte,'nationalization of the economy have 
created fissures in tile growth machine. International- 
ization of wealth has meant that local economic actors 
do not control investment decisions as they used to 
do. Local economic leaders have less chance to shale 
in the wealth, and local political leaders have less 
chance to share in tile decisionmaking (Logan and 
Molotch, 1987: 201-208; McKnight, 1995: 154). This 
trend has led to calls that corporations must evahtate 
moves in capital in terms of community impact 
(Etzioni, 1993: 127), to President Clinton's criticism 
of the stock market's negative reaction to higher 
employment, and to presidential candidate Patrick 
Buchanan's blue-collar, populist Republican cam- 
paign. It has also led one student of crime prevention 
to wonde," if neighborhoods need reinvestment rather 
than disorder policing (Hope, 1995:61 ). 

Differential costs in the urban 
struggle 
While the growth machine promises that increasing 
exchange value is in everyone's interest, it does not 
deliver on this promise. The benefits and costs for 
growth are differentially distributed, both within and 
across cities (Bymm, 1992; Logan and Molotch, 
1987: 70-91). Certain neighborhoods have been in- 
creasingly isolated from the rest of their cities and 
separated from tile rest of society as a result both of 
market forces and government policies (Byrum, 1992: 
28-31; Hope, 1995: 73-76; McGahey. 1986: 233; 
Wilson, 1987). 

Poor neighborhoods in older central cities are tile 
most vulnerable to the neeative chan,,es that ,.zrowth 
politics involves. The poor are the most likely to be 
displaced in renewal, and displacement is likely to 
break the neighborhood commctions that provide tile 
organization for resistance (Logan and Molotch, 
1987:112-113). People who have the power in inner- 
city neighborhoods typically live elsewhere, reducing 
allegiance to use values among those with the skills 
and resources to object to growth and leaving 
exchange wHues unrestrained (Comer, 1985: 69-72; 
Logan and Molotch, 1987:132). 

In neighborhoods with high concentrations of rente,'s, 
living in p,'ogressively less maintained older housing 
stock, these trends have led to higher turnover of resi- 
dents, less commitment to particular places, fewer 
ties among residents, and less of the social capital 
required for associational structures (McGahey, 1986: 
244; Wilson, 1987). These personal and physical dis- 
orders may lead to increased lea,', increased serious 
crime, further e,osion of resident control of public 
behavior, and further reductions in neighborhood 
stability (Bursik and Grasmick, 1993: 15; Skogan, 
1990: 3). 

The predominating explanation of such neighbor- 
hoods in crime control ch'cles is that they are disorga- 
nized because the informal social control once exerted 
by residents on each other has disappeared (Bursik 
and Grasmick, 1993; Skogan, 1988: 40). But attempts 
to aid such neighborhoods based on tile disorganiza- 
tion premise have often failed. The attempts meet with 
internal resistance from residents who exert tremen- 
dous ener,,y~ in oreanizine~ ~ to survive under such cir- 
cumstances (Bursik and Grasmick, 1993: 148-180; 
Reitzes and Reitzes, 1982: 343) and are understand- 
ably suspicious of expert motivations and interpreta- 
lions of their problems. These attempts are also 
resisted by external forces for whom the devalued 
neighborhood is an important component of the 
economy of the city (Byrum, 1992: I; Hope, 1995: 
34-40). 

Within the broader view of tile urban struggle, such 
areas a,'e not disorganized but controlled by external 
forces (Alinsky, 1969; Spergel, 1976). In controlled 
areas, residents' costs in time, energy, and money for 
day-to-day survival are so high that there are few re- 
sources left over for the development of social capital 
(Stoecker, 1994:213-215). "[T]hose who have the 
most need to mobilize have the least time" (Stoecker, 
1994: 215). As a result, there is a dearth of indigenous 
o,'ganizations that can serve as bases for constituent 
behavior (McKnight, 1995: 154). As the police begin 
to explore the meaning of community policing, such 
areas often lack the associational structures that 
might express expectations about policing (Grinc, 
1994: 459). Bayley (1994) and Grinc (1994) ask 
whether the police should have a role in creating such 
structures. 
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Potential realignment of the 
local State 
It is usually oMy in alliance with the political elite 
that neighborhoods can obtain the resources necessary 
to promote the use value of space and disrupt the 
growth machhle. While the local State usually sides 
wilh capital interests, it does not always do so. The 
g,'owth machine ix not always strorig enough to form a 
regime (Swanstrom, 1985: 36). Local city government 
is particularly vuh'lerable to cotlnterclaims, since it 
must maintain legitimacy throu<,h~ some attention to 
use value or the collective consumption needs of 
residents (Stoecker, 1994:14-15). 

Historically, increased demands Oll the State to alne- 
liorate the problems left in the wake of capital accu- 
mulation have produced other problems, such as a 
larger and more oppressive State bureaucracy (Bruyn 
and Meehan. 1987: 2; Lipsky. 19801. As State services 
have giown, goverlmlenls have ignored or even de- 
stroyed comnmnities in the effort to provide services 
to individuals (Etzioni, 1993: 1-20: mcKnight, 1995: 
Spergel, 1976). Citizens' movetnents may then orga- 
nize against governnaent as well as, o, inslead of, 
against the economic elite (Boyte, 1980: 7). 

Until recently, the u,'bau police component of the 
expanded service State has been legalistic policing. It 
emerged in the 1920s and 1930s as progressive politi- 
ciallS aligned with capital interests sought to wrest 
contlol of city hall from ethnic neighborhoods (Halle,', 
1971; for a related court example, see Levine, 19721. 
The result, acco,'ding to Kelling, has been a model of 
crime control that rel-noved access to law from the 
citizens policed (1995: 13). While the typical por- 
Irayal of legalistic t)olicing is thai it has been removed 
froln politics, the notion of renloval has been ;.ill inter- 
pretation fostered by the growth nmchine. Since the 
progressive reforlllS of chy governnlent have gener- 
ally favored growth lnachine objectives (Stoecker, 
1994), legalistic policing has removed the police from 
the counterclaims of neighborhoods o11 central author- 
ity (Skogan, 1990: 86). The police job has been to 
m;lintaill order without changing the donlinant direc- 
tion of the urban political econonly toward economic 
growlh and aw;iy fronl neighborhood quality of life. 

13eginning in the 1970s, there have been halting but 
repeated altempls to make government more respon- 
sive to neighborhood constituents, often under the 

notion of partnerships between neighborhoods and 
government service organizations with broader juris- 
dictions (Hallman, 1984: 272). T!lis trend is borrowed 
to some extent fl'Oln the quality movement in private 
firms and the active client movements in education 
and medicine (Fleissner et al.. 1991: 9-10). 

The police have been involved in this trend since its 
inception (Couper and Lobitz, 1991; Fleissner et al., 
1991; Sherman et al., 19731. But the forces arrayed 
against the restructuring of policing (el" other aspects 
of government) in partnership arrangements are many. 
These include bureauc,'atic standardization, the long 
isolation of government bureaucracies from service 
recipients, and professional or specialist antagonism 
to lay participation in deciding actions to be taken 
(lT, ayley, 1994; Halhnan, 1984: 272: Lipsky, 1980). 

In the police case. the internal blockages inchMe a 
1-nidmanagement t,'ained in the autocratic, but ineffec- 
tive, control of otTicers and wedded to particular 
teclmiques of crime control (13ayley, 1994; Kelling 
and 13rattOll, 1993; van Maanen, 1974) and :1 host of 
expectations buih into police recruhing, l)romotion, 
SUl)ervision, and evahlation systelns (Goldstein, 1987: 
13). The external blockages include a police organiza- 
tion structure that is unfamiliar with the process of 
improving linkages with other organizations, such as 
neighborhood groups, in voluntary exchanges (1 lall et 
al., 1977); a deeply ingrained association of neighbor- 
hood ties with corruption: and a tendency to grant le- 
gitimacy only to community leade,'s associated with 
the growth coalition. 

The rest, It is that "'police deparmmnts have paid . . .  
little attention to the education and inclusion of COln- 
munity residents in their transition to connntmity 
policing. Indeed, in most cases. COlnmtmity policing 
is an isolated police del)artment phenolnenon inchld- 
ing neither COlllnll_lniiy residents 11o1" other city agen- 
cies" (Grinc, 1994:441 ). If this assessmerit renl;tins 
accurate, then COlnrnunity policing would be only 
another so l) to the growth nmchine--a  1neans to pay 
lipse,'vice to the needs of neighborhoods while city 
business progresses as usual (Mallning, 1988). 

The police arid other segments of governnmnt may 
restructure and realign with neighborhoods in opposi- 
tion to the forces of centralization and capital growth. 
The fissures in the growth coalition, as described 
above, may well provide ;ul opporttinily for a diffe,'ent 
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form and function of policing than that provided by 
progressive urban reform and professional law 
enforcement. 

While the political opportunity structure (Stoecker, 
1994: 22-23) may be mo,'e open in many cities than 
in the past to alliances between neighborhoods and 
the State, the most likely predictions are that police 
bureaucracy will find a way to interpret community 
policing in ways that are the least challenging to its 
internal structure and that exchange value interests in 
the urban struggle will find ways to bend community 
policing to its objectives, contrary to neighborhood 
desires and independent of policing intentions. 

The extent to which community policing and related 
efforts at crime prevention represent a true realign- 
ment of  government with neighborhoods is dependent 
on the extent to which community policing is a part 
of, rather than a substitute for, reinvestment in neigh- 
borhoods, and to which community policing facili- 
tates neighborhood constituency building, rather than 
simply supplying another set of services to neighbo,- 
hoods. 

The strength of these twin characteristics can be 
examined in existing community policing programs. 
But this search is more accurately conducted after an 
elaboration of the nature of  constituency building in 
controlled neighborhoods. 

Constituency building in 
controlled communities 
What would the reorganization of controlled commu- 
nities require? How can neighborhoods be less deter- 
mined by nonlocal forces, have more influence over 
those forces (or at least how those forces will affect 
the neighborhood), and become more livable, or pro- 
vide greater evidence of use value premises in the use 
of space? 

A search of the neighborhood movement and neigh- 
borhood revitalization literature provides a host of 
desirable outcome variables--characteristics of 
improved livabili ty--such as greater participation in 
the labor market, greater residential stability, greater 
access to services and commodities for daily living, 
and reduced disease, disorder, and crime. But the 
same literature provides less guidance about p,'ocesses 
of neighborly and organizational interactions and the 

structures that support and maintain these processes. 
Yet all community literature agrees that outcomes are 
dependent on altered processes and structu,'es, first to 
achieve improvement on these outcome indicators and 
second to institutionalize their at tainment--to repro- 
duce them on a regular basis. 

Unfortunately, descriptions of these neighborhood 
structural variables are often embedded in accounts of 
change in which the focal point is the end result rather 
than how it was accomplished. Definitions of neigh- 
borhood qualities therefore remain relatively amor- 
phous, o, defined differently by individual studies. 
Evidence bearing on their enactment is anecdotal 
rather than systematic. 

One consequence of this relative inattention to nei,,h- 
borhood structure is an ove,'concern with outcomes 
as opposed to the means of achieving them. This is 
hazardous if long-term improvement is desired. As W. 
Edwards Deming has said of results-based manage- 
ment, it is like driving a car with your eye on the 
rear-view mirro,'. If that is true of organization 
management, it is also true of neighborhood organiz- 
ing. The neighborhood remains a black box. 

The deficiencies in this phm are well-known in eco- 
nomic revitalization efforts. Housing renovation in 
dilapidated areas fails to improve housing stock or 
long-term housing value because the area cannot com- 
pete with more attractive suburban real estate. A local 
economy is given a boost through luring to an area a 
new enterp,'ise, which then hires f,'om a nonlocal 
labor pool and later abandons that plant as less profit- 
able than some other company line in another city 
(Byrum, 1992). 

The same kinds of deficiencies are reported in early 
crime prevention efforts. Advice about reducing 
victimization produces more feat" of crime and less 
neighborhood participation (Rosenbaum et al., 1986). 
Neighborhood complainants about drug markets re- 
ceive advice from the police to lie low. Precinct cap- 
tains who successfully involve neighborhood residents 
in neighborhood projects are promoted out of the 
neighborhood and away fi'om neighborhood building 
(Weingart et al., 1994). 

The police can and often do create improvements in 
particular areas, even without significant participation 
of the residents in the area o," longer term changes in 

1,001 
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the structure of neighborhood life. But sustaining 
those gains requires that other neighborhood charac- 
teristics also change. 

A tentative listing of neighborhood sustainability vari- 
ables and their definitions is given in exhibit 1. These 
variables appear to be present in neighborhood pro- 
cesses and structures that increase social capital and 
transform it into constituency behavior-- the collec- 
tive efforts to maintain quality of life in a neighbor- 
hood. 

The list is preliminary because of the unsystematic 
nature of research on neighborhood revitalization. 
The definitions no doubt need refinement. Particularly 
troublesome is that the variables in their present state 
do not seem mutually exclusive. But it is not clear 
l'rom available ,'esearch if this is because they cluster 
empirically or because they are partially overlapping 
indicators of mo,'e t'undamental concepts. These vari- 

ables do appear in several different research reports 
on neighborhood improvement, addressing different 
kinds of neighborhood problems in varying regions 
and cultures. Examples to illustrate each variable are 
provided below. 

Internal coordination 
The extent to which neighborhood groups and organi- 
zations act in concerted fashion toward solving prob- 
lems has long been recognized as a critical variable in 
the strengthening of neighborhoods. Internal coordi- 
nation, or unification, is the primary objective of 
locality development--self-help strategies for neigh- 
borhood improvement (Warren, 1978). It also is a 
critical component of social action strategies, such as 
those used by the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) 
(Cortes, 1993) and the Association of Commtmity 
Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) (Delgado. 
1986). 

Exhibit 1. Variables Important In Sustaining Neighborhood Constituency Behavior 

Variable 

Internal coordination 

External linkage 

Limits on exchange value 

Self-correcting process evaluation 

Autollonly 

Shared culture 

Dialogue 

Definition 

The extent to which groups and organizations with separate func- 
tions but a common location act m concert for identified projects. 

The extent to whicla a locality has ties to nonlocal centers of 
resources and expertise. 

The extent to which development in a locality places limits on 
profit maxirnization. 

Tim extent to which neighborhood collective action is attentive to 
its processes as well as its outcomes: self-evaluations are regular 
and concerned with renewal. 

The extent to which a neighborhood has intlt,ence on decisions 
about actions taken within it: the neighborhood retains its identity 
when participating in nonlocal networks. 

The extent to which a neighborhood is conscious of cultural 
uniqt, eness and shared symbols of common place. 

Tim extenl to which infk)rmation about the area is shared and 
accurate: conflicts are addressed in folunls in which all 
participants are recognized as having legilimacy to speak. 
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Internal coordination can also be problematic or 
incomplete, since some neighborhood structures 
can cooperate with each other without inco,porating 
the views and the energy of other neighborhood 
components. In President Lyndon Johnson's "War on 
Poverty," for example, there was great emphasis on 
the coo,'dination of the fo,mal structures in a neigh- 
borhood, but these agencies systematically excluded 
the ,'esidents of the neighborhood in the decisions 
made by the agencies (Warren et al., 1974). More re- 
cently, crime prevention efforts have stressed internal 
coordination on the informal level--bet ter  communi- 
cation among residents--without considering the 
connections of resident unification with tile public 

oreamzatlons in the neighbor- agencies and private , , "  " " 

hood (Hope, 1995). Measures of internal coordination 
must consider both formal and informal interactions 
to be complete. 

Internal coo,'dination can play a critical role in the 
economic viability of an area. The Jamestown (New 
York) Area Labor Management Committee (JALMC) 
serves as an example. Among its various objectives 
was "cooperative action by union, management, and 
local leaders to save jobs in plant shutdowns and to 
strengthen the economic base of the community" 
(Meek, 1985: 142). In line with the strategy of coop- 
eration, an industry-wide training program was 
formed through the cooperation of Jamestown Com- 
munity College, the United Furniture Workers, and 
the Jamestown Area Manufacturers Association. The 
small plants in Jamestown all had similar needs, with 
training being one of the most p,'essing. The phmts 
also shared a lack of resources to effectively meet 
these needs. Coordination was needed to identify 
mutual needs and to utilize resources in an area to 
meet those needs. The community college, which 
previously had little involvement in area economic 
concerns, became an active partner in the struggle 
toward economic viability (Wrist, 1986; Meek, 1985). 
Cummins Engine located a new diesel engine- 
building plant in Jamestown in 1974, largely due to 
this climate of cooperation between diverse members 
of the community, resulting in 1,100 new jobs for area 
residents (Gittell, 1992). 

Although Jamestown had benefited fl'om the areawide 
focus on industrial needs, the mid- to late-1980s 
brought increased unemployment and a general down- 
turn in the quality of life. The unemployment rate in 
Jamestown rose above national and State averages. 

Twenty percent of its residents were on some form of 
public assistance (Gittell, 1992). 

Problems in Jamestown were attributed to social fac- 
tors that were not addressed in the focus on the needs 
of area industry. An Economic Development Commit- 
tee was formed in 1986 with a broader mandate than 
that of JALMC to deal with these issues. The commit- 
tee included representatives flom human services, 
education, and downtown development organizations 
and attempted to view problems holistically, recogniz- 
ing the interdependency among economic and social 
factors (Gittell, 1992). 

External linkages 
The extent to which a neighborhood has access to 
nonlocal centers of resources and expertise is critical 
to the viability of any locality. No neighborhood is 
self-sufficient. Indeed, one of the major problems 
with community revitalization efforts is the lingering 
but mistaken myth that community problems are self- 
generated and that solutions will be only a matter of 
mobilizing internal willpower and resources (Byrum, 
1992). One of the major deficiencies in the neighbor- 
hoods with the highest rates of crime and disorder is 
that they become increasingly isolated from nonlocal 
resources and expertise as time passes (Wilson, 1987). 

Hope (1995) argues convincingly that crime preven- 
tion efforts fo," the last 30 years have either ignored 
external linkages entirely or have failed to alte, the 
nature of those linkages in tile few instances in which 
they have been viewed as important. Improving 
external linkages is a critical component of all social 
action strategies for neighborhood improvement 
(Cortes, 1993) and one of the variables least likely 
to be affected by locality development or self-help 
approaches. Crime prevention efforts that focus on 
neighborhood disorganization do not by themselves 
provide neighbors with new connections to nonlocal 
resources (Hope, 1995). 

External linkages are crhical to the economic well- 
being of a neighborhood. For example, neighborhood- 
level economies are often dependent oil the initiation 
of small, or "'microenterp,'ise," ventures. Butler re- 
po,'ts that two-thirds of all new jobs are in businesses 
of less than 20 employees (National Council for 
Urban Economic Development (CUED), 1994). 
Neighborhood economic revitalization strategies 
require sources of funding and expertise for the new 
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entrep,eneu, that are riOt typically available locally. 
Those lacking collateral and a loan history have diffi- 
culty attaining tile capital needed for business startup 
costs. Also. banks and other tt'aditional lending insti- 
tutions hesitate to extend business loans for the small 
amounts of money sought by microenterprises 
(CUED, 1994). Aside from tile issue of capital is the 
lack of expertise to increase the chances of successful 
ventures. The following example shows how these 
needs for both funding and expertise can be met. 

The Detroit, Michigan. Self I);mploynlent Pioject is 
designed to promote economic independence through 
self-employnlent and entrepreneurshil9 among indi- 
viduals with limited resources (CUED, 1994: 37). 
It is operated through tile collaboi'ative efforts of tile 
Michigan l)epartment of Social Services and Wayne 
State University. It is intended to help residents actu- 
alize their business ideas throu,,h assistance in at wide 
tange of btisiness-reh.ited skills, inclt,ding mai'ket 
t'eseatctl, pt, blic relations, t)roblem soh, ing, and loan 
packaging. Tiaiit ing comes tlliough courses, woik- 
shol)s, conferences, a.ld i)roblem-solving clinics. 
Since October 1990, 199 apl)licants have comt)leted 
the w'ogram and 101 have started their own enter- 
prises (CUED, 1994). 

The tinting of public support Call be as critical as tile 
level of support. JALMC received a $22,500 Federal 
grant, which enabled it to hire a coordinator at a 
critical stage in its development. In this instance, tile 
Fedetal Goveinnaent responded in a timely m;.uaner tO 
locally supported and engineered means of renewal. 
This strategically placed gt'aint may have played a 
large role in the continued growth of an organization 
critical to the economic heahh of the city (Gittell. 
1992). 

Local develol)ment can be assisted by nonlocal allies 
in a variety of ways. f:rance's Chonleurs Creature 
program offers an innovative means of developing 
entrepreneurship opl)ortunities. Instead of collecting 
reguhir welfat'e i)ayments, qualified and motivated 
recil)ients are given at lunlp-sum payment to cove, 
startup costs for their own bt, sinesses. Appt'oxinmtely 
70,000 people are involved in this l)rogram. One-third 
of all new French bt, sinesses ,,et their start in tiffs 
manner, and 60-80 percent have su,'vived longer than 
3 years (Meehan, 1987). 

Limits on exchange value 
Whyte (1985) distinguishes between p,ofit maximiza- 
tion and profit as a limiting factor. Etzioni's argument 
for a communitarian value system (1993) includes 
enhancing the concern for corporate decisions' impact 
on neighborhoods. Stoecker (1994) and Logan and 
Molotch (1987) argue that exchange value premises 
must be limited by, if not replaced by, attention to use 
value premises in decisions about how urban space 
will be used. Byrum's analysis of housing and labor 
markets in Minneapolis (1992) indicates that market 
forces, left unchecked, will inevitably lead to the 
deterioration and isolation of some neighboi'hoods 
becattse the exchange vahte premises of tile growth 
machine require some spaces to be devalued in order 
for profit to be maximized. 

Plants can be closed not because they are operating at 
a loss but because profits are not sufficiently high. 111 
tile late 1970s, U.S. Steel closed 14 plants, ,esuIting 
in layofg of 13,000 workers. It then paid $6 billion 
to acquire Marathon Oil of Ohio (Bh, estone and 
Harrison, 1982). Youngstown, Ohio, was hit by tile 
closing of U.S. Steel and other major steel mill em- 
ployers. By 1984, all basic steel manufacturing in 
Youngstown was gone. A nearby Genet'al Motors 
plant also moved out. Closings resulted in an official 
unenaployment ,ate of 17 peacent. Coilsideting those 
who were invohmtarily retired, and those who were 
only employed part time, estimates of true unemploy- 
ment we,'e as high as 33 percent (Moberg, 1985). 
Studies on tile impact of t)lant closings indicates that 
long-term tmemploynaent is the restilt for" at least one- 
third of those affected. Corporations such as U.S. 
Steel were able to operate on their own balance sheets 
with little need to consider the bahmec sheet for tile 
neighborhood (13hiestone and Hat't+ison. 1982). 

In contrast to that balance sheet dynamic, Whyte 
(1985) gives tile examl)le of 13ares I-:abrics Company 
in Lewiston, Maine, an employei" of I,lO0 workers. 
The parent coral)any had grown into a conglomerate, 
with increased investments outside of textiles. Corpo- 
rate decisionmakers determined that a 15- to 20- 
percent return was possible on investments in energy 
and natural resources. This was conlpared with tile 5- 
to 7-percent profit that could be expected f,'om their 
textile operations. I::,'om tile company's standpoint, 
p,'ofit max im izat ion would point toward tile conglom- 
erate ridding itself of the textile plant. However, the 
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community saw the decision quite differently, given 
the possible social and economic repercussions should 
the plant close. Local management, union leaders, and 
citizens in the community were able to arrange for 
employees to assume ownership and to modernize the 
plant (Whyte, 1985). 

Neighborhood economic revitalization depends on 
recasting economic precepts within a neighborhood 
orientation. Such strategies center o/1 long-term, 
stable growth (Gittell, 1992). Free-market benefits can 
be directed toward social needs, thus avoiding both 
the lack of accountability of unrestrained capitalism 
and the lack of flexibility of State control (Bruyn, 
1987). 

Self-correcting process evaluation 
A healthy, sustainable community ,'equires neighbor- 
hood organizations that are conscious of their place in 
the urban struggle and are therefore attentive to their 
processes for continuing problem solving as well as 
for achieving specific outcomes or solutions at any 
one point in time. To be sustained, neighborhoods 
need organizations that learn, that are self-evaluative, 
and that are concerned with renewal. 

Community development corporations (CDCs) may 
operate in this capacity. CDCs act as mediating struc- 
tures, or "those institutions standing between the indi- 
vidual in his private life and the large institutions of 
public life" (Berger and Neuhaus, 1981). They were 
initiated in 1966, as part of the War on Poverty. CDCs 
are neighborhood-based, grass,'oots organizations and 
are funded through financial institutions, foundations, 
corporations, and government programs (CUED, 
1994). 

CDCs have the potential to expand 
the professional skills and financial 
resources available to cities for neigh- 
borhood economic development by 
coordinating neighborhood opinion 
and providing leadership to stimulate 
the development process within the 
community; packaging public and pri- 
vate financing; assisting city phmners 
in development planning; investing in 
development projects; developing and 
managing development projects; pro- 
viding technical assistance; and assist- 

in,,~, in directine~ city investment within 
neighbo,hoods to achieve their greatest 
impact and leve,'age (CUED. 1994: 4). 

CDCs must be able to develop initiatives in neighbor- 
hoods that traditional funding sources typically avoid 
and need the competence and direct knowledge of the 
neighborhood to bring this about (Blakely, 1989). 
CDCs have traditionally been involved in housing 
activities. In the recent past, they have expanded their 
involvement to other business ventures and to social 
interventions that are seen as having a positive impact 
on the community. 

CDCs are not the only neighborhood o,'ganizations 
with potential for self-correcting process evaluation. 
In traditional community organizing, social action 
organizations such as |AF and ACORN often provide 
the most attention to development of urban political 
consciousness on the part of their members and are 
most concerned with a thorough process evaluation 
of particular projects and meetings (Delgado, 1986; 
Reitzes and Reitzes, 1986). But these organizations 
can also become ineffective, develop rifts between 
leaders and members, or become too caught up in 
day-to-day service delivery or problem solving to 
retain their concern for healthy comnmnication and 
member commitment. 

Autonomy in decisionmaking 
The viability of a neighborhood depends on its ability 
to define its own goals and governing structure and 
to control its access to, and impact fl'om, public and 
private forces (Boyte, 1980). For a neighborhood to 
be sustained, it must have the autonomy to exert influ- 
ence o11 nonlocal decisionmakers, rathe," than simply 
accepting services and resources from nonlocal cen- 
ters of power (Cortes, 1993). 

Autonomy is one of the most overlooked variables in 
community revitalization efforts (Hope, 1995), but a 
sustained community does not exist without auton- 
omy. It is critical to examine autonomy in relation to 
external linkages, since autononly, or the lack of it, 
indicates the directionality in those linkages. Some 
neighborhoods may have access to centrally financed 
se,'vices but no influence over how those services will 
be defined or allocated (Spergel, 1976). Controlled 
neighborhoods lack the constituency voice to act on 
their own behalf. 

,oDe] 
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An independent resource base is a critical component 
of autonomy (Delgado, 1986: 204). The few crime 
prevention programs that included attempts to in- 
crease neighborhood autonomy failed because the 
neighborhood groups seeking influence over central 
decisionmakers lost their access to resources con- 
trolled by those resistant central powers (Hope, 1995). 
Neighborhood organizations such as ACORN chapters 
seek to increase autonomy by generating their own 
resources through dues and neighborhood-controlled 
economic enterprises (Delgado, 1986). 

Trist (1986) states that JALMC's  success came with 
its acquiring of the properties of a local organization 
and thereby gained influence over individuals and 
organizations, though it lacked formal political 
authority. JALMC then was able to bring about sub- 
stantive rather thari simply marginal changes. 

According to 131"tlyll (1987), autonomy is obtained 
when the neighborhood gains more control over land, 
labor, and capital. Comnlunity land trusts can rescue 
these resou,'ces from speculation. When applied to 
housing, it can assure affordability for present and 
future buyers. Worker cooperatives help stabilize the 
neighborhood, since the neighborhood, as represented 
by the workforce, is mo,'e directly involved in com- 
pany decisions. Democratization of capital can 
empower neighborhoods to find new means of local 
development (Turner, 1987). 

The following is an example of increased autonomy in 
the economically depressed upper Great Lakes penin- 
sula. The Lake Alternative Energy Board (I~AEB), a 
CDC, joined with other community action agencies 
and a private company to bring revenue to the com- 
munity, create jobs. :ind at the same time provide 
low-cost fuel to area residents. The area has extremely 
low winter temperatures alld an a n n u a l  average of 120 
inches of snowfall. Fuel at affordable prices is a pri- 
lllal'y concel ' l l  (131akely, 1989). 

LAIT,13 served as a catalyst for developing solutions to 
these problems. Tile first initiative involved develop- 
ing wood pellets as a fuel source. Pellets can be made 
from scraps l'rom the area lumber industry, tile refuse 
of wood-chipping operations, and trees and limbs Ctlt 

down in forestry ol)erations. Through ;.ill a i Tangen le l l l  

with a private company, a wood pellet processing 
plant was  cons t r uc ted  in the :.lrezl. Though tile plant 
employs only 20 to 25 people, it is estimated thai the 

business activity sparked by the plant brought 
$30 million into the area (Blakely, 1989). 

LAEB was successful in initiating economic develop- 
ment to meet the needs of the community. The plant, 
customers, and sources of raw materials were all 
locally based. The product served the local need for 
low-cost energy and tit the same time brought jobs 
and reveriues  to tim area. 

Shared culture 
Castells (1983) w,'ites of the destructive impact on 
city movements when issties are defined in a one- 
dimensional, ideological fashion. He terms cities 
reflecting these struggles as "'urban shadows." They 
simply become political arenas for partisan organiza- 
tions. Successful urban movenlents instead require tile 
resohltion of diverse interests and the sharing of a new 
vahie system. "[O]nly when tile bureaucratic city, the 
merchant city, the professional city, and the working 
class city will agree oil an alterrlative model of govern- 
ment can a c i t y . . ,  rely on a stable majority st, pporting 
social change. And these very diverse irlterests can only 
be reconciled when a new set of cultural vahies a,'e 
shared" (Castells, 1983: 255). Through the process of 
reconciling diverse interests and defining a common 
cultural heritage, a neighborhood is able to effectively 
deal with political forces in ways that increase rather 
than compromise its autonomy. 

Sister Ferre. the founder of  the Ponce Playa Project, 
in Ponce Phiya, Pue,to Rico. initiated a photography 
progranl for ;-ill youths in the area after a number of 
cameras were donated by Kodak. qb Sister Ferre, the 
rnain point was not simply to teach photography skills 
but to develop a greatcr awareness of  family, friends. 
and neighbors, the subjects of the photos. This rehited 
to the objective that "'lTlhe community realizes that 
its own full development depends on the full'ilhlmnt of  
its merlabers'" (Ferre, 1987: 34). 

T,ist (1986) relates that the JALMC initiative devel- 
oped through a perceived need for change rather than 
through design. It was described as a gradual, cumula- 
tive, but incomplete movement toward establishing a 
ctlltul'e based on synlbiotic relationsl'iips anlOllg ol'ga- 
nizations, groups, and individt, als. In such a culture, 
interdel)endence and collaboration would qualify 
and constr;-iin individualisnl and competition (Trist, 
1986: 236-237). JALMC botanic tile symbol of a new 
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culture. The words labo,'-management were repeated 
liturgically on innume,'able occasions in many set- 
tings (Trist, 1986: 227). The meaning gained clarity 
over time as specific actions were taken by the com- 
mittee. Such actions collectively served as the theme 
of the emerging culture (Trist, 1986). 

Qualityof dialogue 
Possibly the most subtle aspect of b,inging about 
neighborhood revitalization conce,ns the manner and 
quality of communication. Are various acto,'s talking 
past each other or is there instead an equal sharing 
of ideas across differing perspectives and positions? 
Leadership skills can be essential in pointing out mu- 
tual interests and in empowering others, rather than 
focusing on one's own powe,'s and interests. 

Stanley Lundine, the mayor of Jamestown, New York, 
in the 1970s, played a c,itical role in the fo,mation of 
JALMC. What had been an industrial environment 
marked by severe conflict was t,'ansfo,'med to an 
atmosphe,'e of cooperation. Lundine's credibility as 
the initial leader of this effort was based on his strong 
stand for ,3~v_,, ernment activism in solvine~ Jamestown's 
economic problems. With the support he had fl'om 
both labor and management, Lundine set a tone where 
both sides could talk and feel like they were being 
heard by the other (Meek, 1985). It was in this climate 
of trust that the ceremonial activities, such as dinners, 
conferences, and picnics, paved the way for labor and 
management agreement in project-o,iented activities 
(Trist, 1986). 

Pittsburoh was able to avoid economic disaster follow- 
ing the steel plant closings of the 1980s, largely due to 
the tradition of constructive dialooue~ and cooperation 
between the public and private sectors. The city was 
able to quickly form the necessary alliances and struc- 
tures to enable it to rebound fl'om the loss of 100,000 
manufacturing jobs. Pittsburgh invested in its universi- 
ties, hospitals, and advanced technology firms and 
was able to ,egain many of the lost jobs. This economic 
strategy was undertaken concurrently with a strategy to 
preserve the neighborhoods (Fainstein, 1990). 

The mayor of Pinsburgh during the 1970s, Peter 
Flaherty, was attuned to neighborhood groups and in- 
sisted that city officials retain an open dialogue with 
them. Such groups became gin important part of city 
politics. This attitude was seen as instrumental in 
establishing the pa,lnerships necessary for the eco- 

nomic transformation required after the collapse of 
the steel industry. Those with different perspectives 
and interests were able to work together toward a 
common goal and resisted the tendency to pursue 
their own factional interests (Fainstein, 1990). 

Enhancing the level of dialogue in a neighborhood 
requi,'es multiway communication and a willingness 
of till parlies to be infhlenced by others. Particularly 
in the early stages of community building, dialogue 
building will incltlde the ability of parties to endure 
messy and angry meetings (Weingart et al., 1994). 
In the Cedar Riverside (Minneapolis) neighbo,'hood 
redevelopment effo,ts, neighbors were so committed 
to dialogue that they were willing to meet all night to 
reach consensus, rather than settle for compronfises 
and vote taking (Stoecker, 1994). 

One of the major threats to community building is the 
fl'equent association in American culture of commu- 
nity with cooperative, peaceful communication. Many 
central authority officials will short-circuit communi- 
cations with a neighborhood if the initial meetings are 
full of anger and reser, tment. Such impatience simply 
leads to continuation of one-way communication. At 
other times, nonlocal officials with a commitment to 
due process and inclusion may need to urge some 
neighborhood groups to inchide other local groups 
that are being ignored. Dialogue can break down both 
within a neighborhood and between the neighborhood 
and critical outsiders. 

The police and sustained 
community 
Prospects for community policing will depend on the 
structure of the urban struggle in a particular city, and 
even a particular neigllborhood, at a particulal time. 
Expectations abstracted from this context will not make 
a great deal of sense. Expectations about community 
policing can be seen as pressures for local police 
depallments to manifest or support particular vahies 
toward the use of space in the urban struggle. In other 
words, comnmnity policin,-, or any other form of polic- 
ing, is likely to be only one more negotiation in an 
ongoing struggle to define community. 

Community policing is not invented out of whole 
cloth. Expectations for comnmnity policing will be 
partially shaped by institutional memories of the 
urban struggle as implenlentation unfolds. Therefore, 
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the interpretation of community policing, by both the 
police and others will include the: 

• Particular variations of professional law enforce- 
ment in any specific city, as interpreted by both 
those who have benefited and those who have not. 

• Previous experiments by the department with 
getting closer to neighborhoods and the results of 
those attempts. 

• Particular traditions of urban growth that have 
surrounded tile police department. 

t Status of tile local growth machine in competition 
with other locations and whethe, the local political 
opportunity structure is rehitively closed to pres- 
st, res from neighbo,hoods or. instead, has been 
opened to coalitions between government and 
neighborhoods because of visible faihires for 
growth politics to pay off as I)iomised. 

In relation to these local dynamics, additional factors 
in determining how and whether conlmunity policing 
unfolds in a particular place will be tile p,'essures for 
adoption of prog,ams highly touted in the media, by 
national experts, or by other levels of government. 
Some of these pressures are part of tile institutional- 
ized environment of police departments, to which 
departments may respond with fornaalized and 
ceremonial acquiescence more than with substantive 
change in how officers work (C,'ank and Langworthy, 
1992; Manning, 1988). Other pressures are, or be- 
come, contractual obligations, as when police depart- 
ments join a State or F'ederal program initiative in 
exchange for resources and perhal)s for more exacting 
expectations and standards about performance compo- 

nents in irnplemermition (Grinc, 1994). 

Neighborhood interests will be only one of myriad 
forces which may lead toward or away fronl adol)tion 
of community policing or toward greater or lesser sin- 
cerity in tile commitnleni to constituency building as 
part of the comnmnity policing initiative. The police 
will also find considerable va,'iation in demand both 
within and among neighbo,'hoods (Whitaker et al., 
1982). Some neighborhoods will be more interested in 
community policing than others, and not all neighbor- 
hood denaands will be informed by systematic under- 
slandin-s of Ihe urban strugele. Indeed, most will not. 

Those that are not are far moi'e likely to take their 
cues f ronl Ihe police abotll what is apl:)ropriate to 

expect of any form of policing. In most neighbor- 
hoods where there is some organized request for 
police response, the most typical overture is the rela- 
tively unsophisticated and unspecific demand for 
greater police presence (Whitaker et al., 1982; 
Podolefsky, 1983) rather than for different forms of 
policing or more involvement by neighborhood iesi- 
dents in control activities. 

Most police departments have no systematic protocol 
by which to assess and prioritize interactions with 
community groups (Weingart et al., 1994:1 I). While 
community policing might theoretically include the 
development of such a protocol, that innovation will 
itself depend on tile initial meanings attached to com- 
munity policing both in and outside the department. 
Unless a particula," police depa,'tment develops a 
sophisticated, critical sense of urban structures and 
learns to assess the status of various neighborhood 
overtures within that fi'amework, there will be tremen- 
dous pressures to adopt a version of conlrnunity polic- 
ing that p,'omises the depa,'tment tile least departure 
flom current practice. 

Community policing is generally presented as a 
realignment of police with neighborhoods (Bayley, 
1994). But is it a way of extending the infhlence and 
dominance of the growth machine, by p,'oviding a 
new approach to paying for tile externalized costs of 
growth? In other words, do neighborhoods get more 
policing, or even mo,e responsive policing, as a 
tradeoff for continuing to suffer the negative effects 
of economic isohition and profit maximization? Or is 
community policing a way of providing neighbor- 
hoods with more power to iml3ose use value premises 
on tile st,ucttu'e of city space, by supporting the pro- 
cess of constituency building in controlled neighbor- 
hoods? Is policing used to pacify neighborhoods o," 
does it become an active part of the process of con- 
stituency building? 

Unfortunately, the avaihlble colnmunity policing 
research does not permit more than preliminary, 
and perhaps inaccurate, answers to these qt,estions. 
Despite exhortations that the neighborhood position in 
the t, rl)an system must be specified to set the context 
of police and citizen actions about crime issties 
('hiylor, 1995) and that accounts of police interactions 
in the community must be disaggregated to tile neigh- 
borhood level to make much sense of means and 
ends connections (Bhunstein, 1995), most community 
policing evaluations provide little if any direct 

1,0,1 
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evidence of conscious concern for the political 
economy of neighborhoods (Hope, 1995; McGahey, 
1986). Additionally, accounts of police practices give 
insufficient detail about the nature of neighborhood 
organizations to allow for systematic comparisons 
of structure, activities, and mobilization strategies 
(Skogan, 1988: 42---43). Under these limitations, the 
current assessments of the process and objectives of 
police-neighborhood interaction are little more than 
suggestions for further study. Exhibit 2 lists the seven 
dimensions of neighborhood sustainability and 
provides examples of their relationship to existing 
community policing projects. 

Internal coordination 
Internal coordination in a neighborhood can be 
improved through the linkages comnmnity policing 

officers establish with other municipal and govern- 
ment agencies. These linkages facilitate residential 
referrals to social service agencies and help to coordi- 
nate quality of life and law enforcement activities. 
The community policing program at the Stonegate 
housing conmmnity in Fairfax, Virginia, for example, 
required comnmnity policing officers to make 
referrals to social service agencies as a part of their 
problem-solving activities. These officers were as- 
sisted by the availability of counselors and other so- 
cial service providers at the project site. Establishing 
working relationships with these service providers 
enabled community policing officers to give residents 
information on available drug treatment programs, as 
well as family counseling, education, and health and 
child care services (Baranyk, 1994). Similar coordina- 
tion is reported in Spokane, Washington (Giacomazzi 
et al., 1993: 97). 

Exhibit 2. Examples of Police Effects on Neighborhood Sustainability 

Variable 

Internal coordination 

External linkage 

Limits on exchange value 

Self-correcting process evaluation 

Autonomy 

Shared culture 

Dialogue 

Program 

Increased planning and coordination among police and social 
services in Fairfax, Virginia, Austin, Texas, and Spokane, 
Washington; among police and city agencies in Brooklyn, 
New York. and Ballinlore, Maryland; among residents and 
businesses in Seattle: but increased conflict in Houston and 
Minneapolis. 

Connection of neighborhoods to each other and to city central 
offices in Seattle: negative effects in Lawrence, Massachusetts; 
no change in Madison, Wisconsin, and Richmond, Virginia. 

Pressure on landlords and drug dealers in many cities; police 
and business planning merged in Portland, Oregon. 

Seattle SSCPC works on inclusion; Fairfax and Fort Worth, 
Texas, concerned about group satisfaction; Madison loses 
concern for problem solving. 

Seattle institutionalizes neighborhood planning cotlncils, but 
m Philadelphia neighborhood-oriented manage,'s are transferred; 
in Lawrence and Boston, neighbors ulged to be eyes and ears for 
the police. 

Shared concern for environrnent in Austin; lack of concern for 
place reduces control efforts in Philadelphia. 

Two-way planning in Flint, Michigan, and Seattle; no conflict 
resolulion in Lawrence; no sustained groups in Madison. 
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Similarly, in Austin, Texas, the simultaneous adoption 
of Total Quality Management (TQM) by both the 
police department (as an integral part of its commt,- 
nity policing program) and all city agencies brought 
about a high degree of cooperation and coordination 
among the police department and other city agencies. 
With these linkages, the Austin community policing 
project could incorporate into their customer service 
model an array of services that were outside of tradi- 
tional law enforcement activities. They then also 
had the capacity to assess the effectiveness of prob- 
lem-solving strategies that took advantage of othe, 
interventions than the choice of arrest o," nonarrest. 
Designers of the commt, nity policing program in 
Austin believed that the simultaneot, s adoption of 
TQM by the police department and other city agen- 
cies would cuhivate a shared vision of what the city 
should be doing and where it should be going. This 
shared vision was also viewed as inc,'easing the 
effectiveness of services to At, stin residents (Ba,ton, 
1993: 22). 

Linkages with other municipal agencies also helped to 
coordinate quality of life and law enforcement activi- 
ties. Linkages with city agencies enabled community 
policing officers in Spokane to take action against 
conditions in the neighborhood that contributed to its 
deterioration. Community policing officers surveyed 
the neighborhoods for boarded-up buildings that 
might invite exploration by children and accommo- 
date transients, areas in need of sidewalks, and 
streets and alleys in need of repair (Giacomazzi et al.. 
1993: 98). This information was forwarded to the 
appropriate city agency, and reqt,ests for services 
were tracked over time to verify that improvements 
occurred. Similarly in l?,rooklyn. New York. and Balti- 
more. Maryland, conamunity policing officers worked 
closely with city sanitation departments to remove 
abandoned and derelict vehicles (Pate, 1994: 405) 
and tO seal empty buildings (Skogan. 1994:169). 

Internal coordination is not limited to tightening the 
exchanges among agencies in a neighborhood. In 
Seattle, the initial impetus of community policing 
came from a l)articular set of neighborhoods through 
an organization dominated by their business elite. 
Process evaluation data indicate that the police were 
instrumental in conamunity unification by insisting 
that the o,'iginal business g,'oup seek minority resident 
members. The business group responded with a suc- 

cessful, more inclusive membership drive (Fleissner et 
al., 1991). 

There is evidence fl'om other community policing ef- 
forts that coordination has not always worked so well. 
Some departments have expended tremendous energy 
and thought in attempts to implement new policing 
strategies in controlled neighborhoods. Studies of a 
few of these (Newark, New Jersey, Houston, Texas, 
and Minneapolis, Minnesota) suggest that these pro- 
grams were more likely to involve middle-class resi- 
dents than the poor and sometimes created dissension 
within the neighborhood (Sherman, 1986; Skogan, 
1990). In Seattle and elsewhere, police pressures on 
other city ,, " a~encms, on behalf of the neighborhood, 
resulted in resentment from tim other agencies and 
concerns that some neighborhoods would receive 
special ue'atment. 

External linkages 
The external linkage most likely to be affected m 
policing efforts is between the neighborhood and 
the police department itself. However. the level and 
effects of that linkage may vary considerably. The 
literature indicates that the process of involving the 
police in neighborhood organizing is limited, superfi- 
cial, and in numerous instances, demo,'alizing for both 
the police and citizens. 

Goldstein (1987: 24--25) suggested that involvement 
could range ftom citizens se,'ving as eyes and ears for 
the police, through citizens providing consultation and 
advice, to active citizen participation in determining 
how the people are to be policed. This potential range 
appears to be trt,ncated in practice to the lower end of 
the continuum, with a few notable exceptions, such as 
Seattle (Fleissner et al., 1991 ). Buerger (1994:416) 
indicates that even when citizens expend considerable 
energy, thei," involvement is limited to meeting tradi- 
tional police objectives. 

A recent examination of community policing in Rich- 
mond, Virginia. where there is apparently greater con- 
cern on the part of the department than in many other 
cities for changing the police-neighbo,'hood linkage, 
still concluded that officers "'who embraced commu- 
nity policing responded, not as delegates of the com- 
munity, but more like trt, stees of the neighbo,'hood 
welfare" determined by their own standards (Worden 
ct al.. 1994: 556--557). 
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A number of studies have found that, despite 
rhetoric about greate,- community responsiveness by 
departments, police are often resistant to stronger 
connections with neighborhoods. They have unde,- 
standable concerns about losing coritrol of internal 
resource allocation decisions and trepidation that 
uninformed and overzealous community groups will 
demand behavior fl-om the police that is unconstitu- 
tional. But departments may hide behind such excuses 
rather than seek greater linkage. In several accounts, 
the police were prodded to respond only when the 
neighborhood group threatened to embarrass the 
police in the media (Fleissner et al., 199l; Weingart 
et al., 1994). 

Despite these p,'oblems, there are instances of 
increased linkage triad increased resources in both 
directions. For example, the police may provide 
resources fo," local neighborhood organizations. In 
Newark, community policing officers made their 
storefront substation avaihtble to neighborhood block 
o,ganizations for meetings. Neighborhood meetings 
tit the storefront gave community policing officers tin 
opportunity to interface with neighborhood groups. 
(Pate et al., 1986: 7) In Portland, Oregon, the chief of 
police reported that selecting the site for a new pre- 
cinct station included neighborhood involvement ira 
choosing the site and in designing the structure to 
inch, de space for new neighborhood businesses. 

In return, neighborhoods have the potential to gener- 
ate new resources for the police, such as ira residential 
tax increases earmarked fo," the police. In Flint, 
Michigan, for example, the success of the neighbor- 
hood foot patrol prompted residents to approve a spe- 
cial tax to continue tile foot patrols at the expiration 
of the comnaunity policing experiment. The citizens 
were not prepared at that time to end what they 
viewed as a successful crime p,evention program 
(Trojanowicz. 1986: 174). 

Limits on exchange value 
Policing initiatives may have small but direct and 
important effects on limiting profit maximization and 
inserting use value ha tile use of space. In Seattle and 
elsewhere, civil abatement programs involving the 
police and neighborhood organizations have placed 
pressure on landlords who were careless in tenant 
selection or oblivious to drug dealing on their proper- 
ties. Direct assauh on illegal profit taking is also 

important. Citizen groups, especially those with po- 
lice support, have been successful in disrupting and 
closing drug markets (Weingart et al., 1994). 

Self-correcting process evaluation 
An example of how to increase the self-reflective 
quality of neighborhood organizations ctlra be seen ira 
the community policing progranl undertaken h-i Flint, 
Michigan, Fairfax, Vi,ginia, and Fort Worth, Texas. in 
Flint, community policing officers were expected to 
encourage citizens to work together in neighborhood 
associations or citizens' watch groups for their mutual 
support and protection (Trojanowicz, 1986: 160). A 
more hands-on organizing approach by comnaunity 
policing officers occurred ira Fairfax and Fort Worth. 

In Fairfax, community policing officers held reguh.lr 
meetin.,,s with core residents of the Stone,,ate housin,, 
community. These residents were viewed as laaving 
some degree of social influence. At these meetings, 
they were given an opporturaity to express what they 
believed to be the most pressing issues in the housing 
community. After a number of meetings, the commu- 
ratty policing officers helped to o,'ganize residents into 
an informal tenants' association. This group was then 
encouraged to solicit the support of other residents in 
addressing neighborhood problems (Baranyk, 1994: 
31-32). 

Similarly, in the Fort Worth neighborhood crime 
watch groups and citizens' pat,ol project, a process 
goal was to simuhite a small-town feel and involve- 
ment of community residents by making information 
available to organized blocks and neighborhoods as 
events occurred. It was believed that this would 
enable residents to participate more fully in their 
own protection and security (Givens, 1993: 9). 

In general, however, police organizations tire them- 
selves poorly equipped to deal with organizational 
health and renewal (gayley, 1994; Couper and Lobitz, 
1991; Wycoff and Skogan, 1993), and thei," members 
are poo,'ly trained to instill self-corrective processes 
ira neighborhood organizations. They are likely to pro- 
vide more auention to the crime and disorder objec- 
tives faced at the moment than to whether the means 
of reaching these objectives also builds a sustainable 
neighborhood organization. Not only are the police 
undefconcerned with inai)ortant morale, belonging, 
and satisfaction issues, but they also may demand 
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that neighborhood organizations adhere to stifling 
bureaucratic procedures (tlope, 1995: 47-48: Grinc, 
1994: 442). 

Autonomy 
Consistent with the general theory of neighborhood 
organizing about noncrilne issties (Bursik and 
Grasmick, 1993: 150), there is some eviderice that 
attempts to increase involvement of citizens in com- 
munity policing is far more superficial and has more 
negative corlsequerices for rieighborllood autonomy 
when the initiative is undertaken by the police 
deparmleni rather than by the neighborhood (Grinc, 
1994: 445-451). Police attempts to initiate contact are 
often limited to information dissemination sessions 
about the proposed (and preplanned) program, during 
which the police misinterpret la,ge audiences as in- 
creased citizen participation (Grinc. 1994:451 ). The 
most thorou,,h account of citizen-initiated comnmriity 
policing (Fleissner et al., 1991 ) suggests that citizen 
involvement is more multidimensional and includes 
more mutual decisionmaking when the citizens are 
pulling rather than the police pushing. 

The police, like any other agency of the sl;.ile, have 
considerable contfol over one nonfinancial resotlrce 
critical to neighborhood organizations: the ability to 
take them seriously. These organizations become 
constituencies for the police only if they are taken 
seriously. Signs of constituency status include the 
department granting access to senior officials, depart- 
mental willingness to share dec isionmak ing, arid 
departn-iental efforts in providing information (l)ul]'ee. 
1984; l::leissner et al., 199 I: 15: and Weingart el al., 
1994: 14). Granting such access enharices the al.i- 
lonomy of the neighborhood group because its influ- 
ence is increased. 

Increasing the aulonomy of neighborhood groups does 
not necessarily reduce the aulonomy arid influence of 
the police organizaliOn. Indeed, some reports suggest ii 
may increase it (Fleissner et al., 1991: 70-80). When 
the autononly of the neighborhood is enhanced, neigh- 
borhood groups engage in partnership roles, and resi- 
dents nlay have greater access to the media, legislators, 
and public and private businesses. In Seattle, the part- 
ne,'ship established between the police and the Soulh 
Sealtle Cfinle Prevention Council (SSCPC)not only 
helped decentralize the Seattle Police I)ep:irtnleni (giv- 
ing the South Precinct more control over its acliviiies) 

but also provided the department with additional clout 
to influence crime legishition arid the municipal budget 
(Fleissner et al., 1991 : 96). Consequent ly, autoriomy 
for neighborhoods may increase police influence over 
other central actors who are sympathetic to the neigh- 
borhood rather than to the police. 

Shared culture 
By recognizing the cultural arid environmental 
uniqueness of the neighborhoods they work in, com- 
munity policing officers help to establish a shared 
identity that can in turll facilitate the development of 
shared goals and objectives. In Austin. the environ- 
ment provided a quality of life that is viewed by its 
residents as their most precious resource. This shared 
view of Atistin facilitates citizens' involvement in pre- 
serving their neighborhoods. The citizens in Austin 
vigorously defend any intrusion on the quality of the 
envh'onnleni and on the safely and security of their 
neighborhoods (Barton, 1993:21 ). I~,ecognizing ttlese 
senlinlenis, the community policing effort in Austin is 
attempting to utilize them to maintain the quality of 
life. 

Dialogue 
Establishing mulually beneficial communication be- 
tween residents and the police is one of the primary 
goals of community policing. Information received 
fl'om police can help neigliborhood residents best uti- 
lize their local resources to assist in crime prevention 
activities. Information received f,om residents can 
help the police target problems that are of tl'le greatest 
concern to neighborl-iood residents. In addition, infor- 
mation from residents helps police identify individu- 
als or grot, ps engaged in criminal activity. 

The qt,ality of dialogue between neighborhood resi- 
dents and police departments about community polic- 
ing may become an isstie before the initiation of a new 
strategy in a neighborhood or during its irnplen-~enta- 
lion. In the planning sta,,es~., the issue is whether the 
residents have infhierlce in the design of the effort. 
I)uring implementatiotl, the issue becomes the level 
of ongoing participation in policing decisions. Do the 
police welcome only eyes-and-ears information, or are 
they prepared to engage in two-veay COtlmmnication 
about problen~ soh, ing and evalualion'? 

17.xamples of comnmnicalion between the neighbor- 
hood and lhe police prior to implenmniation are found 
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in Seattle. Washin-ton Madison, Wisconsin. and 
Flint, Michigan. In Seattle, for example, prior to 
implementing community policing, members of 
SSCPC and the precinct commanders from the South 
Precinct met ,'egularly to discuss ways to improve 
police services (Fleissner et al., 1991: 61). These 
meetings eventually built trust and cooperation among 
the police and members of SSCPC. Police discussions 
with residents included sharing information that 
was traditionally viewed as sensitive and highly 
confidential. 

in Madison, neighborhood residents and the Madison 
police department had a 15-year history of negotia- 
tions and discussions about ways to improve policing. 
Madison residents have always been concerned with 
quality of life issties (Couper and Lobitz, 1991: 86). 
Immediately preceding the implementation of com- 
munity policing in Madison, community meetings 
were set tip to give residents some input into identify- 
ing and prioritizing neighborhood problems (Couper 
and Lobitz. 1991: 86). However, in the implementa- 
tion of the experimental police district, dialogue did 
not seem to carry over to implementation. Police 
reported too little time to engage in problem solving, 
and the police tended to engage the community as 
individual customers rather than as organized neigh- 
borhoods (Wycoff and Skogan, 1993). 

In Flint, many efforts were made by the police depart- 
ment to avoid imposing a program oll the population 
(Trojanowicz, 1986: 160). Citywide meetings were 
held for 2 years prior to the sta,'t of  the program. The 
goal was to solicit the neighborhoods'  views on how 
the program should function and to keep neighbors 
informed on the program's progress. 

A more frequent approach is reported in Lawrence, 
Massachusetts. l)iscussions primarily focused on in- 
formation provided by neighborhood residents on the 
criminal activities of specific individuals or groups. 
The newly created citizen advisory committee was 
ostensibly designed by developers of the community 
policing project in Lawrence to provide residents with 
a forum to communicate their concerns with the con> 
munity policing officers. Instead, its role was limited 
to providing the police of Law,'ence with information 
on criminal activities in the area. Members of the 
advisory committee essentially functioned as the eyes 
and ears of the Lawrence police department 
(Bazemore and Cole. 1994:132). 

In contrast, the most successful case in maintaining 
real dialogue appears to be Seattle. There, neighbo,'- 
hood committees have been organized throughout the 
city, supported by tax dollars, with the expectation 
that citizen groups will engage actively in target selec- 
tion, tactical choices, and evaluation of control efforts 
(National Institute of Justice [NIJ ], 1992). This kind 
of organization was not developed without conflict. 
The project's evaluators ask whether both the police 
and community groups are prone to interpret conflict 
as lack of community and to give tip on dialogue 
rather than engage in conflict resolution. Neither 
community participants nor the police may be well 
equipped with sufficient time, knowledge about struc- 
tural sources of conflict, or skills in conflict resolu- 
tion, to remain committed once conflict is heard 
(Fleissner et al., 1991 ). 

In summary, there are ilumerous anecdotal accounts 
suggesting both positive and negative impacts of 
community policing efforts on internal coordination. 
external linka-es, limits on exchan<,e value, self- 
corrective process evaluation, autonomy, shared 
culture, and dialogue. Since no existing accounts of 
community policing conceptualize these impacts on 
specific dimensions of community, it is impossible to 
tell how multidimensional any one implementation 
effort is or to compa,'e one city to another on common 
dimensions with a uniform measure. Moreover, we 
cannot assess whether the positive impacts on neigh- 
borhood sustainability variables are more frequent 
than the negative impacts. The process evahiations, 
however, do provide strong evidence that the imple- 
mentation of community policing can be conceptual- 
ized as a complex process in which police and 
neighborhoods interact along all seven of these 
dimensions. 

Prospects and strategies for 
sustaining constituency 
The police must provide services, enforce the law, 
and control, if not reduce, disorder regardless of the 
direction in which a neighborhood is moving and of 
whether the policing efforts are complemented by 
other efforts to strengthen commt, nity or operate in 
isolation from other urban policies and practices. One 
of the most critical p,'oblems, then, in any attempt to 
alter police strategy, is that the police do not control 
till the elements c,'ucial to the success of a strategy 
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and must proceed despite counterproductive trends 
among the elements they do not cont,ol. The police 
may be sincere in efforts to improve community but 
find little community with which to work. 

Despite this difficulty, cynicism about the potential 
for reinvention of policing and significant increases 
in police effectivel-tess a,'e mistaken. The conclusion 
that nothing works is itself an action prescription--to 
leave the desperate to their own devices much to the 
benefit of the winners of the urban struggle. The 
examination of the variables that renew and sustain 
neighborhoods indicates that urban improvements are 
possible, if difficult. The review of police effects on 
those same neighborhood variables suggests that all 
of them can be increased or improved through police 
action. But tile same ,'eview indicates that most polic- 
ine progrtii-tls involving COMMtinily often ignore 
whether tile neighborhood is restrtictured. On occa- 
sion. there are negative rather than positive effects on 
these variables. 

How community policing will fare as a slrate<,y.., will 
uhimalely depend on whether neighborhoods improve 
rather ttmn ell whether the police perform well. There- 
fore. the police must becorne nlore cognizant of these 
neighborhood characteristics, on the trends amorig 
them across and within neighborhoods, and oi-t the 
most effective time to deploy one policing strategy or 
another in each neigl-tborhood, contingent on the de- 
velopn-tental position of each locality. One size will 
not fit till. 

Because of tl-te typical dynalnic of the urban struggle 
and the fact that the police del)artmet-tt is a part of that 
struggle, affected by tile same forces as other units 
of tile city. tile police will covertly tind explicitly be 
pressured to be more conce,'ned with some neighbor- 
hood characteristics than others. The growth nmchine 
and the t)rofessional Itlw enforcenlent bureaucracy 
that developed as part of growth polhics will both 
benefit fl 'onl part icular values on these v;u'itibles. For 
example, they would prefer thai: 

Internal coordination be mcomlglete and limited to 
improv ing in fornlal coordination tlillong neighbors. 
rather ltlan also coordinating public and private 
agencies and policies. "Ibo nluch attention to policy 
coordinal ion could tie n-tonsl rtile ihat i-tlany ui'blin 
policies do IlOI benefit neighborhoods, especially 
poor neighborhoods. Attention to lilly policies ethel" 

than law enforcement itself will be criticized as 
nonprofessional. 

Exte,'nal linkages be l imited--the police should 
concentrate on police-neighborhood relationships. 
Linkages among neighbort-toods ,,,,,ill be seen as 
politically threatening to the power of downtown 
corporate interests and to the control by central 
offices of State agencies. 

There be no limits on exchange value and no 
threats to competitive clainls on urban space that 
would limit extracting value flom it. Economic 
policies that are responsive to neighborhood effects 
of economic decisions will be criticized as bad for 
growth. Police concern for quality of life in neigh- 
borhoods will be criticized as social work. 

Self-corrective process evaluations be limited. 
Crime control should focus on in-tmediate crime 
and diso,der objectives. Neighborhood groups 
should not become more conscious of the relation- 
ship of neighborhood politics and crime. Neighbor- 
hood organization, sustained beyond its crime 
control rationale, may become politically ;lctive 
and critical of centralized power and resources. 

Autonomy be kept on the lower end of the spec- 
trmn. Control efforts should be organized for the 
convenience of the experts in central administra- 
tions. Greater services for neighborhoods may be 
begrudgingly granted, but greater infh,ence of 
neighborhoods eve, the defining of service will be 
resisted. No other dimension of city life is more 
threatening to bureaucracy than autonomy of 
constituency groups in neigt-tborhoods. 

Shared ct, lture be the focus of neighborhood irn- 
proven-tent. Tim growth machine and professional 
law enforcement will stress the cultt, re-based 
soh, tion to crime and disorder, since it is consistent 
with the notion that neighborhoods cause their own 
problems. Political or economic steps, whict-t alter 
external linkages and autonomy, to facilitate and 
nurture shared culture will be resisted. 

I)ialogue be limited. Central powers should plan 
and neighborhoods shot, ld accept tile well-c,afted 
ideas of planners. A dialogue that requires interac- 
tive and responsive policing will be resisted as too 
cun-tbersonle anti expensive. Dialogue that includes 
veriting of f,'ustration and arlger will be used as 
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evidence that the community is deteriorating, not 
improving. 

The current ewduations of community policing imple- 
mentations suggest thai these kinds of limiting effects 
on neighborhood sustainability are not only possible 
but common. However, there is also evidence that, 
in some neighborhoods, development of partne,'ships 
between the police and neighborhood groups is also 
possible. When partne,'ship is tictively sought, there 
would appear to be more conscious attention paid to 
these positive variables and mo,'e conscious attempts 
to increase them. In this case, the values preferred are 

that: 

• Police interact with other city agencies and the pri- 
vate sector to promote holistic attention to life in a 
neighborhood. There is evidence that the police can 
occasionally p,ovide encouragement for residents 
in neighborhoods to be more inclusive themselves 
and to form organizations that represent most 
neighborhood interests. 

• Neighborhoods should be linked to share common 
concerns and problem strategies and should have 
,, . - s va,iety of State services. ~reatet access to a 

• Quality of life in neighborhoods may need to 
include setting limits on the exchange vahte that 
space might represent to individuals. Not till nega- 
tive effects of growth can be externalized and paid 
for by resident bystanders or by the State. 

• The self-correcting evaluation capacity of neigh- 
borhood organization should be improved. Partne,'- 
ship inchtdes concern not only for what was done 
but how it was done: Did the neighborhood learn 
from this project how to solve other problems? Did 
neighbors become more committed through partici- 
pation? Did they end up angry and exhausted? 

• Autonomy of neighborhoods should be increased, 
and the quality of State services should be judged 
by neighborhoods, not the bureaucracy. Increased 
autonomy for neighbo,'hoods can actually enhance 
the ability of State officials to do their work. 

• Shared culture is necessary but not sufficient. 
Opportunities for shared culture should be identi- 
fied in till neighborhood undertakings; processes 
for achieving specific objectives (such as crime or 
disorder control) must also include time for social 

rewards and celebration of belonging to a place. 
Culture without restrttcturing is fragile. 

Dialogue must be pursued, even if less time- 
consuming means of dealing with particular issues 
appear to be available, hnproved external linkages 
without dialogue decrease chances for autonomy. 
Internal coordination without dialogue reduces 
chances of shared culture. 

The prospects for achieving the higher rather than the 
lower values on these variables are not good, but they 
are not bleak. To take community seriously find to 
take steps to empower neighborhoods represent com- 
mitments and actions that are contrary to 50 years of 
urban politics and policing tradition. But history does 
not write tbe future. 

Police departments can take some independent steps 
to enhance sustainability, but they cannot do very 
much on their own. They also need to encourage inde- 
pendent action by other components of the State, by 
the private sector, and, very importantly, by neighbor- 
hoods. If neighbo,hood sustainability is left to the 
police, it will not endure. 

Some research, phuming, and policing strategies 
may increase the chances for increasing rather than 
decreasing the vahies of these variables. 

First, a se,'ious, sustained effort is necessary to obtain 
reasonably valid, reliable, and feasible measures of 
these neighborhood characteristics. While interest in 
the measurement of neighborhood indicators and 
police investment in gathering nonarrest data have 
increased, it would appear that greate," attention is 
still given to police-relevant outcomes (fear, disorder, 
crime) than to measures of how the police, or the 
neighborhood with the police, achieved o," failed to 
achieve those outcomes. Investment in measuring 
structures and processes will be important for out- 
colne precision to have any strategic meaning. 

If measures for these neighborhood variables can be 
developed, then it is critical to also develop an assess- 
ment of their prevalence in policing programs. As 
policing evaluations stand now, it is possible to find 
ilhtstrations of police effects on these variables, but it 
is impossible to gauge prevalence. Left to their own 
devices, the police are less likely to be concerned 
about these neighborhood effects than the neighbor- 
hoods themselves. Empowering neighborhood organi- 
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zations to employ mezisurements of neighborhood 
effects flom policing and other urban programs is 
more likely to institutionalize conmaitments to these 
neighborhood qualities where they matter most, in the 
neighborhoods themselves. 

Since the police, like any other agency of the State, 
have jurisdiction over many neighborhoods that will 
differ considerably on these variables, the chief police 
executive will be faced with constant pressures to "do 
something now." even though what can and should 
realistically be done wil l  vary from neighbo,hood to 
neighborhood. The tendencies among police agencies 
wil l  be to adopt p,'ograms jurisdictionwide despite the 
varying qualities of neighborhoods or to target neigh- 
borhoods most in need. as defined by the departrrlerit. 
Both tendencies pressure police to p,edetermine how 
to interact ,,vith a neighborhood and, orlly afte, se,'- 
vices fire phmned, to disseminate the plan to the local- 
ity. Ttlese approaches have rarely worked in the past, 
but they relieve the pressure to do something and fail- 
ures cfin be blamed ori specific neighborhoods. If the 
police ,ecognized the multidinlensionfil char;.icter of 
ne igllbol'hood- building processes and could measure 
these dimensions, they could use these data in decid- 
ing which neighborhoods were ready for what and in 
explaining those choices. 

The data on police-neighborhood interaction, while 
presently sketchy, suggest that the police cannot build 
neighborhood constituency but can take constitt,ency 
behavior seriously when it occu,s. If the police want 
to take neighborhoods seriously, they can inchide a 
means to scan the neighborhoods continuously for 
trends in sustainability, and they can be ready to 
respond when invited. A neighborhood's attempts to 
infhience policing should be read as one indicator of 
readiness for partimrship, even, or l)erhaps pariicu- 
]arly. when those influence attempts inchide criticism. 
however rancorous. 

Finally, the review of the research on the t,,'ban con- 
text of community policing suggests that the police. 
as a city agency, will be affected by many of the same 
forces in the urban struggle that affect urban neigh- 
borhoods. An important task in community policing 
research woukl be the construction of a theory about 
how tim political economy of cities affects the form 
and substance of community policing. In this conchld- 
ing section, we have sketched in broad strokes two 
different scenarios: one where the growth machine is 
strong and police fire likely to ,.z, ive superficial atten- 

tion to neighborhoods and to stress the causes of 
crime and disorder that arise from within the neigh- 
borhood, and another where the growth machine is 
weake, or has been replaced by a quality of life 
re,zime~ and the police are more likely to treat nei,,h-... 
borhoods as important political constituencies that 
have influence over city policies and ,'eshape t, rban 
se,'vices. Clearly, the variations in community polic- 
ing fire much finer and more complex thfm this sketch 
can capture. But if we can specify mo,'e systemati- 
cally how police interact with neighbo,'hoods, then we 
can also begin to examine the urban forces that affect 
the quality of that interaction. Only fit that point can 
we begin to sort out the noise f,'om the melody in the 
huge variety of sounds that a,e now considered com- 
munity policing. 

1 would like to acknowledge the assistance and exper- 
Use of Warren Friedman, Stuart Scheingold. and John 
Crank. who read and provided valuable insights on 
the earliest drafts of this paper. - -David E. DuJfee 
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Community Policing: What Is the 
Community and What Can It Do? 
Warren Friedman and Michael Clark 

Even perfect partnerships between the community 
and police are only part of the answer to the crime 
that haunts many ofAmel ' ca  s neighborhoods. Never- 
theless, belief in the power of collaboration is more 
than just an article of faith. Over the past decade, it 
has become clear that urban communities can and will 
mobilize against crime and drugs. Despite decades of 
serious tensions and hostility between police and resi- 
dents in many neighborhoods, serious effort can forge 
bonds of cooperation, mutual respect, and trust even 
in tile most crime-ridden communities. 

Progress, however, has not been even. l lostility be- 
tween communities and law enforcement continues 
in many areas. Many cities have failed to join the 
movement toward improved police-community coop- 
eration, while others appear to have only adopted the 
rhetoric of community policing as a way of accessing 
Federal funds. 

At the same time, hundreds of urban neighborhoods 
have organized fiesh antierime efforts and discovered 
new, more effective ways of working with local law 
enforcement. Many police and prosecutors who are 
responsible for these neighborhoods have adopted 
more resuhs- and community-oriented ways of tack- 
ling such tough crime problems as open-air drug traf- 
ficking and gang violence. In the best of cases, these 
efforts have led to community-police collaboration 
that has permanently closed crack houses, eliminated 
drug markets, and sustained long-term reductions in 
violent crime levels. 

Today, it is broadly accepted that, working together, 
community, police, and other institutions can reduce 
neighborhood crime. There is widespread accep- 
t a n c e - a n d  even praise--of  community-police 
collaboration. This is clear fl'om tim lists of reasons 
provided by scholars, elected officials, and police 
chiefs for tile recent declines in most crime categories. 
Along with changing demographics and stabilized 
crack markets, almost everybody's list mentions 
smarter policing and tile role of tile comnaunity. 

Nevertheless, progress in forging police-community 
collaboration remains fragile and reversible. There is 
little agreement about exactly what community polic- 
ing is or what should be expected of  it. Nor is there 
consensus about what the community is or what can 
be expected of it. Little wonder, then, that there is 
confusion about why and how progress has been 
achieved. 

Expectations 
In cities where community policing has been aggres- 
sively pursued, community expectations of police 
have shifted over the past decade. In the early 1980s, 
it is fair to say, one of two attitudes prevailed among 
many urban residents, especially community leaders. 
Many trod come to see local crime and disorder as 
products of large forces beyond the reach of local law 
enforcement. Coupled with tensions and mistrust left 
over f.'om the 1960s and 1970s, city residents often 
were grateful if local police simply did not make 
things worse. On the other hand, many saw public 
safety as the job of the police alone. "'We pay taxes, 
we pay their wages, let them do it," were refiains in 
many communities that focused narrowly on govern- 
ment accountability. In either case, "'partnership" and 
"'collaborative problem solving" were not the slogans 
of the day. 

Today, much grassroots activity still remains based on 
outmoded, incident-driven strategies. In most Ameri- 
can communities, ordinary citizens report crime and 
act as witnesses, but they play little further visible 
part in preventing or reducing crime. These roles as 
"'eyes and ears" of the police are not insignificant. But 
in some communities, grassroots activity has been far 
more proactive, creative, and courageous. 

The existence of active community anticrime w o r k - -  
often, but not ahvays, undertaken in sync with so- 
called community policing--is a reality check on tile 
common charge of comnaunity apathy in America. 
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The best of this work challenges the common casting 
of the police as the sole agent of positive change. 
Throughout the United States, community anticrime 
efforts serve as a source of information about what 
most concerns a community: what kinds of roles the 
community has and will continue to choose for itself, 
and who must be negotiated with if policing is to have 
a progressive future. 

In cities where it has been enthusiastically marketed, 
community policing has led to a shift in attitudes and 
rising expectations. Urban ,'esidents in many cities 
today expect the police to be visibly present on their 
streets, problem oriented (that is, to try to eliminate 
crime problems, not just respond to complaints and 
make arrests), available for and interested in working 
with local residents as partners, accountable through 
periodic updates for what is being done to solve p,'ob- 
lems, and concerned with the prevention of crime. 

In well-informed and well-organized communities, 
police departments are increasingly expected to 
understand the community as a partner, prepare 
department personnel for their part in the partnership 
process, and support officers in the process. Veteran 
community organizations expect the police to know 
them and understand that they have the capacity to 
solve crimes and other problems. Vacant lots can be 
cleaned up, housing problems addressed, young 
people reached, services provided, serious criminal 
activity checked, and opportunities expanded through 
organized community efforts. 

Veteran community o,'ganizations, many of whom 
have years of experience in anticrime work, have be- 
gun to recognize and demand significant depa,'tmental 
commitment to community policing, including: (1)a 
focus on serious crime-solving results, (2) periodic, 
practical training for police officers, (3) support for 
the training of community leaders, (4) a focus on 
behavior change and measurable results, (5) involve- 
ment of the community at the most decentralized 
level, (6) outspoken policy support from departmental 
leaders and the city administration, and (7) a voice in 
policies that set the department's direction so that 
community policing evolves to match the needs of 
neighborhoods. 

Community roles 
The literature, promotional materials, and discussions 
of community policing are full of phrases like "'prob- 
lem-solving partnerships," "'coproduction of safety," 
"'working together," and "'democracy in action." But, 
despite the rhetoric, members of the community 
remain generally cast in relatively passive roles as 
"'eyes and ears" of the police, ,'eactive sources of in- 
formation about crime. They are still primarily viewed 
as potential wimesses, much as they were under tradi- 
tional policing. Parmerships are too often operation- 
ally defined as a few people chosen by police officials 
to sit around a table and advise, usually those who 
have the time and inclination and with whom a de- 
partment is comfortable. The division of labor in the 
relationship often assigns crimefighting to the police 
and neighborhood cleanup to the comnmnity. 

A great deal of potential progress is lost in this mini- 
real view of the community role in antic,'ime work. 
Police officials and criminal justice ,'esea,chers seem 
to have little sense of community t,'aditions of self- 
help and mobilization as they relate to community 
policing. This passive view of citizens ignores 
widespread examples throughout the country--and 
throughout American his tory--of  people taking 
responsibility and launching their own efforts against 
crime. In fact, during the 1980s and 1990s in urban 
America. side by side with the development of new 
problem-solving methodologies by law enforcement 
and new theories of community policing, there has 
arisen a deeper and broader grassroots tradition of 
active community anticrime work. 

Yet, the new community sophistication and activism 
regarding crime is m danger of disappearing. Most of 
the dialogue on public safety continues to be ca,','ied 
on without the actors and initiators of this activity, 
those who are most knowledgeable about communi- 
t i e s -communi ty  leaders, professional organizers, 
and ordinary neighbo,'hood activists. As a result, 
practitioners on both sides of the potential partnership 
continue to have an unclear view of community-police 
collaboration as a strategy or of its particular targets, 
stren,,ths, and weaknesses. 

The danger is that victories that are not understood 
a,'e unlikely to be replicated. Today, when urban po- 
lice and community residents team up to solve serious 
neighborhood crime p,'oblems, the history of those 
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victories is too often misunderstood. As a result, those 
who care deeply about making inner cities safer usu- 
ally do not fully understand the success stories or 
know how to repeat them. 

When neighborhood residents and police work 
together successfully to resolve a high-priority crime 
problem, a variety of explanations are offered 
publicly, usually by a law enforcement spokesperson: 

• The "officer friendly" explanat ion.  The police 
are getting more sensitive to the feelings of the 
community. Since they are friendlier, people trust 
them and will work with them. Police officers smil- 
ing, attending church breakfiists, helping kids or 
the elde,'ly, and attending large numbe,s of com- 
munity tneetings are generally cited as evidence 
of progress. The underlying logic is: When com- 
munity residents trust the police more, residents 
will support them. acting as good witnesses indi- 
vidually or occasionally playing an organized 
eyes-and-ears role regarding a specific crime. The 
police c:.in then do thci, job better. 

This explanation coufuses conlnlunity policing 
(police and community working together to reduce 
crime) with comnmnity relations (police better 
communicating what they, do to improve public 
opinion and support). It also fails to recognize that, 
over time. trust in the police is usually an outcome 
of reducing crime and increasing genuine colhlbo- 
ration rather than public relations gimmicks. 

• The " m o r e  is better" exphinal ion.  There ale 
more police, or they are smarter and better 
equipped. New teclmology, new enforcement 
tactics, now managenlent strategies, and additional 
or reinforced personnel are the sole ieasolls 
for success. Ahhougll police organization and 
nlanagement certainly matter, such explanations 
unfortunately evoke the image of the cavah'y riding 
to the rescue, whether file cavah'y is new managers, 
new officers, new conlputers, or new nlanagement 
approaches. This explanation focuses exclusively 
on the "'better policing" side of the equation, ignor- 
ing new resources, strategies, and tactics brought to 
tim table by organized colnmunities. 

• The "beat  cop is back"  explanatilln. The spread 
of new police-community collaboration in hun- 
dreds of urban neighborhoods is nothing more than 
a return to older traditions in policing. According 

to this explanation, before the mid-2Oth century, 
one cop walked (or cycled or motor scootered or 
rode) around a faMy small geographic neighbor- 
hood on a regular beat until everyone on the beat 
knew and respected him. (It was almost always 
"him.") "'My granddad did community policing," 
can frequently be heard fl'om adherents of this 

view. 

All these exphmations, while containing some truth, 
are misleading in their exclusive focus on new styles 
of policing. Sadly, little systematic analysis has been 
devoted to digesting the significance of new styles of 
community action and organization or new forms of 
police-comnmtfity collaboration, which together con- 
stitute the "'other hall" of community l)olicing success 
stories. 

Occasional triumphs, therefore, are not turned into 
conditions for sustained, citywide collaboration. Few 
know how to create community policing depa,'tments 
in which t)artnership with the community is routine. 

Community policing 
Community policing is mo,'e than a collection of tac- 
tics, more than storefront offices, more than officers 
on beats or on bikes, more than fl'iendly rehltions 
between police and residents. On the other hand, com- 
munity policing is not a general method for improving 
the quality of life. It is something more than the sum 
of these tactics and something less than community 
development. It is. as we see it, a specific strategy for 
fighting c,'ime based on a working rehitionship be- 
tween the community and the police. The purpose of 
the work, in which each has an active role, is to im- 
prove the quality of life by reducing crime, disorder, 

and fear. 

One of the precepts that should guide police work is 
to do things in such a way that the community does 
for itself as much as possible--that it develops the 
habits and skills of doing. At the community level, 
this requires that police see their work in a longer 
term context, that they enter into the relationship 
understanding and supporting the goal of developing 
capable communities. It means less do ing jbr  and 
more doing with. This does not assign the task of or- 
ganizing communities or community capacity build- 
ing to the police; that is work for local leaders and 
community organizers. I?,ut it does ask for police 
support of st,ch capacity building. 

LJ 
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The hope is that the partners will work together to 
prevent some future crimes and help build a more 
cohesive community. But without clarity about goals 
and mutual expectations, there will be no sustained 
partnerships that can generate healthier, revitalized 
communities. 

Identifying partners in community 
policing 
Much time is spent attempting to define the "'commu- 
nity." People mean many things when they use the 
word. " 'Community" is used to describe not only spe- 
cific geographic areas containing residents who live, 
work, and socialize together but also entire ethnic or 
national groups (such as the .lewish commt, nity or the 
Afl'ican-American community),  groups with common 
interests across vast geographic areas (such as the 
user communities of the Internet or the artistic 
community),  and even the entire planet (the global 
community).  

The civilian, nongovernmental partne," for the police 
will be one group, for instance, in the case of hate 
crimes against members of a group that are geo- 
graphically dispersed. It will mean another group 
when the people are direct or indirect victims of 
crimes by virtue of where they live. 

The job is to identify the most prodt, ctive partner for 
the problems. Pattern analysis studies in Minneapolis, 
New York, and elsewhere confirm what patrol officers 
and community residents know firsthand. Problems 
are not evenly or randomly distributed across commu- 
nities. There are locations known as hot spots where 
p,'oblems concentrate that account for a disproportion- 
ate amount of a neighborhood's crime and disorder. 

Both crime and disorder tire important. Kelling and 
Wilson's classic treatise, "Broken Windows, ''~ under- 
scores the point that visible and disruptive signs of 
disorder are symbolically important to communities 
and may be viewed as bellwethers of how seriously a 
community cares about crime. (See "Urban Residents 
Rank Crime Problems.") 

But few communities will mobilize for long or pay 
sustained attention even to serious crimes involving 
violence or serious property loss if the crimes seem 
more or less randomly distributed and do not threaten 
community life. The reality of crime's geographical 
distribution provides a critical first step in answering 

who, in the context of community policing, the appro- 
priate community partne,'s should be. 

A chronic, visible pl'oblem sets the stage for commu- 
nity organizing. It convinces people that it will not 
just go away. It often leads to f,ustration, ange,, fear, 
and impulses to flee or fight. These are the conditions 
that c a n  lead neighbors to get organized, to conclude 
that "'something has to be done." But a problem's 
persistence only provides one of the necessary condi- 
tions for organizing. The impulse to flee must, if 
possible, be redirected. The impulse to fight must be 
mobilized. 

The bulk of urban community anticrime eflorts occurs 
in relatively small geographic areas within the larger 
city at the level of individual neighborhoods or even 
single blocks or buildings. These are places where 
participants share some common identity or common 
problems distinct fl'om others in the city and where 
they engage in some regular activities in common. 
The principal actors in these efforts are those who have 
deep stakes in the maintenance of a neighborhood's 
order and safety. Usually, they include local residents, 
commtmity-based organizations, and other not-for- 
profit groups. 

The residents and institutions based in an area differ 
significantly from those who travel in and out. While 
transients may share concerns abot, t safety, they are 
generally far less willing o," able to work intensively 
on crime problems over the long run. Residents are 
the actors most affected, most concerned with, and 
most likely to vohmteer to solve problems that disrupt 
the neighborhood, create fear, and reduce the quality 
of life. They are the most likely partner in combating 
community-based crime. 

To become effective partners, however, neighbors no/ 
only must become aware of each other's conce,'ns, 
they must also develop some mutual trust before they 
will undertake what may appea, to be a risky project. 
They must develop skills at conducting meetings and 
recruiting neighbors. They must learn to analyze, 
select among, and prioritize the many problems that 
they might work on. They must learn how to work 
with each other and the police. They must develop 
enough trust in their allies to know they will not be 
abandoned. Finally, they must develop the capacity to 
organize from victory to victory so that the number 
of involved local residents increases over time. 
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Urban Residents Rank Crime Problems 

As communities differ widely in socioeconomic 
status, ethnicity, level of organization, and local 
history, so do their crime priorities. Ultimately, 
this means there is no substitute for sitting down 
with representatives of each neighborhood to ask 
them about these priorities. Nevertheless, survey 
data and experience suggest that crime problems 
often are ranked by urban community residents 
roughly as follows: (1) serious crimes that cause 
community disorder---either directly (as when 

streets or hallways become unusable), or indirectly 
by grossly escalating local lear of crime and inhib- 
iting normal conmmnity activities (.like the use of 
streets, parks, or playgrounds); (2) less serious 
crimes that cause disorder--such as widespread 
graffiti, street prostitution, illegal parking, mistlse 
of parks and other public spaces, loitering, and van- 
dalism; and (3) isolated crimes that do not appear to 
persist over time. 

Even when well organized, however, most community 
residents will need to learn the basic elements in- 
volved in tackling crime problems safely, effectively, 
and in collaboration with law enforcement. How do 
you report crimes confidentially and without exposing 
yourself or neighbors to unnecessa,'y risks? How do 
you reach out to, and work closely with, local police 
and prosecutors against serious crime conditions? 
How do you organize from victory to victory so that 
tile number of involved local residents (and your 
strength) increases over time? How do you use your 
neighborhood's own unique resources? 

Creating successful 
partnerships with 
organizations 
O,'ganized people are mo,'e likely to safely and simul- 
taneously intplement a valiety of crime-reduction 
activities like civilian patrols, community rallies, 
marches, positive loitering, and other forms of direct 
action, as well as civil and criminal legal st,'ategies, 
court monitoring, and legislative actions. (See "'What 
Can the Conlmuni ly DOT') 

O,'ganizations are ntore capable of focusing on pi'ob- 
lems that affect a large immber of people ilt the 
community. They are better able to get the attention 
of agencies and institutions important ilta coordinated 
process of solving a community problem. Organized 
groups have greater staying power than individuals. 

It is intpo,'tant, however, to understand that not all 
kinds of community-based organizations are equally 
effective as partrmi's. Critical to having an impact oll 
locations with chronic crime is a,t organization that 

has a collective problem-solving perspective and a 
commitment to ,'each out to and involve neighborhood 
residents. The organization can be a block club, coin- 
munity organization, church committee, school or 
youth group, or social service agency. The organiza- 
tion can be formal or inforntal, have a big budget or 
no budget, or have a staff or be totally volunteer. 

An agency that looks at people in the neighborhood 
only as individual clients or consumers is likely to 
have difficulties reaching out to significant numbers 
of people and coordinating lind sustaining their 
efforts. On the other hand, purely volunteer organiza- 
tions often have trouble maintaining ongoing activity 
over the long term without support flom staffed orga- 
nizations. Block clubs, for instance, are more effective 
if they have the support of umbrella organizations. 
In the most stron,,ly organized nei,.zhborhoods, block 
or building organizations are linked with larger neigh- 
borhood or civic organizations. 

Communities with weak o,ganizations, no organiza- 
tions, or organizations that serve only individual 
clients--especially those coinmunities that face seri- 
ous cl ' ime--should not be ignored or abandoned to 
traditional reactive policing just because they do not 
make the most effective parmers for police. They need 
to be brought to the point that they will make effective 
partners. They need to be organized. But this is not a 
job for tile police. It is a task for local leaders, assisted 
where possible by professional community organizers 
who know about crime, the police, and community 
policing. These organizers need to know how to 
involve ,'esidents in colhlboration to develop neigh- 
boi'hood leade,'ship, establish organizations, and 
design actions to solve community prol)lems. 2 

[Y 
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What Can the Community Do? 

Identify, analyze, and solve problems. An 
informed, organized, and involved community 
can work with police to identify, analyze, and 
implement solutions to community problems. 
As Herman Goldstein has written, "A strong 
commitment to consulting with the affected 
community is inherent in problem-oriented 
polic'ng. '* Citizens not only have unique 
knowledge of their own con-nnunity but also 
may have skills and contacts that facilitate 
problem solving. 

Mobilize the community. Members of the 
community are best positioned to organize 
their neighbors to safely combat crime and 
related problems. Groups often get started 
through neighborhood meetings, rallies, and 
recreational events. Door-to-door surveys serve 
as both information-gathering and community 
outreach efforts. Community organizations, by 
their very nature as continuing organizations 
with rosters of members and regular meetings, 
can help sustain community involvement in 
community policing over time. 

Share information with police. Citizens often 
help by gathering information. Community or- 
ganizations can organize community meetings 
on how to safely provide police with useful 
information (license plate numbers, detailed 
descriptions, brand names of street drugs, and 
code signals used to alert drug dealers of po- 
lice presence). Standard forms for recording 
information can also be distributed. 

Deny criminals access to space. No matter 
how dedicated community policing officers 
are, they cannot be everywhere all the time. 
Community organizations can help by con- 
ducting antidrug patrols and initiating block 
watches in neighborhoods, in apartment 
buildings, and along school routes. 

Influence city agencies. A group of organized 
citizens are much more likely than individual 
citizens or police officers to get a response 
from city agencies. Community organizations 
can request meetings with mayors or city coun- 
cil members to support effective community 
policing practices, adequate street lighting, 
towing of abandoned cars, and additional 
social services in their neighborhoods. 

Educate the media. Neighborhood groups are 
well positioned to provide information to the 
media about crime and disorder problems and 
the effectiveness of problem-soh, ing and 

community policing approaches. Leaders of 
neighborhood and citywide community organi- 
zanons can write letters to the editor, appear on 
local radio or TV shows, and organize press 
conferences. 

Take legal action. Citizens can pressure land- 
lords to evict drug dealers and maintain and 
improve building security by improving light- 
ing, door locks, intercoms, and roof doors. 
Legal actions can be taken, in concert with 
local officials, to close down bars or other 
establishments that tolerate illegal activities. 
Civil actions can be used in lieu of, or to 
complement, criminal proceedings. 

• Monitor court actions. After arrests in the 
neighborhood, community members can 
monitor and track the progress of cases and 
encourage prosecutors to seek and judges to 
give appropriate sentences. Neighborhood or- 
ganizations can also encourage prosecutors' 
offices to develop drug courts, community 
courts, and alternative sentencing programs. 

• Develop prevention and treatment pro- 
grams. Community groups can draw on pri- 
vate and public resources as well as their own 
"people power" to establish youth centers: 
mentoring, tutoring, or parenting projects; 
and Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anony- 
mous, or other substance abuse prevention 
or treatment programs for neighborhood 
residents. 

Partner with neighborhood-based institu- 
tions. Churches, synagogues, mosques, and 
temples as well as private businesses and 
schools can be recruited to help combat crime 
and recruit volunteers for community-based 
programs. 

Rebuild social cohesion. Community organi- 
zations, through their neighborhood activities, 
can help communities rebuild social control 
and increase citizen accountability for the 
actions of residents and their children. 

Create a constituency for community 
policing. Independently organized communi- 
ties, parmering with police and other agencies, 
not only help prevent and control crime in par- 
ticular neighborhoods, but also collectively 
build and sustain a jurisdiction's long-term 
commitment to community policing. 

* Goldstein, Herman, Problem-Oriented Policing, 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1990. 
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The Chicago example 
Partnership requires the development and implemen- 
tation of coordiriated activities. This requires 
meetings, the collection and sharing of information, 
phmning, and exchanges about the effectiveness of 
implementation. Police and community must regu- 
larly report to each other. Of course, anticrinle activity 
goes on in every community without involving any 
police time. But true problem-solving parmerships 
cannot develop without reguhu+ exchanges and some 
meetings. 

The importance of an organized and lralned commu- 
nity and the potential for a wide and effective impact 
in creating safer neighborhoods is clearly ilhlstrated 
by the ext)erience in Chicago. Resporiding to COlllnlH- 
nity pressure and police support, the city invested 
several mill ion dollars in citywide training of tile 
conlnlunily for its role. The .Ioint Communily Police 
Training Project (JCPT), which trained he:My 12,000 
people, was rtin by a con1111unity-based organization, 
the Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood Safety 
(CANS). Twenty-five outreach organizers spent more 
than a month in each police beat (average popuhition 
10,000 residents) knocking oll doors: making presen- 
tations to block, church, school, and other community 
groups; an(l inviting them to training sessions and 
further involvement. 

The orientation on Chicago's version of community 
policing and Oll l)roblern soh, ing w:is delivered to 
people invited by the outreach workers. A tealll of 
conununily and police trainers working with tile 
organizers then spent weeks SUl)porting residents in 
actual problem solving. 

Evahiators of Chicago's policing strategy and training 
point out that "'People have turned Otll by the tens Of 
thousands to gel involved in training, particil)ate in 
beat conlnlunity meetings Iwhh policel, and lake 
responsibility for neight)orhood prohlem solving. ''~ 

The evalualors also found that the likelihood of 
citizen t)articipation in crinle-arid-disorder reduction 
actMties is related to participation in traditional 
conmmnity-based organizations. Residents involved 
in a neighborhood's conlnlul l i ly, religious, civic, or 
charitable organizations, with their developed habits 
of participation aild the organizational support for 
nlaintenance of these habits, were roughly four times 
more likely to atlend and participate in nleetings and 

,,et involved in problem-solvin,a activities. They par- 
ticipated in rallies, positive loitering, and meetings 
with landlords and businesspeople to make their 
neighborhoods safer. Those with 11o organizational 
affiliatiori participated irl problem solving 48 percent 
of the time. Those who indicated affiliation with four 
or more oro, anizations ,,ot involved in problem solvin- 
rnore than 80 percent of tile time. 

Those  most likely to participate in the training live 
in high-crime neigtlborhoods. "'hi the safest fifth of 
tile beats," tile authors report, "'attendarlce averaged 
25 per 1,000 aduhs, while in the most unsafe fifth of 
beats (where the personal crime rate was five tinles 
higher) attendance averaoed~ 53 per 1.000, more than 
double the lower rate.'" This training attracted people 
in high-crime, Iow-inconle. nlinority neighborhoods 
where it proved useful in iilq)roving the quality of life. 

Among participants surveyed At months after they 
received training, atlenlpts had been made to solve 
63 percent of the prol)lems tile), listed. "lb make their 
neigllborhoods safe1, 17 percent of JCPT graduates 
participated in positive loitering, 15 percent joined a 
comnlunity policing-related fally o1" demonstration, 
41 percent met with property owners to addl+ess crime. 
and 25 percent met with local businesspeople to ad- 
dress crinle. O11 average, 26 percerlt of all problenls 
were partially or completely solved du,ing the 4- 
montll followup period covered by the study. 

Forty-four percent of the regular beat meetings with the 
police were run by ~.1 resident or conlmunity organizer. 
Another 14 percent were fun colhiboratively by a com- 
munlly person and an officer. Those conlnlunity-run oi 
collaborative meetings were nlol"e likely to pl"epal"e an 
agenda, call for volunteers, and distribute sign-in sheets 
for other :lctivities. At those meetings, discussion was 
evenly dMded anlong police and residents at 60 per- 
cent of tile ineotings, and civilians took on a donlinant 
role at another 25 percent. When alea residents or com- 
munily orgallizers chaired beat meetings, police domi- 
nated craflin 7 of sohitions only 34 percent of the tinle. 
When police ran the meetillg, they look the lead in pro- 
posing solutions 77 percent of the time. 

Beyond solving a problem 
13eyond the education anti mobilization of participants 
for problcnl solving, tile Cal)acity to sustain efforts 
nlusl be embodied in ongohlg conlnlunily-based 
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organizations that do not have to be reorganized to 
deal with every new crisis. This is important because 
the critical issue for the success of community 
policing generally is consolidation of victo,'ies, once 
achieved, over time. Without consolidation, communi- 
ties will permanently inc,ease the tax burden and as- 
sign hundreds of thousands of new police officers to 
the streets. With consolidation, active, informed com- 
munity organizations will do their part to maintain 
safe and livable communities. 

The time horizon in thinking about commt, nity polic- 
ing and problem solving must extend beyond the ini- 
tial dechuation of victory over a particular problem. 
If we want to improve the quality of  life in troubled 
neighbo,'hoods, sustaining solutions for months and 
years matters. Community-based organizations are 
important in solving problems, and they are critical in 
consolidating improvements over time. 

Neighborhood safety and the quality of life are not 
significantly improved by suppressing a problem tem- 
porarily. Although intensive efforts can reduce a prob- 
l e m - e . g . ,  community groups can apply prolonged 
and intense pressure on a drug house and have a dra- 
matic impact - -once  an initially defined problem is 
solved and the situation becomes less pressing, it can 
become far more difficult to maintain the capacity 
and readiness to bring pressure on that problem if it 
beeins to return. To go throu,,h a process that cannot 
secure long-term improvements will recreate the prin- 
cipal shortcoming of incident-driven policing: "'Bust 
them today, and they're back tomorrow." 

If, on the other hand, people who are affected by a 
chronic crime problem organize, work with the police 
and others to reduce the crime, and stay organized and 
involved after crime is reduced, they have a better 
chance of  keeping things safe,'. 

Building partnerships 
Police and community each come to the partnership 
table with their own traditions and culture as well as 
their own myths, half-truths, and misperceptions. 
These play out within the context of the still-dominant 
model of policing that casts the community as passive 
and police as active. The more the process is driven 
by established habits, the more likely it is to bring 
community and police together in a face-to-face vax'ia- 
tion of it 911 call, premised on merely t,'ansferring 
information and delegating the responsibility for 

action to police. Genuine partnership should expect to 
break this mold. 

For most urban residents, even those who have 
pa,ticipated in successft, I anticrime activities, expec- 
tations of the police are a vague and often contradic- 
tory mixture of old and new; of incident-driven, 
problem-oriented, and community policing; and of 
ph,ases without clear content. Even if they have fol- 
lowed closely in the press the advent of police reform 
in their city, they are likely to have ,'ead that commu- 
nity policing is foot patrols, motor scooters, storef,ont 
substations, nonemergency numbers, or some 
combination of these tactics. 

Both the community and the police must learn that 
problem-solving partnerships are often labo," inten- 
sive. But both parties should also understand that for 
every hour of paid police time spent on the process, 
dozens, sometimes many hundreds of hours of vohm- 
teer time are invested. The reward for all this effort: 
the greater the mutual expectation to coordinate police 
and community action, the more likely an active com- 
munity will develop on which police can depend and 
in which neighbors can hold each other, as well as the 
police, accountable. 

If community policing parmerships are to develop 
and succeed, police and the community also must 
understand the different organizational contexts 
within which each operates and the constraints and 
opportunities created by these contexts. Community 
and police often come to the collaboration with false 
expectations. 

Commtmity residents sometimes expect too much of 
the police: a cop on every block, rapid response to 
every call, intensive and exhaustive investigations of 
every incident, and great community relations skills. 
The community nlust learn the constnfints on an 
officer's time and decisionmakmg latitt, de-- that ,  
whateve," the rhetoric, when a police officer is on 
the job, he o," she is not one of them. If they are to 
work together, police processes must be clear to the 
community. Agreements made at meetings with the 
community may have to be cleared with supervisors 
before an officer can commit to participation. 
Community participants must understand that, for 
example, their desire for support from a special unit, 
even with an officer's concurrence, is no guarantee 
of that support. 
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Conversely, many police often expect too little of 
comnlunity residents. Police officials lind representa- 
tives with low expectations of community roles in 
crime p,'evention and reduction generally base their 
skepticism on work with unorganized and uninformed 
citizens. Perhaps experience has tat, ght them that the 
best that can be hoped for in such cases is an eyes- 
and-ears role. 

Individual police officers can come to community 
rneetin-s=, expecting too little or too much. Often impa- 
tient, under pressure from a supervisor to get back 
"'in service" and fearful of being swallowed by the 
dynamics of neighborhoods and their organizations, 
it becomes increasingly critical for police officers to 
undei'stand those dyniinlics and vahies o1: community 
organizations. Among tile most cherished values and 
;.i,1 important determinant of the dynaillics in ill,.lily 
volunteei'-based comnlunity organizations is participa- 
tory decisionmaking. Especially in tile case of a 
community's actual and potential leaders--those who 
can move their neighbors into action and set the direc- 
tion of that action--i)ai'ticil)ation in decisionmaking 
is key to buying in or having a stake in the process. 
Having a stake is key to sustained activity. "lb main- 
tain volunteer involvement, organizations need to 
engage people in selecting the pi'oblem they will 
work on, fashioning the strategy to solve it, and 
implenlenting that strategy. 

This participiitory nature of decisionnlaking in many 
community o,ganizations is foieion to police depait- 
illenls. It cii,l be f,'ustriiti,lg to professionals who have 
become used to a paramilitary chain of comnl:.ind. Yet 
such participation is c,'itical to tile comnmnity-l)olice 
collaboration. Police must come to meetings in Ihe 
cominuniiy with the expectation of negotiating with 
voltulleers with whom they hol)e to be involved. Resi- 
dent volunleers tire neither passive ,esou,'ces ,lot paid 
employees: It is thei," neighborhood, iuld they m u s t  

live with whatever decisions are reached on a 24-hot, r. 
7-day-a-week basis. 

Often. what is uppei'most for tile police department 
does not match what concerns the community. Like 
tile comnlunity, officers must be prepared to take as 
well as give leadership. They also inust understand 
that follow-through is critical, thai Iosim, ,11O,llentum 
loses vohinleers. 

In the problem-solving process, both parties can 
expect initial venting, passing of  the buck, aild defen- 
siveness. Police may blame the courts, personnel on 
another shift, the command structure, or community 
apathy for the persistence of problems cited by the 
community. The community may blame tile police, 
city services, tile kids, or neighbors not getting in- 
volved. Both may blame the decay of tile family, 
tile absence of jobs, and other root causes. All these 
accusations may contain elements of t,utll, and some 
venting and finger pointing is inevitable. But it is 
critical that someone at the meeting have the skills to 
keep the focus ell the targeted woblem, and what 
participants will do to solve it. 

Inevitably, there will be testing throughout tile pro- 
cess. If the ,ecruitnlent of neighborhood residents 
has been successful, it will have reached beyond those 
comfortable with the police. These residents will have 
come because they have feh the urgency of a c,'ime 
problem in their neighborhood. But they also will 
bi'ing their doubts and bad expe,iences to the collabo- 
ration, a,ld their defenses will be up. l)oubters will 
look for bad attitudes and signs that an officer is not 
doing his or her part. They will need to be convinced 
that tiffs is worth their time. that tile police care and 
are reliable. (This will be especially true iinloilg 
young people.) If a problem is solved through coop- 
erative wo,k, fornler doubters become a voice in the 
community for future collaboration. Their doubts are 
worth working through because their word-of-nlouth 
advocacy is powerful. 

"lb accomplish its mission, community policing must 
build oil the shai'ed traditions and objectives of tile 
ptl,'ine,'s. Both have much to [e;.i,',l f,'O,ll each other. 
Both share the goiil of safer neighborhoods, and hid- 
den I)eneath tile piirl,le,'s' specialized vocabularies is 
a core of shared concepts. Oil the police side, ihe,'c is 
prol)lem-orienied policing as a methodology for look- 
ing al and responding to crime. On tile commtinity 
side, there aye community organizing lind antici'ime 
activity as COlrmlunity-building activities. Both the 
police and commurfity traditions are, to a large de- 
gree, geographically focused and involve the ideas of 
sustained, purposeful effort and concepts like targets, 
patterns, repeated occurrences, and coordinated activi- 
ties. 13oth call on research and analysis before action, 
and both encourage evaluation of results. 
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Measuring what matters 
While problem-solving partnerships are the founda- 
tion of community policin- what matters most is 
how the goals are selected, how the pa,'ticipants work 
together to accomplish those goals, whether the goals 
are accomplished, and whether community capacity is 
developed. 

Some of the assessment or evaluative questions that 
need to be asked include: 

Is the collaboration target-oriented? What kinds of 
targets were selected? Did the community and the 
police both have roles in selecting the problem and 
designing the strategies? Did both play a role in 
implementing the strategy? What was the division 
of labor? What kinds of support, training, and tech- 
nical assistance did each receive (and should each 
have received) for their part in problem solving? 

Were the goals realistic? Was the strategy a suc- 
cess? Were the desired outcomes actually realized? 
Did trust between police and community improve? 
Were previously inactive residents enlisted in the 
work'? 

• Did pa,-ticipants understand the process in which 
they participated? Did they gain a new under- 
standing of collaboration? Did attitudes toward the 
use of 91 I and incident-d,iven policing change2 
Did community residents know what to expect 
from officers and how to assess whether they were 
getting it? 

• Did organizational skills such as setting agendas 
and running meetings improve among community 
participants? Did collaboration continue over time, 
fl'om problem to problem? Did collaborative work 
expand across communities? 

Conclusion 
Measuring the problem-solving interaction of commu- 
nity and police is measuring something that matters 
deeply to tile future of America's cities. Focusing on 
community self-help and the development of its ca- 
pacity to solve neighborhood problems is not to deny 
the major influence that issues at the national, State, 
and city levels have on neighborhoods. The Nation's 
deeply entrenched divisions of race and income, and 
recent rises in the numbe,'s of youth living m poverty, 

affect the prevalence of crime and are mostly beyond 
the reach of local activity. 

Focusing on community-police partnerships does not 
diminish the importance of community development. 
Community action against crime will obviously have 
a greater effect if it takes place in the context of a 
concerted effort to produce locally accessible jobs, 
decent education, and hope for young people. The 
impact of community action would also be greate," in 
the context of efforts, for instance, to improve housing 
stock, business investment, and transportation in poor 
and at-risk communities. But even in the absence of 
broader efforts, local anticrime action is valuable. 
It can ,'aise people's sense of efficacy and increase 
community cohesion, reduce crime, improve the 
quality of life, and heal a tiny part of the rift between 
government and citizens. 

Getting communities organized and maintaining 
conmlunity organizations cost money, if the police 
can't produce neighborhood safety by themselves, 
if they need community partners, if improving the 
general welfare and domestic tranquillity of our 
neighborhoods requires 100,000 community organiz- 
e,'s to match the 100,000 police, then the community 
has a right to expect public support flom police and 
other law enforcement leaders for the resources they 
need to fulfill the community role effectively. 

Notes 
I. Kelling, George, M., and James Q. Wilson, "Broken 
Windows," Adanlic Monthly 249 (3) (March 1982): 
29-36. 

2. "File "'how to's'" of community action against crime 
have been translated by support organizations that v,,ork 
with neighborhood residentsISUCh as the Chicago Alli- 
ance for Neighborhood Safety, the American Alliance 
for Rights and Responsibilities (now tile Center for the 
Community Interest), the Citizen's Committee for New 
York City, the National Crime Prevention Council, and 
others--into practical guidance materials in basic skills 
and strategies. The citywide Citizens Committee pro- 
rides technical assistance, publications, small grants, 
and a Neighborhood Safety Leadership Institute. The 
Chicm, o Alliance for Neighborhood Safety also offers 
technical assistance and training. See also Kirby. Felice, 
Alex Kopelman, and Michael E. Clark, Drugs: Fighting 
Back!, New York: Citizens Committee for New York 
City, 1995; Cadwalader, Wickersham & 31fit, Attorneys 
at Law, A Civil War: A Community Legal Guide to 
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Fighting Street Drug Markets, New York: Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft, 1993: and Conner, Roger, and 
Patrick Burns, A Winnable War: A Community Guide to 
Eradicating Drug Markets, Washington, DC: American 
Alliance for Rights and Responsibilities. 1992. 

3. Skogan, Wesley G., et al., Community Policing 
in Chicago, Year Three: An htterim Report, Chicago: 

Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority, 
November 1996. See also Friedman, Warren. Building 
on the Promise: Reason for Hope~Room for Doubt, Chi- 
cago: Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood Safety, 1996, 
for a community perspective on the status of Chicago's 
version of community policing and what must happen to 
sustain and enhance community participation. 
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Americans' Views on Crime and 
Law Enforcement: A Look at 
Recent Survey Findings 
Jean Johnson, Steve Farkas, Ali Bers, Christin Connolly, and Zarela Maldonado 

Americans f,'om every walk of life, in every commu- 
nity in the country, routinely make decisions that 
strengthen or hinder the country's ability to fight 
o ime.  Citizens elect the governors, mayors, and legis- 
lators who shape crime-fighting policy. When citizens 
choose not to report crimes or press charges, when 
jurors decide to accept or discount police testitnony 
for any reason other than me,it, they p,ofotmdly affect 
the quality of law etffotcement and justice in this 
courttry. 

At the request of the Natiortal Institute of Justice, 
Public Agenda. a nonprofit, nonpartisan ,'esearch 
organization, analyzed recent public opinion data on 
c,'ime, the criminal justice system, and the role and 
effectiveness of the police. This paper summarizes our 
key observations based on an analysis of surveys fi'om 
the past 5 years.b Unless otherwise noted, tile surveys 
cited here are national random sample telephone 
surveys conducted in 1995 o, later. 

Crime atnd law enforcement atte areas where attitudes 
often vary sharply between Aflican-Ame,'icans and 
whites, and we have reported tile views of these 
groups separately where tile differences are signifi- 
cant. Unfortunately. most national surveys are not 
large enough to allow us to report with any confidence 
on the views of Hispanics or other minority groups. 

Fallin  crime rates: 
rooted fears 
Despite fidling crime rates and remarkably good news 
from some of tile Nation's large cities, crime ,'enmins 
an urgent issue for most Americans. Crilne routinely 
appears at or near the top of surveys asking Americans 
to tmme the most important issues facing the country. 
Ninety-two percent of Americans, for example, say the 
issue of crime shot, ld be a priority for Congress (The 

Gallup Organization for CNN/USA "fiMay, October 
1997). Just 24 percent of the public believe the country 
is making progress oll crime: 44 percent say tile coun- 
try is losing g,'ound (Princeton Survey Research/Pew 
Research Cente,', November 1997). 

The public's conce,'ns about crime seem to be 
somewhat independent of tile actual crime rate, a phe- 
nomenon that may discourage law enforcement pro- 
fessionals but underscores just how fligbtemng this 
issue is for most people. Pt, blic concern about jobs 
and unemployment often shows a similar patte,'n, 
remaining high even in times of comparatively low 
unelnployment. Crime and unenlployment can devas- 
tate people's lives in ways that a far-off forei,,n policy, 
crisis or long-term environmental threat cannot. 
Deeply held public fears about c r i m e ~ e v e l o p e d  
over decades--may be slow to dissipate even in the 
best of circa, instances. 

Public attitudes in New York City, which has experi- 
enced dramatic and highly publicized decreases in 
violent crime, provide a case in point. Polls in New 
York City show a ,ema,kable jump in ttle New York 
City Police l)epartment's approval rating, which 
rose from 37 percent in 1992 to 73 pe,'cent ill 1996 
(Empire P'ourtdatiorl, April 1996). Mayor Rudolph 
Giuliani, former Police Commissioner William 
Bratton, and current Commissioner Howa,'d Safir 
have earned good marks for thei," efl:orts in fighting 
crime (Quinnipiac College, April 1996 and February 
1997). Although half of New Yorkers (51 percent) say 
tile city is now safer, almost two-thirds (65 percent) 
say they worry about being a victim of crime 
(Quinnipiac College, Feb,'uary 1997). 

Many observers have suggested that pt, blic fears 
abot, t crime are driven by nledia coverage rather than 
by any real knowledge of crime ,'ates in their area. 
And 76 percent of Americans themselves say this is 
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true: They get their information about crime from the 
news media (ABC News, May 1996). 

Almost 6 in 10 Americans (57 percent) say their own 
communi ty  has less crime than the country as a whole 
(Los Angeles 77rues, January 1994); 8 in 10 say they 
feel safe in their own colnmunity (Los Angeles Times, 
October 1995). Even in New York City, where 81 per- 
cent of  residents say crime is a "big problem," only 
38 percent say crime is a "big problem" ira their own 
community  (Quinnipiac College, February 1997). 

But people 's  fears are nevertheless real, and they may 
be intensified by, the conviction of many Americans 
that the crime problem is getting worse, not better. 
Sixty-five percent of  Americans say they think there 
is more crime in the United States than a year ago 
(The Gallup Organization for CNN/USA Today, July 
1997); 62 percent say they worry % lot" about an in- 
crease in crime in their own community  (Yankelovich 
Partners for 77me/CNN. January 1995). 

Some groups in the population voice even higher 
levels of  concern. More than two-thirds of women 
(68 percent), compared with just over half of men 
(56 percent), say they worry "a lot" about an increase 
ira crime ira their community.  Seventy-six percent of  
African-Americans,  compared with 60 percent of 
whites, voice a high level of concern. Two-thirds 
(66 percent) of low-income Americans (those earning 
less than $20,000), compared with only half (51 per- 
cent) of  those with incomes above $75,000, worry a 

lot about an increase in crime (Yankelovich Partners 
for Time/CNN, January 1995). Since crime statistics 
show that blacks and low-income Americans are more 
likely to be victims of crimes, the concerns of  these 
groups have a factual base (see exhibit 1). 

Causes of crime: complex and 
multifaceted 
Americans identify a wide variety of social, economic. 
and moral conditions as the causes of crime. Fifty-six 
percent cite illegal drugs as a chief cause of crime; 
38 percent name a lack of religion and morality m 
families; and 36 percent point to economic problems 
and lack of jobs. More than a quarter (28 percent) say 
the way judges apply the law is an important cause of 
crime (CBS NewsINew York Times, June 1996). 

People back a variety of approaches they view as 
effective ways to fight c r i m e - - s o m e  designed to re- 
move dangerous criminals from their neighborhoods, 
some to prevent youngsters from falling into a life of 
crime, some to express society's outrage at those who 
disdain its laws. Public views on fighting crime do not 

fall neatly into either a liberal or conservative political 
f,'amework. Sixty-nine percent of Americans want to 
make it more difficult for individuals to own hand- 
guns or assault weapons. A virtually equal number 
(71 percent) want to make greater use of the death 
penalty (Hart and Teeter Research Companies, 
December 1996). 

Exhibit 1. Concern About Crime 
"People all have different concerns about what 's  going on in the world these days, but you can' t  worry 
about everything all the time. Will you please tell me for each of the following whether right now this 
is something that worries you personally a lot, a little, or not at a l l ? . . .  An increase in crime in your 
community." 

General  <$20K >$75K 
Public  W o m e n  Men Blacks Whites  per )'ear per year 

% % % % % % % 

A lot 62 68 56 76 60 66 51 

A little 27 23 32 17 28 22 38 

Not at all 11 10 12 7 11 I 1 I1 

Yanketovich Partners for Time/CNN, January 1995. National survey of 1,000. 
Note: "Fable percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding. 
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Tile public considers "mandatory life sentences for 
three-time felons" and "youth crime prevention pro- 
grams" equally effective as crinlefighting measures 
(/_x:s" Angeles 77rues, April 1994). Asked about the best 
overall approach to reducing crime. 30 percent of Ameri- 
cans want to emphasize punishment. 18 percent want to 
address tile causes, and 51 percent want to elnphasize 
both (Hart and Teeter Research Group, January 1995). 

Research on p,ison overcrowding and alternative sen- 
tencing by Public Agenda for the Edna McColmell Clark 
Foundation also strongly suggests that most Americans 
believe in a mixture of approaches. 2 For youngsters in 
particular, people want tile preventive approach--"stop 
them before tile}, start, if yotl can." But for nlost Ameri- 
cans. the worst possible lesson for young ofl'enders 
woukt be to not to get caught or to receive tile "slap on 
the wrist" o1' probation. Indeed. the Public Agenda stud- 
ies ti)und that tile most pol)ular sentence for young 
otfenders is boot camp. Most Americans are convinced 
that tile young person who "<,,ets away with it'" is all the 
more likely to continue a life of crime. 

Opinion research strongly suggests that, for tlle public. 
tile concept el'justice inchldes both protecting the 
rights of tile accused and redressin<,. ~ wrones~ done to 
victims and society,. The vast majority of Americans 
appears to believe that the balance between these 
two goals has tipped too far in favor of the accused. 
Eighty-six percent of Americans say the court system 
does too much to protect tile rights of people accused 
of crimes and not enough to protect tile rights of crime 
victims (ABC News. February 1994). Only 3 percent of 
Americans say the courts deal too harshly with crmli- 
nals: 85 percent say they are not harsh enough (Na- 
tional Opinion Research Center [NORCI, May 1994). 

The police: on the front lines 
Putting more pc~lice on tile streets as ;.ill effecli;,e 
way to fight crime is broaclly supt)o,'ted. Nine in tell 
Anlericans (90 percent) say thai increasing tile nunl- 
ber o1' police is a very (46 llercent) or somewhat 
(44 percent) efl'eciive way to reduce crime (ABC 
News. November 1994). And. given the general skep- 
ticism people feel about many institutions and most of 
government. Ame,'icans voice substantial confidence 
in hlw enforcement. Sixty percent of Americans say 
they have a "great deal" o, "quite a lot" of confidence 
ill the police; another 29 percent say they have 
"some" confidence in the police: only 12 percent 

express very little or no confidence (The Gallup 
Organization for CNN/USA Today, May 1996). 

In a 1996 Gallup survey, only one major American 
institution rated higher than the police: 66 percent of 
the public have a great deal or quite a lot of confi- 
dence in the military. The police score about as well 
as "organized religion" (56 percent), and many 
o " S j oups - -busu~e ,  s corporations, Congress, the news 
med ia - -do  much worse. The police also score signifi- 
cantly higher than "tile criminal justice system" as a 

> 

Exhibit 2. Public Confidence in Selected 
Institutions 

"l  all] going tO read you a list of institutions ill 
American society. Would you tell me how muck 
respect and confidence yotl. yourself, have in each 
o n e - - a  great deal, quite a lot, some, or very little?" 

Percentage of general 
public saying "a great 

Institution deal" or "quite a lot" 
of confidence 

Military 66 

Pol ice 60 

Organized religion 56 

Supreme Court 45 

Banks 44 

Medical system 42 

Presidency 39 

PuMic schools 38 

Television news 36 

Newspapers 32 

Organized hlbor 25 

13ig business 24 

Congress 20 

Crilninal justice system 19 

The Gallup Organizalion. 1996. National survey of 1,019. 
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whole; only one in five Americans (19 percent) voices 
strong confidence in it (The Gallup Organization, 
1996). (See exhibit 2.) 

But confidence in law enforcement is one area where 
African-Americans and white Americans differ dra- 
matically. While 66 percent of whites say they have a 
great deal or quite a lot of confidence m the police, 
only 32 percent of African-Americans feel the same 
way. Perhaps even more important, while only a hand- 
ful of  whites (8 percent) say they have very little or no 
confidence in the police, 25 percent of blacks make 
this statement (The Gallup Organization, May 1996). 
(See exhibit 3.) 

Incidents that shape 
perceptions 
Much of the recent opinion research on police bias 
and brutality has focused on two widely publicized 
incidents in the past 5 years: the trial of four Los 
Angeles police officers in the beating of Rodney King 
and the role of retired Los Angeles detective Mark 
Fuhrman in the murder trial of O.J. Simpson. 

Public attitudes about these two incidents suggest the 
basis for some of the public's thinking about what 
constitutes appropriate police behavior and the degree 
to which people believe most officers act profession- 
ally most of the time. Surveys conducted during 
periods of extensive press coverage and heightened 
public debate can, of course, show levels of concern 
or anger that recede in quieter times. Mark Fuhrnaan, 
for example, has written a bestselling book and made 
numerous media appearances in the wake of the civil 
judgment against O.J. Simpson. Public attitudes about 
him personally l-nay shift somewhat with time. But 
the initial public reactions to these two incidents as 
people understood them at the time are revealing. 

Surveys of public reaction to the Rodney King beat- 
ing--undoubtedly shaped by repeated broadcast of a 
videotape of the incident--show that the overwhehn- 
ing majority of Americans did not like what they saw. 
Just 6 percent of Americans surveyed after the offic- 
ers' initial acquittal said they thought the verdict was 
"right" (CBS News~New York Times, May 1992). Only 
9 percent said they "sympathize[d]" more with police 
than the beating victim (Yankelovich Clancy 
Schulman for 77me/CNN, April 1992.) 

Exhibit 3. Confidence in the Police 

Now I am going to read you a list of institutions in 
American society. Please tell me how much confidence 
you, yourself, have in each one . . . .  The police? t 

A great deal/quite a lot 
Some 
Very little/none 
Don't  know (volunteered) 

How much confidence do you have in the ability of 
the police to protect you from violent crime? 2 

A great deal/quite a lot 
Not very much/none at all 
Don't  know (volunteered) 

G e n e r a l  
Publ i c  B l a c k s  W h i t e s  

% % % 

60 
29 
12 

<.5 

50 
48 

I 

32 
43 
25 

0 

37 
61 

2 

66 
25 

8 
<.5 

53 
46 

1 

~The Gallup Organization for CNN/USA To&t3'. May 1996. National survey of 1.019. 
2 "Fhe Gallup Organization for CNN/USA Today. September 1995. National survey of 1,01 I. 
Note: Table percentages may not add tip to 100 due to rounding. 
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Reactions to the tape-recorded comments of Mark 
Fuhrman played during the Simpson criminal trial 
show a similar public recoil against an officer who did 
not seem to fit commonly held standards for appropri- 
ate police behavior. At the time, 87 percent of Ameri- 
cans, with blacks and whites agreeing in roughly 
equal numbers, said they had an "urifavorable impres- 
sion" of Fuhrman (The Gallup Organization, October 
1995), although Americans were split largely along 
racial lines about whether he actually planted evidence 
in the Simpson case (CBS News. September 1995). 3 

Regardless of their differing pe,'ceptions about what 
Fuhrman actually did or did not do, there is one area 
where bhicks arid whites agree overwhelnlingly: 
Only 9 percent of either group said thai watching the 

Simpson trial gave them more confidence that "police 
officers perform their duties in a professional and 
ethical manner" (The Gallup Organization for CNN/ 
USA Today, October 1995). 

The exception or the rule? 
For many white Americans, these kinds of incidents 
are mainly viewed as regrettable exceptions to the role. 
Only 15 percent of white Americans think that "the kind 
of improper behavior by police described on the 
Fuhrman tapes (racism and falsification of evidence)" is 
common among their local police (Princeton Survey Re- 
search Associates, August 1995). But black Americans 
see things very differently. More than half of African- 
Ame,icans (53 percent) think that the racism and falsifi- 

Exhibit 4. Opinions About Police Behavior 

From what you know, is the kind of improper behavior by police 
described on the Fuhrman tapes (racism and falsification of 
evidence) conamon amon,, members of your police force, or not'7 ~ 

Yes, conln]on 
No. not common 
Dori'l know (vohmteered) 

For each of Ihe following, please indicate how serious a threat 
it is today to Americans' rights and freedoms . . . .  Police 
overreaction to crime? 2 

Very serious threat 
Moderale threat 
Not much of a threat 
Don't know (w)lunteered) 

Do you think blacks and other mmorities receive equal lreatmenl 
as whites in the criminal justice system? ~ 

Yes. receive equal treatment 
No, do nol receive equal treatment 
No opinion 

General 
Public Blacks Whites 

% % % 

20 
64 
16 

27 
40 
32 

2 

53 
32 
16 

43 
27 
28 

36 12 
55 81 

9 7 

15 
70 
15 

24 
42 
32 

2 

41 
49 
I0 

Newsweekll)rinceion SUl'Vey Research Associates, August 1995. National survey of 758. 
-' The Gallup Organization for America 's  Talking, June 1994. Nalional survey o[" 1,0[ 3. 
-~ ABC News, May 1996. Nalionill survey of I,I 16. 
Note: Table percentages may not add up to 101-) duo to rounding. 
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cation of evidence described on the Fuhrman tapes is 
common among the local police (Princeton Survey 
Research Associates, August 1995). Almost twice as 

many blacks as whites (43 percent compared with 24 
percent) consider "police overreaction to crime" a very 
serious threat (The Gallup Organization for America's 
~lhlking, June 1994). (See exhibit 4.) 

Moreover, concern among Afi'ican-Americans about 
their chances of being treated fairly extends beyond 
law enForcement: While 41 percent of whites say that 
racial and other minorities receive equal treatment 
in the criminal justice system, only 12 percent of 
Afi-ican-Americans say they are confident that this 
occurs (ABC News, May 1996). 

Common standards, 
different experiences 
Interestingly, there is substantial agreement among 
black and white Americans about what constitutes 
appropriate police behavior. Nine in ten Americans 
(90 percent)--with no significant differences between 
blacks and whites--disapprove of an officer striking 
a citizen who is being vulgar and obscene. A roughly 
equal number (92 percent) disapprove of an office, 
striking a murder suspect during questioning--again 
with no significant differences between blacks and 
whites. Ninety-three percent say a police officer 
should be allowed to strike a citizen who is attacking 
the officer with his Fists, with blacks and whites again 
in agreement (NORC, 1994). 

But judgments differ widely about what actually hap- 
pens in most communities regarding police behavior. 
Middle-class whites generally have only positive 
interactions with the police, and most experience a 
s e n s e  of relieF at seeing police officers out and about. 
In contrast, a study by the Joint Center" for Political 
and Economic Studies (April 1996)reports that 
43 percent of blacks consider "police brutality and 
harassment of Aflican-Americans a serious problem" 
in their own community. 

The level of distrust obviously affects the degree of 
support law enforcement can expect now and in the 
future. While 72 percent of whites think the police 
generally are Fair in collecting evidence, only 47 per- 
cent of blacks believe this (Yankelovich Partners, 
June 1995). Even prior to the Rodney King incident, 
Afi'ican-Americans were more likely than whi tes- -  

82 percent compared with 65 percent- - to  think that 
charges of police brutality are likely to be justified 
(CBS News/New York Times, April 1991 ). 

Although blacks and whites agree on how police of- 
ficers should behave when the situation is relatively 
clear-cut, there are important differences when the 
situation is more problematic. Seventy-eight percent 
of whites, compared with only 57 percent of blacks, 
would approve oF an office, striking a suspect at- 
tempting to escape custody (NORC, 1994). Given a 
Rorschach survey question capturing the most imme- 
diate First thou,,hts~_ . of the respondents, the racial 
differences are marked: More than three-quarters of 
whites (76 percent) say they can "imagine" a situation 
in which they would approve of a policeman striking 
an adult male citizen, but less than half of blacks 
(45 percent) give the police this kind of benefit of Ille 
doubt (NORC, May 1994). (See exhibit 5.) 

The fault line 
There are some issues, st, ch as affi,mative action. 
where policymakers cannot easily accommodate the 
anxieties both blacks and whites bring to the issue--  
Fears among blacks that they will be the subject of 
discrimination if affi,mative action is curtailed: t'ears 
among whites that they will be the subject of reverse 
discriminatiorl if affirmative action stands. 

But concerns about police bias and brutality a,'e dif- 
ferent. Although blacks and whites disagree about 
how widesp,'ead these problems are. neither group 
finds such behavior acceptable. Both blacks and 
whites disapproved of the Rodney King beating, at 
least as they saw it. Both groups were repulsed by the 
attitudes and behavior depicted o,1 the Fuhrman tapes. 

Indeed, those concerned that police officers behave--  
and are perceived as behaving--in a p,'ofessional 
manner should not be overly consoled by the judg- 
ments of whites either. Americans oF both races seem 
dubious that police departments will act ForceFully to 
address problems of racism, dishonesty, or brutality to 
the extent that they exist in police ranks. Only 14 per'- 

cent  of white Americans and 15 percent of black 
Americans think it is "'very likely" that the contro- 
versy surrotmding detective Fulwman will lead to 
"significant improvement in the way police in this 
country treat blacks" (The Gallup Organization For 
CNNIUSA Today, October 1995). 
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In a decade when many Americans seem to think that 
"government" can do no right, law enforcement is 
viewed as an essential public service, and the police 
enjoy a robust vote of confidence from most of the 
public. But support for law enforcement has a fault 
line. Far too many black Americans are disaffected 
and suspicious. They are not confident that the police 

will be fair. They are not  confident that the police will 
be professional. They are not confident that the police 
will "protect and serve." And while the personal 
encounters most whites have with police officers may 
be positive, white Americans have witnessed some 
graphic, highly publicized examples of police behav- 
ior that, in their view, are entirely unacceptable. They 

Exhibit 5. Approval/Disapproval of Police Behavior 

Would you approve of a policeman striking a citizen who had 
said vulgar and obscene things to the policeman? 

Ve s 

No 
Not sure (vohmteered) 

Would you approve of a policeman slriking a citizen who was 

G e n e r a l  

P u b l i c  
% 

9 
90 

I 

B l a c k s  
% 

5 
94 

I 

W h i t e s  
% 

9 
90 

I 

being questioned as a suspect in a murder case? 

Yes 
No 
Not sure (volunteered) 

7 
92 

2 

6 
93 

1 

7 
92 

2 

Would you approve of a policeman striking a citizen who was 
attempting to escape from custody? 

Ve s 
No 
Not sure (volunteered) 

Would you approve of a policeman striking a citizen who was 

attacking lhe policeman wilh his Iisls'7 

Yes 
No 
Not sure (volunteered) 

Are there any situations 
approve of a policeman 

you can ilnagine in which you would 
slr iking an adult nlale citizen? 

Yes 
No 
Not sure (vohinleercd) 

75 
21 

4 

93 
6 
1 

71 
26 

3 

57 
36 

7 

9O 
9 
I 

45 
48 

7 

78 
18 
4 

94 
5 
1 

76 
22 

3 

National Opinion Research Center. General Social Survey. 199:1. National survey of 2.9!)2. 
Note:  Table percentages illaV i loi  add tip IO I0 ) duo to rounding.  
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may regard these incidents as exceptions, but not ones 
to be glossed over as "the cost of doing business." 

Over the past 5 years, Public Agenda has looked 
closely at public attitudes about teachers, another 
group of government  workers whom the public likes. 
Teachers, like police officers, are seen as performing 
an essential public service and are generally regarded 
with respect. But Public Agenda research also shows 
a rising frustration with teachers - -and  their un ions - -  
for seeming to tolerate and protect the few incompe- 
tents among them. Focus groups erupt in ange,  when 
discussion turns to teache," tenure. The stories pour 
out about the one bad teacher the school cannot seem 
to get rid of. Anger against the few infects attitudes 
about teachers overall. 

Law enforcement may now be in a similar position. 
Police departments that are seen as tolerating racist, 
brutal, or corrupt o f f i ce r s - -o r  police unions that are 
perceived as protecting them- -cou ld  slowly and 
incrementally jeopardize the strong support for law 
enforcement overall. It is fair to ask how long police 
departments can tolerate widespread lack of confi- 
dence among the black c o m m u n i t y - - a n  outlook that 
must daily undermine police effectiveness in fighting 
crime. Public confidence in law enforcement is, tot" 
the country and for law enforcement itself, a priceless 

asset, but it is not indestructible nor a cause for 
complacency. 

Notes 

I. In preparing this paper, we have relied extensively on 
data from the Roper Center Public Opinion Location 
Library (POLL), a resource housing survey data from 
many of the Nation's most respected opinion research 
f imls--ABC News, The Gallup Organization, Louis 
Harris and Associates, National Opinion Research 
Center (NORC), Princeton Survey Research Associates, 
and others. POLL is operated by the Roper Center at the 
University of Connecticut and can be accessed through 
NEXIS. The service can provide full-question wording, 
complete responses, and, in most cases, demographic 
breakdowns for the surveys cited here, along with other 
findings about crime and criminal justice that could not 
be discussed in this brief overview. 

2. Public Agenda has conducted three studies on public 
attitudes about incarceration and alternative sentencing 
in Pennsylvania (1993), Delaware (1991), and Alabama 
(1989). The research was sponsored by the Edna 
McConnell Clark Foundation. 

3. The poll found that 78 percent of African-Americans 
think it is likely that Fuhrman planted the glove as evi- 
dence. In contrast, only 33 percent of whites think it is 
likely he planted the glove. 

I,+01 



To Whom Do We Answer? 
Iohnnie Johnson, Robert Berry, luanita Eaton, Robert Ford, and Dennis E. Nowicki 

The costs o f  crime have reached such 
a level that the police community must 
take a cold, hard look at itself The 
criminal justice system is failing the 
public. People want to be safe from 
crime, and it is up to the police to be 
the catalyst in making that desire a 
realio,. (Wadmari and Olson, 1990, 
p. 40) 

One of the qt, estions confronting modern c,iminal 
justice theory is that of responsibility. Upon whom 
does the burden of "'crime" in the United States lie? 
In addressing this matter, one must look not only at 
enforcing laws but also at the broader, more encom- 
passing concepts of "'service" and "'accountability." 
To whom does law enforcement actually ariswe,, arid 
to whom are we responsible? The first, most logical 
response is that our primary responsibility is to the 
public we serve. Tiffs is a simple answer to a complex 
question. We will attempt to explore our cultures and 
the communities to whom we answer. 

Modern, innovative law enforcement is rapidly 
coming to the realization that the era of adding more 
police, answering more calls in less time, and buying 
new gadgetry is coming to an end. Many agencies 
recognize that the police car, the radio, the air condi- 
tioner, and the decreased response times have actually 
removed and isolated tim police from the public they 
a r e  SWOll l  t o  protect. 

Modern police deparm~ents a,'e 24-hour emergency 
operations that are available to any citizen. Technol- 
ogy, iri particular 911 and enhanced 911 (which aulo- 
matically identifies the call location), has not  been a 
total solution to our problems. Although certainly a 
boon, it has also created new problems. Skolnick and 
Bayley (1986) note that many departments regard the 
emergency response system they created as a monster 
that consumes the operational guts of the department. 
Citizens are so accustomed to dialing the emergency 
number that police spend a la,'ge portion of their time 
speeding ['roill one call to anolher without solving the 
underlying prol)lem or benefiting anyolle. 

This pressure to react quickly is more often than not a 
response to outdated command staff strategies or pri- 
orities rather than to the public as a whole. Lack of 
knowledge of what the public actually wants is what 
has gotten us into our present situation. 

The police community has slowly come to realize that 
the old tactics of preventive patrol and reactive inves- 
tigation are incapable of preventing or solving most 
crimes. New innovations may have helped police 
mana,,e their time better, but they have not helped to 
reduce crime significantly. The major point is that 
crime simply can no longer be the police's sole con- 
cern. Nationwide pressures have forced police to con- 
sider a broader range of p,oblems and solutions. Eck 
and Spelman (1987) note tMt police can no longer 
regard themselves as part of the criminal justice 
system; they must become part of the larger humari 
services system. Likewise, police administrato,'s rec- 
ognize that the old "classical" model described by 
Fesler and Kettl (1991) is obsolete. Police can no 
longer reach their objectives through rigid, hierarchi- 
cal management styles. In police work, this style not 
only fosters standardization and specialization, it also 
decreases the motivation, innovation, and creativity 
needed to implement new sohitions to okt problems. 
Many departments are experimenting with newer 
alte,'natives and seeking hel l) fi'om the private sector 
and the public as a whole. 

Legitimacy 
Let every person render obedience to 
the governing authorities; for there is 
no authorio, except fpwm God, those in 
attthority are divinely constituted, so 
that the rebel against the authority is 
resisting God's appointment. (Rornans 
13:1) 

Fesler and Kettl (1991) w,'ite that a government hav- 
ing legitimacy has authority and that we as citizens 
owe our obedience " ' . . .  only insofar as the demands 
. . .  comply with !.he relevant constitutional, judicial. 
and executive limitations and insu'uctions" (p. 42). 
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Therein lies one of the major controversies of modern 
policing. Justifying what police have to do has always 
been difficult in democratic societies. This is espe- 
cially true in the United States where ambivalence 
about government authority is a constant force. The 
police and others who implement the will of the gov- 
e r n e d - a n d  tire given tile power to intervene in private 
lives and the authority to use fo,ce to gain compli- 
a n c e - a r e  always tinder close scrutiny in this country. 

Pivotal to the character of American policing is its 
source of authority or legitimacy (International City 
Management Association [ICMA ], 1991 ). Prior to the 
1930s, U.S. police mandates came directly from local 
politicians. Reform movements pushed police away 
flom political priorities and domination into a role of 
being primarily enforcers of the law. By characteriz- 
ing crhninal hlw as the fundamental source of  police 
authority, refo,'mers eliminated many social and regu- 
latory functions from hiw enforcement duties. During 
this time, the perception of rising crime was prevalent. 
The notoriety surroundirlg such crime figures as John 
Dillinger. Pretty Boy Floyd, and Clyde Barker pushed 
the public to demand police protection. The police 
readily accepted and enhanced the portrayal of them- 
selves as America's last bastion of defense against 
crime and held that picture for over half a century 
(1CMA, 1991). 

This sense of mission is also described by Mastrofski 
(1988) as a recognizable source of authority and le- 
gitimacy. He portrays police acceptance of a crime 
fighting mandate as comparable to other occupations 
that seek resources and status by claiming profes- 
sional domain or the capacity and responsibility for 
certain outcomes-- in  this case, lowe, crime rates. 

Regardless of the source, police power, autonomy, 
and isolation have predominated for many years. To 
succeed, that role must change. As early as 1829, Sir 
Robert Peel emphasized that police should work in 
cooperation with the people and police officers should 
protect the rights, serve the needs, and ea,'n the trust 
of the population they police (Critchley, 1967). 

Both police and researchers are coming to realize that 
for decades law enforcement agencies have taken on 
more responsibilities than they could ever handle. 
Sociologist Amitai Etzioni uses the term "'commun- 
itarianism'" to describe the general concept of  commu- 
nity involvement in problem solving. He states that 
we have gone too far in extending rights to our citi- 

zens and not far enouoh in askin,, them to fulfill re- 
sponsibilities to tile government as a whole. It is the 
duty of all of us to pay our civic rent with our time, 
skills, and money, not just "'lip service." This brings 
us back to the question: "To whom do we answe,'?" 
Do citizens feel they are valued customers when they 
visit us or call on us for service, or are they treated as 
distractions who keep us fi'om doing what we perhaps 
perceive as our "'real'" job? If this is true, then we have 
probably excluded them from our processes for some 
time, and we will have trouble identifying our 
"°clients" and defining our goals and mission. 

Herman Goldstein has noted that bureaucracies risk 
becoming so preoccupied with running their organiza- 
tions that they lose sight of the primary purpose for 
which they were created. Tile police seem unusually 
susceptible to this. Organizations usually seek to 
minimize the infh, ence of the external environment 
on internal ope,'ations. The external environment 
poses uncertainty for the organization and can affect 
gove,'nment agencies dramatically. One major concern 
has been departmental ideologies. Changes in public 
beliefs th,'eaten potential changes in government 
agencies. Thou,,h till aoencies resist chan,,e it is 
hard to think of one more resistant than the police. 
Typically, we have always been paramilita,-y rigid 
bureaucracies fiercely defensive of the status quo. 

Skolnick and Bayley (1986) note that it was not 
easy to transform "Blue Knights" into commtulity 
organizers. Police belong to a subcuhure marked by 
an "us-them" mentality that mistrusts working with 
outsiders. The authors reference the television pro- 
gram "Hill Street Blues," which depicted veteran 
Sergeant Yablonski saying, "'Let's do it to them before 
they do it to us." This dichotomy of trust only lends 
itself to ,'einforce tile split between two of the bases 
of organization desc,ibed by Fesler and Keltl ( 1991 ), 
namely, purpose versus clientele. For years, police 
agencies have isolated themselves by claiming the 
right and professionalism to handle "'operational 
matters" about which the public knows little. Despite 
the omnipresence of cops on the street, the American 
public seems to get most of its information about po- 
lice flom television shows that grossly distort reality 
and give rise to impossible expectations about what 
police can and cannot do (Bouza, 1990). Police tend 
to play tip these beliefs and reinfo,'ce the public's 
ignorance by shrouding operations in secrecy. 
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The public often does not understand, and perhaps 
does not want to understand, the way police and their 
organizations operate. Police generally encounter 
people fit their worst, not their best. They are called to 

family fights, not family picnics. They see mostly the 
dark side of human nature. Someone has to deal with 
the blood, the hurt children, and the human anguish 
that no o n e  wants to face, and it is usually the police. 

On the other hand, the public is often as guilty of 
causing rifts by maintaining the attitude that police 
work is dirty, tainted, or disgusting, forcing the police 
to isolate themselves. This exacerbates the chish be- 
tween purpose and clientele. The police are there to 
"'protect and serve." Unfortunately, police olTicers 
often see their purpose mainly :is "'to protect," and 
tile public or clientele sees tile purpose solely as "'to 
se,ve.'" This isolation on both sides makes joint efforts 
diff icult ,  and, in the meantime, the criminal element 
o f  society takes adv:.lniage of both sides. 

One of the first steps is toward what Skolnick and 
l?,ayley call "'police-community reciprocity" (1988. 
p. 211 ). The "us-them'" attitude illtiSt eive way to an 
"'fill of us'" perspective. The community and the police 
have to be partne,s in crime prevention. All nlust 
share. The first i-hove is to involve the public irl the 
police mission. 

Mission, values, policy, and 
culture 
The function of tile police mission as defined by 
Couper and Lohitz (1991) is to foctis oi1 the dep,:.ii't- 
ment's purpose, call attention to what is important to 
the del)artnlent, and define its vahies. The culture of 
a police departmenl reflects what that deparlnmni 
believes in as ;.ill organization. Tllose beliefs are i'e- 
fleeted in the policies of the depai'tment and tile way 
it conducts daily business. 

All del)artments have a culture. The question is: Was 
it cfuefully developed o," just allowed to hal)pen? As 
an example, if a department views tile use of force as 
a tyl)ical occurrence and tile normal way to handle 
situations, its response to an excessive force complaint 
will be radically different f,'om a department that 
views routine use of force as atypical. Its officers 
come to view the use of force as an acceptable way to 
resolve most conflicts. Ralph Waldo En'ierson once 
said, "'/Nil institution is tile lengthened shadow of one 

man." The tone set by the leadership must be reflected 
by the organization, and the organization must project 
that tone to the public, who must respond in return. 

In light of this, a department must establish a value 
system and state its policy. It must list goals, guide- 
lines for performance, and standards for evaluation. 
Most important, and sometimes most difficuh, is to 
involve the community in the policymaking process. 

Durlham and Alpert observe: "'Power sharing is riot a 
central feature o f . . .  police agency p,'ogramming" 
(1989, p. 353). A department must be accessible to 
the public, and that accessibility depends on whether 
there is a plan to enhance citizen involvement in 
police activity. Where tile policymaking and decision- 
making relationship is one-sided, there is little hope 
for Iong-terrn involvement. If the public has little 
voice in how its problems are prioritized and ad- 
dressed, there will be little desire for ftlttii'e participa- 
tion. Likewise. if a department does not articulate its 
vah,es to tile community, tile community cannot begin 
Io understand how to hell). 

Sparrow, Moore, and Kennedy (1990) state, "'Manag- 
ing throu-I~e, values, and tile values police exect, tives 
choose to manage by, will play a crucial role" 
(p. 195). Ideologically and functionally, the police 
tntditionally have resisted connnunity pa,'ticipation in 
policy and goal formation. Unfortunately, police de- 
partments also have resisted the police officer's role 
in policymaking. Lirie officers often feel alienated 
f,om the very organizations that employ them. Police 
officers themselves have been disenfranchised and 
flustrated by complex, imt)crsonal, and degrading 
organizational policies and practices (I)unhanl and 
Alpert, 1989). In general, rigid, bureaucratic police 
agencies often exclude not only tile public they serve 
but also the officers who serve that public. 

In the hite 1970s, in tile face of this truth, the police 
realized they needed help. As crinle rates tripled be- 
tween 1960 and the late 1980s (Bouza, 1990), both 
tile police and the public began to see tile flaws of 
the system, arid changes began to be iml)lemerlted. 

To whom do we answer? 
In an informal survey of several chiefs of police, 
we asked, "'To whom do yOU allSWel?" We received 
responses such as, "'tile lll:.lyor, .... the elected officials 
who al)pointed me," "'tile community[" "God," and 
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"myself." All of these are elements of the communi- 
ties we serve. Their strengths lind demands for atten- 
tion may wax and wane, but they are always present 
and are potential clients. 

How iridividual officers and ttleir departmerits are as- 
sessed is one of the specific isstles that leads to many 
misconceptions on the part of the police and members 
of the community. The c,'iteria tised to evahiate a de- 
partment must be consistent with the police mission 
and cultu,e of the department. Morgan (1986) refers 
to culture as "'the patterns of development reflected 
in a society's system of knowledge, ideology, wllues, 
hiws, and day-to-day ritual" (p. 112). As previously 
noted, the culture of a department reflects what the 
department believes as an organization. The beliefs 
are reflected in the department's recruitment, selec- 
tion, training, and, ultimately, the actions of its offi- 
cers as they interact with the public. The values of 
the department should reflect its own community lind 
should be based on concepts such as service, commit- 
merit, professionalism, integ,'ity, and community in- 
volvement. The police should demonstrate leadership 
that is sensitive to community needs. Accountability 
to other institutions conforms to the American notion 
of a system of checks and balances. Our communities 
will not, and should not, tolerate isolation and lack of 
accountability. 

Reviewing the Law Enforcement Code of Eth ics- -  
adopted by the Executive Committee of the Interna- 
tional Association of Chiefs of Police in 1989 to 
replace the 1957 Code of E t b i c s i w e  are fi'eshly 
reminded of the simplicity of the guidelines we must 
follow. The Code offers direction on the primary re- 
sponsibilities, performance of duties, disc,'etion, use 
of force, confidentiality, integrity, coope,ation with 
other officers and agencies, personal/professional ca- 
pabilities, and private life of a police officer. Policing 
is not an exact science, and dealing with people is 
not always easy. We are not perfect as police officers, 
administrators, or people, but our chosen caree," 
means we are held to a higher standard. We are all 
bound by this Code, which clearly defines our 
obligations. 

Except in the smallest, most homogeneous police 
jurisdictions, various neighborhoods have different 
needs and require different responses from their po- 
lice departments. T,'adition, as well as need, affects 
these expectations and demands. Police departments 

are civil service agencies and are responsible for 
providing a service and answering to the public. 

Whether a police agency defines its operational style 
as traditional, community-oriented, or some mixture 
of the two, it must recognize the various communities 
it encompasses. Using this broad definition, everyone 
is a member of at least one community. Past practices 
have c,'eated a breach between the police and certain 
comnmnities as we have minimized external influ- 
ences on policymaking and how services are rendered. 
We are not tin invading army, owing allegiance only 
to a distant force that commissions us. We are civil 
se,'vants, and, although many of us work in positions 
that are protected from ternlination without cause, 
common sense and fairness dictate that we work to 
serve the public. We may define the public as com- 
posed of the communities thai make tip our jurisdic- 
tions. Mayhall, Barker, and Hunter define community 
as "a group of people sharing common boundaries, 
such as common goals, needs, interests, and/o," 
geographical locations" ( 1995, p. 14). They divide the 
population into th,ee communities: internal, external, 
and overlapping. We are responsible to each 
commtmity. 

Internal communities 
As policing has become more professional with a 
code of ethics, required training, professional associa- 
tions, and stringent Commission on Accreditation fo, 
Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) standards, 
police missions, training, and day-to-day activities 
have to some degree become standardized throughout 
the United States. Acceptable police behavior in the 
Southeast is approp,'iate in the Northwest, and inap- 
propriate behavior in New York City is not acceptable 
in Los Angeles. National news has kept us abreast of 
police misconduct and scandal across the country, 
and we all recognize these behavio,'s as offensive, 
unethical, and even criminal. 

The age of technology has brought us, as professional 
police officers, many welcome tools and advances. 
But it has also brought police indiscretions and crimi- 
nal actions from across tile Nation into tile living 
rooms and hmchrooms of our communities. All 
officers are looked tit with a jaundiced eye when a 
scandal-thirsty media paints us till with the same 
brush. We are all part of the police comnmMty lind 
affected by the communities'  perceptions. The stereo- 
types given us by the national media, mchlding 
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television and movies, are not so negative that we 
cannot overconle them. We need tile support of till of 
our employees. 

Support personnel. Most calls for service begin with 
a phone call to the communications center. Regardless 
of  the size of  tile operation, tile person who answers 
the telephone sets tile tone for the entire police inter- 
action. A professional, helpful, concerned calhaker 
may never be recognized or praised, but tin unprofes- 
sional, disinterested one will soon conle to the 
administration's attention. All support personnel must 
be trained and nlotivated to do their jobs with pride. 
As members of ou, internal community,  their i m p e l  
t a n c e  c a n n o t  be  o v e r s t r e s s e d ,  r ind conlf l lUll iC; . l t ion 

between thenl and the adnlinistration must be two 
way. We answer to the support personnel. 

Sworn personnel. We nlusI encourage oitr officers 
to use each citizen contact as an opportunity to denl- 
onstrate professionalisnl and commitment to service. 
Police officers are not called to celebrate joyous occa- 
sions but to handle lragedy, disasler, crinle, rind. nlOSl 
often, petty a,lnoyances. The officers are affected by 
the st,'essful nature of  tile job, and we owe them tile 
benefit of our experiences. They are our hands, eyes, 
and ears, and we cannot accomplish our missions 
veithout their willing assistance. Our enlployees are 
our internal communities and are vital to tile success 
of our organizations. All nlembe,'s of our internal 
conlmunity are what Lipsky (1980) calls "'street-level 
bureaucrats" as they make decisions and render jus- 
tice based on their interpretation of departmental 
policy. Lee P. 13town. during his tenure zts the chief 
of the l-louston Police Department from 1982 to 1990, 
gave his officers tile chatge of soh, ing problems ell 
their beats. He encouraged their interactiotl with local 
individttals and groups to get to the ditect ctiuses of 
crime. He said, "'Police can be nlost effective if they 
help conlnlunities to help themselves." We nlust t, se 
selection and training to nlake our officers "'tile fin- 
est," then we nlust charge thenl with the duty of nlarl- 
aging their at'eas of responsibility, if they are treated 
with respect and trust, they will respond in kind. We 
answer to the police officers. 

"lb better serve otlr internal conlnnnlii ies, we nltlSl 
realize the fabric of  society is changing, and so a,'e 
tile persotls who seek enlploynlent as police officer's. 
Historically, work was viewed as F)et'forrning one of 
four roles. I::irst. work was considered to have intrinsic 

value, and people worked because they enjoyed it. 
Second, it had mo,'al, spiritual, or ethical value, and 
people received purpose, challenge, and responsibility 
fl'om hard work, thrift, and frugality. Third, work was 
a necessary evil to be performed to get enough money 
to have pleasure while not depriving the worker of  too 
intich leisure. Finally, althottgtl work was a source of 
material existence, Eli Ginzberg, in Contempora O, 
Readings iJt Organizational Behavior (Luthans, 
1972), states "'it also satisfied man 's  spiritual, social, 
and psychological needs, for research has shown that 
work reguhites the life of individuals and binds them 
to reality" (p. 148). Although people find their pro- 
ductive role important in relating themselves to the 
social system tnld nlaintaining their sense of well- 
being in the econonlic o,'der, many workers today 
seenl to have difficulty in perceiving their jobs as 
being important except as they imp,'ove their standard 
of living. 

Among other factors, this growing sense of low statt, s 
and tile inability to achieve a t)osition of prestige in 
one's job nlinimizes enlployee individuality and cre- 
ativity, restllting in boredom, hick of interest, a sense 
of inferiority a,ld unrest, and a search for other means 
of obtaining status, especially in the personal struggle 
for professional identification. Loss of  enlployment 
and subsequent enabarrassment sinlply do not carry 
the same social risks fo," younger people as they do 
for older employees who woukl suffer greater loss. 
Some younger people fail to exhibit loyalty to their 
enlployer or express pride in worknlanship. They 
seem to view shirking their duties as nlerely "'ripping 
off tile establishment" and feel no responsibility to 
peifornl. IZnlployers can expand their relationships 
with enaployees to inchtde concern and involvenlent 
with thenl as individuals who have needs, potential. 
and responsibilities that extend beyond tile wot'kplace. 
Stress, burnout, anxiety, depression, and other nlah.i- 
dies are emerging, reflecting the new realities and 
conditions of work. 

As "Ibfoya (1990) noted, the Metropolhan Police Act 
of  1829 marked tile beginning of tile "'first wave" of 
law enforcenlent refornl. Sir Robert Peel structt, red 
tile London police on a nlilitary nlodel but enlpha- 
sized tile "'mutual reliance" between officers and 
citizens. In tile 1930s. Augt, st Volhner (chief of the 
Be,'keley, California, Police Departnlent) and O.W. 

S ' Wil.'on s (chief of tile Chicago Police Department) 
efforts I)rot,ght oil tile "'second wave" th,'ough "" 
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professionalization." Although tile need for this re- 
form was clear, it heralded the period of police isola- 
tion as they traveled rapidly in radio cars and wanted 
"just the facts, ma'am," because these "'professional" 
officers had all tile mode,-n technology and did not 
need the citizens. We stood alone and answered to 
ourselves. The civil and social unrest of the 1960s and 
1970s provided the impetus for the "'third wave" of 
reform. Police researchers and practitioners such as 
Patrick V. Murphy began to question tile value of the 
bureaucratic and military models of professional 
policing. 

Top-heavy organizational structures are no Ionge, 
tolerated in private industry. Stepping forward, we 
must leave the inflexible organizational structures 
and adopt more flattened, progressive structures that 
push authority and decisionmaking to lower levels. 
We must recognize this as a positive change and begin 
developing managerial partnerships with supervisory 
and line officers. Th ,ou-h  empowerment and job en- 
,ichment, we must share the decisionmaking with our 
personnel, thereby improving our relationships with 
our internal communities and our services to our 
external communities. 

External communities 

There is it long list of external communities with 
which we interact. These groups include people who 
share strong bonds and histories and others whose 
associations are accidental. These may be public, pri- 
vate, or civic organizations. All of these communities 
have individual needs and demands, but we must 
consider tile greater good when allocating resources. 
We have all heard demands for greater enfo,'cement 
that have been contradicted by complaints when tile 
increased enforcement struck the "'good" citizens who 
had complained in tile first place. As individuals, we 
have different personalities, and our departments of- 
ten reflect this diversity. Our employees are aware of 
our treatment of them and "'ordinary" citizens and 
often use this as a guide for their behaviors. 

Our approach is no longer just crime reduction driven 
but citizen driven. When continuous, this approach 
creates the need for sound information about the com- 
munity. The only place to obtain reliable information 
about tile key shifts in the needs and expectations of 
the community is from tile citizens and patrol officers 
who work most directly with them. PoLice administra- 
tors must understand that respect for citizens and a 

sincere enthusiasm and desire to serve are true neces- 
sities. Tile only way we can develop a close relation- 
ship with our citizens is to accept them as intelligent, 
aware, and capable. 

We know we cannot resolve the problems associated 
with crime without community support. The theo,y of 
community-oriented policing is based on establishing 
a partnership between tile police and law-abiding 
citizens. We experience varying levels of success. 
It frequently seems we are "'preaching to tile choir" 
because the same concerned citizens are always in- 
volved. Some of them pledge involvement but never 
quite make tile commitment and follow th,'ough. 
Others honestly admit they feel they pay the police 
for a service and do not want personal involvement 
with law enforcement. Just its police officers exercise 
discretion, so do citizens. They may choose not to 
report, witness, or testify. However, good police- 
community relations increases the number of involved 
citizens. 

Media.  Our interactions with tile media are far reach- 
ing and vast. Although they are sometimes difficult, 
we must take care not to develop an adversarial rela- 
tionship. Negative experiences felt by both the media 
and tile police have caused feelings of distrust and 
anger. The media have a responsibility to provide 
infornlation to the public, and tile people have great 
interest in police activities. In their endeavors to earn 
the highest ratings in a competitive market, members 
of print and electronic media make constant demands 
on law enforcement agencies and may exploit citi- 
zens' fear of crime. The fourth estate is very powerful, 
and we were all taught as rookies that the pen is 
mightier than the sword. We must respect the media's 
power as they must respect our authority and need to 
maintain investigative integrity. Media activity is 
protected by the First Amendment, and it is our job to 
defend their rights and see that they are treated justly. 
We must keep our relationships with the media honest 
and as open as investigations permit. Negative experi- 
ences in both sectors have caused distrust, fear, and 
anger. The reporters do their jobs, just as we do ours. 
We must not misuse and abuse but, rather, make use 
of thei," services to educate the public on crime trends, 
provide safety tips, and seek assistance in obtaining 
information to solve crimes. The media can be very 
effective in presenting our proper image to the public, 
or it can be damning to an extent that public confi- 
dence and internal morale are ha,med severely. 
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Therefore, our relationship with the media must be 
cultivated, but not to tile point of "'back scratching." 
We answer to tile media. 

Elected officials. A simple answer tO the question 
"'To whonl do we answer?" is, "'the elected officials." 
Police may answer to a mayor, city manage,, council, 
commission, or an elected or appointed body. With 
civil service stattis and court  rulim, s the "'political 
boss" atmosphere has thinned. We owe loyahy and 
service to the elected officials, just as the agency per- 
sonnel owe us. These elected officials have received a 
inandate froln the voting public as to the level and 
direction of law enforcement ,equired by the commu- 
nity, and they must pass this information on to us. We 
rely on these officials for our budgetary needs, and we 
enforce the statutes they enact. We answer to the 
elected officials. 

Victims and other law-ahiding citizens. Law- 
abiding citizens outnurnber criminals ill all neighbor- 
hoods, but sometimes they are not as obvious. These 
people are the foundation of society, paying taxes and 
leading lives that require little government interven- 
tion. They a r e  o u r  supporters a n d  o u r  enlployers. 
Ahhough many view us as the "'lhin blue line'" and 
<.z, ive us ahnost unconditional support, othe,s judge us 
based on their limited police contacts, those of their 
fl'iends and neighbors, and the ima,,e of police the)' 
receive from news reports, television, and movies. 
The degree of trust between citizens and police is a 
major factor in determining how much confidence is 
placed in the police response to their concerns. Mod- 
ern society is better organized, more vocal, and less 
intimidated by government agents, and police manag- 
ers nlust be prepa,ed to address the concerns of the 
public in all honest and direct nlanner. 

I]irrnirigl'ianL A labarna, has a strong neighborhood 
association, inade up of 99 rieighborhoods, that elects 
officers and meets nlonthly to discuss local matters. 
13eat officers and supervisors attend these meetings 
and address concerns pertinent to the department. 
The citizens of each neighborhood review ;.ill zorling 
changes, liquor pernlitS, and other requests for li- 
censes of businesses they feel will iml)act the quality 
of life in their communities,  then make recommenda- 
lions to the city couricil. Their decisions greatly 
infhience whether these requests ,,viii be granted. 

Citizens working with police officers at neighborlaood 
association meetings and in othe," commt, nity activi- 

ties help the residents to better understand the offi- 
cers, just as the officers feel firsthand the climates of  
the neighborhoods. This interaction increases the sen- 
sitivity of both groups and is beneficial in increasing 
the officers' empathy with the citizens they serve. 
This knowledge is particularly important in dealing 
with victims. People experiencing the worst events of 
their lives rightfully become offended when respond- 
in,a officers seem not to care and to make li,,ht of 
their problems. We are judged by our reputations, and 
reputations are fragile. We answer to all law-abiding 
citizens. 

Offenders. Offenders and suspects have certain in- 
alienable rights, and we are sworn to uphold those 
,'ights. As police officers, we interact with the crimi- 
nal element on different levels. We cannot discount 
,'ecent technological advances, but it is our knowledge 
of criminal behavior and individual el'fenders that 
serves as OUI" greatest  weapon and a l lows US 10 St iC- 

ceed in our fight. We recognize that even those who 
engage in unhiwful activities can be victims of crime 
and are also our clients. We answer to tile offenders. 

Corporate citizens. Businesspeople are often the 
most demanding of our constituents. The forceful 
personalities that have contributed to their success in 
the business world often make them diffict, h to serve. 
Bt, sinesses typically pay a hi,ge share of tile tax base 
and demanct commensurate services. They require 
a safe environment to operate. Ahhou,,h_, there are 
ahnost twice as many people employed in private se- 
curity as public police, we are often tile sole providers 
of corpo,'ate safely. We owe the same level of  service 
to all "'communities." We have not developed a model 
fo," measuring the social, psychological, and eco- 
nonlic impact of crimes committed against business 
entities to those committed against citizens in their 
homes. We understand tile economic repercussions of 
losing businesses to other "safer" jurisdictions, but we 
also sympathize with the suffering of ;.ill our constitu- 
ents without regard to their status. We must provide 
adequate protection to our corporate citizens and their 
employees and custorlmrs, but there a,'e not enough 
personnel to place an officer on every corner as some 
demand. We know this is an tmnecessary level of 
police involvement, yet we hear constant reqt, ests for 
this service, and we must be able to exphiin our per- 
sonnel allocation. We answer to the corporate 
comrnunhy. 
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Other government agencies, including the courts, 
corrections, service agencies, and law enforcement 
agencies. Police departments do not answer directly 
to these other agencies, but they must work coope,'a- 
tively with them. The effectiveness, efficiency, and 
services rendered by each depends, to some degree, 
on the other. The concept of community-oriented 
policing has shown the need for a greater degree of 
cooperation between the police and these agencies. 
Programs such as Weed and Seed have been used to 
foster this working relationship. However, the rela- 
tionship works because of mutual respect for each 
other. 

The relationship between the police and courts is not 
only different, it is complex and sometimes difficult. 
The police have been and are affected by judicial de- 
cisions fl'om the courts. The Miranda and Terry cases 
are two cases that affect o," dictate how police do their 
jobs. The court will issue orders directing the police 
to pick up certain person(s) and may hold the police 
in contempt if they fail to comply. There was a case 
where, as a young officer, Chief  Johnson was ordered 
by the court to go to a hospital and arrest an older, 
feeble gentleman in a wheelchair and deliver him to 
jail. Had he been free to exercise discretion, Johnson 
would have chosen to leave the man in the hospital. 
We answer to other government a,.zencies, especially 
the courts. 

Overlapping communities 
Many people are part of overlapping internal and ex- 
ternal communit ies  interacting with law enforcement.  
These overlapping affiliations are based on social 
class, gender, ethnic status, sexual preference, and 
membership  in civic and political groups. None of 
these are our "bosses," but they all have an impact on 
the way we do our jobs. 

Depending on our backgrounds and the traditions 
and cultures in which we work, some groups will have 
more influence than others. Religious institutions and 
leaders hold more sway with the Southern and Afri- 
can-American cultures. Ethnic communities influence 
their local governments and have more of an impact 
on local police departments as hiring practices con- 
tinue to reflect more closely the diverse communities 
served. (This is the personal opinion of the authors 
based on the church's  role in the civil rights move- 
ment of  the 1960s.) Police departments have tradition- 
ally been against homosexuals,  but this position has 

softened. Civic groups serve a multitude of purposes, 
but most are supportive of law enforcement. Citizens 
involved in civic groups are generally involved in 
other aspects of the local community,  and, recogniz- 
ing this, police officers are responsive to their needs. 
Even in times of political reform, human nature 
dictates that those in powerful posi t ions--whether  
because of their economic status, education, or politi- 
cal posi t ion--have a greater influence on law enforce- 
ment than we would like to admit. We surely answer 
to all of  these overlapping communities. 

Summary 
Most important, we answer to ourselves. We must 
answer to the "'man in the mir,'or." How we answer is 
fi'amed by all of our past expe,iences, knowledge, and 
beliefs. Former Chicago Police Chief  O.W. Wilson 
said that each police administrator must be prepared 
to resign rather than compromise on a serious ethical 
issue. It is incumbent on us to be good stewards and 
serve those who serve us. We can never be all things 
to all people, but we have achieved positions of au- 
thority and responsibility, and we have a duty to act 
with courage and honor. As we have seen, police 
executives recognize that their departments must be 
more accessible to the communities.  We are trying to 
establish our legitimacy and manage our accountabil- 
ity by fostering closer relationships and tearing down 
the barriers that have isolated us fl'om our internal and 
external communities. We must lift the veil of the 
police mystique and open our departments to public 
and internal scrutiny. We must step out in Faith. 
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The Police as an Agency of Municipal 
Government: Implications for 
Measuring Police Effectiveness 
Mark H. Moore and Margaret Poethig 

The changing paradigm of 
policing: from "first step in 
the criminal justice system" 
to "agency of municipal 
government" 
Since the publication of 77re Challenge of Crime in 
a Free Socieou Report of the President's Crime 
Commission, citizens, practitione,s, and scholars have 
viewed police, prosecutors, courts, and correctional 
agencies as constituent parts of a criminal justice 
system. ~ What joins these separately administered 
agencies in a "'system'" is that their operations are 
linked in a specific process: the handling of crimi,ml 
cases. The process begins with the allegation of a 
criminal offense, proceeds through an investigation to 
the arrest of suspects, progresses to the [:ormal charg- 
ing and prosect, tion of those arrested, and uhimatcly 
conch,des with tim adjudication and disposition of 
the cases. Viewed from this vantage point, the police 
play an obvious and important role: They begin the 
process of criminal justice adjudication 193,, initiating 
cases with an arrest and a charge. 2 

This view of the police as the crucial first step in 
crim inal just ice system processing meshes sea m less ly 
with a particular view of the overall role of the police 
in society: the "'professional law enforcement model" 
of policing. ~ In tiffs conception, the fundanaental 
goal of the police is to reduce crime by enforcing 
the criminal law. They do so largely by arresting (or 
threatening to arrest) criminal offenders. To create the 
th,eal of arrest and actually produce arrests, they rely 
on three key, operations: (I) patrolling pt, blic spaces. 
(2) responding to calls from citizens, and (3) investi- 
gating crimes. 

Tiffs view of policing is also perfectly reflected in 
the measures conventionally used to evah, ate police 
performance: 

The focus on levels o/'reported crime reflects the 
view that the most important resuh the police seek 
is reduced criminal victimization. 

The focus on mmlbers of arrests reflects the view 
that the most important thing tim police can do to 
accomplish the goal of ,'edt, cing c,'ime is to arrest 
offenders to produce deterrence, incapacitation, 
and whatever opportunity for rehabilitation exists. 

Tim focus on response times, clearance rates, and 
mmtbers of sworn officers reflects (more or less 
precisely) our understanding about tim ways in 
which the police can produce a,Tests (e.g., through 
rapid response, retrospective investigation, and- -  
less perfectly--police presence). 

What citizens expect is what police departments mea- 
sure: what gets measured, in tu,'n, profotmdly shapes 
what tim police do. 

The D'oblem is that lifts conception of what tile police 
should do differs fi'om what they actually do and what 
they could do to enrich the quality of urban life. 4 By 
viewing the police as the first step in criminal justice 
processing, we miss the important role that p,'ivate 
institutions--such as families, comn3unity organiza- 
tions, churches, and businesses--play in preventing, 
identify ing, and responding to criminal conduct and 
the role that the police might play in supporting these 
efforts. Similarly, by focusing exclusively on reducing 
se,'ious crime, we miss the important role that the 
police play in managing disorder in public spaces. 
reducing fear. cont,'olling traffic and crowds, and 
providing various emergency services. By focusing 
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attention on arrests, clearance rates, and the speed 
of response to calls for service, we ignore the impor- 
tant contribution that other kirlds of police problem- 
solving efforts can make to prevent crime, reduce fea,'. 
arid improve the quality of commuriity life. Thus, our 
limited expectations of the police, tlnd our limited 
methods of measuring their pe,'formance, result in our 
failure to recognize the importarit contributions that 
police make to the quality of urban life beyond these 
boundaries and to manage police departments to 
achieve these valuable results, s 

The purposes of this ptiper are essentially four: 

To establish a justificatiori for viewing the police 
differently, as an "'agency of mu nicipal govern- 
merit" rather than as the "'first step in the crimirlal 
justice system." 

To imagine (fl'om this different vantage point) the 
va,ied coritributioris the police could arid do make 
to the ove,'all pe,'formance of municipal govern- 
rrierii and the quality of urban life beyorld reduction 
of crime and enforcement of the criminal law. 

To develop ideas about how these cont,ibutioris 
outside the bounda,ies of crime control, law en- 
forcement, and crimirial justice processing could 
be "'recognized" (in an accourltirlg sense) through 
measurement systems that could accurately 
capture tlle full public value contributed by police 
departmerits to the quality of life in tlleir cities. 

• To look at tin example of a police organization 
that appears to be doing in practice what we 
recommend in theory. 

The police as an agency of 
municipal government 
Consider first why it might be appropriate to view the 
police as an agency of municipal government rather 
than only arl elemerit of the criminal justice system. 
l 'he most obvious and important reason is that rnu- 
nicipal government supplies the resources the police 
need to do their work. The resources are of two 
kinds)  One resource is the money the police receive 
to pay salaries, provide for future l)ensions, and pur- 
chase the guns and computers they need to do their 
work. That money is raised through local tax levies 
and appropriated to the police through the processes 
of local government, v 

The other resource that police rely on is less tangible: 
the legal authority to oblige citizens to behave in ways 
that allow them to live togethe, with some degree of 
security and order. As the I)hiladelphia Police Sttldy 
1]lsk Force explained: 

The police are entrusted will1 important 
public resources. The most obvious is 
money . . . .  Far more important, the 
public grants the police another 
resource--the use of force and author- 
ity. These are deployed when a citizen 
is arrested or handcuffed, when an of- 
ficer fires his weapon at a citizen, and 
when an officer claims exclusive use of 
the streets with his siren, s 

The police need authority not only to tUTeSt people for 
serious c,imes such as robbery, rape. and nlurder but 
also to require citizens to refrain from driving while 
d,inking, to park in places that do not interfere with 
t,'affic flow, and to desist from carrying guns in public 
spaces without a license. They also can require citi- 
zens demonstrating against government not to inflict 
too many costs on other citizens who want to use 
public spaces for their own purposes. 

Much of the authority the police need to do their.job 
comes frorn sot, rces other than local govemmer~t. 
The criminal laws they are charged with enforcing are 
passed, for exarnple, at the State level o," have been 
developed from the common law. Many of the powers 
they are granted to enforce the laws (such as the 
power to stop and sea,'ch) are granted and conditioned 
by the U.S. Corlstitution. But some of the laws they 
enforce, arid some of the powers they are granted to 
achieve this objective, are created at local levels. 
Thus, local police are charged with enforcing many 
municipal ordinances against such acts as spitting, 
disorderly conduct, o," taverns being too loud and open 
too late? Many policies regulating police behavior in 
such areas tls use of deadly fo,'ce or high-speed chases 
also are established locally. ~° 

These observations seem important fo," this simple 
reason: If local government provides the money and 
(at least some of) the authority for the police to do 
their work. then it seems reasonable to conclude that 
local government "'owns" the police. If local govern- 
ment owns the police, it seems reasonable to imagine 
that local government could direct the police toward 
whatever valuable purposes it has in rnirld. 
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A second reason for viewirig the police as an agerlcy 
of municipal government is closely related to (and 
partially qualifies) tile first: If local government pro- 
vides the resources to municipal police departments, 
then it seems plausible to assume that tim police are 
accot, ntable, in the first instance, to l o c a l  government. 
Of course, tile police also are accountable to "'the rule 
of law." Indeed. that corrimitrrient is so strong that it 
would ialorally and legally oblige tile police to resist 
or challenee~ local political requests to take "illeoal'" 
or "'unfair" action against citizens. If they did not 
resist these demands, tile police might well beconle 
vulnerable to prosecution for political CO,TUption or 
civil rights violations. Moi'eovel', due totheir  ftlnc- 
tiorial dependency oil their fellow agencies in the 
criminal justice system, the police are at legist power- 
fully influenced by tile exl)ectations of prosecutors, 
courts, arid other State and I-:ederal enforcement agerl- 
egos. il" not directly accountable to thena. Thus. tile 
elected officials of municipal government are not the 
only ones who can hold the police accountal31e or 
expec! to influence them. Nevertlleless. since local 
government supports the police with local tax levies 
and local ordinances grant them (conditional) powers. 
then argt,ably local government should be able to use 
the police For whateve," (lawFul) purposes it chooses. 

A third reason is that tile police both can  and do  take 
actions that affect many aspects of community life 
beyond controlling serious crime. ~ For example, 
police reduce signs of disorder that t, nderrnine a 
sense of security. ,'egulate festerirlg disputes that if 
left t, nattended might escalate into crimes, and protect 
the rights oF individuals who might easily become 
tile targets of racial prejudice. In doing so, the police 
enhance security and liberty and enrich tile overall 
qt,ality of l i fc. Moreover. they accomplish both crinle 
control and other valuable purposes through means 
other than making ar les is .  12 In short, the police have 
Cal)abilities thai go beyond iheh ability to threaten 
and make arrests: ftlllher, these capabilities turn out 
to be valuable for more purposes than simply redt ic -  

ing crimes. If we conceive of the police as nothing 
nloi'e ttl;.in "the First step in tile criminal justice sys- 
tem,'" then we might easily miss the contributions 
that tile), make "'outside the box" of crime control, law 
enforceillent, and arrest ing people. Oil tile olher hand, 
if we conceive of the police as :.in agency of nlunicipal 
gove l ' n l l l e l l t  thai shares with other agencies tile broad 
responsibility for strengthening tile quality of urban 

life, then we are in a better position to notice that tile 
police contribute much more to those goals than is 
captured by the simple idea of reducing crime. We 
also notice that tile police have capabilities that go 
far beyond their ability to make arrests arid thal these 
capabilities are valuable to the enterprise of  city 
government. In short, the police are a more vahiable 
asset when viewed fi'om tile vantage point of  trying to 
strengthen urban life than they are when viewed from 
tile narrower perspective of reducing crime through 
making arrests. 

The reason that this last point is both important and 
difficult to grasp has to do with tile way that we 
think about orgariizatiorls irl tile public sector. ~ In the 
public sector, arl orgariization typically is viewed as 
an eFFicient maclline for achieving a set of narrowly 
defined purposes set out in the o, 'ganization's autho- 
rizing legislation. In essence, in the public sector, 
management begins with a specific set of objectives 
and then builds an organization designed to achieve 
theni as eFFiciently and effectively as possible. In that 
way, society as a whole maintains effective control 
over pu t31ic-sector organ izat ions. I f an organ izat ion 
spends money o," exerts authority outside the bound- 
aries of its autho,ization or For purposes that were 
not inchided in its initial mission, it is guihy of either 
"'fraud, waste, or abuse" (in the case of misuse of 
funds) or "'abuse of at, thority" and "malfcasarlcc'" 
(in tile case of improper use of authority). 

Th,'ee difficulties arise From this way oF thinking. 
however. One is that, in bt, ilding an orgzmization to 
meet a specific set of objectives, we sometimes build 
a set of capabilities that arc vahiable not only for the 
specified purpose butfi)r o t h e r  l ) , r l ) o s e s  o s  wel l .  

Thus. For example, a library can be useful iri provid- 
ing afterschool prog,'arns to latchkey chih.h'en as well 
as in providing library services to adults; ~4 a registry 
of motor vehicles can be valuable irl collectirig unpaid 
parking tickets For local government as well as in 
distributing licenses and registrations: ~s and the U.S. 
military can contribute to reducing the supply of illicit 
drugs reaching U.S. cities as well as providirlg for 
tile defense of tile Nation. ~ The question Facing tile 
public and tile managers of these organizations, then, 
is whether the organizations ot, ght to be used For 
these other purposes as well as for the purposes For 
which they were originally established. If they have 
the capabilities, why not use them For vahiable 
13u rposes? 
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A second difficulty is that, because organizational 
leaders in the public sector are supposed to think 
of themselves as operating machines that have been 
designed to achieve specific purposes in the most 
efficient way, they often think that the specific things 
they n o u ,  do represent the best way to accomplish 
their mission. After all, if their specific, current activi- 
ties were not the inost efficient means for accomplish- 
ing their mission, they would be guilty of fraud, 
waste, and abuse and undermining their own claims of 
professional competence. Since that is too horrible to 
contemplate, it must be true both that the current mis- 
sion is the right one and that the specific means they 
have developed to achieve the mission are the only 
ways to achieve it. 

A third problerri is that, while the world ofteri cl-iari-es 
around public organizations, the changes are not 
always incorporated irito a redefinition of their rriari- 
dates. Sometimes tile piece of the world that changes 
is the "'task erlvironment." Certainly that happened to 
the police when the crack epidemic hit America's 
cities. Wllen street drug markets, violent youths, and 
child abuse and neglect all challenged police depart- 
ments'  enforcement methods, the police were forced 
to shift the balance of their efforts arid develop new 
methods to meet the challenges. At other times, the 
world arourid public orgariizations changes through 
the development of new operatiorlal procedures thai 
are considered nlore effective than the old or the 
development of new technolo-iese. .. For example, the 
police have changed their approaches to domestic 
violence ~7 and begun to explore "'problem solving" as 
an alternative to "rapid response. "'~s Still other times, 
citizens' aspirations for the police, and how they 
would like to use the police, change. For example, 
many citizens want the police to shift to a strategy of 
"'community policing," in which the police are more 
responsive to the needs of particular neighborhoods 
and deploy themselves in ways that niake them more 
accessible to and familiar with local comnmnities. 

At some level of-abstraction, of course, the Overall 
mission of the police never changes, m it continues to 
be "'to serve and to protect," "'to ensure law and order," 
and "'to enforce the law fully and faMy.'" But within 
the spaces created by these broad concepts, many sig- 
nificantly different ideas - -of  what the police do each 
day, what they are rewarded for, and how their re- 
sources are allocated--exist .  There may be no particu- 
lar reason for the cunent  constellation of activities 

and purposes to be seen as the only ones that are 
either consistent with these broad concepts or capable 
of achieving these lofty ends. Thus, there may be 
more room for innovation of all kinds than is com- 
monly assumed by either the police or those who 
oversee them. 

The point of these observations is that it is too easy 
for both tile police and those who oversee them to 
imagine that they are ah'eady living in tile best of all 
possible worlds--one in which the pu,'poses of the 
police (at both abstracl and concrete levels) are the 
right ones. and the means being relied upon (both 
organizatiol-lwide and ill response to particular kirids 
of problems) are the most efficient and effective. The 
reality, howeve,, may be different. There may be vahi- 
able purposes to which the police can contribute that 
are not recognized or adequately emphasized in the 
current understanding of tile police mission. There 
also may be vahiable new means that could be 
adopted to achieve either old or new goals. Such a 
situation could have occurred simply because the 
world around police departments changed. Thus, it 
might be important fo," them to change their opera- 
tions (at a prog,'anmmtic or strategic level); yet, they 
are held back by a rigid conception of their mission 
and tile most efficient means for achieving their goals. 

The problems of adapting and using organizations are 
less severe in the private sector because private-sector 
supervisors and managers think about their organiza- 
tions differently from those in the public sector. 
Instead of thinking about an organization as an intri- 
cate machine that has been engineered to achieve a 
specific, well-defined purpose as efficiently and 
effectively as possible, private-sector supervisors and 
managers think of it as an asset whose value is con- 
tained in its "'distinctive competencies"; that is, in the 
things the organization knows how to do well. Typi- 
cally, their conception of distinctive competence is 
relatively abstract. For example, they might think of 
a police organization as one that comprises a la,'ge 
ni.nnber of well-trained, highly motivated, alld 
resourceful people--l inked to citizens through tele- 
phones and radios, and able to get to most places in a 
city quickly and to form into different-sized opera- 
tiollal groups--who are carrying out the authority of 
the State. What they ask themselves, then, about such 
an organization is not whether it is achieving a nan'ow 
purpose efficiently and effectively; instead, they ask: 
What valuable things could I produce with this 
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organization? If one thinks about policing in this way, 
one sees a remarkably different set of possibilities 
than if one thinks: (1) that the mission of the police 
is to control crime; (2) that the best way to do that is 
to make arrests; and (3) that the best way to make 
arrests is through (a) patrol, (b) rapid response, and 
(c) retrospective investigation. Thinking about the 
police as an agency of municipal government facili- 
tates and to some degree justifies this fundamental 
paradigm shift toward the private-sector model. 

How the police contribute to 
the quality of urban life and 
improve the performance of 
municipal government 

Given that it is at least plausibly appropriate and 
useful to think of the police as an agency of municipal 
government, what other roles could the police play? 
What additional responsibilities might they assume? 
What activities would support these different respon- 
sibilities? These questions can be analyzed in three 
different categories: 

• How, in the context of a wider conception of the 
police mission that focuses on enhancing the over- 
all quality of life in a city, police operations can 
contribute directly to these broader goals. 

• How, in either the old or new vision of the police 
mission, the police can contribute to more effective 
operations of other agencies of municipal 
government or the government its a whole. 

• How the police, in their new and expanded 
mission, might contribute to the development and 
operation of private institutions such as families, 
communities, and commerce that cities need to 
succeed. 

Police roles in supporting the 
quality of urban life 
Pioneering work on the roles of the police was done 
by He,'man Goldstein several years after the Pres- 
ident's Crime Commission issued its report3 ° It is 
somewhat ironic that at precisely the time society was 
getting the benefit of Goldstein's accurate and broad 
vision of what the police do and what they contribute 
to community life, the Commission was defining a 

relatively narrow vision of policing. In Policing a Free 
Society, Goldstein succinctly listed the functions of 
the police: 

• To prevent and control conduct widely recognized 
as threatening to life and property (serious crime). 

• To aid individuals who are in danger of physical 
harm, such as the victim of a criminal attack. 

• To protect constitutional guarantees such as the 
right of fl'ee speech and assembly. 

• To facilitate the movement of people and vehicles. 

To assist those who cannot care for themselves: 
the intoxicated, the addicted, the mentally ill, the 
physically disabled, the old, and the young. 

To resolve conflict, whether between individuals, 
groups of individuals, or individuals and their 
government. 

To identify problems that have the potential to 
become more serious problems for the individual 
citizen, the police, or the government. 

• To create and maintain a feeling of security in the 
community. 2~ 

This was a much broader conception of the police role 
than the one endorsed by citizens, realized in police 
operations, or reliably captured through the measure- 
merit systems then (and now) being used to measure 
police performance. More recently, scholars have fo- 
cused attention on three broad purposes that the police 
could (and often do) serve that are extremely valuable 
to communities, but that nonetheless go unrecognized, 
unsupported, and unmeasured. 

Crime prevention. One such purpose is to prevent 
as well as react to crime. A traditionalist could argue 
thai a great deal of crime is prevented by reacting 
(and threatening to react) quickly and aggressively to 
criminal offending. Such actions could deter crime or, 
by generating arrests and successful prosecutions, 
allow for the incapacitation and/or rehabilitation of 
offenders. These mechanisms would prevent future 
crimes fl'om being committed. Yet, c,'ime prevention 
emphasizes that there may be other things the police 
could do to keep offenses from being committed in 
the first place and if there are such activities, that they 
would be valuable to undertake. 
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Initial thoughts about crime prevention tend to focus 
on what might be considered "primary prevention": 
efforts directed toward the broad social conditions 
that seem to spawn both criminal offenders and 
crimes. 22 These may be further divided into efforts 
designed to either: ( 1 ) ensure the healthy development 
of children to reduce the likelihood that they will be 
inclined to commit crimes, or (2) promote the social 
and economic development of poor communities to 
create envi,'onments that produce not only fewe," 
criminals but also fewer opportunities and occasions 
for conlrnitting c,ime. Such work often seems like 
"social" or "'conlmurfity development" work, which is 
well beyond tile capacities and responsibilities of the 
police. 

Many tend to agree with this position. Yet, the police 
may be able to make important contributions to even 
these broad prevention objectives. For example, con- 
cern for the healthy development of children has long 
been expressed through police activities. In the past, 
this was manifested through the (largely, but not 
entirely) volunteer efforts associated with Police Ath- 
letic Leagues. 2-~ More recently, it has been expressed 
in the enthusiasm for the D.A.R.E. ® program. -'4 Even 
more important contributions to the healthy develop- 
merit of children may be made by police operations 
that do not have the development of children as a 
specific objective. For example, by enforcing laws 
against domestic violence and child abuse and ne- 
glect, by helping to keep routes to schools fi'ee fi'om 
drug dealing, and by reducing the power and stature 
of gangs, the police may contribute to establishing 
conditions within which children have a better chance 
of navigating the difficult course to responsible 
citizenship. 25 

Moreover, the police also may contribute to commu- 
nity social and economic development by making 
themselves available for partne,'ships with communi- 
ties that want to develop themselves. Police can be 
particula,'ly valuable by dramatically improving the 
level of security in these neighborhoods so that hope 
is kindled and local residents have reasons for making 
investments in themselves, their children, and their 
property. 26 

Still, many of the most valuable contributions the 
police can make to crime prevention are tile resuhs of 
activities that often are considered more superficial 
than these primary preventive efforts. For instance, 
police engage in a wide wu'iety of efforts focused 

on controlling the situational factors that seem to 
contribute to crime. Ron Clarke has both developed 
tile theory of "'situational crime prevention" and pre- 
sented many examples of its success. 2v His colleague, 
Marcus Felson, has demonstrated the role that 
"'routine activities" play in shaping the observed pat- 
tet'ns of c,'ime. 2s Presumably, if the routine activities 
that cont,'ibute to crime could be disrupted, some 
crime could be prevented. Lawrence Sherman has 
added to these ideas both by investigating the methods 
that v/ould be most effective in preventing future do- 
mestic violence and by showing the possibilities of 
identifying and responding to "'hot spots" and reduc- 
ing the incidence of gun possession and carrying. 29 
William Bratton, guided by a theory developed by 
James Q. Wilson and George Kelling, ~° has shown 
that it is possible to reduce serious criminal offending 
by focusing on less serious criminal offenses. 3~ All 
this suggests that controlling serious crime through 
means other than an'est is a plausible and important 
police activity. 

Fear reduction and order  maintenance .  In addition 
to crime prevention, scholars have focused on the 
police capacity to reduce fear and enhance security. 
This line of work began with two findings: (1) levels 
of fear seem to be curiously independent of the objec- 
tive risks of criminal victimization and are influenced 
more by signs of disorder than by changes in the real 
risks of criminal victimization; -u and (2) some police 
activities, such as foot patrol, reduce fear but not 
necessarily victimization. -~ 

These findin,,s=, create an interestin,.z~ strategic problem 
for police leaders and those who oversee their opera- 
tions: Should they expend resources to reduce fear 
even if the actions they take leave actual victimization 
rates unchanged? On one hand, such efforts may seem 
insubstantial--a cheap public relations effort that 
produces a subjective rather than a real effect. Even 
worse, such actions might tempt citizens to behave in 
ways that would expose them to real criminal victim- 
ization. On the other hand, promoting security in the 
gene,'al population clearly is a police responsibility, 
and at least some portion of the fear that citizens 
experience is exaggerated--for  example, they react 
more to fear of criminal attack than to other risks in 
their lives, such as the risk of traffic accidents) 4 

Although tile issue is still being debated, the argument 
for police acceptance of responsibility for reducing 
fear is growing st,on,,era . This movement is partly a 
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recognition that fear is an importarlt and costly prob- 
lenl in its own right. However, citizens' reactions 
when they are afraid also exace,bate the real crime 
problem. 35 Wheri they abandon the streets or arm 
themselves, tile streets may become more dangerous. 
Thus, managing citizeris' ,'esponses to fear may make 
an important contribution to enhancing secui'ity and 
controlling crime. 

Emergenc i e s  and calls  for service.  Finally, partly 
because the police department is the only agency 
that works 24 hot, rs a day, 7 days a week, and makes 
house calls, police will continue to be the "'first re- 
sponders" to a wide variety of emergencies. These 
emergencies can be medical (although ambulance 
services increasingly take care of these) or they can 
be social, such as deranged people th,eatening them- 
selves or othe,'s, homeless children found wandering 
the streets with no pat'ents to care for them, or drunks 
;.it risk of freezing to death after lidling asleep on a 
l)ark benct-i. 

At various times, it has been declared that such prob- 
lems shot, kl be viewed as social problems rather than 
law enforcement problems and that social work agen- 
cies. rather titan tile police, should t'espond to them. 
Generally. the police would not disagree. This work is 
dangerous, dirty, and sometimes heartbreaking. The 
police wot, ld be happy to be rid of it. 

The difficulty, however, is that emergencies happen 
on tile streets late at night. Even thougll social work 
agencies have tried to build up their emergency re- 
Sl)onse capabilities, many of their resources still are 
expended oil people who work in offices flon-i 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. radler than on tile su'eets at night. As a result, 
much of this work falls irito the hands of tile police. 

in addition to handling emergencies, the police mtist 
immediately be available and accessible to citizens for 
rapid responses to serious crime calls. Therefore. they 
also are available for a wide variety of other less t,r- 
gent and perhaps less important purposes It has been 
estimated that less than 5 percent of calls coming into 
91 I systems of city police departments are for serious 
crimes that coukl be interrupted by a ,apid response)  ~' 
The v;.tst majority of  calls a,'e for crimes that were 
committed several hours earlier and for problems that 
citizens feel are urgent or important but do not neces- 
sarily involve crimes. Many citizens want someone to 
hold Iheir hands, listen to their stories, mediate their 

minor disputes, help them deal with troublesome 
fiiends and associates, arid find a way to get into their 
locked apartments and cars. 

Wherl one views the police primarily ;.is a component  
of the criminal justice s y s t e m I f o c u s e d  on arresting 
people for serious crimes and starting the process of 
sending them off to pr ison--such calls seem like ;.in 
enormous waste of police resources. Thus, the task 
becomes minimizing the occurrence of nuisance calls 
and finding ways to make the minimum response. 

When one views the police ;.is ;.in agency of municipal 
government- -wi th  responsibilities for preventing 
crime and reducing fear as well ;.is for arresting crimi- 
nal offenders and achieving other purposes that local 
govemnaent considers important-- the status of nt, i- 
sance calls changes. St, ch calls may represent ,'eal 
opportunities for crime prevention. For example,  loud 
noise in an apartment may be a prelude to a domestic 
homicide; if ,'eports of  tile noise are heeded, a preven- 
tive intervention could occu,'. Similarly, reports of 
gangs of rowdy youths could foreshadow serious gang 
violence. Courteous responses to these calls could 
build relationships with individuals in the community  
that wot, ld increase the likelihood that they would 
trust the police enou-h~, to call when serious offenses 
occur and serious offende,s threaten them. 

These are reasons to take nuisance calls seriously, 
even if the police are focused only oll crime control 
and crime prevention. So if we think about the mo,'e 
general pt, rposes of local government and recall that 
the police are among the most visible representatives 
of it, then we mi,,ht conchlde that the police should 
take citizens' nuisance calls seriously sirnply because 
tile police are tile most frequently encotmtered repre- 
sentatives of local government. Just ;.is citizens form 
their general views aboul State government through 
their experiences with tile I)epartmerlt of  Motor Ve- 
hicles, they may form their views about local govern- 
ment through tile activities of the police. If tile police 
are responsive, cot, rleous, and helpft, l, citizens will 
have a favorable view of government in gene,'al. If 
the police are indifferent or rude and dismiss their 
concerns, citizens will form the opposite view. They 
might conclude not only that less govemnaent is better 
than more but that I)rivate security is better than pub- 
l ic policing, which has iml)ortant consequences for 
the quality of our collective lives. 37 
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So 5u. we have observed that if the police rightly 
understand their own mission and the operations that 
contribt, te to it, they will make contributions to the 
quality of urban life that a,'e far broader than reacting 
to crime with arrests. The importance of their contri- 
butions becomes even more evident when we think 
about the role they play in supporting the operations 
of other government agencies and the work of private 
institutions such as families, communities, and 
commercial enteq)rises. 

Police roles in supporting other 
government agencies 
In addition to the police, many other government 
agencies and their workers contribute to the quality 
of urban life: for example, garbage collectors, 
firefighters, teachers, recreation staff, and social 
workers. The police contribute to overall ¢-overnment 
effectiveness and the quality of urban life by making 
tile world a bit safer fo," these people to do their work 
and by creating an environment in which their elTorts 
can be more efficacious and lasl longer than they 
would without the police. 

1)1 the past, we took it for granted that these workers 
,.`.,ould be safe and their contributions could endure; 
firefighters and social workers would be willing to 
visit all areas of the city, schools would be violence 
free, and playgrounds would deteriorate only flom 
hard use rather than from vandalism. Now it seems 
that we have to work harder to ensure the conditions 
that we used to take for granted. The police play an 
important role in helping to create the conditions 
under which these agencies can be effective. 

Much of the wo,k the police need to do to support the 
'.`.'o,k of these organizations is simply more of what 
was described above: more effective responses to se,i- 
ot, s crime, mo,'e imaginative efforts to prevent crime 
by working on situational factors, more attention to 
the conditions that produce fear, and greater willing- 
ness to respond to calls for emergency social services 
of various kinds and deliver quality services to citi- 
zens. Insofar as the police do this, they ,.',,ill make 
contribt, tions to the performance of othe, city 
agencies. 

Another pa,t of police work is supporting other 
agencies' work without interfering with it. This is 
particularly important in dealing with school security. 
but it nlight also be important in dealing with child 

protective services and recreational activities. In 
all these cases, the "'face" of government should be a 
primarily civil face: students should see the teacher, 
desperate parents should see the social worker, young 
athletes should see the coach: they should not need 
to see the police. Yet, it nlight be important to both 
city workers and their clients to have a sense of the 
police being there in the background-- to guarantee 
their security and remind thern of their responsibili- 
ties. Conslructing a presence that is reassuring and 
authoritative probably requires extensive discussions 
between the police and the other agencies. It is not 
easy to learn how to "'buttress" and "'backstop" with- 
OUt entirely usurping the function of another agency; 
yet, supporting without taking over is required when 
the police ope,ate as an agency of municipal 
govel'n men[. 

Another important role of the police as an agency 
of local government is helping the government as a 
whole identify and respond to problems. Because the 
police are on the streets and in close touch with citi- 
zens. they are in a position to identify some of the 
key problems facing a local community and have a 
sense of their importance to the community. The 
Washington, D.C.. Police Department has sought to 
institutionalize and exploit this capability by develop- 
ing a l'orm that the police fill out when they see a 
neighborhood problem that is threatening the quality 
of life in a local area. The completed form is for- 
warded to the ,'elevant city department for action. 
and a cop.',, is sent to the Mayor's Office of Opera- 
t ions) s This system takes ad`.,antage of the police as 
problem finders and c,eates the organizational condi- 
lions ac,oss the agencies of government that allow 
them to work collaboratively to solve local problems. 
Baltimore County, Maryland, saw the potential of a 
county-based "'p,'oblem-solving government" after the 
police became involved in problem-solving activities 
that went beyond the usual police interests in prevent- 
ine c,ime and ,educine " ~9 ~ lear.- Once other agencies 
were brought into the system, the police could do a 
little less of the organization of problem-solving 
initiatives and rno,'e problem identification and 
assessment. Wesley, Skogan has reported on the 
significance of this kind of work for the success of 
community policing in Chicago. a° 

For the police to become effective problem solvers or 
problem identifiers, some kind of capacity must be 
created fo, the central government to mobilize other 
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government agencies in response to problems identi- 
fied by the police as needing attention. Otherwise, the 
problem-solving efforts eventually fall flat. Thus, an 
effective local government is critical to the success of 
problem-soh, ing policing, ;.is well ;.is the other way 
around. 

Police roles in supporting private 
institutions 

Finally, the police make important contributions to 
tim quality of life and local governance by' supporting 
the work of private institutions as well ;.is other public 
agencies. This is crucial for achieving some of the pri- 
ma,'y preventive effects descrihed above. For example. 
when the police act to prevent domestic violence and 
the abuse and neglect of children, they s t lppor l  a key 
private institution in its important function of ,aising 
children. When tim police reduce burglaries, they give 
families a reason to invest and save. When they re- 
duce fear, they create the conditions under which 
local merchants can st,cceed economically. 41 

As in the case of the support the police can give to 
public institutions, much of the success of the police 
in supporting private institutions may depend on 
learning how to work effectively with them, not only 
in general but on a case-by-case basis. The police 
capacity to help) develop and sustain local community 
organizations may be particularly l n l p o l t a  at. - The 
police have lit1 a d v a i l t a g e  in timir efforts to support 
community organization development because theh" 
line of work is of intense interest to most citizens. 
Controlling crime and enhancing sect,rity, is often 
one of the best ol'ganizing issues for commurfities. 
The police also have an advanlage because they have 
access to resources--including people, vehicles, and 
fill authoritative alld reassuring l)resence--citizens 
need to accomplish their goals. With these capabili- 
ties, the police often are in :.i s t r o n g  position to hel I) 
struggling coill intinities build "'social capital" in the 
form of explicit unde r s t and i l ags  about the responsibili- 
ties and commitments citizens have to one another. 43 
in tiffs respect, the police can play at1 ilnportant role 
in accomplishing a purpose thal U.S. Attorney 
General Janet Reno seems to have constantly in 
mind: "'reweav ing I he fabric of co m m u n it y.' '" 

A case example: the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Police Department 

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina, Police 
Depamnent demonstrates an understanding of what 
the role of the police as a n  agency of municipal gov- 
ernment should be. In Charlotte, both the police and 

'2 city, ,overnment as a whole recognize that what the 
police do not only affects crime but also contributes 
to the economic vitality and overall quality of life 
in the city's neighborhoods. The police and other 
agencies are convinced of the connection between 
environmental decay arid cr ime--and find in tiffs 
conriectioil further motive for pooling resources in 
the planniilg arid implementation of probleni-soh, ing 
strategies ;.it all levels across ;.ill city agencies. This is 
the philosophy of the 1990s in Charlotte. 

To iml)lement this plfilosophy, municil)al government 
changed its s t ruc tu re .  In 1993, the nluilicipal goverll- 
ment streamlined 29 departments into 9 "'key busi- 
nesses'" and 4 "'support businesses." The consolidation 
of the city and county police departments coincided 
with this reorgarlizaiiori. '~5 In addition to reducing 
costs, the reorganization was intended to enable a 
more customer-focused delivery of services to both 
individual citizens and neighborhood groups in the 
Charlotte area. 

Charlotte also has adopted an ambitious neighbo,hood 
revitalization plan. In 1990. a group of influential 
leaders from business and government toured the city, 
and found, just beyond the robust downtown center 
(called Uptown). neighborlaoods in serious decay. 
In response, the city adopted the City Within A City 
(CWAC) initiative. CWAC is COnlposed of 73 neigh- 
horhoods within a 4-mile radius around Uptown. 
Within CWAC, selected neighborhoods fire targeted 
by local goverlament for integrated service delivery 
and neighborhood capacity building. '~6 In this reorga- 
nization for neighborhood improvement, the police 
play a critical role. 
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An agency of municipal government 
in action 
How does the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Depart- 
ment realize its self-concept as an agency of munici- 

~ V  pal L',_, e,nment in its day-to-day operations? It starts 
at the top of the organization. Sho,tly after the mu- 
nicipal reorganization, city, managers sought new 
leadership for the police agency that could fit within 
their program, in 1994, they hired Dennis Nowicki 
to serve as agency head. Since Chief Nowicki's 
appointment, tile police department has pushed for- 
wa,d with Cha,'lotte's Community/Problem-Oriented 
Policing (CPOP) strategy and worked closely with 
the Neighborhood l)evelopment Key Business '~7 and 
other city agencies to ensure a coordinated approach 
to solving p,'oblelns of  economic vitality and safety in 
Charlotte's distressed neighborhoods. 

Initially, Chief Nowicki found himself in charge of 
an agency that perceived itself, and was perceived by 
others, as existing outside of the municipal govern- 
ment structure. Rarely, if ever, had tile police chief 
participated in the twice-a-month executive meetings 
between the city manager and the heads of the city 
departments. Ea,'ly on, Nowicki made clear Iris 
willingness and desire to be inchlded in municipal 
decisionmaking processes. As one manager in city, 
o~ve ~,o rnnlent observed:  

Chief Nowicki clea,ly sees himself as 
an agent of city, government. He articu- 
lates an expansive definition of what 
police can do for neighborhoods. He 
understands the links between eco- 
nomic conditions and crime. And he 
has been an advocate in City Council of 
investment in nonpolice resources that 
impact safety and cornmunity vitality. 
That's an unusual position for a police 
chief  to take in this zero-sun1 game of 
resot lrce a l l o c a t i o n - - a n d  in the CUiTenl 

political dynamic  ilround the isstie o f  
police resources. 4s 

Under Nowicki, members of tile police department 
are realizing the advaritages of participating in the 
city's team-based approach to neighborhood revital- 
ization. Consider, for example, Officer Michelle 
Preston, a community coordinator in the Baker One 
district. Officer Preston is a member of one of the 
city's four experimental Code Enforcenlent Teams. 

(Each of the four teams is assigned to one CWAC 
neighborhood.) The Code Enforcement Teams include 
city housing and litter code inspectors, job training 
and community empowe,'ment field workers, and in- 
spectors fl'om tile cotmty's zoning and social services 
departments. Officer Preston's team includes a repre- 
sentative from a nonprofit mental health agency and 
three community residents. Working with tim com- 
bined resources of this team, Officer Preston is able to 
quickly and easily bring the enforcement resources of 
the city to bear on the problems on her beat. 

Officer Prestorl's Code gnforcernent Team is targeting 
Grier Heights. a neighborhood in need of better 
housing and programs and strategies to address drug 
abuse and teen pregnancy. After a child fell through 
the floor of a house into the kitchen below, the team 
, ,o t  tile owners of the housing complex--dubbed 
"'the hole" by off icers-- to agree to an inspection of till 
vacated units before new tenants move in. The team 
also hopes to push throu,,h~ zi clmnee~ in tile city's litter 
ordinance that wou Id require property owners to trim 
trees and clear tip the brush in empty lots. which are 
fi'equently used as dumping grounds and also pose a 
safety hazard for police and residents. On her own, 
Officer Preston sought suppo,t flom the Alcohol 
Beverage Control Board to revoke the liquor license 
of a neighborhood store that had been the source of 
nunaerous nuisance complaints. 

The Code Enforcement Teams are clearly an effective 
way to clean tip neighborhoods. They facilitate rela- 
tionships and communication among agency workers 
(thereby enhancing accountability) and enable coordi- 
nation of activities. Since only a few neighborhoods 
at a time can receive the benefit of these Code 
Enforcement Teams, perhaps their most important 
contribution is the heightened awareness they 
engender about the connection between the physical 
conditions in a neighbo,'hood and crime. The police, 
in addressing chronic crime problems in other neigh- 
borhoods, are exhibiting higher levels of attentiveness 
to visible signs of neighborhood disorder and a 
willingness to act as the catalyst fo," a concerted 
municipal cleanup strategy. 

Using measurement systems to guide 
operations and recognize their value 
To nlaximize efficiency in resource allocation and 
service delivery, more than structural changes and 
interpersonal teamwork are required. Measurement 

1,.01 
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systems that can support analysis imd decision 
making and record the contributions of police opera- 
tions also are key. In Charlotte, several tools and 
systems have recently been developed to support the 
government's coordinated neighborhood revitalization 
stratet, y,~ . The Quality of Life Index serves as a tool 
to measure neighborhood "'wellness" and guide the 
allocation of resources. A citywide problem-tracking 
system ensures that no complaint gets lost in the maze 
of city agencies and that city resources are not wasted 
throuohe, lack of plannine~ and analysis. A third system 
developed by tile police departnlent helps tile police 
identify the physical conditions that foster c,ime. 
Each of these tools also contributes to the conception 
and functioning of the police as an agency of 
mullicipal government. 

The  Qual i ty  of  Life Index. A few years into the 
CWAC initiative, city leaders began to ask about the 
impact of tile teSotlrces being poured into targeted 
neighl)orhoods. Were tile neighborhoods becoming 
better places to live'? The city contracted with the 
Utb.'.lil Institute of the University of North Carolina 
lit Charlotte (UNCC), tile university's prhllary public 
service outreach arrn, to develop ~lil index to measure 
neighborhood wellness. They wanted the index to 
serve as a performance assessment tool for the learn 
of city agencies involved in neighborhood revitaliza- 
tion and its a diagnostic tool to help tile team deter- 
mine where the city's resources were most needed. 

With input fi'om all the key city imd county agerlcies, 
UNCC created tile Quality of Life Index, which 
provides indicators of a neighborhood's stability 
~.lild sustainability along four dinlensions--social, 
economic, physical, and crime. The index is based 
Oil ille:.lSUl'eS Of the health of a neighborhood's popula- 
tion: perfoflllance of youths in school: cultural alld 
recreational opl)ortunities; economic growth and op- 
portullities: condition of the ilffrastructure; housing 
quality; accessibility to pal'ks, COillnlel'ce, arid ll'ans- 
portation: environmental quality; levels of crime; and 
other variables. Because U.S. census data afe soon 
outdated, the developers of the index collected most 
of the diiia fforll city, county, and gillie agencies and 
selected private organizations. 

The crime d imension includes data on juvenile delin- 
quency, violent cfJnle, and properly crime. Each 
variable is a comparison between tile fale of crime in 
the neighborhood ~illd the citywkle crime rate. The 

numbel + of hot spots, or chlsters of crime incidents. 
in a neighborhood is another component of the crime 
dimension. Finally, data on the nulllber of open-air 
drug markets are incorporated. 

The Quality of Life Index does more than serve as 
a <,uide for leSOUfCe allocation and a baseline for 
measuring progress. It also contfibutes to the concep- 
tion and function of tile police as an agency of 
municipal government in Charlotte-Mecklenburg. 
For example, by identifying the specific components  
used to measure the quality of life in a neighborhood, 
it encoura,,es+_ . the police to think about what they 
can do-- independent ly  or in concert with other 
agencies - - to  affect each of those components.  If 
school performance t11;.ittefs fot+ the nleastn+e of a 
neighbo,'hood's quality of Ill'e, then the police may be 
encotil'aged to think abotil what they ciin do Io help 
inlprove the learning environment for children. The 
police might want to consider what tile), can do to 
motivate neighborhood itlsiilutions such as churches, 
schools, and libf;.uies to offer more youth pl'ogi;.lillS. 
Finally, the police nliiy decide to be illot'e attentive to 
conditions they observe that affect tile health of  resi- 
dents, once they understand tile inlportance of those 
flitters to tile overall stability of the neighborhood. 

However, the Quality of Lit:e lridex does little to 
identify or motivate specific communi ty-  or 
ploblem-oriented policing activities. Only the hot 
spot and drug market variables provide some guid- 
ance for tile police on where to focus their activities. 
If tile Quality of  Life Index inchided variables that 
nleiisured actual police activity, it could serve both 
;.is ;.ill effective motiw.itor lot" tile police and as a re- 
search tool for exploring whether selected police ac- 
tivities are linked to desired outcomes. In its current 
['Ot'ill, tile index represents only the potential for 
llleiistitJng what matters in Chaflotte. 

IJroblenl ass ignment  and lracking.  Another mecha- 
nism for improving tile response and coordination 
of city agencies in the delivery of services to neigh- 
borhoods is a citywide electronic problem-tracking 
system cufrently being iml)lemented by the Charlotte- 
Mecklenl)urg Planning Commission. The system 
was designed by a team of foprescntatives from each 
key business. The goiil of tile sySiOlll is tO etlStlt'O 
accountability, efficient problenl solving, and fegular 
feedback to citizens. 
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in this new system, any city department that receives 
a complaint f,'om a citizen becomes responsible for 
ensuring that tile proNem is addressed. So. even if a 
complaint received by tile Transportation Deparmmm 
is a Solid Waste Department responsibility, Transl)or- 
ration is required to take tile lead role in coordinating 
the response. The ,'eceiving departnlent enters the 
complaint into the citywide electronic database, 
searches the database for simila," problems o," con> 
plaint patterns, ensures that a team is assembled to 
address complex problems, and contacts and regularly 
updates the comphfinant abot, t the city's service deliv- 
ery plan. The system is SUl)ported and maintained 
by the Planning Commission's new Neighborhood 
Problenl-Solving Office. 

Once tile p,'oblem-tracking system is fully ope,a- 
tional, it is likely that the police will take responsibil- 
ity for a wide range of complaints. It also is likely, 
that these complaints will not be much different 
from the complaints that police ah'eady handle. How- 
ever, the elect,'onic record, easily retrievable and 
analyzable, will be a valuable source of information 
about tile level and range of contributions the police 
make to the quality of life in the city and to other 
agencies. 

Geographic Information System. The Charlotte- 
Mecklenburg Police Department's Research and 
Planning Division has developed a Geographic Infor- 
mation System (GIS) to suppo,'t officers" analyses of 
problems. GIS is based on tile idea that disorder--the 
physical conditions in a neighborhood--is associated 
with the level and concent,'ation of crime incidents. 
The system, once it becomes accessible to officers 
through their laptop compt, ters, will permit the vist, al 
identification of possible environmental reasons for 
tile high incidence of crime or complaints in a specific 
area. Based on their analysis, officers can begin plan- 
ning strategies and o,ganizing municipal resources to 
address tile problem. 

GIS provides several layers of information. It shows 
tile location of crime incidents as well as ordinance 
violations. Th,'ough windshield surveys, the system's 
developers plotted the location of i)ay phones, bus 
stops, trails, abandoned buildings, and ottler neighbor- 
hood features. GIS provides infommtion about prop- 
erty ownership, owner occupancy, zoning, demolition 
orders, and tile condition of curbs, gutters, and side- 
walks. Finally, tile developers, with information h'om 
tile power company about tile lumination value of the 

street liehts, approximated the li,,hted areas on the 
streets and sidewalks. The developers are waiting for 
the completion of a planimetric database, which will 
provide a layer of information for the entire county, 
including tile outlines of buildings, pavenlent, foot- 
paths, tree lines, and all other physical features that 
can be digitized from an ae,ial photograph. 

Though slill in its pilot stages. GIS already has served 
as a i)roblem analysis tool in selected neighborhoods. 
The police in some districts, unwilling to wait for 
tile automated citywide expansion of the system, are 
building the database for specific neighborhoods 
manually, based on an address-by-add,ess survey. 
The enthusiasnl fo, tile system among officers is fur- 
ther evidence of the broad concept police have of their 
responsibilities and scope of activity. 

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg police 
and measuring what mailers 
In addition to tile meast, res that have been developed 
at the city, level to support the overall strategy of im- 
proving the performance of municipal govemnlent 
and that have been used to understand and shape the 
police contribution to this broader ,,ha the Charlotte- 
Mecklenburg Police l)epartment has developed its 
own systems for measuring its impact on tile lives of 
citizens in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg a,ea. These 
include ( I ) surveys of citizens to determine levels of 
victimization and attitudes toward tile police, and 
(2) evaluations of district-level efforts to reduce crime 
and soh, e public order problems. 

Surveys. Surveying residents to assess their percep- 
tions of safety and police services is a fl'equent, though 
not yet routine, activity of the Charlotte-mecklenburg 
Police l)epartment. Starting m 1995. a general public 
opinion survey, a survey to measure public i)erceptions 
of safety in Uptown, a survey of burglary victims, and a 
survey of domestic violence victims were administered. 
The surveys were developed and administered for tile 
city by the Depa,-tment of Criminal Justice at UNCC or 
by the police del)artment's own Research and Planning 
Division. 

The general survey measured residents' opinions 
about their neighborhoods and their problems; priori- 
ties for tile police: pe,'ceptions of safety in their own 
neighborhoods and in othe, parts of the city; levels of 
victimization; and perceptions of police performance 
and satisfaction with police service, including traffic 
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enforcement, visibility, community policing activity, 
and courteousness of police officers. The Uptown 
survey was designed to help identify tile factors that 
led residents to feel safe or unsafe in Uptown. 

The surveys of burglary and domestic violence vic- 
tims assessed their experiences with police handling 
of their cases, including how frequently tile officers 
arrived in the amount of time tile telephone operator 
told the victim it would take; whether tile victim feh 
the responding officers gathered :`ill of tile available 
information relevant to the case; and whether victims 
felt the telephone operalors, responding officers, and 
followup invest i eaters were courteous and helpful. 
For the burglary victim survey, respondents were 
asked whether they thought the burglary incident 
could have been avoided tllrough some action of 
their own or by the police. 

Individual districts also developed and implemented 
customer satisfaction stirveys of their own. One dis- 
trier conducted a telephone survey of individuals 
who had contacted tile police. Another distributed 
postcards to citizens who had contacted tile police 
that were designed to be mailed back to the district. 
Both of these district-level surveys focused on the 
respondents' perceptions of tile courteousness, profes- 
sionalism, and helpfulness of tile police officers who 
responded to the call for service. 

An ideal package of surveys, according to Richard 
Lunlb, Director of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Departnlent's Research and Planning Division, would 
include surveys of four individual districts ii year o11 
a 3-year rotation cycle. Before the police deparlnlent 
makes Stlch an extensive investillenl, however, nlore 
restihs are needed l'rom the surveys thai already have 
been conducted. I%oblems identified in the surveys 
should be addressed and the strategies implemented 
to address them should be evalualed, l~umb says. 

Distr ict  evahial ion, Evaluating problem-solving 
activities is as much a challenge for the Charlotte- 
Mecklenburg Police l)epartnmnt :̀ is it is for every 
other police del)artment. The department's goal, how- 
ever, is to develop a syslenl not only to measure the 
results of past activities but also to slhllulate further 
problem-solving efforts. "lb tills end. tile departnmnl 
has institutionalized a district evahiation thai is sub- 
mitied nloil ihly to tile chief. This evaluation is nsed 
not to coillpare one district's progress to :lnother bul 
to illeasure the progress in each district over lime. 

Originally. tile district evaluation report was to in- 
clude a broad collection of factors measuring safety 
conditions, citizen fear of victimization, social well- 
being, crime trends and patterns, and police staffing 
and performance levels. However, most of the pro- 
posed elements were dropped due to difficulties in 
collecting the data, both internally and frolll other 
agencies. The final district evaluation form focuses 
o11 staffing and pelsonnel data, including tile number 
of letters of appreciation and use-of-force and other 
complaints received by officers: workload data, such 
as calls for service and tile number of community 
meetings attended: and data related to problem solv- 
ing, such as tile number of problems identified and 
solved (by type), volunteer hours, and open-air drug 
markets identified and closed. 

l)epuly Chief Bob Schurmeier, who beads the 
department's strategic planning group, believes that 
a truly relevant and workable district evalualion sys- 
toni wil l  depend ell auloination of data collection and 
recordkeeping and tile willirigness of officers to ob- 
serve and record irifornlalion. "%Ve have to sell the 
officers oil tile value of collecting, tracking, hllei'pl'et- 
ine. :`lnd tising tile d:`it:`i to tile bellefit of tile city," he 
says. "'If they don't tlndelsland the tlsefuhless of tile 
data, they won't collect it properly or they'll make 
it tip." According to Captain Jackie Maxwell of tile 
Baker One district, the real successes of Comnmnity/ 
Problenl-Oriented Policing are "'small wins" that tlSti- 
ally e,,o lilldocllrllenled. "'They're passed ell verbally, 
if :it all,'" she adds. "'No one yet has come up whh an 
adequate way to quantify qualitative things.'" 

Summary and conclusion 
In sum, it seems appropriale to view tile police as 
;.ill ;.Igency of city governnleill :.is well as ,:ill important 
part of tile crhninal juslice systern. By dohlg so, how- 
ever, tile vision of how tile police can contribtlle IO 
city life is enlarged, thereby expanding tile conception 
of tile police mission. Since rneasures of police effec- 
tiveness must be designed to match tile mission (i.e.. 
tile understaridirig of how the police might make im- 
I)ortanl contributions to their chies), it follows ilion 
Ihal Ihe nleLiStll'es now used illtlSt be conlplenlented 
by others. No one wants to relieve tile police of 
resl)onding to crhne. Thus, all current police i)erfor- 
illance nleasures should be retained. The important 
question is what new nleLiStlles should be added both 
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to remind the police that these other contributions are 
important and to properly account for the full value 
they contribute to their cities. 

We are convinced that the police should add two new 
capabilities to their ct, rrent measurement efl:orts. The 
first is a large, continuing capacity to survey citizens. 
A set of surveys should focus on different popula- 
tions, ask different qt,estions, and be designed to 
serve different purposes. For example, a general popu- 
lation survey should capture information about crimi- 
nal victimization, reasons for" not reporting crimes to 
the police, general attitudes toward the police, levels 
of fear, and types of self-defense citizens rely on to 
supplement the protection they e-et from the police. 
Such a survey is important, partly to develop a more 
accurate picture than we now have about the real level 
of criminal victimization, partly to measure levels of 
fear as well as victimization, partly to measure citizen 
satisfaction with the quality of police service, and 
partly to discover the level and type of self-defense 
that is being used to complement police efforts. 

A customer survey should be administered to a 
sample of individuals who call the police (or ask 
officers on the streets or in station houses) for assis- 
tance. This survey would focus primarily on the 
quality of the service they received as well as the type 
of service they requested. This is most useful in gaug- 
ing the performance of the police as representatives 
of city government. Perhaps this survey could be 
extended to include other government agencies and 
private institutions with whom the police work. 

Finally, serious consideration should be given to con- 
ducting regular" surveys of people stopped or arrested 
by the police. It might be important to learn what citi- 
zens who encounter the police as enforcers think of 
their experience. For example, such surveys occasion- 
ally have revealed evidence that some police were 
systematically victimizing citizens through extortion. 
Conversely, in some places where this technique has 
been used, the police have been surprised to discover 
that many people they arrest give them high marks 
for their professionalism and courtesy. Such surveys 
could provide a sense of how economically and care- 
fully the police use the authority they are granted to 
do their job. This is at least as important as knowing 
how well they use the money entrusted to them. 

Tim second cat)ability the police should develop is a 
contint, ing process for evah,ating thei, own p,oactive 
p,'oblem-solving efforts. In 1987, Jotm Eck and 
William Spehnan offered a vision of this process in 
Problem Soh,ing: Problem-Oriented Policing in New- 
port News, ira which they describe the Newport News 
Police l)epartment's overall problem-solving initia- 
tive: how many projects were initiated, what moti- 
vated them, and what resources were committed. All 
the efforts were at least informally evaluated through 
,'eports on whether the problem was solved and 
through letters from citizens who were satisfied. In 
addition, a few of the initiatives (those that were 
relatively large and seemed to have more general 
significance) were evaluated more formally through 
the use of statistics and other measures. 'm 

Tim Newl)ort News report was produced its a research 
document designed to show whctl~e," problem-solving 
policing could be implenmnted and, if implemented, 
would be effective. Ideally, howeve,', such a document 
would become part of a police department's reguhu 
reporting system. Indeed, it is only through a docu- 
ment of this type that p,'oactive l)roblem-solving 
efforts of the police can be measured accurately. 
Furttae,'more, these are the kinds of efforts that are 
likely to be important as the police turn their attention 
to preventing crime, reacting to it. and working coop- 
eratively with other agencies to help solve a variety of 
city problems. 

in addition to institutionalizing these kinds of reports, 
police agencies could join with other municipal 
agencies to develop measu,es of overall community 
well-being, much as Charlotte-Mecklenburg has done. 
If the police believe they control crime not only to 
ensure justice and enhance citizen sect, rity but also 
to contribute to the b,'oader goal of improving the 
quality of community life, then they must find ways 
to measure factors such as levels of citizen satisfac- 
tion, confidence in the future and government, and the 
econornic and social health of the city. It is no acci- 
dent that the word "'police" comes fi'orn the root word 
polis (the Greek word for a city or state, especially 
when characterized by a sense of community), for the 
police make important contributions to the quality of 
life in the polis. That is what they can and should do. 
Therefore, the value of the police should be recog- 
nized through their contributions to the quality of life, 
both politically and in the measurement systems the 
polity constructs to hold its agents accountable. 
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The Police, the Media, and 
Public Attitudes 
Aric Press and Andrew Benson 

They work hi dreary, overcrowded offices, with the 
music of police radios droning in the background. 
At crime scenes, they mask their emotions. At the 
homes of victims, they a,e all since,'ity and condo- 
lence, wheedline~ to e."et someone talking. They a,'e, in 
a phrase, action junkies, who idle between bouts of 
n]ayhem, waiting for their next big cb.iu~.ce. Are these 
tile ghouls from homicide, tile jaded flom the ser- 
geants benevolent association, the cynical from inter- 
nal affairs? Nah. These are police reporters, the men 
and women who take the crime reports of the day and 
convert them into tile news zlnd entertainnlent that 
fills tonight's broadcasts and tomorrow's papers. 

Although no party to the relationship mt, ch likes to 
talk about it, the police and the press share a remark- 
able number of characteristics. They are professional 
skeptics and professionally self-righteous. Their job 
is to ask qt,estions that in ariy no,'mal circumstance 
would be regarded as impertinent at best. They seek 
the cold comfort of facts. They come upon situations 
of hor,ific chaos and narrow them into stories, into 
arrests, into a versiori of reality that is explainable 
aild therefore comforting. They serve institutioris 
that have outsized roles in their communit ies--and 
sometinles forget that the power arid respect they 
enjoy is only oil loan. They like to think of them- 
selves as different, a caste apart, beset by unworttly 
critics in a nasty world. They tend to \york out of the 
sanle building, and, of course, they distrust each other 
overt as they t)reathe life into the word symbiotic. 

With that kinship in mind. we meet to discuss, among 
other things, how the media influence the perception 
of tile police held by that most innocent of bystand- 
ers. the public. As with many of our topics, this is 
a b,'oad one. h is oil otu" agenda because it presum- 
ably contributes to the nmta-topic at hand: how tile 
pel'fornlallCe Of police is and should be assessed. 
With that in i]lind, tills paper divided faMy neatly into 
:i cornl)lenmntary package. 13enson did tl]e hard work, 
reviewing the ielev{lnt academic literature and {ln{llyz- 

ing its conclusions.  Press sought to describe the work 
of  the press in relation to the police, figuring that to 
understand how the view of  the police is shaped, it 
would be helpful first to tmderstand the work of  the 
shapers. This paper then is divided into two parts. 
First is a discussion of  tile press and its work; second 
is a discussion of the academic literature and its 
lessons. 

Part one 
We begin ~.',,ittl a few simple truths that are not so 
simple. What does the press want? It wants stories. 
Ideally, reporters want exclusives; better yet. ex- 
clusives that expose wrongdoing. At an irreducible 
minimum, reporters assigned to the police want crime 
stories--the television people need pictures, t o o ~  
delivered quickly by a reliable official spokesman. 
With the outlines of a story in band, the reporters 
can then supplement-- i f  they've the time and inclina- 
t i o n - b y  visiting a crime scene or seeking out some- 
one with real or imagined knowledge. The prize here 
is the telling detai l--the turn of irony, the extra dollop 
of tragedy, the larger pattern into which this crime 
fits--that can turri a police blotter item into an event 
of drama or wider significance. 

The press is not a monolith, as some conspi,'acy theo- 
,'ists would have it, but it is a food chain. Television 
now supplies a majo,'ity of the news that most people 
get. (This inchides the "'news" p,'ovided by talk shows 
and other "information-providers" such as Sally Jesse 
Raphael, Oprah, and Jerry Springer.) But television 
still looks to print for leads, for subjects, and for its 
agenda. 

So who are these not-so-hidden pe,'suaders? They 
come in several different categories. Broadly speak- 
ing, they tend to be young and inexperienced, sent 
out to learn their craft before they're trusted with 
such exotic species as city council members and 
G-INs. "'The police beat is an intake job," says David 
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Anderson, the former editor of Police magazine and a 
long-time editorial page writer at the New York Times. 
"A young person comes on the paper and he's sent 
to go covet" crimes. It 's sort of an emergency roona 
internship to toughen up the kid. So what happens? 
He does as good a job its he can and gets to the point 
where he's interested in more important issues. How 
is the department structured? What is its operating 
philosophy? Where does its budget go? And at the 
point he's transferred to Washington or overseas." 

They are not all kids, of  course. When they can afford 
it, city editors assien two or more reporters to the 
police beat. The junior person still chases squad cars; 
the other is assigned to do big-picture s tor ies-- t rends.  
headquarters jockeying, or what they insist upon call- 
ing "'investigations." Sometimes,  the senior m a n - - a n d  
in these cases it's always a m a n - - i s  a burnt-out case, 
a reporter who hits been around so long at headquar- 
ters that he is regarded by all parties its a fellow trav- 
eler. He can be valuable to both sides, but he dates 
from an age that was not its adversarial, an age that is 
unlikely to return anytime soon. 

Even at papers that cannot afford to double-team the 
police, there is an ethic that more than the daily crime 
stories need cove,'age. But editors '  talk can be cheap. 
When Bruce Cory was hired by one of  the Houston 
papers (there was once more than one) to covet 
police, he was told to cover the department its an 
institution. Coming out of a niche publication that 
specialized in criminal justice, he had a surfeit of  
ideas. In the event, however, his first responsibility 
was to cove," every homicide in town. After a while he 
stopped pursuing anything else, and then he resigned. 

Tim third catego,y in this taxonomy is the colunmist. 
For these purposes, we focus on the subgroup that 
hits played a disproportionate role in northeaste,'n 
cities. These are men, typically h'ish, typically with 
fl'iends and relatives on the police force, who no mat- 
ter how fl'ee they are to roam across subject areas, will 
inevitably return to local police stories. They have 
excellent sources and can generally be relied upon to 
report, in dramatic fashion, the views of  a case as seen 
by one of the lead detectives. Occasionally they break 
important n e w s - - J i m m y  Breslin's reports on the use 
of  stun guns in a precinct house won a Pulitzer Prize. 
But these men are very important not so much for the 
information they impar t - -which  is sometimes of 
dubious va lue- -bu t  becat, se their writing is given 

prominence, and they set a tone and style for younger 
reporters who are aiming not for Afghanistan but for 
a high local profile. The exception to this approach is 
Leonard Levitt of  the late and much-lamented New 
York Newsday. At that paper, and now in its shrunken 
successor, the Queens edition of Newsday, Levitt 
writes a column specifically about police headquar- 
ters. Unlike the others who still seek to emulate 
Damon Runyon and 13reslin, Levitt serves its the 
department 's  Liz Smith/David Broder. 

Finally, and of considerable importance, is the investi- 
gator. These are reporters with the freedom to roam 
across their te,Titory looking for mischief to expose. 
They are very good at what they do, they set police 
chiefs '  teeth on edge, and their work, however rarely 
it appears, can be found on the fi'ont page. "l\vo classic 
examples are Selwyn Rabb of the New York Times, 
whose work on a 1960s bungled murder case was the 
basis for "Kojak," and Brian Donovan of Newsday, 
whose last expose of a police pension scandal won a 
Pulitze," Prize. 

In all this, crime news is paramount. In a distant sec- 
ond is news of the headquarters bureaucracy--who is 
up or down, what are the chances of labor unrest, etc. 
This covera,,e is often not detailed enot,,,h to be of 
much help or interest to anyone except the pa,'tici- 
pants o, their family members. Third is coverage of 
program initiatives. For quick reference, ,'eview the 
files of the Sunday New York Times Magazine for one 
breathless story after another describing in great detail 
the favorite idea of the resident police commissioner. 
Typically, these stories are told through the eyes of 
one officer or unit. And last are the special projects. 
For the most part, these are distinguished elTorts that 
allow editors and publishers to demonstrate their pub- 
lic spirit. Readers often turn the page. but they have 
great influence on prize ju,'ies and policymakers. 
Among many examples,  consider the Boston Globe on 
the abject disorganization of Boston's police depart- 
ment; the Washington Post on recruiting failu,'es by 
the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, and New 
York Newsday on precinct-level corruption. 

The last is a particularly good example of how the 
world works. In 1991, Newsday ran a muhipart series 
alleging failures ira the New York Police I)epartment 's 
(NYPD's)  internal affairs operation. Leonard Levitt 
was disappointed tt'mt the other pape,'s didn't  follow 
these stories; the PD's press office wits furious that 
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there were so many unnamed sources involved that it 
could not fight back against Newsday. After a time, 
Mike McAlary, a columnist on another paper, began 
writing about one cop's  corruption complaints. 
Newsday sought to reclaim the story. It had a tip that 
the U.S. Attorney's Office was beginning to sniff 
around the subject. Levitt wrote that story, but he says 
that an editor changed the wording to make it into a 
full-fledged "investigation." That was a fiat error. But 
before Levitt or anyone else could con'ect it, Mayo,  
David Dinkins had created a blue ribbon commission 
to probe corruption in the NYPD. 

Police stories 
Now, what do the police want in till this? 3"he police 
want "good" press. By that they mean favorable re- 
ports that emphasize bravery in the field and wisdom 
at headquarters. Good press is also tile absence of bad 
press. Bad press in this context describes abuse, cor- 
ruption, and other mistakes. Sometimes officials have 
difficulty discerning the difference. "'The holy g,'ail 
that every public relations person is in search of is 
positive press," says Suzanne Trazoff, a fo,'mer NYPD 
deputy commissioner for public information. "'When 1 
got to the PD, I heard that the beat reporters were all 
negative. But it just wasn' t  true. I had come fi'om [the 
city's welfare departmentl where there was never a 
good story. At the PD, reporters liked doing good 
stories about cops." 

But they could never do enough to satisfy some 
members of the department. Cops, like reporters, see 
the world as divided into two par t s - -Us  and Them. 
Rather than leadirig to a mature understarlding of 
each other's roles, these attitudes can lead to hostility. 
"The overwhelming majority of police officers, f ,om 
commanders on down through the ,'anks, felt the 
media were not on their side," says Vin LaPorchio, a 
former director of communications for the Boston Po- 
lice Department. "It was always adversarial." He said 
that some officers made exceptions for "'reporters they 
liked. They were the ones ,'egarded as "most-balanced' 
or most 'pro-cop, '  depending on how you looked 
at it." 

Despite such attitudes, departments are in the business 
of feeding the mouths that occasionally bite them. 
(The old saw has truth: Reporters a,'e either tit your 
neck or tit your feet.) Crime reports and arrests are 
matters of public record and as such are dist,'ibuted by 

headquarters'  staff. Partly this is a matter of  conve- 
nience, partly it is a desire to seek out witnesses 
and evidence flom the public, and partly it's a self- 
protective need to put the information out before 
someone else, such as tin unhappy civilian, does. The 
second category of story, according to Trazoff, is the 
one that's important to headquarters and to City Hall. 
"'Policy stories," she says, "are not big news the way 
the crime of the day is, and they're harder to get cov- 
erage for. But they are important to City Hall and to 
each agency. They want to let the public know what 's  
happening." The third category of story ,'elates to the 
second. It's the police commissioner 's  story. Accord- 
ing to Jeremy Travis, our host and a former senior 
aide to three New York police commissioners,  
" 'Commissioners need to show thei, personal stamps; 
the public likes that. It's an effective way to commu-  
nicate to tile troops. And it lets you dominate the 
fiekl. You want to put it out there, so critics have less 
playing room." 

So, from till this, what is the imt~iession left oil the 
public of the police? It is an agency that announces 
crimes, makes arrests, has a few ideas, struggles with 
labor-management issues, suffe,s flom some corrup- 
tion, employs a few brutal officers who may or may 
not live within the jurisdiction, and appears to be led 
by a succession of well-meaning adminismitors who 
do not seem to last very long. These may be false or 
misleading impressions, but they are the ones that 
both the press and police cooperate to put fo,ward. 

Is there an isstie missing here? Not in the era known 
as B. 13. (Before [former comm iss toner Will tam I 
Bratton). But in this A.B. period (we'l l  save the 
designation A.I). for tile nlayo," of  New York), the 
conve,'sation is changing. The agenda now includes 
public safety and the police deparmmnt 's  role in 
guaranteeing it. This is a topic that traditionalists 
tipp,'otich with greal ca,'e. "In '93, we had the lowest 
crime slats in 20 years," I~aPo,'chio recalls. "'They 
were just excellent ilunlbers. But we only isstied nletl- 
sured statements. We never gave the impression that 
our efforts made them go down because we always 
feared lhtll next yea," they'd go back up. Police offic- 
e,'s are a little cautious about thei, impact oil crime 
,'eductions." Not anymore, not A.B. 

The remarkable drop in crime reports in New York 
(and across tile Nation) and the ensuhlg renlarkable 
press covertlge is well known. The implications on 
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the press-police relationship of this change in the pub- 
lic conversation are still being thought through. John 
Linder is a management/organization/public relations 
consultant who has worked closely with Bratton over • 
the years. Consider his view: "'The press has an enor- 
mous role in influencing the way in which police have 
been managed in virtually every city in the country. 
The press is concerned with cor'ruption and the zip- 
pearance of corruption. No one managed towa,'d a 
goal of reducing crime. No one thought tile police 
could do it. Now they can. The press could perform a 
valuable role by trying to monitor the performance of 
government, the actual performance of government 
instead of tile appearance." • 

The police commissioner's role 
What would it unean to tile press and the police to 
live in a world in which the police pledge to reduce 
crime and ensure safety? Ah'eady, tile press influences 
decisionmaking at the highest levels. Everywhere, 
except perhaps Los Angeles, it seems to be an ac- 
cepted rule that if a case merits press attention it is apt 
to get extra police resources. And most senior police 
executives acknowledge that once having reached a 
decision they will attempt to have it portrayed as posi- 
tively as possible in the news media. But, says Paul 
Browne, a former reporter who became a key aide to 
former New York Police Commissioner Raymond 
Kelly, "'There's always been an t, nderstanding that the 
mayor runs a reelection campaign while the PC [po- 
lice commissioner] runs a paramilitary organization. 
Those are supposed to be different operations." 

Managing public safety, which of course is more a 
matter of perception than ,eality, is a campaign unto 
itself, if the police commissioner is determined to be 
the public's paladin, then he or she has to take on a 
different and enlarged role, particularly with respect 
to the press. This is not a game for" amateurs, and 
there are plenty of pros around to help manage it. 
Here are, at a minimum, the things a police commis- 
sione," will have to consider doing to succeed in this 
new world: 

• Stick to a message. Safety has to be sold, daily 
and agg,'essively. It will not do to run a safer city 
and not have everyone know it. What would be the 
point? This is really analogous to ,unning a politi- 
cal campaign, with one serious difference: Nearly 
eve,y day, there are gruesome events taking place 

that can step on even tile most artfully constructed 
messaoe 

Rent a medium.  Selling a campaign requires posi- 
tive appeals, and the press is not a good vehicle for 
that. The other" option, as Linder notes, is paid me- 
dia. He did it with Bratton when Bratton was chief 
of the New York Transit Police and helped build 
public confidence in the safety of the trains. He 
thought similar work was possible with the New 
York Police Department but had neither" the time 
nor the budget to try. 

I n f o r m a t i o n  control .  You can't  convince civilians 
that their" city is safe if they are listening to a steady 
drumbeat of reports describing crime. And where 
do those reports come from? They come from the 
police. Once started down the message road, how 
long before a police commissioner or a mayor is 
tempted to limit information? Not long, as the New 
York Times reported on July 2, 1995: 

Headline: Crime Coverage Mellows, 
and Answers Are Not at All Simple 

Byline: By William Glaberson 

Body: The New York City news media, 
usually packed with chilling accounts of 
urban mayhem, have been presenting a 
mellower portrait of crime in the city 
lately. 

Although there are always especially 
horrifying crimes that force their way 
into the headlines, like the murder spree 
of Darnell Collins last month, a review 
of recent crime coverage indicates there 
has been sharply less of i t--less than 
half the number of articles in tile city's 
newspapers than in a comparable 
period last year. 

Is the decline just a reflection of the 
well-documented slide in New York's 
crime rate? Is it, perhaps, a result of the 
media obsession with the O.J. Simpson 
trial? 

Or is it, as some reporters and editors 
suggest, the product of shrewd mana, ,e-  

ment of crime news by a mayor who 
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won election pledging to crack down on 
c,'ime? 

In their view, the cutbacks that Mayor 
Rudolph W. Giuliani ordered at police 
headquarters last February have made it 
so difficult to find out basic information 
about crimes in New York tha t - -  
whatever his intentions--the effect has 
been to reduce crime coverage. 

Jerry Schmetterer, who oversees police 
covera,,e as deputy metropolitan editor 
at the Daily News, said of the Giuliani 
administration's moves at police 
headquarte,'s, "'They are creating a per- 
ception that they don't  want bad news 
reported." 

Although Giuliani aides say there is no 
attempt at manipulation, tile criticism 
that Mr. Schmetterer and his collea,,ues 
voice is tit the center of a debate over 
how much haformation the gove,'nnmnt 
owes i-iews organizations. And some 
experts oil jot, rnalism and criminal 
justice suggest that a strategy aimed at 
easing people 's  sometimes exaggerated 
fears of crime might not be so bad. 

The dispute began last winter when 
Mayor Giuliani said the police 
del)artment's i)ublic information office 
was "'out of control" and ordered its 
staff cut by more than two-thirds--  
2g officers in I7:ebruary to 8 newly 
assigned officers and 1 civilian. The 
mayor also forced the resignation of the 
I)eputy Comnlissioner for Public Info,'- 
marion. John Miller. 

At the time. the widely reported inter- 
pretation was that Mr. Giuliani was 
jealous of the p,ess attention that Police 
Commissioner  William J. 13ratton had 
attracted and watlted to take rnore of tile 
credit for tile city's declining crime rate. 

But as time has passed, an additional 
consequence has appeared: The smaller 
i)ublic infofnlation tinit made tip of 
officers without public relations experi- 

ence has simply been less able to 
supply information. 

Running the numbers. The whole strategy de- 
pends on the city getting safer. What happens if the 
numbers tu,n up and the safe-city plan goes south? 
There might be a temptation to fix the numbers. 
"'The danger to the department of letting yourself  
be driven by how your numbers play in the press," 
says Paul Browne, "is that you are in danger of  
corrupting the reporting system." Blanket denials 
don't  work here. The Uniform Crime Reports used 
to be a play thing in some cities. And numbers 
given ot, tsized importance-- look at school test 
scores- -somet imes  have a way of being tampe,'ed 
with. This only has to happen once for a depart- 
mental message to lose credibility with the public. 

A hiding place. Every public figux'e needs one. 
Another way of putting it is officials must have the 
ability to define an issue so that its mere presence 
is not crippling. Crime does not lend itself nicely 
to such treammnt. " 'S-- t  happens every day," says 
13rowne, pungently, "'and our defense is we didn't  
do it. We have to clean it up. If your career can be 
ended because somebody else did something atro- 
cious, you and eve,'yone around you is put in a 
crazy position." 

In this new world, there might be some changes in 
the press, too. At the beginning of a successful public 
safety campaign, artful leaking to a reporter from 
the most important outlet in town will serve a police 
commissioner extremely well. The reporter will be 
happy- -he  gets an easy exclusive, l~ul reporters 
change assigmnents almost as rapidly as police com- 
missioners and the next guy may not be so pliable. 
Or even worse, the standards may change. The press 
thrives on failure, thrives oll it so much that it defines 
it so it can find it. Reducing homicides from 2,400 to 
1,200 is dandy. But how long before someone starts 
asking why 1,200 is an acceptable number? In this 
game, the headline does not have to read "Do Some- 
thing Dave!" There's  a nice ring to "'Do Something 
Howie!,'" too. 

13ut I digress. What follows is Benson's careful exege- 
sis, and I have delayed you too long. But one last 
thought: We should talk sometime about tile power 
of tile entertainnlent media to influence opinion. As 
surely as commercial  advertising moves products, 
so too do fictional portrayals influence our views of 
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crime, cops, and safety. Consider it the Sipowicz 
I2ffect, named for the g,'uff detective on " 'NYPD 
Blue." This show reaches more Americans than any 
news program. Its message: Cops are flawed good 
guys who always get the bad guys. (! mention also the 
show called "The Commish."  He doesn ' t  chase head- 
lines. He chases bad guys, gets them too. )Those  are 
powerful, positive messages whatever their attenu- 
ated comlection to reality. No department is likely 
to top them. So, as we all move into the A.B. era, 
police executives would be well advised to remember  
the advice anothe," television cop used to offer: 
"'Be careful out there." it can always get worse. 

Media-created reality 
Shortly after the turn of the century, journalist Lincoln 
Steffens picked a brief newspaper fight with his friend 
and crime-beat  competitor, Jacob Riis, in New York 
City. Steffens scooped the competit ion on a peculiar 
burghuy, which set off a flurry of crime reporting by 
the city 's  crime-beat reporters. 

"'It was one of the worst crime waves I ever wit- 
nessed,'" Steffens recounted later, "'and the exphma- 
tions were embarrassing to the reform police 
board . . . .  "" 

The "'crime wave" ended when President Teddy 
Roosevelt  interceded in the newspaper war. urging 
his fliends, Steffens and Riis, to ease up on the crime 
news because it undermined the Prog,'essive reforms 
of New York's corrupt city government.  Decades later 
in his autobiography, Steffens seemed to chuckle 
when ,ecounting the incident. 

"'I enjoy crime waves. I made one o n c e . . . "  he wrote 
in a chapter entitled, "'1 Make a Crime Wave." "'l feel 
that I know something the wise men do not know 
about crime waves and so I get a certain sense of  
happy superiority out of reading editorials, sermons, 
speeches, and learned theses on my specialty" 
(Steffens, 1931: 285). 

Decades later, one media critic remarked, "'For all 
the fea, they inspired, it wasn' t  that more crimes were 
being commi t t e d - -on l y  that more of them were 
getting into the paper" (Snyder, 1992: 201-2).  

Some say that the news media are like a mirror, 
merely reflecting the day 's  activities. But that notion 
is simplistic and perhaps a bit naive. If Steffens were 

still alive today, no doubt he would also chuckle at the 
legacy he has left in the news media: 

In 1976, New York City experienced a major crime 
wave of brutal attacks on the elderly. The city's 
news media publicized a rising tide of crime, and 
the public outcry prompted a government response 
to help protect the elderly. Yet, at the same time, 
official police statistics showed an actual decrease 
in those types of crime compared to the previous 
year. "'New York's crime wave was a public event 
produced through newswork . . . .  A crime wave 
is a "thing' in public consciousness which orga- 
nizes people's perceptions of an aspect of their 
community, it was this ' thing'  that the media cre- 
ated." wrote sociologist Mark Fishman, who stud- 
ied the phenomenon (Fishman, 1980). 

In 1986, the Nation's major newsmagazines and 
network news were in a year-long fi'enzy about 
drug abuse, particularly the use of crack cocaine. 
"'The Nation's No. 1 menace," decla,'ed U.S. News 
and World Report in July. The problem, as de- 
scribed by one observer, was that the statistics did 
not show that more people were abusing drugs. 
Drug abuse, according to the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse, was hove,'ing at about 16 percent 
among high school seniors for the previous 7 years. 
"'Nobody, but nobody, was going to defend drug 
abuse in America, least of all the people who use 
drugs every day. In a way, it was the perfect cover 
story: sensational, colorful, gruesome, alarmist, 
with a veneer of social responsibility. Unfortu- 
nately, it wasn' t  true" (Weisman, 1986: 15). 

In a study of news coverage in Chicago, murder 
ranked as the No. 1 reported crime in the Tribune, 
accounting for 26.2 percent of all crime covered by 
the newspaper. In actuality, according to the Chi- 
cago Police Department, murder accounted for 
only 0.2 percent of all crimes during that same 
period. Theft was the most fi'equently occurring 
crime, accounting for 36 percent of all crimes. But 
7)ibune stories only mentioned theft crimes 3.4 
percenl of the time (Graber. 1980: 40). "'In every 
category--cr imes ,  criminals, crhnefighters, the 
investigation of crime, arrests, case processing, 
and case disposi t ion-- the media present a world 
of crime and justice that is not found in reality" 
(Surette, 1992: 245-6). 
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For most Americans. the ,eality of crime is what they 
see on television o, at tile movies and what they read 
in the newspaper or in a magazine. An overwhelming 
majority of citizens report they have not been a crime 
victim in tile past year nor do they know anyone who 
has been a crime victim (see, for example, Galllfp 
Poll Monthly, February 1993: 33). So they learn about 
crime and the police fi'om entertainment shows like 
"Top Cops," from the police news roundup in their 
local newspaper, and from tile lead news stories on the 
local TV station. "'People today live in two worlds: a 
real world and a media world. "File first is l imited by 
direct experience; the second is bounded only by tile 
decisions of edito,'s and producers" (Zucker, 1978: 
239. quoted in Surette, 1992: 81). 

All  in all. tile media <,ire thei, audience a lot of  crime 
news. In her 1976 stildy, Doris Orabor found thai 
crime and justice topics ;.ivei'aged 25 percent of :.ill 
news in tile newspapers. 20 percent ell local televi- 
sion, and 13 percent oil national television. Stories 
that focused on individual crimes were 9 pei'cent of 
news coverage in tile newsl)apers, g percent on local 
television, and 4 percent on national television 
(Graber, 1980). 

In tile Chicago Tribune, tile coverage of individual 
crimes just abol_,t inatclled election cove,':`ige and was 
topped by only two other topics: foi'eign aff;.lirs and 
domestic policy. Individual crime coverage received 
nearly three times as much attention as tile presidency 
or the Congress or tile state of tile economy and 
nearly four times as much coverage as State or city 
goverilmeilt. 

A more recent stt, dy. conducted in 1991. fot, nd that 
news that focuses on crime, law. and justice accotllllS 
for just under one-half of all news coverage in news- 
papers, about half of all coverage oil television, and 
well over one-half of all news coverage oil radio 
(Ericson et al., 1991). 

All  that attention seems to be fueling tile public's 
appetite for crime news. According to research sit, d- 
ies, TV news audiences are most interested in flames, 
blood, and sex and least interested in ethnic news and 
labor news (13agdikian. 1978: 272). 

17.a,iy oil. newspal)ers recognized tile public's interest 
in crime news. In 1836. James Geldon I}ennell of tile 
New )}irk Herald repotloci in :i series of articles "one 
of the most foul and i)remeditated mt, rders thai ever 

fell to our lot to record." His stories described tile 
hatchet murder of a New York prostitute by one of her 
"'admire,'s," then later cast doubt that the police had 
tile rieht suspect after conductine his own investi,,a- 
tion. As a result, the suspect was acquitted, arid the 
circulation of the Herald tripled (Pickett, 1977: 
93-94, quoted in Bates, 1989). 

By tile late 19th century, crime news had become 
a staple of tile mass-circulation newspapers of 
America 's  big cities. As Snyder writes of New York's 
newspapers, "'The penny press became the guides for 
a readershi t) confounded by tile city 's divers i ty--and 
alternately fascinated and repelled by tile crime, vice, 
and poverty at its core" (Snyder, 1992: 198). 

Today, as many as 95 percent of  tile general l)opula - 
tion say the mass media arc ihei," primary source of 
i,lformation about crime, st,,vcys repo,t (Gr;.ibel, 
1979). 

13ut. as Steffens observes, this media-created 
perception differs from reality. And whether it is an 
intentional crime wave or an unintended effect of 
nevcs reporting routines, the news rriedia have ;_ill 
effect oil tile attitudes and perceptions of their audi- 
ences. That effect can alter their perception of crime 
:`lnd criminal justice, raising their level of fear or caus- 
ing them to act in a different manner than they 
noi'mally would. 

The news media 's  portrayal of crinle riews can affect 
tile public, as outlined below, and it may in turn, 
affect tile public's attitude toward police and othe, 
criminal justice practitionei's. Likewise, tile attitudes 
toward crinlinal justice can make a difference in how 
polic},makers pursue st,'ategics to address c,'ime. 

Three of  tile major news media effects are outlined 
below, followed by a discussion of tile effects of 
ciqme news specifically and how those effects relate to 
public attitudes lows.ird police. 

Agenda setting 
Numerous studies have shown that people attach 
greater importance to a problcnl when tile i)roblem 
has I)een hi_hli.hted, d 'd by the news media. The media. 
by emphasizing or ignoring topics, may infhience tile 
list of issues thai a,'c important to the pub l ic - -what  
tile public thinks :il)otit. even if  it is not what tile I)ub - 
lic thinks (see. for examl)lc, Cohen. 1963, quoted in 
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Surette, 1992). At some point, the media agenda 
becomes the public agenda, the theory goes. 

Under the agenda-setting theory, these guiding prin- 
ciples emerged (O'Keet'e, 1971: 243, quoted in 
Surette, 1992): 

I. The nlass rnedia may help form attitudes toward 
new subjects when little prior opinion exists. 

2. The mass media may influence attitudes that are 
weakly held. 

3. The mass rnedia may strerigtheri orie attitude at the 
expense of a series of others when the strength of the 
several attitudes is evenly bahmced. 

4. The mass media c a n  change even st,ongly held atti- 
tudes when they are able to report new facts. 

5. The mass media may suggest flew courses of action 
that appear to better satisfy wants and needs. 

6. The mass media's strongest arid rriost universally 
recognized effect remains the reinforcement or 
strengthening of predispositions. 

The influence of the news media, however, is subtle 
and is itself affected by personal characteristics of the 
public and the personal interactions among people. 
For instance, people with di,'ect, real-world experi- 
ences on a topic are less likely to be influenced by 
news media depictions of that same topic. Not all 
types of news media have the same influence, nor do 
they have the same influence on diffe,'ent topics. 

"'In essence, the researcll indicates that media effects 
are variable, are more common for television than 
for newspapers, appear to increase with exposure, 
are mo,'e significant the less direct experience people 
have with an issue, tire more significant for newer 
issties but diminish quickly, and are nonlinear, some- 
times reciprocal, and highly interactive with other 
social and individual processes" (Surette, 1992: 88). 

A refinement of the agenda-setting theory takes into 
account how the news media agenda may or may 
not influence the agenda held by policymakers. 
Those policymakers may act on their own without the 
public's urging, or they may a c t  counter to the public 
agenda. Tim agenda-building theory looks at how the 
policymaker agenda is influenced by the importance 
the news media place on given topics. For example, 
research into the effects of investi<,ative ,eportine has 

shown that the most consistent factor in determining 
the impaci of the media on policy is the relationship 
that forms between the media and local policymakers 
(Protess ei al., 1991). In that case, the largely passive 
public can apparently be circumvented. 

Priming 
This media-effects theory refers to the ability that 
news stories have to summon fo,'th bits and pieces 
of memory from a person's mind on a given topic. 

Conducting experiments using local television broad- 
casts, researchers Shanto lyengar and Donald Kinder 
found that when people evahiate complex political 
phenomena, they do not use all the political knowl- 
edge they have. They can consider only what comes 
to mind at the moment, and television news, it rams 
out, is a powerful determinant of what springs to mind 
and what is forgotten. By drawing attention to some 
aspects of political life at the expense of others, tele- 
vision news helps to set the terms by which political 
judgments are reached and political choices are made 
(lyengar and Kinder. 1987). 

When primed by television news stories that focused 
on national defense, people judged the President 
largely by how well he has provided, as they see it, 
fo," the Nation's defense. When primed with stories 
about inflation, people assessed the President's perfor- 
mance largely on whether they believed he has 
handled inflation well. 

Ahhough the experiments used political issues and the 
presidency, it seems likely that the same effect would 
occur when focusing on other issties, like crime, and 
other leaders, like mayors and police chiefs. 

Framing 
Again looking at television news, lyengar shows 
unintended effects of the news format oll public opin- 
ion ([yengar, 1991). The research looked lit the two 
primary news fornlats, episodic and thematic, that 
provide frames for news presentations. The episodic 
newsf,ame focuses on specific events or particular 
cases, while the thematic newsframe places political 
issues lind events in some general context. Television 
p,'esents news ahnost exclusively in an episodic for- 
mat, lyengar writes, which colors the presentation 
of issues and eliminates others fl'om the newscast 
entirely. For instance, during the 1980s, network 
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newscasts showed hundreds of reports of particuhu" 
acts of tetrorism but virtually no reports on the socio- 
economic or political antecedents of terrorism. Global 
warnring, on the othe, Iland, was hardly covered at 
all because it cannot be readily reduced to a specific 
event or occurrence. 

Through a series of experiments, the researcher found 
that tile episodic news format affects the public 's 
attributions of responsibility for political issues, so 
that viewers are "'less likely to hold public officials 
accountable for the existence of some problenl and 
also less likely to hold tlaem responsible for alleviat- 
ing it. By discouraging viewers fi'om attributing 
responsibility for national issties to political actors, 
television decreases tile public's control over their 
elected representatives and tile policies they pursue" 
(lycngar, 1991" 2-3). Likewise, viewers are less likely 
to attribute societal causes to problems. 

Crime story: public views of crime 

As noted earlier, the news rnedia enlphasize the most 
violent and tile least f,'equent crimes at the expense 
of other more frequent cr inles--and at tile expense 
of other less visual isstles. So nlt,,'ders grab the 
headlines, even if they are rare occurrences. 

The public, however, appa,'ently does not pick tip that 
distinction. When asked whether they thought cover- 
age of crime by, television exagge,ates the amount of 
crime, tile public ove,'whelmingly said they did not 
think it did (Gallup Poll Monthly, December 1993). 

The public has a fear of crime that in most cases is out 
of proportion to tile actual incidence or risk of crime, 
and as criminologists have noted, thai fear can lead to 
actions that make neighlgo,'lloods less safe. 

Wh:.ll does this fear come from? Researchers Ilave 
found that repeated exposure to television news can 
aher people 's  perceptions of reality, especially in tile 
absence of direct expe,'ience, such that they adopt a 
view of tile world characterized by suspicion, fear. 
alienation, distrust, cynicism, and a belief that the 
world is a violent, o ime-r idden,  dangerous place (see 
Surette, 1992). 

This so-called "'mean-world view" leads to a set of 
attitudes and beliefs about crime and crirnefighting. 
although some of those views are tempered by direct 
experience with crime. As Surette notes, "'At the least. 

heavy consumers of television do share certain beliefs 
about high societal crime and victimization levels. 
For Gerbner and his associates, a mean-world view 
translates into attitudes regarding who can employ 
violence against whom, who are app,opriate victims 
of crime, :and who are likely criminals. It posits a 
world in which it is appropriate for some to have 
power and some to not" (Surette. 1992:91 ). 

Other researche,s have found that a reliance on televi- 
sion news was associated with antiestablishment 
attitudes that included social distrust, political cyni- 
cism, and power lessness- -a  set of attitudes described 
as " 'videomalaise" (M. Robinson, 1976). 

The impact of crime news oil tile public 's t~ar of 
c, ime appears to hold true for newspaper readers 
as well. Heath (1984) found thai reade,'s report 
fearing crime more if a newspaper publishes a tligh 
proportion of local crinle news in a ,'andom o, 
sensationalistic manner. 

Yet it is television that is tllougllt tO contribute m o r e  

to the public's heightened level of fear. "'Newspaper 
exposure tends to be associated with beliefs about tile 
distribution and frequency of crime, whereas televi- 
sion exposure is associated witll attitudes, such as fear 
of crime and victimization," notes Su,ette ( 1992: 93). 

Just how tile news rnedia influence an individual's 
view of crime is hard to pin dowll because of indi- 
vidual differences in personal experiences and social 
interactions. 13ut tile overall presentation of crime in 
tile news rnedia tends to lead the public to supl)ort 
more  punitive criminal justice policies over social 
welfare policies to reduce crime. 

In a recent Gallup poll, 51 percent agreed that addi- 
tional money and effort should go to attacking tile 
social and economic problems that lead to crime 
tlarougtl better education and training, while 42 
percent agreed that money and effort should go to 
deterring c,'ime by inlproving hlw enforcement with 
more  prisons, police, and judges (Gallup Poll 
Monthly, August 1994:12). 

But over the past 5 years of  Galhip polling, that sup- 
por! for social programs dropped fronl 61 percent in 
1989 and a 5-year high of 67 percent in 1992 to just 
barely 50 percent. Likewise, the SUlgpo,'t for enforce- 
mcnt programs increased from 32 percent in 1989 and 
a 5-year low of 25 pcrcent in 1992 to 42 percent. 

1,7,1 
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In the s;ame poll, crime and violence were cited as the 
most impo,tant problem first mentioned by 21 percent 
of the respondents, beating out health care tit 12 per- 
cent and the economy at 9 perceilt. 

"'The repetitiveness and pervasiveness of the media's 
general crime and justice content increase the possi- 
bility that the media may have significant unplanned 
effects on attitudes, particularly in the area of crime 
and justice and especially for persons with limited 
alternative sources of information. And because of the 
media's emphasis on law enforcement and crime con- 
trol, we can expect that any media effects would tend 
to promote crime control more than due process poli- 
cies" (Surette, 1992: 87). 

Grabe,, though, found that the public, while fiworing 
crime control policies, had stronger support for social 
programs to reduce c,'ime than the media po,trayals 
would lead one to believe. The news media largely 
ignored social causes of crime and failed to stress 
socioeconomic reform as a way of coping with 
escalating crime. Instead. news stories placed an 
emphasis on the criminal justice process and on 
individual lavebreakers. "Curable deficiencies in the 
existing criminal justice system and personality de- 
fects in individuals tire depicted by the media as the 
main causes of rampant crime. Social causes play a 
subordinate, though by no means nonexistent, role. 
Suggested remedies are sparse and do not generally 
include social reforms" (Graber, 1980: 74). 

That differed from the public's view. as Graber notes, 
"'Social and economic facto,'s were regularly men- 
tioned by panel members as causes of crime, and 
social and economic reforms were advocated, albeit 
within the existing political structures . . . .  These 
views were heavily attributed to pe,'sonal experiences 
and evaluations, as well as conversations with lay and 
professional sources." 

lyengar found that people who viewed episodic 
cove,age of crime tended to produce fewe, societal 
attributions for crime, a circumstance that exists 
because television news fails to make the connection 
between crime and the social causes of crime for the 
public. "Americans'  failure to see intercolmections 
between issues may be a side effect of episodic news 
coverage. Most would agree that social problems such 
as pove,-ty, racial inequality, drug usage, and crime 
are related in cause and treatment. Yet. television 

typically depicts these rectwring political problems as 
discrete instances and events. This tendency may 
obscure the 'big picture' and impede the process of 
generalization . . ." (1991: 137). 

Public SUl)po,t for specific crime piograms, it stands 
to ,'eason. would lead to those programs being funded 
and implemented by policymakers. Surette makes 
these tentative conclusions: "The media emphasis on 
crime has frequently been credited with raising the 
public's fear of being victimized to dispropo,'tionate 
levels and hence giving crime an inapp,opriately high 
ranking on the public agenda (Gordon and Heath, 
1981: 228-229). The high ranking encourages the de- 
velopment of media-di,ected "moral crusades' against 
specific crime issties, heightens public anxiety abot, t 
crime, and pushes o, blocks other serious social p,'ob- 
lems such as hunger f,'om the public agenda" (Cohen 
and Young, 1981 ). 

Views of crimefighting 
Given the public's view of crime, one could expect 
the public to have a negative view of the police. 

The news media present the public with a torrent of 
gruesome and violent crimes, raising the level of fear. 
These crimes appear in the media as a series of un- 
connected violent acts, and the police seem powerless 
to stop them. When the news media focus on causes 
of crimes, they look to deficiencies in the criminal 
justice system as much as anything as the reason 
for crime. Societal causes of crime--poverty,  
unemployment, lack of education--are rarely cited. 

But despite the media's constructed reality of crime, 
there is evidence of conside,'able support for the 
police. In fact, the public does not appear to blame 
the police for what they perceive is a rise in crime. 
In 1972 and 1975, the National Crime Survey asked 
respondents in 13 American cities to rate their local 
police. 

"'When we consider that fully 81 percent of the 1975 
respondents said that police performance was either 
good or fair, it is apparent that a large amount of fa- 
vorable opinion toward the police exists in the public 
mind," the study concludes (Garofalo, 1977: 10). 
Other surveys at the time reported simila, findings. 
Although most of the respondents indicated that their 
local police could imp,'ove (68 percent), the improve- 
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ments most often cited we,'e the need for more police 
office,s or mo,'e officers directed to specific areas or 
duties (such as foot patrols). 

However, when race and age were considered, the 
performance of police slipped among some groups. 
Afi'ican Americans and younger respondents gave 
police lower ratings, ahhou,,h~ even among young 
African-Americans (ages 16-29), 71 percent rated the 
performance of police as good or average (Garofalo. 
1977:13). 

The survey also found that respondents who rated 
their neighborhoods as mt,ch more dangerous com- 
pared with other neighbo,'hoods in the metropolitan 
a,'ea were four times as likely to give tile police a 
very neeative~ rating than were ,espondents in nei,,h- 
borhoods they thought were much less dangerous 
(Garofalo. 1977: 18). However, those who felt safe at 
night in their neighborhoods rated police performance 
only slightly better than those who felt unsafe. 

The author comments. "'The extent to which people 
feel personally safe about being out alone in their 
neighborhoods at night does not have much effect 
on their ratings of the local police, but when people 
evaluate the safety of their neighborhoods relative to 
other neighborhoods, their evaluations are related to 
their perceptions of tile adeqt, acy of local police 
performance" (Garofalo. 1977:18). 

Likewise, those who reported they were crime victims 
in the previous year. especially victims of more seri- 
ous crime, were more likely to rate police performance 
negatively thart those who were not clime victims 
(Ga,'ofalo. 1977: 21). However. police ratings do not 
strongly influence whether o," not a victim reports a 
crime to tile police (Garofalo, 1977: 36). 

So, even with an increase in crime or a perceived 
increase in crime, the public does not appear to blame 
the police for it. "'Apparently, respondents <.lid not 
think that the crime problem was att,'ibutable to any 
deficiencies in tile job being done by their local 
police," the author conch,des (Garofalo, 1977: 36). 

Graber, in her 1976 study of crime news, fourtd that 
57 percent of her panel members gave police :a "'good 
rating," although whites gave more positive assess- 
ments than AfricaniAmericans. That positive rating. 
she notes, continued the favorable ratings police offic- 
ers had received throt, ghout the previot, s decade. 

When asked for responses for the "fair" ratings, the 
panelists noted the difficulty of the problems faced by 
police, including insufficient manpower, lack of pub- 
lic cooperation, lack of skills and dedication, and the 
poor caliber of police persormel. She observes that a 
typical comment often was prefaced by "'considering 
the tough problems they face" or "'given community 
attitudes" followed by a favorable evaluation. 

She notes, "'This leaves the impression that a large 
proportion of those who gave the police less than top 
ratings put the blame on the criminal justice systern in 
general and the difficulty of its mission rather than the 
particuhv institution" (Graber, 1980: 78). 

Other parts of the criminal justice system did not 
receive as good an evaluation as police in the Graber 
study, a finding confirmed by later surveys of tile 
public. 13oth the court and corrections systems were 
deemc<-I deficient, a circumstance Graber pegs to the 
public+s relative unfamiliarity with them. +'Unlike the 
coutts and correctional institutions, which seem 
remote, forbidding, and unpredictable, many people 
regard tile police as a source of ai<-I in various enler- 
gencies, inch, dins catching and safekeeping of 
climinals. F'eople can unde,'stand and ,elate to the job 
performed by police. By contrast, they are mystified 
by the ways of the courts and correctional systern and 
hold them ,'esponsible for returning unreformed 
criminals to society" (p. 78). 

In a 1991 national survey conducted by the National 
Victim Center (Wart, 1995), the public ,+ated the 
performance of tile police above that of prosecutors+ 
ju<-Iges, prisons, and parole boards. 

In her study, Graber asked the panelists to rate the 
success of the police in catching criminals, because 
she surnlised that apprehending criminals is widely 
considered to be the most important ft, nction of the 
police. She found that 48 percent of the panel saw tile 
police as very successful, 14 percent saw police as 
tmsuccessful, and tile remainder gave answers 
qt, alified to various crimes. 

Nearly two decades later, the public still regards the 
police highly. Respondents were asked in 1993 to rate 
how well tile police in their city were dealing with 
crime; 71 percent rated the police as doing an excel- 
lent or good job. However, that assessmcnl was much 
lower for Aft'lean-Americans, only 48 percent of 
whorn =.,,ave art excellent or ~'.zood ratin,,~ to police in 
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their cities (Gallup Poll Monthly, February 1993:31). 
And both whites and Afi'ican-Americans agreed with 
the statement that police treat criminal suspects 
differently in low-income neighborhoods than in 
middle- or high-income neighborhoods. 

As Wart (1995) notes, the police receive consistently 
higher ratings from the public in honesty and ethical 
standards than many other professions and that rank-' 
ing has increased since the 1970s. Roughly half of 
respondents in 1993 and 1994 Gallup surveys rated 
the honesty and ethical standards of the police as very 
high or high, up fl'om 37 percent in 1977. That gave 
police a ranking as high as medical doctors and teach- 
ers and placed them higher than lawyers (16 percent 
in 1993) and U.S. senators ( 18 percent). On another 
question, a lmge majority of Americans had a great 
deal of respect for the police, even du,ing the 1991 
Rodney King incident. Gallup surveys flom 1973 to 
1995 show that the public has the highest confidence 
rating in police over the past 20 years than any other 
institution, except for the military and organized 
religion (Gallup Poll Monthly, October 1991 and 
August 1994). 

Similar to Graber's observations, Reiss (1967, quoted 
in Wart, 1995), notes that the lofty police evaluations 
by the public probably have more to do with sympa- 
thy for the difficult job police have to handle than 
with an objective evaluation of police performance. 
Graber reports that panelists believed economic and 
social causes deter efficient crimefighting, and they 
believed strongly that citizens can best aid the fight 
against crime by correcting these societal causes. 
For instance, 85 percent of the recommendations 
flom panelists suggested that citizens should work 
for programs designed to reduce economic and educa- 
tional deficiencies among the crime-prone population. 
Fourteen percent called for better crime reporting by 
citizens and for more pa,'ticipation in stopping illegal 
activities. Overall, 86 percent believed that citizens 
are lax in aiding in the fight against crime (Graber, 
1980). 

The generally positive assessment of police came in 
recent years even as the public believed crime was 
higher in the United States than it was a year previ- 
ously and reported that they worried about being 
sexually assaulted or murdered more than they did 
a decade ago (Gallup Poll Monthly, December 
1993: 21). 

Trends in public opinion appear to show that the gen- 
eral fear of crime, although disproportionately higher 
than actual incidence of crime, has remained gener- 
ally stable since the 1970s and 1980s (Niemi et al., 
1988:134-- 135). In a 1993 Gallup poll, respondents 
reported that crime in their neighborhoods had not 
increased over last year, and neither they nor anyone 
they knew were victims of crime in the previous year. 
although again, responses by African-Americans 
differed (Gallup Poll Monthly, February 1993: 27). 

A year later, however, the proportion of Americans 
who rated c,ime as the most important problem in the 
country soared to 37 percent in a Janua,'y 1994 Gallup 
survey (Wa,'r, 1995). Alderman (1994) attributed the 
increase to a series of highly publicized crimes and 
trials that were under way beginning in the fall of 
1993, including the murde," of Polly Klaas, the assault 
on Nancy Kerrigan, the Long Island commuter train 
shooting rampage, the murder trial of the Menendez 
brothers, and the court proceedings surrounding the 
assault on Reginald Denny. 

Conclusions and 
recommendations 
The research seems clear that the news media have 
pervasive, unintended, and unpredictable influences 
on public opinion. For instance, the news media can 
influence the importance the public attaches to a par- 
ticular problem, the factors by which it evaluates its 
leaders, and the extent to which it makes connections 
between problems and causes. 

The evidence also strongly suggests that the steady 
stream of crime news from the media affects the pub- 
lic, so that they are more fearful about the risks of 
crime than they need be and are more likely to de- 
mand punitive criminal justice policies to control 
crime. That is true even though the public generally 
understands the societal causes of crime and supports 
programs to counteract them, despite the news 
media's avoidance of that portrayal of crime. 

The demand by the public for a specific response to 
c,'ime is likely to lead policymakers to heed the 
public or, at the very least, to make it more difficult 
for policymakers to get support for responses that are 
counter to public opinion. Along those lines, Fishman 
notes that the media crime frenzy over elderly crimes 
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in New York swiftly led to police and criminal justice 
reforms. 

"Even though one cannot be mugged by a crime 
wave, one can be frightened. And on the basis of this 
fear, one can put more police on the streets, enact new 
laws, and move away to the suburbs. Crime waves 
may be 'things of the mind' but they are real in their 
consequences" (Fishman, 1980: I 1 ). 

These attitudes about crime, however, do not appear 
to bring down the public's generally high rating of 
the police. Instead, they may have a positive effect on 
public attitudes toward police in that the public views 
the police as having a difficult job, being at the 
forefront of crime. 

As a way to address the negative effects of news 
media accounts, criminologists and journalists have 
called for more context in crime stories (see, for 
example, Edmonson, 1994; Tozer, 1993: Bishop, 
1993). By tying in the trends, patterns, and causes of 
crimes, the public would get a better picture of what 
crime is occurring, where it is occurring, and how 
often it is occurring. That gives them info,'mation by 
which they can make informed decisions about thei, 
personal safety. 

This should lead criminologists and police adminis- 
trators to provide more of the statistics and resea,'ch 
data to the public through the news media. Police 
departments are virtually the exclusive source of 
information for crime news. It makes sense that the 
crime news be accompanied by statistical data or 
inferences from administrators that bring context 
and order to the seemingly unconnected series of 
crimes and violent acts emanating from television 
and newspapers. 

Criminal justice policymakers nlust pay heed to the 
reports of the news media. This notion was espoused 
in 1921 by Felix F'rankfurter, then a professor of ad- 
ministrative law at Harvard Law School, in a study he 
helped lead of the Clevek, nd criminal justice system 
(Fosdick et al., 1922). F'rankfurter contributed a chap- 
ter outlining how the Clevehmd newspapers affected 
criminal justice in the city. He called on the newspa- 
pers to take a more high-minded approach to crime 
covera,,e~ , recognizing the strong effect they had on 
public opinion. 

"The public derives its opinions about the administra- 
tion of criminal justice fl'om the kind, the quality, and 
the volume of newspaper matter affecting criminal 
justice [and] the influence exerted by public opinion 
on the system of criminal justice is largely dependent 
upon the extent of informed opinion in the community 
. . . .  The whole scheme of criminal justice, particu- 
larly under an elective system with short tenures, 
is pervasively a f f e c t e d . . ,  by the views which are 
gradually deposited in the minds of the electors 
through the more vivid and persistent, and therefore 
more potent, influence of the daily news c o l u m n s . . . "  
(Fosdick et al., 1922:518). 
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Constituent Expectations of the 
Police and Police Expectations of 
Constituents 
Stuart A. 5cheingold 

Let me begin this pat)er by taking a close look at 
its assigned title. I want to suggest that this title ina- 
plies--misleadingly, in my judgnlent - -a  dyadic rela- 
tionship and synlmetrical expectations between police 
and "'constituents": two roughly equivalent parlies 
trying to uru.lerstand each other to work out mutually 
sati.~Jj, ing ways of interacting. As I see it, this title 
conveys an idealized sense of the way tile police and 
the public perceive and deal with each other. There is, 
of COLU'Se. nothing wrong with having ideals, but in 
deciding what matters and, therel:ore, what ought to 
be llleaSUl'ed, it is importaiat not to conftlse tile ideal 
with the typical day-to-day circunlstances of policing 
in the United States. 

Until relatively recently, tile police were by and large 
fi'ee to act as if tile ideal and the real were pretty much 
the same. That is, the police have had significant lee- 
way to project and inlpose tlleir expectations on tile 
public--presunling,  in other words, dyadic :iild synl- 
metrical relationships. In recent years, however, the 
leeway accorded the police has been dramatically 
curta i led--at  least in urban America. Social, pol i t ical,  
cultural, and legal ch:.inges Ilave nlade it more and 
nlore difficult to ignole the increasingly assertive and 
influential multiplicity of parties and the diverse ex- 
pectations that now iml)inge insistently on the police. 
Still, we know relatively little about this diversity of 
expectations. To complicate things still further, the 
police thenlselves seem d iv ided- -bo th  among and 
within depar in lenis--aboul  how much things have 
changed and the extent to which it is appropriate, 
or even feasible, to respond to altered pattel-ns of 
expectations. 

I think 1 detected some of these divisions, as well as 
a reluctance to conf,'ont them, at our initial meeting. 
Thus, continual mention was made of tile core ft, nc- 
tions of i)ol icing as if there was general agreement 
ell this contested isstle. Sinlilai'ly. and this was nlOlC 

implicit fllan explicit, there seemed to be a taken-for- 
granted belief that ,'educing crinle is, in itself, a goal 
that transcends divisions and reliably draws tile police 
and the public together. Finally, conlmunity policing 
was invoked with approval as an enterprise that all 
right-thinking academics and practitioners accept anti 
agree on. However, some things were said during tile 
course of our session that suggested, at least to nle, 
that cornnlunity policing did not mean tile sanle thing 
to all of us. This should, of course, come as no sur- 
p,'ise, because community policing has no commonly  
accepted meaning. 

1 would like this paper to be seen, in part, as an invita- 
tion to open up these issues, because each of them 
bears directly on tile police mandate. While there is, 
in all likelihood, agreement that the police mandate 
has been broadened, only if some agreenlent can be 
reached on the new paranmters of policing does it 
seem possible to decide what m a t t e r s  and, therefore, 
what ought to be measured. Similarly, i want to argue 
that the availal)le evidence stron,,ly._, sue.,,ests~ there are 
indeed a multiplicity of public expectations and, more 
to the point, that some of these expectations tend to 
put tile police at odds with elenaents of the public. 
The evidence, however, is largely anecdotal and 
spotty, and there is. consequclltly, a need for reliable 
data to determine whether the police and the public 
are on tile same p'~ge and. if not, wllat can be done to 
nlake things better and how we will know when things 
are nloving in the right di,'ection. 

Crime control: solution 
or problem 
"'A conservative is a liberal who has been mugged." 
This aphorism (which I associate, pe,'haps incorrectly, 
with James Q. Wilson)readily captures the notion 
that opl)osition to crinle does, at tile end of tile day, 
p,ovide a theme that unifies all of the law-abiding. 
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nondelusional members of the public. The contempo- 
rary case for this position has been particulafly well- 
developed by tile distinguished social scientist Rail 
Dahrendorf in a splendid little book entitled Law and 
Order (1985). But Dahrendoi'f acknowledges through- 
out this slim volume that he is largely updat ing--  
albeit with references to such current issues as "no go 
areas"- - the  ideas of Thomas Hobbes, who argued that 
without law and order, life is "nasty, solitary, brutish, 
and short." 

In the abstract, this position is unassailable, but in 
practice it is under constant assauh--and not just 
fi'om naive and deluded liberals. There a,e constant 
indications of the deep ambivalence of afflicted 
minorities toward the wa,'s that have been declared 
against crime and drugs. Indeed, tile strongest sup- 
porters of these wars are fi'equently to be found 
among those who are least at risk from street crime 
(Scheingold, 1995). They may be insulated by rural 
and suburban living or by a variety of security mea- 
sures that keep them ,'elatively safe, even when in 
close proximity to crime and criminals. ~lb suggest 
ambivalence among tile most victimized of Americans 
is not to suggest that they are oblivious or hardened to 
their victimization, but rather that - -as  is the case for 
most Americans-- law and o,'der is one value among 
many and that--unlike most Americans-- they worry 
that their neighborhoods will be the battlefields of the 
wars against crime and drugs, with all of the attendant 
risks. 

Can law and order be tile value of values-- the defini- 
tive solution to social conflict? There are at least three 
basic reasons to believe that this question should be 
answered in the negative. 

In the first place, law and order is not a dichoto- 
mous variable. The choice, at least in tile typical 
American urban setting, is not between the Hobbe- 
sian war of each against all and a harmonious and 
crime-free society. It seems more appropriate, as 
1 see it, to think in terms of multidimensional 
continua of more or less law, more or less order, 
more or less crime. 

Second, crime is not an entirely uncontested cat- 
egory. Charles Silberman made this point almost 
two decades ago in an eloquent elaboration of 
Robert Merton's distinction between legitimate 
and illegitimate opportunity st,'uctures among 
marginalized elements of the society (Silberman, 

1978: 87-116). The mixture of despair and ambi- 
lion that drive criminal acts may make it more dif- 
ficuh for minorities to dismiss those who break the 
law as the criminal other-- in  mucll tile same way 
that Americans at all levels find it difficuh to turn 
their backs on friends and relatives who commit 
crimes. 

Third, the c,'iminal justice system is o f t e n  under- 
stood ill minority areas as, at best, an unt,ustworthy 
and unpredictable ally ill tile struggle against vic- 
timization. To the extent that police, prosecutors. 
and judges are perceived as biased, corrupt, o1" even 
as victimizers, it stands to reason that tile call to 
join with law enforcement officials in tile fight 
against crime will ring hollow. 

l submit these three caveats not because I am coi1- 
vinced that they reflect ttle overall climate of opinion 
ill minority communities. The available evidence, 
admittedly spotty, does, howeve,, provide cause for 
concern, i have in mind the many indicia of African- 
American mistrust of the criminal justice system in 
general and of the police in particulai: This mistrust, 
moreover, does not seem to have been confined to 
young African-Ame,'ican males- -who are tradition- 
ally in conflict with pol ice- -nor  to their families and 
fi'iends. Consider, for example, the frequent reports 
of humiliations visited by tile police upon Aflican- 
Americans from the ",espectable classes"--including 
Afiican-American police officers. Similarly, Sasson 
reports in a recently published article that working- 
class blacks are inclined to adopt conspiracy theories, 
for example: "% conspiracy of powe,Tul whites is tile 
real cause of crime, drug dealing, and violence in 
black neighborhoods" (1995: 265). I 

More broadly, there were racially defined reactions to 
the verdicts in two notorious California trials--the 
prosecution of the Los Angeles Police Del)artment 
officers in tile Rodney King case and tile nnu'der t, ' ial 
of O.J. Simpson. Tile Bernard Goetz case in New 
York resonated in the same racially cha,'ged and 
divisive fashion (Rubin, 1988). Similarly, Cullen and 
his associates have found that while both blacks and 
whites approved of the use of deadly force against 
fleeing and manifestly dangerous felons, African- 
Ame,'icans were less likely thall whites to support tile 
illegal use of deadly force (Cullen et al., 1996: 454-- 
456). My research also revealed significant black- 
white differences on police shooting policy 
(Scheingold, 1991: 50-55). 
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The shai'ply contrasting reactions of blacks and whites 
cast further doubt on the proposition that the fight 
against crime brings Americans together. Instead, 
there is reason to believe that white trust in the police 
may be inversely propo,'tional to Afi 'ican-American 
distrust. This may be partly because, as I wrote a 
nui-nbet" of years ago, whites are likely to see the best 
police officers on their best behavior, while African- 
Americans and other ma,ginalized groups are 
likely to see the worst police officers at their worst 
(Schemgold. 1984: 126). It may also be because 
whites expect the police to trefit "'the dangerous 
classes" in just the ways that antagonize minorities. 
If so, then Andrew Hacker's (1992) ominous admoni- 
tion that we are "'two nations: black and white, sepa- 
rate, hostile, and unequal" may apply at least as much 
to the I:ight against crime as to other are:is of Ameri- 
oft,1 l i fe.  

Of course, high-l)rofile cases and issues nlay conceal 
more than they ,'eveal about the true feelings of  both 
minorities :uld whites tow:i,d c,hlle and criminal jus- 
lice. As Jennifer I lochschild has writteri, there is ,ca- 
son to believe that/ \f tJcan-Amei ' icans feel they "'illtlSt 
defend fill blacks in trouble with white society, no 
matter what they have done to call down this trouble" 
(1995: 128). Beneath this public show of solidarity, 
there may well be sufficient concern about the in- 
creasingly violent cbaracte, of crinlirlal activity to 
make opposition to c,'ime tile unifying force that 
brings the police and minority con3munities together. 
There is. moreover, reason to believe that the views of 
both minorities and whites are more conflicted and 
contingent than is conveyed by the fragmentai'y and 
tendentious evidence that is available. I::ormally in- 
compatil)le views may coexist within both minoi'ity 
and white co,11munities fiild families; indeed, indi- 
viduals nlay be equally Ioi'n. 

My underlying point is that it is hml)pt'opriate to as- 
st,,lle Ihai the fight against crime will bring k,lle,'icans 
together and that a reduction in the crime rate is. 
therefore, a sufficient gauge of successful policing. 
Given the conlplexity, the fundamental importance, 
and tile paucity of ii lformation o,1 pt, blic expectations. 
it follows thai ,esea,'ch--nleasuleme,lt. if you w i l l -  
is in o,'de,+. In short, the fhst step i,1 deciding what to 
measure is figui'hlg out what nlalle,'s Io the consunlers 
of police services. 

The core concerns of 
policing 
It might well be argued that the previous discussion is 
gratuitous--that  it amounts to little more than preach- 
ing to the choir. Was there not, after all, implicit in 
our initial discussion a recognition that crime control 
is not a sufficient, ahhou,,b~ it may be a necessary, 
indicator of successful policing? Perhaps so. But to 
begin with, we certainly seemed to dodge the issue of 
just how fa," and in what directions the police mandate 
had expanded beyond crime control. Indeed, it was 
not clea," to me that there was general agreement that 
such an expansion was called for. More fundamen- 
tally, fit times I found the case for expanding the rnan- 
date expressed in ways that privileged c, ime cont,'ol 
while seeming to move beyond it. Indeed, as I suggest 
below, the practices associated with this new dis- 
course of crime control seem likely to feed mistrust of  
the police anlong minorities and nlarginalized Ameri- 
cans nlore generally. 

A truism in law enforcement literature is that there is 
tension between two intrinsic elements of policing: 
order maintenance and law enforcement (Wilson, 
1968). Traditional beat policing tends to emphasize 
the former, while professional policing emphasizes 
the latter. Law enforcement depends on the imper- 
sonal authority of the law and is typified by the 
formal procedures of arrest and prosecution. Order 
maintenance, in contrast, depends on the personal 
authority of individual police officers and is typified 
by informal persuasion, admonition, and intimidation. 
Accordingly. the two app,'oaches call for contrasting 
i'o,'ms of police organizution, refining, skills, and 
tempenunet~t. Of  course, neither departments nor indi- 
vidual officers can confine themselves exclusively to 
law enforcement or to order maintenance; they llltlSt 
therefore find ways to reconcile the tensions between 
the two. 

There are both internal and e×tcrnal elements of the 
problems of reconciling law enforcement and order 
maintenance. Inte,'nally. law enforcement imposes 
a variety of constitutional and legal constraints on 
police officers. Order maintenance, on the othe," 
band. frees up police officers: So long as they do not 
contemplate prosecution, there is no need to worry 
much about legal niceties. A I)asic tradeoff occut's 
between bureaucratic control that is facilitated by 
the procedural regt, larhies of law enforcement and 
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rank-and-file morale that tends to be enhanced by the 
f,'eedom associated with order maintenance. From the 
external perspective, police-community relations can 
be jeopardized by the relative fi'eedom that police 
officers have, insofar as the mandate is defined prima- 
rily in terms of order maintenance and a law enfo,'ce- 
ment approach that imposes externally measurable 
standards of civility on police interactions with the 
public. 2 

As the police mandate has expanded in recent years, 
the distinction between law enforcement and order 
maintenance has tended to blur. Ahhough it might 
appear that this blurrirlg would ease the tension, that 
does not seem to be the case. Indeed, my own view 
is that as the mandate has expanded, .just the opposite 
has been happening. The internal and external prob- 
lems of reconciling law enforcement and order main- 
tenance have grown ever more burdensome. Either 
way, if what matters is to be measured, there are two 
basic reasons to pay auention to the expansion of the 
police mandate. It will be necessary, on the one hand, 
to work out ways of measuring whether and to what 
extent the police are meeting these new expectations 
and, on the other, to determine whether the expanded 
mandate is generating unintended and unwelcome 
COSTS. 

It seems reasonable (at least in terms of the crinlinol- 
ogy literature) to trace the current expansion of the 
police mandate to Wilson and Kelling's seminal 
"'broken windows" argument (Wilson, 1985: 75-89). 
They claim that there is an intrinsic relationship be- 
tween disorder and crime and, accordingly, between 
order maintenance and crime control. Broken win- 
dows is about the physical indicia of neighborhood 
decl ine--abandoned automobiles, boarded-up houses. 
untended trash, etc. Such circumstances, according to 
Kelling and Wilson, are taken by criminals as invita- 
tions to locate their criminal activities in these ne- 
glected venues. As Kelling and Wilson see things, this 
is all part of a spiral of decline that can be ar,'ested 
and reversed if law-abiding citizens can reclaim the 
streets. More broadly, this kind of thinking is linked 
to the idea that fighting crime can serve as bait--that  
crime reduction will attract a newly empowered pub- 
lic to the kind of civic activism required to rebuild 
community institutions. These institutions will then 
take on a meaningful share of the responsibility for 
dealing with broken windows and other signs of 
decline. 

I want to suggest that this expansion of the police 
mandate shifts the balance of policing activities fur- 
ther along the law enforcement-order maintenance 
continuum (ill the direction of o,'der). If this process 
works as intended, the result will be increasingly 
intense and harmonious rehltionships between police 
officers and neighborhood residents. If not. just the 
opposite is likely to happen. 

In its narrowest and most problematic reading, the 
broken windows argument leads to what is sometimes 
referred to as a zero-tolerance policy. Zero tolerance 
means, for example, that the police act forcefully 
against people and behavior they deem suspicious but 
not necessarily illegal or criminal. Similarly, former 
Conlmissionei" William Brauon argued at our hlst 
meeting that the reduction in crime in New York City 
could be attributed to putting "'hyper law enforce- 
ment" (my term) at the service of order maintenance. 
Would-be lawbreakers are put on notice that the most 
trivial infl'action will lead to police intervention if 
they a,'e suspected of gang, drug, or other kinds of 
ille-al activity. Knowine that they are subject to sur- 
veillance and intervention, these would-be crimirmls 
will, for example, be less likely to CaITy guns and, 
thus, be less dangerous and, presumably, less able to 
conduct their criminal activities. 

I see these zero-tolerance and hyper law enforcement 
policies as problematic for three reasons. In the first 
place, the available research suggests that for a variety 
of daunting reasons, anticrime camt)aigns a,'e not ef- 
fective agents of  commurfity reconstruction (Skogan, 
1990). Second, in this formulation, broken windows 
assumes just what I sought to call into question in 
the previous section of this paper--namely,  the pri- 
macy and consensus-building power of crime control. 
Finally, and most significantly, the kinds of police 
practices associated with zero-tolerance and hyper 
law enforcement seem likely to increase the mistrust 
of the police that robs crime control of its consensus- 
building capacity. As Skogan points out: 

I R }esidents of poor and minority neigh- 
borhoods with serious disorder prob- 
lems often have antagonistic relations 
with the police. They regard the police 
as another of their problems, frequently 
perceiving them to be arrogant, brutal, 
racist, and corrupt. (p. 172) 
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The intrusive and preemptive practices associated 
with zero-tolerance and hyper law enforcement are 
likely to increase this resentment and misti'ust. 

Even if they are conducted in a strictly 
legal fashion, aggressive tactics such as 
saturating areas with police, stopl)ing 
cars freqt, ently, conducting extensive 
field interrogations and searches, and 
burstirlg into apartments suspected of 
harboring gambling or drugs can under- 
mine police-community relations in 
black and ilispanic neighborhoods. 
(Skogan, 1990: 166) 

Is it reasonable to assui'ne ~.i strictly legal inodus oper- 
andi? Working as much on tile basis of probabilities 
as specific knowledge, police office,'s will make mis- 
takes or become overzealous--thus antagonizing 
law-abiding residents while seeking to intimidate 
lawbreakers. The result may well be to reinforce the 
sense thai tile police cannot be trusted to distinguish 
the violent rind incori+igibles (who nlust be put awtly 
to maintain a tolerable level of public safety) from tile 
unruly but redeemable (who ought to be empowered 
rather than ove,powered). 

Goldstein's problem-oriented policing exparlds the 
police mandate in a more promising and symmetrical 
fashiori (1990). The assulnption of problem-orientecl 
policing is that if police officers take seriously neigh- 
borhood grievances against landlords and nlerchants 
or about the shortage of drug lreatnlenl programs, for 
example, tile police can effectively intercede as advo- 
ca t e s - e i t he r  directly in the disputes or by' mobilizing 
responsible city officials. In so doing, the police will 
be alleviating some of the conditions that lead to dis- 
order and decline. Thus, there are crucial differences 
between the broken windows and problem-oriented 
policing strategies. In tile fornler czise, the police as- 
sume that crime and incipient crime are at tile heart of 
tile matter and. in effect, iml)ose that assumption oil 
tile public, l~roblern-oriented policing is. by definition. 
meant to be more of a two-way street, with tile police 
being attentive to a broader range of public discon- 
tent. In this way, problenl-oriented policing addresses 
itself" to sonic of tile underlying forces of disorder :.lnd 
crilne. Although problenl-oriented policing does not 
deal with "root causes"--for example, tile siruclural 
forces that ~izenerale unemplovnlent--it, does ¢,,o 
beyond the purely symptomatic in ways that broaden 

the range of expectations to which the police are 
attentive. 

Community policing 
Community policing is currently represented as the 
magic bullet that will lay to rest the concerns that 
have been developed in this paper. Thus, community 
policing is seen as a way to elicit the following: 

• A,,reements between the police and the public oil 
hiw enforcement priorities. 

• Mutual confidence in each other's good intentions. 

• Sufficient energy to arrest neighborhood disorder 
and decline. 

l WZUlt to suggest, however, that community policing 
can be, aild is. implenlented in divergent ways--not 
Jill of which are coriducive to increasing confidence 
between the police and neighborhood residents or to 
generating energy on behalf of community recon- 
strt, ction. Moreove,', even :it its problem-oriented, 
i)articil)atory best, partnershi l) may be a problenlati- 
eally apolitical solution to a serious political problem. 

A nunlber of years ago, one the first books on com- 
munity policing was subtitled "'Rhetoric or Reality" 
(Greene and Mastrofski, 1988). Now, almost a decade 
later, it seems abundantly clear that community polic- 
ing is both rhetoric apld reality. There is evidence in 
Seattle Zllld Chicago. two examl)les with which 1 am 
somewhat familiar, of concerted efforts to take coin- 
llltlnlly policing seriously. To me. tills llleans taking 
c'onrou~tlity seriously, not simply enlisting tile hiw- 
abiding elenlents of society in a lqght against crime 
mounted in and by tile police department. ~ The police 
take community seriously insofar as they encourage 
nlobilization of, and are accountal)le to, a broadly 
representative cross-section of the neighborhoods they 
serve. The goal is. in other words, to engage ordinary 
citizens in tile processes of establishing police priori- 
ties aild ,.zau<.ziniz police perfommnce. 

But there are other visions of comnlunity policing. 
Conmat, nity policing is sometimes taken to mean 
little more Ihan a return to traditional beat policin,,-- 
getting officers out of the car and into the street, 
where tile), become as well acquainted as possible 
with their neighborhoods. Then there is tile l)roaclive, 
or "'criine attack," vision (Wilson, 1985: 69) thai 

1,.71 
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deploys nontraditional pract ices--from zero-tolerance 
policies to neighborhood watch programs-- to  reduce 
crime. Or, as was suggested previously, community 
policing is understood primarily in terms of block 
watch programs and other efforts to elicit information 
that law enforcement officials deem useful. Often, the 
more authentically communitarian practices coexist 
with one or more of these top-down approaches 
within the same the department--or ,  for that matter, 
within the same program, as could be the case with 
Operation Weed and Seed. 

Depa,'tments are likely to be sharply divided on mat- 
ters that impinge directly on the values and interests 
of rank-and-file officers, midlevel managers, and 
police leadership? Chiefs and their immediate coterie 
are ordinarily appointed by, and hold office at the 
pleasure of, elected officials, and- -as  Mastrofski 
pointed out at our last meet ing-- their  job security 
tends to be more caught up with matte,-s like corrup- 
tion or major rioting than with rates of crime or levels 
of fear (B,'ady, 1996: 9). Midlevel police managers, 
like midlevel managers everywhere, are caught be- 
tween the upper echelons and rank-and-file officers. 
As such, they are likely to be more concerned with 
keeping the wheels of the department turning 
smoothly. The rank and file are, of course, in the front 
l ines--that  is, in the s treets--and are deeply influ- 
enced by those experiences and are more caught up 
with crime and everyday public order problems. All of 
this brings to mind the often-heard description of the 
division of labor among the finders, the minders, and 
the grinders in corporate law firms. But, unlike corpo- 
t'ate law firms, this police division of labor is rein- 
forced by formal and often assertive organizations 
that articulate and work on behalf of the interests of 
rank-and-file officers, and sometimes midlevel man- 
agers as well. Adding to the current complexity are 
minorities and women within the police ranks who 
often feel sufficiently distinct to have their own orga- 
nizations. In short, police organizations are increas- 
ingly unwieldy, and it is no mean feat to get them to 
work smooth ly - -much  less to introduce refo,'ms that 
run counter to the prevailing inertial fo,ces. 

Insofar as community policing follows the line of 
least resistance, the path seems likely to lead in famil- 
iar direct ions-- that  is, toward a return to traditional 
policing or a vigorous and enterprising pursuit of 
proactive efforts to control crime. If so, it is relatively 
easy to identify and measure what matters. When the 

crime rate is going down, the police a,e successful; 
otherwise, they are not. Accordingly, the paper pre- 
sented by then-Commissioner Bratton of the New 
York Police Department at out" first session makes, as 
was apparently his intention, an arguably convincing 
case for a successful community policing program. 
Similarly, if a return to beat policing is what commu- 
nity policing is all-about, the challenge would be to 
devise tests of the familiarity of officers with the 
people and places that comprise their beats 
(Rubenstein, 1973). An immensely sympathetic and 
subtle portrait of  this kind of policing is to be found 
in Muir's book, Police: Streetcorner Politicians--in 
particula,', in the person of the pseudonymous profes- 
sional, Jay Justice (Muir, 1977: 15-21). 

The point is that both traditional and proactive polic- 
ing represent familiar and largely top-down under- 
standings of policing. Although street officers in 
recent decades may have become more comfortable 
with impersonal policing and may have to be coaxed 
out of their cars, the traditional and proactive ap- 
proaches to community policing are not likely to be 
a tough sell internally. Beat policing is normally 
done on the officers' terms and can entail, at least by 
implication, a warrant to "'kick ass" among perceived 
troublemakers. The proactive, or crime attack, ap- 
proach gives street officers less individual discretion. 
It does, however, empowe," them to adopt the long- 
cherished role of crimefighter and may also entail the 
kind of heavy-handed tactics that Skogan and others 
have warned against. 

To take community seriously is a much more daunting 
task, whether in terms of altering police practices or 
measuring what matters, in the first place, taking 
community seriously entails treating the public as 
"'constituents"--that is, viewing people and police in 
ways analogous to the relationship between elected 
officials and the electorate. Officers and managers 
nqay, however, continue to be tempted, irrespective of 
the rhetoric of community policing, to view the public 
as split, primarily between law-abiding citizens on 
one side and criminals and other kinds of troublemak- 
ers on the other side. Of course, as I have ah'eady 
argued, that vision of society is problematic because it 
tends to ignore racial, class, and gender divisions that, 
for better or worse, seem to influence expectations of 
the police. And insofar as community policing calls 
for mobilizing neighborhoods and encouraging them 
to participate in policymaking, community policing 
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will inevitably be seen as introducing politics into 
policing. But rank-and-file officers are inclined to 
attribute to politics virtually all of the ills of policing. 
More specifically, the struggle over civilian review 
boards certainly suggests a deep-seated reluctl,lnce to 
think of the public as constituents to whom the police 
l,u'e answerl,ible and who therefore ought to be given 
a voice in the policing process. In sho,'t, while some 
l,idvocates of community policing do seem to cherish 
a police-constituent vision, this vision is contested in 
the theory of community policing l,ind even more so in 
its prl,tctice. 

No doubt some prog,'ess hi,is been made on these 
matters. I reel,ill my late colleague, Ezra Stotland, re- 
counthvg his amazement at attending a public meeting 
in which comnmni ty  resMents l,itl{-I police officials 
negotiated police p,'iorities. ~ Similarly, I Iemenlber 
Ezra tel l ing me of the gradual llansl:orml,itiOll of the 
conlmuni ly  advisory group fiOlll al l -white, anl ibhick 
mil i tancy to a genuinely, i f  sonlewhl,ii precariously, 
integrated advisory body (P'leissner el al., 1991). 
In Chicaoo too, some success seems to have been 
achieved by incorporl,iting district advisory commit- 
tees into the t)olicing process. (Chicl,lgo Comnlunity 
Policing Evahll,ltion Consortium, 1995: 63-74). 

While there is reason to believe that community polic- 
ing, l,it least in some places, has been somewhl,it suc- 
cessful in transcendhlg raciM divisions, it is less clef,u" 
that other gl,ips I-lave been bridged. Thus, the police 
may make common cause with those elements of the 
publ ic- -both  white and mir ior i ty--who shl,u'e police 
un{-lerstl,uldings and concerns. If comnluni iy  pol ic ing 
is about reconstructi i le "'disoMered'" l,in{-I " 'declinhw'" 
comnmnit ies, it is presuml,ibly necessary Io reach out 
beyond the respecll,ible elements to those who Lire at 
risk Lilld on the i111,irgins. (The lelm "'lit risk" here is 
meant to imply lit risk of becoming victimizers, not 
lit risk of v ict imizat ion.)  I:or these purl)oses, a zero- 
iolerl,ince policy may well be counlerproducl ive, 
giving rise to ol'gl,ulizl,itions stich i.is Seattle's "'Mothers 
Agl,iinst Police Itarassnlent.'" The brol,lder vision of 
communi ty  pol ic ing neither validates ilor rejects tile 
claims of  such organizations. Instead, il acknowledges 
a complex understanding of the conlposi l ion of neigh- 
borhoods, one that Iranscends the easy divisions of 
good alld bl,id, Ihe nlanl,igeable and the intractal)le, and 
that charges police with the onorotis resl)onsibi l i ty of 
tl,iking l,i brol,ider view of comnluni l ies.  

But to acknowledge  this complexity  is not to resolve 
its attendant dilemmas. Consider the isstie of teenag- 
ers, especially minority teenagers, hl,inging out. They 
may well chMlenge accepted notions of proper behav- 
ior and drive their parents as well l,ls their neighbors 
and the police cl'azy. But they l,u'e not necessarily in'e- 
deemable, nor l,u'e they necessl,Mly thought lo be so by 
their family and their neighbors. Trl,iditionl,illy, police 
have dealt with these disputes about the "legitimate 
use of public s p a c e . . ,  by imposing l,lll unnegotiated 
order that adversely affects tile interests of the young 
people concerned, l,md significantly undermines 
police-youth relations" (Loader, 1994: 524; see also 
Werthenl and Pilil,ivin, 1967: 57-62;  Reiss, 1971: 
150). Co l l ln lun i iy  pol ic ing cMls for a differenl 
approach thai il,ikes account of the legitiml,ile 
expectations of both youlhs and other neighborhood 
residents: 

The isstie needs to be reconstituted out- 
side of l,i "'ll,iw and order" l)aradigm l-ind 
subject to processes of mediation in 
which all inlcresied l)arties el,in en- 
deavor to produce rosohil ions thai do 
not constantly threaten to cr i in inal izo 
the sociM practices of young people. 
(Lol,lder, 1994: 524) 

At the very lel,lst, it would seem hlcumbent upori the 
police to take their cues 1"1"o111 the community and to 
work toward reintegralion of these youths back into 
their conlnluni t ies,  as lhey often do in middle-cll,iss 
neigllborhoods. 

Of  course, in middle-class neighborhoods there are 
more l ikely to be the stable family seuings and favor- 
able job prospects that reassure Ihe police of the prog- 
nosis for successful reintegration. In neighborhoods 
in decline, it is necessary to construct the condit ions 
conducive to reinteg,ation. This means a problem- 
o,'ienled approach to communi ty  I )o l ic ing- -an 
approach that "'recognizes the secondary nl,iture of the 
cr iminM justice system in sustl,tining sociM o rde r " - -  
without suggesting thai the police do not have LIn 
inq)oi'tl,ull, l-llbeit l-i denlanding and unl'l,imiliar, role 
to t)ll,iy (Loader, 1994: 525). Needless to say, this 
vision of conl lnuni ty  l)ol icing laxos tile resources, the 
energy, and the goodwi l l  of  police officers l,illd ;asks 
tlmm to step outside their conventional concel)tions 
of themselves-- indeed, to act in a nlannor lhnl is 
contrary lO these conventional concel)l ions. 
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The problematic implications of following the line of 
least resistance toward the traditional beat policing 
or crime attack versions of community policing seem 
reasonably predictable. Most broadly, tile resuh is 
likely to be a continued inclination to take for g,'anted 
a dyadic and symnletrical pattern of relationships 
between the police and the public. In other words, tile 
top-down bias of this approach will enable tile police 
to project and impose their expectations on the public. 
More specifically, tile police may well be tempted to 
make their peace with those groups in the neighbor- 
hood with whom they tend to ag,ee. Marginalized 
groups will continue to be excluded, misperceived, 
and, in all likelihood, antagonized by some of 
the heavy-handed taciics associated with these 
anticrinle-centered policing strategies. If so, tile resuh 
is likely to be an intensification, rather than a diminu- 
tion, of cleavages between police and marginalized 
elements of the public. 

The aspirations of community policing imply two dif- 
ferent kinds of measurements that are only indirectly 
related to crime. On tile one hand, there is a need to 
have process measures--indicators of comrnunity 
mobilization, police pa,'ticipation in this rnobilization, 
and mechanisms that promote police accountability to 
their constituents. Moreover, it is important to be at- 
tentive to how broad a cross-section of the community 
is involved or represented in these processes. On tile 
other hand, there is also a need to develop product 
measures, which assess the extent to which commu- 
nity reconstrt,ction is takin,, place. Crime ,'ates may 
reasonably be seen as one relevant indicator--but 
only one, and not necessarily the most important. 
Thus, other indicia of constituent satisfaction and a 
healthy community life must be identified and mea- 
sured. Included in this latter and rather amorphous 
category nlight be such things as the vitality of com- 
munity organizations, the physical condition of the 
neighborhoods, and educational matters such as 
truancy and graduation rates. 

To list such things is, by implication, to reveal one of 
the limitations inherent in attempting to measure what 
matters in terms of even the most enlightened under- 
standing of policing. As has al,eady been suggested, 
the conditions that lead to crime, disol'der, and decline 
may well be rooted in structural problems that are 
beyond tile reach of the most well-intentioned and 
inventive efforts of law enforcement officials--even 
when acting in concert with local officials and tile 

private sector. Cfawford wat+ns of one of the pitfalls 
of the "'multiagency approach to community crime 
prevention," an approach of the sort associated with 
problem-oriented policing (1994: 498). Among his 
concerns is tile way in which the multiagency 
approach emphasizes unity. 

There exists a distinct ideology among 
agency personnel and participants in 
multiagency crime prevention work 
[that] is rooted in the very existence of 
multiagency forums. It is an ideology of 
"'unity," which claims tile capacity to 
reduce conflict throu-h~, cooperation of 
diverse professional and interest groups 
in a homogeneous body with collective 
aims . . . .  Conflict and competition a,'e 
perceived to be the enemies of effective 
multiagency work. (p. 504) 

The result, according to  Crawford, is that "'fundamen- 
tal public issues are being marginalized except insofar 
as they are defined in terms of their criminogenic 
qualities" (p. 508). In shot+t, even at its best, commu- 
nity policing is per force biased toward symptomatic 
reactions to what may well be underlying structural 
problems. In directing attention away from causes and 
from conflicts engendered by these causes+ commu- 
nity policing can be seen as a strategy for evading 
problems rather than for solving them. What this sug- 
gests with respect to nmasurement is tile importance 
of being attentive to indicators of social and economic 
well-being, especially those relating to employment 
and income. These problems cannot be solved, or 
even addressed, by the police. But neither should the 
police, according to Crawford. contribute to a process 
that represses the expression of these grievances. 

Conclusions 
If this paper seems to be more about what is al,eady 
known than about what we must find out, it is 
misleading, not only as to the state of the available 
research but also as to my own state of mind. I have, 
of course, argued over and over amain that if we are 
to measure what really matters, it is important to go 
beyond crime, fear of crime, and the indicia of disor- 
der. But despite a rather assertive tone and repeated 
invocation of this admonition, 1 actually mean to offer 
only a phtusible proposition that must be tested and 
for which, thet+efore, data need to be gathered. 

L, 01 
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Moreover, insofar as I suggest that crime is not a suf- 
ficient indicator of  public expectations, I surely do not 
mean to suggest that it is not a necessary indicator. 
Indeed, as Carl Klocka,'s reminded us at our initial 
gathering: 

I 've heard discussion about how we get 
the community involved . . . .  There is 
another way to ask that q u e s t i o n . . .  
namely, the community asking in what 
do we want to get the police involved. 
(Brady, 1996: 8). 

Finally, while I call attention to diversity of race, 
class, gender, and circumstance, the extent and rel- 
evance of this diversity is also a matte, for empirical 
inquiry--another  matter in need of measurement 
rather than of a priori conclusions. 

My impression is that at our last meeting, for what- 
ever reasons, the issues of divergence and diversity 
were marginalized. As the sumnlary of our session 
indicates, when these matters upon occasion crept into 
the discussion, the issue wits seldom joined (Brady, 
1996: 4, 6). Some participants did register their objec- 
tions to what wits thereby being excluded (p. 12). Per- 
haps the explanation is simple and without any deeper 
meaning: What was being marginalized was in fact 
marginal to a meeting that focused prirna,'ily on the 
"'hows'" rather than on the "'whats'" of measurement. 
And surely it is no accident that those of us who were 
most concerned have been asked to p,epare papers 
for this second meeting. In any case, irrespective of 
where a discussion of dive,'gence and diversity might 
lead and the controversy it may generate, addressing 
these matters is. to my way of thinking, an unequivo- 
cally necessary step on the road to "'measuring what 
matters." 

Notes 
I. Sasson's explanation for this admittedly preliminary 
research finding is that the absence of any public 
discourse that acknowledges the contribution of white 
racism to crime and violence "'increases feelin,,s of 
marginality among blacks . . .  and the credibility of 
conspiratorial interpretations of social reality (as in, 
What are they trying to hide?)." 28 I. 

2. Proponents of community policing have pointed out 
that the impersonal style associated with law enforce- 
ment and the "professional" model of policing in general 
inhibits building relationships of mutual trust and real 

understanding. This matter will be taken up in the 
following section. 

3. The idea of taking comn3unity seriously comes from a 
Ph.D. dissertation by William Lyons, Taking Communi O, 
Seriously: Policing Reform in Southeast Seattle. Al- 
though the interpretations and conclusions are my own, 
this section of the paper draws heavily on Lyons' work 
and insights. 

4. The natt, re, complexity, and significance of intra- 
departmental cleavages are currently being explored by 
Manning in his study "Culture as Control in Police 
Careers" (undated). 

5. Ezra Stotland's comments were made to the author 
during a private conversation. 
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Some Really Cheap Ways of 
Measuring What Really Matters 
Carl 13. Klockars 

Had I been asked to script alld cast a symposium oil 
"'Measuring What Matters" in contemporary policing, 
I cannot imagine how I might have done better than 
the National lnstitt, te of  Justice and COPS. The cast is 
equally composed of world-class academic experts at 
measuring important things and police and all-star 
police leaders wtlo, i f  ~Allyone, should know what re- 
ally nlatters iri the real world of  policing. To spice up 
that ah-eady poterit mix, NIJ and COPS wisely added 
son-ie top-drawer journalists (whose job is to report 
what matters), some articulate advocates for those 
who should or would like to be more involved in 
deciding what matters, and. for good measure, a few 
agent provocateurs. 

For the most part, tile prepared papers and tile discus- 
sions at tile first two meetin,,s,,., were quite sensible. At 
both meetings, tile nleasurenlent people explained that 
serious measurenlent was difficult, complicated, time- 
corhsuming, and expensive, and that inference fl'om 
even the best measurements rot, st be made with tile 
greatest caution, particularly when causal claims a,'e 
being advanced. In counterpoint, tile police leaders 
emphasized that the public, tile press, and other inter- 
ested pa,'ties demand fairly simple measures of their 
agencies' perfornlance. The chiefs also added that 
they need such informalion for nlan;.lgelllelll purposes 
and, less than pe,'fcct though such measures might be. 
they should be produced in a timely manner and at 
modest cost. 

These fundamental truths about nleasuring and about 
what m a l l e t s  { i le  by  l i e  l-ned.illS n e w  in general llOi" a re  

they new with respect to the two particular isst ies--  
c, ime and commt, n i ty - -on  which tile discussions in 
the previous two sessions of tills symposiurn dwelled. 
It has been known for mo,'e than 30 years that. in gen- 
eral, police statistics are poor measures of  Irue levels 
of crime. This is in part because citizens exercise an 
extraordinary degree of discretion in deciding what 
crimes to report to police, and police exercise an 
extraordinary degree of discretion in deciding what to 

rel)orl as crimes. Moreover, some uriknowri proportion 
of perpetrators are actively engaged in committ ing 
crimes in ways that nl.:lke it uMikely that their crimes 
will ever be discovered. In addition, both c,ime and 
crime clearance rates can be manipulated dramatically 
by any police agency with a will to do so. It is also 
absohitely axiomatic that for certain types of crime 
(drug offenses, prostitution, corruption, illegal gam- 
bling, receiving stolen property, driving under tile in- 
fhlence, etc.), police statistics are in no vcay reflective 
of the level of that type of crime or of tile rise and 
fall of it. but they :.ire reflective of  tile level of police 
agency ,'esot, rces dedicated to its detection. Is there 
a police chief anywhere in this country who does not 
believe that he or she could double or half tile drug 
crimes Ilis or her agency reports by doubling or halv- 
trig the number of officers assigned to drug enforce- 
ment? 

This is not to say thai there are no types of  crime for 
which police statistics are not excellent, true-level 
measures. I l l  had to select a single type of crime 
for which its true level-- the level at which it is re- 
por ted--and tile police statistics that reco,d it were 
virtually ideritical, it wouM be bank robbery. Those 
figures are likely to be identical because banks are 
geared in all sorts of ways (hidden and exposed cam- 
el~is, exploding dyepacks, silent alalnls, tellers trained 
to fill out fornls describirig tile perpetrators, etc.) to 
aid in the reporting and recoMing of robberies and tile 
identification of robbers. And. because most everyone 
takes bank robbery seriously, bottl I-:ederal and local 
police a,'e highly motivated to recoM such events. 

Homicide, in the forms of murder and nonnegligent 
homicide, is also often Sl)oken of as a crinle for which 
tile tftle level {lnd tile level ,'epo,'ted in police statistics 
are likely to be very close. I know of 11o rese~irch Io 
support tills contention, but [ doubt very seriously that 
the COllgluence belween the Iruo level of that cfime 
and tile level rel)orted by police even begins to 
approach tile idenlity that exists for bank robbery. 
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Suicide and accidental deaths surely se,'ve as masks 
for some mu,ders. For example,  it is possible that we 
may neve, know whether the 230 deaths that occurred 
on July 17, 1996, when TWA Flight 800 exploded and 
crashed into the ocean off the coast of Long Island, 
New York, were murders or accidental deaths. 
I lowever, the number of murders and nonnegligent 
homicides that are classified as suicides or accidental 
deaths are probably minuscule in proportion to tile 
number that are classified as unresolved cases of  
missino persons. ParticuhMy vulnerable to havin,, 
thei," murde,s  misclassified this way are transients, 
street people, illegal aliens, and others who, if missed 
at all, are not missed for long. 

Because police reports of crime are subject to citizen 
discretion in reporting, to perpetrate," efforts at 
concealrnent, and to police discretion in reco,ding, 
criminologists have long viewed police crime statis- 
tics with great skepticism. This is pa,'ticularly true 
whenever these statistics are offered as evidence of 
tile consequences of  police performance.  The reason 
for this skepticism goes well beyond the measurement 
problems noted above. It springs as well fi-om the 
axiomatic belief of  social scientists that all social be- 
havior, including crime, has muhiple causes, most of 
which police can neither influence nor control. 

I cannot imagine that anything ! have said so far 
comes as news to or offends anyone in attendance at 
our seminar. (If so, please w,ite.) For that reason I 
would like to use some of tile l)revious topics to 
clarify three concepts that are central to our seminar 
and are found in the title of this paper: measuring, 
cheap, and what really matters. This is more than all 
academic exercise. These terms conceal much of what 

o has been unspoken or ~lossed over in our previous 
meetings. It is therefore critical to spend some time 
thinking about them because our conversations will 
not move much beyond the pedestrian observations 
1 have made above unless we come to specific and 
explicit grips with what each of these co,e terms 
n l e a n s .  

Measuring 
You are thought here to be the most 
senseless and fit man Jar the constable 
oJthe watch, therefi)re beat" you the 
lantern. 

Dogberry to the First Watchman 
Much Ado About Nothing, act 3, scene 3 
William Shakespeare 

In eeneral, measurine is the ' " ~ assignment of numbers to 
thin-s according to some rules. There is some contro- 
versy in the philosophy of science eve," whether all 
thin-s are measurable (e e tile twinkle in an eye, the 
sincerity of a smile), but such issues are beyond con- 
sideration here. It may be said, however, that the act 
of measuring in and of itself implies at least three 
articles of some faith. 

The first is that there is value in tile standardization of 
whatever one is measuring. For example, theft can be 
committed in an infinite variety of ways under an infi- 
nile variety of circunastances. Most anything can be 
stolen; most anyone can be a victim; and most anyone 
can steal. Despite this limitless variety of the things 
that theft can mean and be. the act of measuring man- 
ages, by one rule or another, to ignore that complexity 
and reduce a complex occasion to a single un i t - -a  
thef t - -so  that it may be defined as one of them. 

This first article of faith of measu,'ement may seem 
simple enough, but it is a very subtle point and one 
of immense consequences. Line police officers, in 
chronicling calls for service and describing crimes, 
arrests, and other activities, do not see themselves as 
engaged in measurement. They understand what they 
do as recording. It is only when those records are 
cumulated and enumerated by others who seek to 
draw inferences fl'om them that their acts of recording 
and describing become measurements. 

Herman Goldstein, in his classic article "'hnproving 
Policing: A Pi'oblem-Oriented Approach,'" (Goldstein, 
1979) was, I believe, the first to call attention to this 
issue and the difficulties it creates with respect to po- 
lice measurements of crime. Goldsiein points out that 
tile classification of the problems that police deal with 
into categories of  tile criminal code is not adequate 
for a variety of reasons. Chief among Goldstein's  
criticisms is that doing so masks diverse fo,'ms of 
behavior that police must respond to diffe,'ently. He 
offers the example of  events classified as "'arson." 

Incidents classified as "'arson'" might 
include fires set by teenagers as a form 
of vandalism, fires set by persons with 
severe psychological problems, fires set 
for the purpose of destroying evidence 
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of a crime, fires set by persons (or their 
hi,ed agents) for tile purpose of collect- 
ing insurance, and fires set by organized 
criminal interests to intimidate. Each 
type of incident poses a radically 
different type of problem for police. 

Goldstein also wai-ns that tile classification of police 
problems into categories of the criminal code inclines 
people to believe that unless police define events 
as c,'inle they will not be taken seriously. There is 
no rnore poign.ant contemporary example of this 
misperception and its unfortunate consequences tMn 
the trend over the past decade toward tmmdatory ar- 
rest policies in cases of domestic violence. Spurred by 
well-meaning interests, tile message they communi-  
cate to victinls is tMt they sllould not call for police 
assistance unless they are prepared to have their prob- 
lem classified as a c,inle and their domestic partner 
arrested for it. No longer can victims call police 
merely to request advice, counseling, or assistance 
in securing a temporary separation. 

The second article of faith that marks measui'ement is 
tile aspir:.ition to increasingly subtle description and 
precise discrimination througll tile power of math- 
enlatics. It is ,lot by accident tMt meast, ring seeks to 
connect things by rule to numbers. Numbers liberate 
mathematics, making it possible, among other things, 
to add. subtract, multiply, and divide and thus ,'ecog- 
nize and specify diffe,ences in exceptionally precise 
terms. It is this power of rnathematics tMt  rnakes it 
possible to recognize ;ind specify, for example, that 
some type of crime has increased or decreased by 
some exact percentage. 

Most criminal events letld tllernselves readily to rnea- 
surement. "lb stay with tile theft example mentioned 
above, ,lot only can tile anlount of tile theft be mea- 
sured, but the identity, race, etMicity, gender, age, 
occupation, and conlplaint or criminal history of 
victims, stispects, witnesses, and offenders ca,1 be 
connected to numbers as well. The same is true of  tile 
location of tile offense, tile relationship between vic- 
tim and offender, the time and duration of tile police 
response, the arrest or lack of it, and at least a dozen 
other data points tMt record featt, res and events in tile 
judicial and correctional process. 

In a free society, this ability to describe the colnpo- 
nents of events police attend to with matlaenmtical 
precision irwites those with an interest in any of those 

components to make wMtever use of those precise 
descriptions they deem appropriate. Their uses may 
range from providing support for allegations of  dis- 
criminatory police responses based oil age, race, 
ethnicity, gender, income, or neighborhood, to com- 
mercial ventures advising prospective home buyers 
how to locate in safe neighborhoods, to documenting 
police claims of success tit fighting crime. The capac- 
ity to describe witll nlathematical precision may have 
comrnercial or political value aild may be used cot'- 
rectly or incorrectly, responsibly or irresponsibly, 
fairly o, unfairly. Because the power to describe with 
precision may be used for good or ill by anyone with 
access to it, three real-world questions tire t, sually 
a t t enda t l t  w h e n  o n e  proposes , l l e a s u i e n l e n t :  

• Should rneasurement be performed at till? 

i Who is likely to profit fl'om it? 

t Who should Mve access to it? 

These are :.ill political questions, and no serious social 
measurement ought to be done without consideration 
of them. 

The third article of  faith of rneasurenlent is that what 
is measured (i.e., attached to numbers by some rule) is 
worth measuring. Admittedly, there are exceptions to 
this rule. Su,ely it is possible to envision an occasion 
in which rneast, rement may be done out of curiosity 
or for fiivolous purposes. Serendipitous discovery 
sometimes results from such activity, so a modest 
value might be assigned to it. Far mole cornmon is the 
case in which nleasurement is confirmed out of  Mbit 
when no rational reason for continuing to illeastit'e 
ietnai,ls. It is precisely tile faith that wllat is ,neastu'ed 
should be worth measuring tMt  advises discontinuing 
nleasut'i,lg on such occasions. 

Having said this much about measuring, it is now pos- 
sible to turn to the topic of its costs. Before doing so, 
it may be he lpM to empMsize tile three articles of 
faith in measurement. They ;ire: 

hl every instance of nle~.|sufellle11[, the convefsion 
of a thing, event, or occasion to ant ,  mber reqt, ires 
ignoring or discarding till other meaning that thing. 
event, or occasion might have. The easy way to zip- 
preciate this very Mrd point in till its paradox and 
irony is to remember this: a kiss is just a kiss, a 
sigh is just a sigh, and a crime is just a crime, as 
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time goes by. (Which, of  course, anyone who has 
kissed, sighed, or committed,  im,estigated, or been 
the victim of a crime knows is not true.) 

Every human event or occasion offers nlany oppor- 
tunities to measure and to bring the truly awesome 
power of mathematics to its description and 
discrimination. (The easy way to remember  this 
important point is to remember  that measurement 
creates power. Whether that power is used or not, 
by whom, and for what ptnpose are separate but 
ever-attendant questions.) 

Measure only what is worth measuring and stop 
measurin,.z, it when it is no lon,,er worth it. (This is 
the easy way to remember  this simple but easily 
forgotten point.) 

One mo,-e note on measurement before proceeding. 
Althottgh I have tried to deal gingerly with measurirlg, 
the fact is that naeasuring in the social sciences is a 
very slid affair. It is an activity so fraught with mind- 
and soul-wrench•rig difficuhies that only, grossly 
ignorant beginning students and the least capable or 
least virtuous of  social scientists engage in it with 
good humor. A warning is in order to any police prac- 
titioner who is approached by a quantitative crimi- 
nologist with a smile on his or he, fiice: Listen very, 
very carefully, keeping one hand on your wallet and 
the other on your gun. 

Cheap 
I can think of five popular nmanings of  the word 
cheap. The fact that four of them are distinctly pejora- 
tive should not =-o unnoticed. In attempting to achieve 
the singuhu meaning that is laudatory, we invariably 
risk the four that are not. 

• Inexpensive: a cheap meal. 

• Of  little value: talk is cheap. 

• Of  poor quality: a cheap suit. 

• Easy to obtain: a cheap laugh. 

• Unworthy of respect: a cheap shot. 

Much of what ! have sliid and will say supports the 
four less-than-hiudatory meanings of  cheap as applied 
to police measures of crime. They need not be re- 
peated here. What merits ehiboration is the sense in 

which police measures of crime are inexpensive and 
genuine bargains, despite the fact that to criminolo- 
gists they may be of little value, of poor quality, easy 
to obtain, and unworthy of respect. 

What exphiins this apparent contradiction is that 
police do not intend for their fecords to be measures 
of crime or of the effectiveness o," efficiency of police 
in fighting it. Records'  principal purpose is the docu- 
mentation of events and specific featt, res of events 
police may be required to account for at a later time, 
of which only one (and probably the least impo,'tant) 
is their contribution to the general crime rate. Whether 
it is a field interrogation, a lunch break, a response to 
a call for service, the discha,'ge of it weapon, the in- 
vestigation of a complaint about a barking dog, o," an 
ar,'est for murder, police document such events to the 
degree and with such detail (or lack of it) as may 
serve their purposes. 

This difference and muhiplicity of purpose make 
police reco,'ds, despite their tremendous sho,'tcomings 
and defects, extraordinary and irresistible bargains as 
measures of crime. The fact is that, because records 
serve these other organizational, occupational, and 
institutional purposes, police are obliged to collect 
them no matter how defective criminologists may find 
them to be its meast, res of crime. In this sense- -as  
measures of c r ime--pol ice  statistics are flee. 

Criminologists should not be chastened for looking 
this gift horse in the mouth. That, among other things, 
is their job. Their job is also to point out that the very 
costly business of  nmasurement can be made very in- 
expensive when it serves some other crucial purpose. 
The trick is not to cheapen either purpose in the 
process. 

What really matters 
A philosopher, if he has a toothache, is 
more likely to be interested in dentistry 
than in mathematical symbolism. 

We interest a miin by dealing with his 
interests. 

Permanence a~td Change 
Kenneth Burke 

I know of only three ways to discover what really 
matters: to ask others what really matters; to observe 
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how others, despite what they say, behave when some- 
thing really matters, and to reflect on the subject, 
examining both my own and others' ideas and behav- 
iors. None of these methods of discovering what 
really matters is terribly reliable, and anyone who has 
ever tried to deal with this problem seriously is almost 
always struck not only by how difficult finding out 
what really matters is, but by how el:ten each ap- 
p roach-ask ing ,  watching, and thinking--leads to 
contradictory answers and conclusions. 

To illustrate tills point, permit rne to pose a problem 
and ask that. should you find the time, you pose it to 
a few other people: 

Suppose the house next door to yours 
came up for sale. To the delight of your 
neighbor, three buyers put in bids at tile 
asking price. However, norie of them 
wi l l  offer a penny nlore. Your .good 
neighbor comes to you ;llld says that. 
as he will get the same amount of 
money from tile sale no matter who he 
sells to. he'd like to know the orde," in 
which you would p,efer he offer tile 
house to the three prospective buyers. 
fie ,.',,ill ask the neighbors on the other 
side of tlis house l:or their preferences 
;is `.`.'ell. The p,'ospective buyers are 
Rodney King, O.J. Sirnl)son, and Mark 
Futurnai-i. In what order would you 
prefer them :is your new neighbors? 

Over the past year, I have posed this question to about 
30 people, nlost of `.vhonl :u'e crinainologists or police 
administrators. (It makes for interesting chat at con- 
ferences and meetings.) All of them, I believe, thought 
Siinpson was guihy. They also thought I-:uhrnlan had 
at le:ist i)erjured himself  :in(l possibly tampered with 
evidence in order to fl':inle :i gui l ty  ill:in. Without 
excel)tion, they believed that King was the vict im of 
police use o1" excessive force, although they differed 
in their opinions oil what l)unishment the police oftqc- 
ers involved in the incident deserved. Be that as it 
ill:iy, with two exceptions, ~ every one of them lglaced 
Sinlpsoll or f:uhim:ul first :iild King last. O[" those who 
placed Siml)son second, v i r tual ly ;ill explained they 
clid so only because the press and tourists hanging 
aroui]d Ilis house would coi is l i lu le ;ill allnoyance. 

The answers l received (and, l suspect, those flint you 
`.viii receive if you pose this question to yourself ;lnd 

others) are similar to what inziny police agencies dis- 
cover when they hold community meetings focusing 
on neighborhood problems. Even in neighborhoods 
with disproportionately high levels of felony crime, 
residents typically express their g,eatest concern with 
public order" problems--litter, wuadalism, graffiti, 
loitering, noise, traffic, illegal parking, abaiadoned 
buildings and autos, etc. 

Thinking about this problem and the zins',,vers i1 gener- 
ates is helpful in understanding the difference be- 
tween what matte,s and what really matters. This is 
because it juxtaposes the two ideas and in so doing 
helps clarify both. Typically, "'What matters?" is a 
question that invites answers about the position or tile 
meaning el: somethirig iri a general or abstract hierar- 
chy. In the problen-i above, Simpsoll. I~'ulu'i~an, :_ind 
King stand for the categories of crime each represents. 
We :isk ~.lbotil what matters when we ask questions 
such as "'What are the rnosi important problenas 
in Ame,ica today?" or "'How much do you worry 
about . . .  '7"" Social scientists as `.',,ell as pollsters 
often ask such questions. There are, for examlgle, long 
histories of social science reseafch that have sought to 
establish not only a hierarchy of tile seriousness of 
crimes but also an order of :gul-iishnlerit appropriate to 
t he fn. 

The difficulty with measuring what matters is that, 
in order to achieve the comparisons such measures 
intend, they must be t, ngrounded and removed f,om 
context. Ho`.v else could it be asked `.vhether crime is 
more or less important or serious than tmemployment, 
illness, pollution, racism, terroi'islll, drug addiction, 
pove,'ty, or divorce? All can be devastating in their 
effects oil individuals, families, and conamulaities, but 
they also can be of little cousequence to those who are 
l)ersonally unafl:ected by them. 

While questions of what matters always enjoy a 
relative freedorn frorn circumstances and coiltext. 
questions of what really matters are typically locked 
to individuals who are located in specific roles or 
institutior~s at particular times. In a general sense+ 
crime, unemlHoynlent, illness, pollution, and family 
b,'eakdown matter+ but they really matte, if it is you 
that is victimized, fired, sick, poisoned, or divorced. 
The problem of measuring what really matters is that. 
because it is so closely tied to specific individuals. 
events, roles, times, and places, generalizations of the 
kind that can be made about what matters are usually 
very difficuh. 
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These what-matters and what-really-matters distinc- 
tions bear on police, crime, and measu,ement in a 
numbe," of critical ways. First, for police and particu- 
larly for police leaders, crime not only matters but, 
to a degree, it really matters, in that pt, blic attitudes 
toward police may influence how police can and do 
work and whether police leaders keep their jobs. The 
extent to which it does depends in part on the degree 
to which police are believed to be responsible for 
crime. Although police cannot cont,ol the extent to 
which they are believed to be responsible for crime. 
they can influence that perception. In recent yea,'s, 
police leaders have begun to differ oll whether to 
encourage that belief. Most police leaders have con- 
tinued the longstanding st,ategy of claiming credit 
when crime decreases and warning that increases in 
crime are the product of insufficient police ,esources. 
They claim that if police resources ave increased, 
crime will be reduced or, if not reduced, at least grow 
more slowly than it would have had those resources 
not been p,ovided. The rhetoric of this position is 
tried and true, and it is hard to imagine that a police 
chief  exists in the United States who does not know 
the sc,ipt. 2 

In contrast, an ahernative voice, one hea,d most 
often fl'om police leaders committed to some t'orm of 
community-  o1" problem-oriented policing, seeks to 
weaken the perception that police a,'e primarily or 
directly responsible fo, crime. That voice claims only 
modest police credit when crime goes down. It credits 
instead individual, neighborhood, and community 
efforts for success. When c,ime rises, that same mod- 
est voice speaks of the need for individuals, neighbor- 
hoods, and communities to take steps to bring it t, nder 
control.S 

This what-matters versus what-really-matters distinc- 
tion is by 11o means limited to, nor even most impor- 
tantly, a matter of c,ime. Ahhough a police agency or 
chief may suffer some difficulties or enjoy some favor 
in the wake of general trends in crime, it is far more 
common that things that really matter happen to them 
on other occasions. Favor follows public demonst,a- 
tions of exemplary achievement. Undesirable things 
that really matter happen when an inadequate police 
response is publicly linked to some other type of tin- 
desirable situation. Such occasions include, but are 
not limited to, scandalous instances of police 
incompetence, brutality, and corruption. 

The measurement-relevant point of this observation 
is that while police ,outinely offer crime statistics as 
(often defective) public measures of what matte,'s and 
what, to a far more limited degree, really matters, they 
offer few if any measurements of most of the things 
they do that invariably really matter. Put differently, 
and by way of introduction to the sections that follow, 
what are-the measurernents that police can routinely 
produce that measure the competence, skill, and integ- 
rity with which they do their work and for which they 
should rightly be held accountable? 

Some really cheap measures 
of three things that really 
matter 
Police competence, police skill, 
police integrity 
What follows are three specific and highly limited 
solutions to three general problems of measuring 
things that really matter in policing. Each solution 
meets the criteria developed in the above discussion 
of what really matters and of what ought to be consid- 
ered before measuring. Each is also inexpensive. All 
are offered here merely as examples, and as st, ch are 
meant to encourage both similar and competing 
efforts. 

Problem I--measuring police 
competence: the consequences of 
a good definition 
In 1974, Egon Bittner described the ,'ole of the police 
as attending to "'situations which ought not to be hap- 
pening and about which something ought to be done 
now" (Bittner, 1974). Bittner offered this definition in 
direct challenge to those who understood the police 
role as simply enforcing the law and making arrests. 
In contrast, his definition emphasizes the wide range 
of things police are obliged to attend to ("situations 
which ought not to be happening"), the variety of 
things that they may do in attending to them ("some- 
thing ought to be done"), and the unique capacity 
their ability to use force gives them to handle situa- 
tions that could not await a later resolution ("now"). 
If Bittner's definition of the role of police is con'ect 
(and 1 know of no other that is better), it is possible to 
derive two general axioms about police competence 
fl'om it: 
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A competent police agency should be able to 
describe with great precision what ought not to be 
happening and what it ought to be doing something 
about now. 

A competent police agency should be able to 
describe with great precision what it is doing about 
things that ought not to be happening and that it 
ought to be doing something about now. 

It may be helpful to think of routine measures of 
police comt)etence as fallirig into one of these llreas. 

Measuring what ought not to be 
happening~the systematic and 
standardized use and distribution of 
calls for service and dispatch data 
1 know of no police agency that does not i'ecord many 
things thai ought not Io be hal)pening. In veiy sniall 
police agencies, these iecoids l i l ly  be handwritten, 
hut even in son-le very small depaFtFnenls and vi i lual ly 
all largei ones, they are conlptilerized and ellen 
provide a level of detail thai is tlt l ly eXtlaOldinary. It 
is llOt tlnCOlllnlon, for e×anlple, for the aVel'age conl- 
purer-aided disl)atch (CAI) )  system io classify calls 
for service lind police inservice recol'ds into dozeils of 
diffelent categories. These recoi'ds caFl specify to the 
second tile anlount of time police officers lepoi't 
having spent at li plilt icular place or area as well as 
tile nlittlFe of the problems they attended to there. 

Admittedly, l'ecoFds of this type can and will be nlll- 
nipulatcd arid distorted by I)olh police and citizens. 
Police can i'eport doing things they do not do. They 
can also do filings without reporting them. They can 
"milk'" calls, taking nlol'e time than is necossai'y be- 
fore roportiFig lheinselves available 1o handle another 
call. In nlany cities, citizens have Iikcwisc learned thai 
describing an everii as nlore sei'iotis thai1 it is may pro- 
voke a nlole rapid response by police. They lelil'n, for 
example, to "'add a gun" Io ii i'eporl of a dislurbance. 
But because citizens have a substantial stake in get- 
ring police to respond to their requests for service and 
police officers have a substantial stake in such iecords 
as a means of recording the work they do and as lines 
of safety and assistance, calls for service are relatively 
relial)le accounts of what m'eally mat ters- -what  citi- 
zens tell police they ought to be attending to and what 
police on their own initiative decide merits their atten- 
tion. Defects and distortions fully corlceded, they are 

infinitely superior to crime records as descriptions of 
what ought not to be happening. 

To tul-n such accounts into measureiTierits arid report 
those measurements in a form that makes them mean- 
ingful lind usable has become progressively easier 
with tim advent of computerized calls Co," service and 
dispatch records. As is the case witt-i all things that 
,eally matter, as opposed to those things that matter 
only in tile abstract, how this ought to be done is a 
question of the specific roles and purposes such 
measulenlents ale expected to serve. 

At the general level of police organization, lln 
accouilting of wlml ought not to be happening in the 
entire jurisdiction for which the agency is responsible 
might be designed to augment, if not con-lpete with, 
annual c, ime statistics. It may be given the same 
prominence and provide approxhnately the same level 
of detail as crime statistics. Although tills document 
may be a general description of what really matters to 
police, it most su,'ely will be. as are crime statistics. 
merely one more thing that matte,s for ahnost 
everyone else. 

It mliy be useful to tllink of this geneial description, 
based ori calls for service and dispatch records, as 
data collection in support of an extended answer a po- 
lice executive would offer in response to the question, 
"'What happened in the [State, county, 
cityl of I I, about which your agency 
should have done something duiing the past year?" 
There wil l .  of [OtllSe, be those who al'e not satisfied 
with a general annual aecoi.inting of what ought not to 
be hapl)ening. They wil l  want to be infoimed of how 
much police know about what is hapl)enin ~ to lhein. 

For this ieason, lit all olhel" levels within a police 
organization these data should he organized in such a 
way as to lllake it possible for allyone with responsi- 
bil ity for pol icin- in {ill)' given area Io answer the 
sanle question as it i)ei'tains to thai ill'Ca. The detail of 
their allSWel'S should, of COHI'Se, he fineF, the time pe- 
riods they arc aMe to describe should be shorter, and 
the frequency with whicll they should be expected to 
answe, that questiori should be far greater. Modern 
systems make generating this type of information 
so easy and inexpensive thai any CAD system that 
cannot do it should lye replaced. Likewise. the detail 
with which each persoil at each level is capable of 
answeiing lhal question should be i'ogaided as a direct 
lllOaSUl'e of his or her competence. 
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Measuring what you are doing about 
what ought not to be happening~ 
surveying consumers 
Imagine a police leader, administrator, supervisor, or 
line officer who is asked of his or he, area of respon- 
sibility, "What is happening that ought not to be 
happening and that you ought to be doing something 
about now?," and who cannot anticipate the question 
that will inevitably follow? (What did you do about 
it?) The inability to anticipate this question should be 
grounds for immediate termination of employment.  

To know the question is one thing; to know the 
answer and provide cheap measures of it is quite 
another. 

One answer is that we need to =.,,o where what ouglat 
not to be happening is happening to see what needs to 
be done now. This answer has been much criticized 
of late, disparaged as "Dial-a-Cop'" policing, and 
deemphasized its we are urged to move beyond 911. 
I am supportive of many efforts to move policing 
beyond 911, but because most people believe that re- 
sponding promptly to calls for help is the single most 
important thing police do, it is crucial to get 91 I right 
before moving beyond it. 

Again, measures of both the timeliness of and time 
consumed in police responses are cheap and easy to 
produce from almost any CAD system, in systems 
employing differential response protocols, they can 
be sorted and reported by level of  response urgency. 
They may also fornl the basis for developing efficient 
patrol deployment strategies and equitable patrol 
workload distribution. 

The problem with such measures is that, while they 
can deso ' ibe in fine detail how long it takes police to 
respond to a request for help and how much time 
officers report doing something in response to that 
request, they are of  little value in describing what 
was done and of practically no value in determining 
whether it was done competently. To make this 
determination, police agencies usually rely on two 
mechanisms. One is supervisory review of reports of 
their activities that officers generate; the other is 
complaints received from citizens ilbout pool" service. 

Both of these mechanisms are important for quality 
control, but both are also so subject to distortion, 
manipulation, and error that even if their results are 
combined and quantified, they will not constitute ad- 
equate measures of competent police responses. As a 
measure of competence, the major defect in supervi- 
sory review is that it relies on the supervisor 's review 
of the responding officer's written account of wlaat 
happened. The main defect in citizen complaints is 
that the service rendered must fall to such a level that 
citizens are motivated to take the time and effort nec- 
essary to come forward to complain. Moreover, as 
both efforts are appreciated within police agencies as 
attempts to detect deficiencies, shortcomings, and 
misconduct, all sorts of defensive responses tend to 
arise. 

It is possible to both remedy shortcomings and thwart 
the natu,'al tendencies toward defensive responses by 
viewing the problem not as one of detecting deft- 
ciency but of  creating measures of good service. It has 
been my experience that. even in police agencies with 
serious problems, the overwhelming nlajority of calls 
for service are handled competently and excellent of- 
ficers in those agencies are rarely recognized for tlleir 
good work. 

Exhibit 1 is a device that one agency with which I was 
affiliated attempted to address the problem of measur- 
ing competent service delivery to victims of serious 
crimes in a positive wily. 

One monlh after a victimization, the head of the 
agency wrote a brief letter to the victim asking him or 
her to evaluate how well the case had been handled. 
When a problem wits reported, it was taken seriously. 
Typically, the evaluation wits followed with a contact, 
often in person, by the captain of the agency's  patrol 
division. The agency was a 200-off'leer sheriff 's de- 
partment, and the sheriff appreciated the effort not 
only as a mechanism for detecting and correcting 
problems but also as a device for generating a record 
of competent service at the same time he advertised 
his con-,mitment to quality to potential voters. It was 
this muhiplicity of purposes that in the sheriff 's  view 
made this effort, ill a cost of approximately $0.7(I per 
survey, very claeap. Ironically, the county executive, a 
political opponent of the sheriff, attempted to curtail 
this effort, dismissing it as merely a campaign device. 
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Exhibit 1. Cover Letter and Victim Survey 

Mr. John Doe 
Any Street 
Any City, Any State, Zip 

Dear Mr. Doe: 

According to our records, you have recently been the victim of a serious crime flint was assigned to 
an officer from our agency for investigation. Often, due to lack of evidence, cases cannot be soh, ed. 
But, whether your case was soh, ed or not. I am personally commit ted to seeing to it that every case 
assigned to my officers is investigated thoroughly and that you feel you were treated with dignity, 
courtesy, and respect. 

In order to do so, ! need your  assistance. Would you take a moment  to fill out the enclosed ques- 
tionnaire and return it to me in the postage-paid envelope provided? I value your response and 
assure yOl.l that ! will give it my personal attention. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely yours. 
Chief JSherifl', Commander,  Precinct Captain] 
encl. 

Chief,  Sher i f f ,  C o m m a n d e r ,  or  Prec inc t  Cap ta in  
Police Service Survey 

Case # 

I. Do you recall tile name of tile officer who handled your  case? 

No Yes If "yes," who was if? 

2. Were you provided by the olTicer or some other representative of our agency with a pamphlet  
called "Victim Assislance." which describes your rights as a victim under our  Slale 'x Law? 

No Yes 

3. l)id the investigator leave you ;.i business card or otherwise provide you with infornmtion oil how 
tO contact him or her on the progress of  lhe invesligation? 

No Yes 

4. Do you know tile outconle of  your case? 

No Yes 

5. Was a person arrested for victimizing you? 

No Yes Don't  know 
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Exhibit 1. Cover Letter and Victim Survey (continued) 

6. Were you treated by the investigating officer with dignity, courtesy, and respect? 

No Yes 

If "no," please explain: 

7. Do you feel that your case was handled in a professional manner and that the investigator 
assigned to it did everything within reason to investigate it thoroughly? 

No Yes 

If "no," please explain: 

8. Any other comments? 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Please return it to me in the enclosed, 
postage-paid envelope. 

(Signature) 

Chief [iSheriff, Commander,  Precinct Captain] 
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Problem II measuring police 
skill: good policing yields good 
measurement 
In the same pioneering essay in which Egon Bittner 
defined the role of the police as attending to 
"situations which ought not to be happening and 
about which something ought to be done now," he 
offered an equally groundbreaking definition of police 
skill. Bittner wrote, "'While force is the core of the 
police role, tile skill of policing consists in finding 
ways to avoid its use," (Bittner, 1974). 

It is this advice fl'om Bittner that suggests the key 
to solving the problem of measuring police skill. 
If Bittner is correct, and 1 believe he is. five police 
agency obligations follow logically fronl his claim. 
The first is a matter of agency po l icy- - in  every police 
agency, the commitment of thai agency to skilled 
t)olicing requires. I)y definition, the adoption of a use- 
of-force policy thai obligates ofl'icers to work in ways 
that minimize the need to use force. The second is 
that the agency monitor the use of force by' its offic- 
ers. The third is that tile agency evaluate officers when 
they find it necessary to use Force. The fou,'th is that 
the agency teach office,s how to work in ways that 
minimize the use of force. The fifth is thai the agency 
correct officers when they Fail to do so. 

To the extent that police agencies accept these obliga- 
lions and responsibilities, they should, in the course of 
doing so, gene,'ate excellent measures oF police skill. 
The measurement problem in the case of police skill 
is not one of decidin- whether or how to measure, 
it is one of assisting police agencies in overcoming 
obstacles thai impede Ihem in doing what a commit- 
illelll io  skilled policing logically obliges ihenl tO do. 

Impeded they are. indeed. The fact is that most police 
agencies do not have Formal policies thai explicitly 
require officers to work in ways that mininlize their 
need to use force; have only the most Iinlited and 
primitive capacity to monitor the use of force by their 
officers; have no idea whether tile use of force by 
their officers is increasing, dec,'easing, or ,emaining 
the same; do not know if or why their officers tend to 
use Force more or less frequently than officers in simi- 
lar agencies: rarely evahiate their officers' skills in 
avoiding the use of force: are incal)able of determin- 
ing whether specific police practices nainimize Ihe 
need to use Force; and are severely coml)romised by 

all these shortcomings in their capacity to learn about 
and teach skilled policing. 

I have given this problem extensive and detailed con- 
sideration in other writin,,s, and invite anyone with all 
interest in implementing practical changes in enhanc- 
ing police skills to consuh them. Here, for the limited 
purpose of considering it as a problem of measuring 
what matters, a brief summary of obstacles standing 
in the way of measuring police skills and ways to 
overcome them will suffice. 

Obstacle i~misconception of the problem. The 
chief obstacle to measurement of police skills is a 
fundamentally Flawed conception of the problem, qb 
undersland the problem of excessive use of force by 
police, one must begin by appreciating what defines 
police and distinguishes them fronl othe," c i t i zens - -  
that we give them the general right to use force as 
they see tile situations they attend to call for ii. They 
are in this respect like other professionals (e.g., doc- 
tors) tO whom we give special rights to do things (e.g., 
cut people open, dispense dangefous drugs, examine 
their private parts, etc.) thai we permit no one else 
to do. 

At present, there are three major mechanisms that 
control police abuses of use of force: 

• Criminal l aw- -an  officer's use of Force shall not be 
so excessive a s  10 c o n s t i t u t e  a c l ' i n l e .  

Civil l iabi l i ty--an officer's use of  force shall not be 
so unreasonable that tile person oil whom it is used 
should be awarded compensation for tile officer 's 
behavior. 

Fear of scandal--an officer's behavior shall not be 
of such naltlre to bring elnbiirrassnlenl Io himself 
or herself or tile agency that eml)loys him or her. 

The excessive use of Force is at present defined in 
terms of it violalion of one or there of the above 
standards. In consequence of thai understanding, tile 
apparatus most police agencies currently employ to 
control tile use of excessive force is a i11echanisnl 
designed to deleci and punistl behavior thai violates 
one of these standards. 

The l)roblem is thal ilono of these slandards is suffi- 
ciently high for the kind of policing we oxpecl and 
wilnl to encourage in a inodorn domocralic society. 
Consider an analogy. Suppose yotl wore looking For a 
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physician to treat you, and you sought a friend 
who knew many area physicians to obtain a recom- 
mendation. Your friend suggests Dr. Jones with the 
following observations: Dr. Jones has never used his 
physician's powers criminally, he has never lost a 
malpractice suit, and he has never been discovered to 
have engaged m scandalous medical behavior. Satis- 
fied? Hardly. ! know of no one who would regard that 
as tin adequate standard for medical conduct. Obvi- 
ously, any prospective patient would want and would 
have a right to expect fa," more. 

At present, meeting these three standards--avoiding 
punishment under criminal hiw, escaping the costs of 
civil liability, and averting public scandal-- is  till we 
expect of police and till that police, in practice, expect 
of themselves. 

The conchision is simple, st,'aightforward, and 
unavoidable. If one wants to encourage good, profes- 
sional policing (not merely to settle for policing that 
is not criminal, civilly liable, or potentially scandal- 
otis), one has to establish far higher expectations for 
the skilled police use of force than eithe," criminal or 
civil law or public expectations currently pe,'mit. Only 
by setting standa,ds fo, police conduct tit that elevated 
level will we keep it from the levels that flirt with 
criminal and civil liability and scandal. In fact, until 
we do just that, we will make no progress whatsoever 
oil solving the problem of excessive use of force. 

The way to do so follows Bitmer's lead. It is to define 
tile problem of controlling excessive force as an issue 
of enhancing police skill. The first task in getting 
police agencies to accurately and systematically mea- 
sure their use of force is to chan,,e= the conception of 
the problem of excessive force fi'om one of detecting 
and prosecuting misconduct to developing and 
encouraging skilled policing. 

If one wants to raise the minimal standards for police 
use of force from the minimal standards currently 
set by criminal and civil law and the fear of scandal, 
where should one go to find these new standards? 
As is tile case in medicine, law, engineering, and any 
other profession, they can be found in only one place: 
within tile craft itself, as exemplified in the work of 
the kind of police officers whom police themselves 
regard as highly skilled practitioners. In any police 
agency there are officers who are well known for their 
ability to walk into an out-of-control situation and sta- 
bilize it peacefully. (There are others, of course, who 

can turn any situation into a riot.) The skill of such 
officers is knowing how to work in ways that 
minimize tile use of force. 

Historically, U.S. police have resisted external re- 
views of police conduct on the grounds that "'civil- 
tans" could not understand what police work requires. 
The), are right, in the same way a physician would 
be right in insisting that a layperson would not have 
the knowledge to properly evaluate skilled medical 
practices. The problem with outsider reviews of either 
police or medical practices is not that laypersons 
would demand too much of police or physicians, but 
that they do not possess the kind of knowledge of 
options and ahernatives that would permit them to 
demand more. The only ones who have the detailed 
knowledge necessary to distinguish good policing 
f,'om that which is merely not criminal, civilly liable, 
or scandalous are experienced, skilled police officers. 

"File practical problems, then, for tiny police agency 
that wants to make real progress in controlling the 
excessive use of force by police are to establish an 
agency policy that calls for police to work in ways 
that minimize tile use of force and to create conditions 
under which experienced, skilled police officers will 
be willing and able to teach other officers how to 
comply with that policy. 

Solving the first part of tile problem is easy. Create 
a use-of-force policy that opens with the following 
words: "'Officers in this agency shall work in ways 
that minimize the need to use force." 

Obstacle 2--mobilizing the proficiency of skilled 
police officers. Solving the second part of the prob- 
lem, getting skilled officers to teach other officers to 
comply with such a policy, runs into three major diffi- 
culties. The first is the Code-- the  usually unspoken 
agreement among police officers that calls upon 
them to ,,o to extreme leneths to protect one another 
fi'om punishment. The second is the CYA syndrome. 
Endemic in police agencies, it tells all police to con- 
stantly "'cover your ass"--behave in ways that will not 
expose you to criticism. The third is the widely held 
view among line officers and many supervisors that 
the "'good" supervisor is the one who will back up an 
officer when he or she makes a mistake. 

Each of these obstacles sp,'ings fl'om a single source: 
the fundmnentally punitive orientation of the appa,'a- 
tus currently employed in police agencies to control 
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officers' behavior. From the point of view of working 
police officers, the administrative structure of the 
agencies that employ them is little more than a collec- 
tion of hundreds, and in some cases thousands, of 
rules and regulations, the violation of which can lead 
to their punishment. Under such conditions, it is in- 
evitable that the Code and CYA flourish. It is also 
inevitable that under such conditions supervisors do 
not supervise. Rather they discipline or, if they are 
"'good" supervisors, gain tile loyahy and support of 
those who work for them by covering for them when 
they run afoul of those rules. 

Thus, the problem of getting skilled police officers to 
teach other officers to work in ways that minimize Ihe 
use of force requires that such teaching be done under 
conditions in which the norlnal punitive and disciplin- 
ary orieiltation of police adrilinistraiion is suspended. 
Only under such conditions will officers be prepared 
to assume a ieasonabiy receptive, nondefensive pos- 
lure, and only thell will experienced, skilled supervi- 
sors be cal)able of offering constructive criticism of 
officer conduct. To encourage such behavior on the 
part of skilled supervisors, police agencies must do 
five things. 

Pirst, the agency must commit itself to recording 
every use of force by its officers. While many use-of- 
force incidents, such as those that cause death or 
bodily injury or involve the use of  police equipment 
such as firearms, batons, chemical irritants, sttin 
devices, and canines, should obviously be reported. 
the overwtmlming majority of occasions of police use 
of force inflict little or no physical injury on the per- 
son on wlaom they are used. Police use low levels of 
force in ahnost every custodial arrest. Grasping a per- 
son by' the arnl or shoulder, grabbing a shirt or a belt 
to hold a suspect, twisting arlllS to apply handcuffs, 
tightening handcuffs until they fit, and pressing an 
arrestee's head down to protect it in the course of 
sitting the arrestee in the back seat of a vehicle till 
constitute uses of force. The same is true of the use 
of force in accident and rescue situations--restraining 
friends and family of victims: steadying and trans- 
porting the sick, ttae injured, the infirm, and the deliri- 
otis: and controlling crowds. Alihough on all of these 
occ:.lsions police use force, it is simply ilnpractical to 
require a report of such uses. 

At the same tinte, every one of the above-mentioned. 
low-level uses of force can be tione ill a nlanner o1" 
under circumstances thai a skilled police officer 

would find excessive, h is possible to choke a person 
with a twisted shirt, strain a back or break a rib with a 
hard enough pull on a belt, twist arms into a handcuff 
position in a manner that dislocates shoulders, tighten 
handcuffs to severely painful, punitive levels, and 
force heads down so firmly that they hit knees. Most 
occasions when police use excessive force are likely 
to be instances of low levels of use, if for no other 
reason than the vast majority of all police uses of 
force are of low levels. 

! know of no wholly satisfiictory way to solve the 
problem of requiring the report of  potentially exces- 
sive rises of low-level force without paralyzing police 
by requiring the report of all such uses. Tentatively, 
and fully subject to revision based on research, I 
would propose two rules to govern when a low-level 
use of force that does not produce injury should be 
reported: whenever anyone elves any indication or 
suggestion of any dissatisfaction with the officer 's rise 
of force or any occasion when an officer involved in 
the incident believes for any reason that a use-of-force 
report would I)e desirable. 13oth rules are admittedly 
iml)erfecl but certainly extend the scope of force 
monitoring beyond monitoring limited to instances 
causillg injury. 

Second, police nltiSt make writing reports of the use 
of force the responsibility of supervisors, not line of- 
ficers. This in and of itself will provide an inclucement 
to supervisors to encotlrage officers to work in ways 
that ininimize the use of  force, if only to save supervi- 
sors the work of preparing such reports more often 
than necessary. 

Third, upon completioil of the report, which should 
require interviews whh witnesses, the officer or offi- 
cers involved, and collection of appropriate physical 
evidence, the supervisor nltlSl be obligated to evaluate 
the use of force by the officer. In making that evalua- 
tion. the supervisor should be forced to reach one of 
three conchisions: the use of force was necessary alld 
appropriate; the use of force was legitimate, but an 
ahernative approach might have made it unnecessary; 
or the use of force may constitute a violation of 
agency pol icy-- refer  to internal affairs. 

The key evaluation is the second, h is an evaluation of 
police conduct made by a senior, experienced police 
officer, not a civil ian, lawyer, or internal affairs inves- 
tigator. What makes it key is that to roach it a suporvi- 
SOl" must call upon his knowledge and skill as a police 
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officer and use them to explain how the situation 
might have been handled in a way that would have 
avoided use of force. 

Fourth, after the first-line superviso,  completes the 
use-of-force report, it should be passed up the chain 
of  command.  For example,  if a sergeant prepares the 
use-of-force evaluation, the report should be reviewed 
by a lieutenant and. afte,  that, a captain. Both of them, 
in order, should also be required to reach one of the 
evaluative conclusions. In reaching their evaluations, 
each should not only evaluate the conduct of the 
officer involved in the use of force, but the evaluation 
of the previous supervisor. A supervisor can fail to 
rep,'imand an officer for working in a manner that 
does not serve to minimize the use of force, but he o," 
she does so in peril of  his or he, own reputation as a 
supervisor before his or her superiors. The idea is to 
mobilize the slune sentiments on the pall of police 
supervisors that exist among judges who do not want 
to have their decisions overruled by judges in a higher 
c o u r t .  

Fifth and finally, after the review process is complete, 
normally within it couple of days of the use-of-force 
incident, the use-of-force repo,'t and evaluation by 
th,'ee supervisors should be returned to the officer. A 
l'inding that the use of force was necessary and appro- 
priate requires no fu,'ther comment .  A reference to 
inte,'nal affairs will inform an office," that the incident 
is under further investigation. However. a finding that 
the officer 's  behavior was legitimate (i.e., that it did 
not constitute criminal, civil, or scandalous miscon- 
duct) but an alternative approach might have made it 
unnecessary should prompt an occasion in which a 
senior, skilled, experienced police officer sits down 
with a fellow office, to explain in detail how that of- 
ricer might have conducted himself or herself in a way 
that would have avoided the need to use force. No dis- 
cipline should follow, but supervisors must make clear 
that the officer will be expected to work in that way in 
the future. 

Using such inst , 'uct ions--from making supervisors 
take seriously their obligation to st, pervise and teach 
the skills of  good police work- - rea l  progress will be 
made in cont,olling excessive use of force by police. 
Incidental to that achievement will also come a whole 
host of  free measures of  ihin,,s that really matte,'. 

Problem IIImmeasuring police 
integrity: overcoming the fear of 
finding out what you want to know 
By virtue of  the fact that policing is a highly discre- 
tionary, coercive activity that routinely takes place in 
private settings, out of the sight of supe,'visors, and 
before wimesses who are often rega,'ded as unreliable, 
it is, as the history of vi,tually every police agency in 
the world bears testimony, an occtipation that is ripe 
with opportunities for misconduct of many types. 4 
One type of misconduct, corrupt ion-- the  abuse of 
police authority for ga in - -has  been particularly prob- 
lematic. 5 Contributing to the difficulties of controlling 
co,'ruption are not only the reluctance of police offi- 
cers to repo,t corrupt activities of their fellow offi- 
c e r s - - a  phenomenon sometimes identified as the 
Code or the "'Blue Cur ta in"- -and the reluctance of 
police administ,'ators to admit the existence of corrup- 
tion but also the fact that the typical corrupt transac- 
tion benefits the parties to it and thus leaves no imme- 
diate victim or complainant to call attention to it 
(Muir, 1979; Klockars and Mastrofski, 1983). 

These three features of corruption in and of them- 
selves pose enormous obstacles to any attempt to 
measure it. Moreove,. until relatively ,'ecently, the ad- 
minist,'ative view of co,ruption was to see it as largely 
reflective of  the moral defects of individual police 
off icers)  fighting corruption by carefully screening 
applicants for police positions, pu,'suing defective 
officers aggressively, and removing them from their 
police positions before their behavior spread through: 
out the agency. Sometimes referred to its the "'bad 
apple" theory of police corruption, it has been 
severely criticized in recent years. 7 

The inherent resistance of cor,uption to direct mea- 
surement combined wilh this police conception of 
how to deal with it doom any attempt to meast,,'e it 
directly, in the same way all police statistics on crimes 
without complainants are doomed. All such measures 
will not reflect the true level of the problem but rather 
the resources and energies that are applied to its dis- 
covery. Under such circumstances, it is possible for 
the most corrupt police agencies- -ones  that make 
little or no effective effort to detect corrupt ion-- to  
appear to be fiee of it. 
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Although Iiigh-quality research on con'uption is very 
limited, s contemporary approaches to corruption stress 
the importance of four dimensions of corruption that 
go beyond the uriderstanding of con'uption as a prob- 
lem of the moral defects of individual "'bad-apple" 
police officers. Unlike the individualistic al)proach to 
police corruption, each of these four dinlensions is 
profoundly organizational in nature. Taken together. 
they, urge a reconception of the problem of corruption 
from one of weeding out and hunting down corrupt 
officers to an organizational obligation to create an 
environment that supports integrity and an occupa- 
tional cuhure among its officers that is intolerant of 
corruption. The wonderful thing about each of these 
four dimensions, from the point of view of those who 
would like to measure tlain,,s+,, that really tnatter, is that 
each is readily nleasurable. 

Organizatiorlal rules. The first of these dimensioris 
is organizationlil rules and the nl:lnnei in which they 
are made, communicated, arid understood. In the 
United States, police organizations differ markedly 
in wilat they officially prohibit as corrupt behavior 
(McCormack. 1986: Muir, 1979). This is particularly 
true of marginally or mala prohibim corrupt behavior 
such as off-duty employnlent and receipt of favors, 
gratuities, small gifts, free rrleals, and discounts. The 
problem is further complicated by the fact that in 
many agencies, ahhough official policy, formally pro- 
hibits sucll activities, the iigency's unofficilil policy, 
supported in relative silence by supervisors and lid- 
minis,raters, is to permit and ignore such behaviors 
provided they are limited and conducted discreetly. 

Corrupt ion control techniques. The second organi- 
zational dimension of corruption is the entire fange of 
activities police agencies eml)loy to prevent iuld con- 
lrol it. These inchide, but are not limited to, education 
in ethics, proactive and reactive corruption investiga- 
tions, integrity tesling, arid the general delerrence 
of corruption by the discipline and ptlnishnlenl of 
offenders. The extent to which these lind other organi- 
zational an/,corruption techniques are employed 
varies enormously. 

The Code. The third organizatiorial dimension of 
corruption has aheady been mentioned, h is the 
Code or the "'Blue Ctu'tain"--the informal prohibition 
against rel)orting the misconduct of follow police 
officers in the occupational cullure of policing. "l\vo 
folilures of the Code belir enal)hasis here. 

First, exactly what behavior is covered by the Code 
varies enormously between police agencies. In sonle 
agencies, it may cover only relatively low-level 
corruption; in others it may covet" corruption of even 
the most serious degree. Secondly, the Code not only 
difl'ers in what behavior it covers but to whom the 
benefit of its coverage is extended. In some agencies. 
the Code is largely limited to police partners who 
enjoy, vis-fi-vis one another, a testimonial immunity 
that police liken to traditionally privileged relation- 
ships between husband lind wife, physician and 
patient, or lawyer and client. 

Although most police administrators probably under- 
stand that circunlso'ibing both when1 :lrld what the 
Code covers shot, ld be an administrative i)riority, 
(Barker and Wells, 1982) in virtually every police 
agertcy, the Code develops as a response to the puni- 
tive orientation of the quasi-military police adminis- 
trative system. Put too crudely, quasi-military police 
administration works by creating hundreds and some- 
times thousands of rules and then severely pt, nishing 
deviations fron] those ,'tiles. It is a sociological inevi- 
tability that under such administrative and organiza- 
tional conditions some form of the Code will evolve 
(Bittner. 1970: 13ittner, 1990; Klockars, 1985: 
Jefferson, 1990; and Guyot, 1991 ). 

The influence of  pul)lic expectations. The fourth and 
final dimension of police corruption emphasized by 
contemporary police theory is the infhience of the 
social and political erMronments in which police 
institutions, systems, and agencies operate. 9 Even 
within the same country, as U.S. history ilhistrales, 
there are areas with long and virtually unirlterrupted 
traditions of police corruption (e.g., Chicago, New 
Orleans, Key %,Vest), equally long traditions of 
rninimal corrul)tion (e.g., Milwaukee, Kansas City, 
Seattle). and still others that have undergone repeated 
cycles of SClUldal and refoinl (e.g., New York, Phila- 
delphia, Oakhmd). Fronl such histories we may con- 
chide not only that public expectations about police 
integrity exert vastly different pressures on police 
agencies in diffei'erit areas, but also that public pi'es- 
sures lOWiifd CO,Tt, ption may be success fully resisted. 

The majo," p,oposhions of the idea that controlling 
corruption is an organizational rather than an indi- 
vidual l)roblem are questions of fact and opinion tllat 
can be explored directly and without ariything like the 
resistance that direct inquiries abot, t corrupt behavior 
are likely to provoke. It is. for example, possible to 
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Exhibit 2. Corruption Case Vignettes 

Case 1. A police officer runs his own private business in which he sells and installs security devices, 
such as alarms and special locks. He does this work during his off-duly hours. 

Case 2. A police officer routinely accepts free meals, cigarettes, and other items of small value from 
merchants on his beat. He does not solicit these gifts and is careful not to abuse the generosity of 
those who ,five ~ifts to him. 

Case 3. A police officer stops a motorist for speeding. The officer agrees to accept a personal gift of 
one-half of the amount of the fine in exchange for not isstiing a citation. 

Case 4. A police officer is widely liked in the community, and on holidays local merchants and restati- 
rant and bar owners show their appreciation for his attention by giving hiln gifts of food and liquor. 

Case 5. A police officer discovers a burglary of a jewehy shop. The display cases are smashed, and it 
is obvious that many items have been taken. While searching the shop, he takes a watch, worth about 
2 days of pay. He reports that the watch had been stolen during tim burglary. 

Case 6. A police officer has a private arrangement with a local auto body, repair shop to refer the 
owners of cars damaged in accidents to that shop. in exchange for each referral, he receives a pay- 
ment of 5 percent of the repair bill fiOln the shop owner. 

Case 7. A police officer, who happens to be a good auto mechanic, is scheduled to work during com- 
ing holidays. A supervisor offers to give him these days off, if he agrees to tune tip his personal car. 
Evaluate the supervisor's behavior. 

Case 8. At 2 a.m., an on-duty police officer is driving his patrol car on a deserted road. He sees a ve- 
hicle that has been driven off the road and is stuck in a ditch. He approaches the vehicle and observes 
that the driver is not hurt but is obviously intoxicated. He also finds that the driver is a police officer. 
Instead of reporting this accident and offense, he transports the driver to his home. 

Case 9. A police officer finds a bar on his beat that is still serving drinks 30 minutes past its legal 
closing time. Instead of reporting tiffs violation, the police officer agrees to accept a couple of free 
drinks from the owner. 

Case 10. Two police officers on toot patrol surprise a man who is attelnpting to break into an auto- 
mobile. The man flees. They chase hiln for about two blocks before apprehending him by tackling 
him and wrestling him to the ground. After he is under control, both officers punch him a couple of 
times in the stomach as punishnlent for fleeing and resisting. 

Case 11. A police officer finds a wallet in a parking lot. It contains an amount of money equivalent to 
a full-day's pay. He reports the wallet as lost property but keeps the money for himself. 

Vignette Assessnlent Options 

1. How serious do you consider this behavior to be? 

Not at all serious Very serious 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Exhibit 2. Corruption Case Vignettes (continued) 

_.9 How serious do nzost po l ice  o.[]~c'eJw in ~vour aoenc'v~ ., consider this behavior to be? 

Not at all serious Very serious 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Would this behavior be regarded as a violation of official policy in your agency,? 

Definitely, no Definitely yes 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. If an officer in your agency engaged in this behavior and was discovered doing so, what, if any, 
discipline do you think xhould  follow. 

I. None 

2. Verbal reprimand 

3. Written reprimand 

4. Period of suspension without pay 

5. Demotion in rank 

6. Dismissal 

5. If an officer in your agency engaged in this behavior and was discovered doing so. what. it: any. 
discipline do you think ~,oltlcl follow. 

1. None 

2. Verbal reprimand 

3. Written reprimand 

4. Period of suspension without pay 

5. Demotion in rank 

6. Dismissal 

6. Do you think you would report a fellow police officer who engaged ill this behavior? 

Definitely no Definitely yes 

I 2 3 4 5 

7. Do you think most  po l ice  oI'/icelw ilz your  agel+c'y would report a fellow police olTicer who 
engaged in this behavior'? 

Definitely no Definitely yes 

I 2 3 4 5 
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ask factual questions about officers '  knowledge of 
agency rules, opinions about the seriousness of their 
violation and the punishment they deserve or are 
likely to receive, and their estimates of  office,'s' will- 
ingness to report such behavior, without asking them 
directly about their own or others'  corrupt behavior. 

As exhibit 2 to this paper I have included a device that 
my colleagues and 1 have been using to measure some 
of the basic organizational and occupational compo- 
nents of  integrity. It describes 11 vignettes of  police 
activity, most of which may be regarded as instances 
of corruption. It then asks the same seven questions of  
each of the vignettes. 

To date, my colleagues and I have administe,'ed this 
questionnaire to about 6,000 police officers in the 
United States and abroad. I offer it merely as an 
example of  an  approach to measuring police integrity 
that avoids the pitfalls of conceiving it as a problem 
of meast, ring corruption. It is not perfect, surely does 
not probe officer knowledge, perception, o," opinions 
on all types of  corruption, and does not even try to 
uncover a single case of actual misconduct. What it 
can do is tell a police leader what, for the types of 
conduct specified, his or her police officers think the 
organization's  rules are; how strongly they support 
them; what discipline they think the organization ,,viii 
mete out for violating those rules; whether they think 
that discipline is too lenient, too severe, or about 
right; and where they think officers in the organiza- 
tion draw the line on tolerating misconduct by other 
officers. It can offer these answe,'s with mathematical 
precision for the entire organization as well as in a 
way that permits comparisons within the agency at 
administrative, supervisory, and line levels. It can also 
permit comparisons between agencies of different 
sizes and types. These answers really matter because 
each invites police leaders to think of ways in which 
their organizations can behave to enhance integrity. 
At the cost of  a fairly simple in-house survey and 
some careful analysis, they come very, very cheap. 

Notes 

I. Both exceptions placed King first, Fuhrman second, 
and Simpson last. They ordered their choices in terms 
of the seriousness of the offenses they assumed each man 
had committed, and their ranking reflected their moral 
outrage. Both respondents were residents of the borough 
of Manhattan in New York City. One, in fact, had written 
a letter of outrage to the management of her condo- 

minium when it was rumored that Simpson was consider- 
ing purchasing a residence there. I suspect what permit- 
ted both respondents to express their general moral 
hierarchy in response to the question is that they, like 
most Manhattan residents, lived not in houses but in 
"buildings." Neighbor problems in such residences 
particularly in upscale settings, are of a wholly different 
order than those of people who live in houses, and this 
strongly involves the reputation of the building as a 
whole. 

2. As is the case with all political strategies, there is 
danger to police chiefs who elect to speak this script-- 
that they may speak it so successfully they come to 
constitute a threat to their political superiors, either by 
demanding of them more resources than they, can deliver 
or by becoming more attractive than them. 

3. As is the case with all political strategies, there is 
danger to police chiefs who elect to speak this script-- 
that a competitor chief will come forward who is willing 
to assume the responsibility for waging a war on crime 
and not leaving that important task to civilians in the 
community. 

4. Histories of police that document the abiding preva- 
lence of corruption are too numerous to list here. The 
most thorough scholarly explorations of the temptations 
to corruption in contemporary policing include Marx, O., 
1991: Punch, M., 1986; Manning, P.K., and L. Redlinger, 
1983; and Rubinstein, J.. 1973. 

5. The "for gain" dimension of corruption typically 
distinguishes it from other forms of police miscondt, ct 
such as brutality. There is, however, debate over whether 
the definition of police corruption should include various 
forms of the use of police authority for police political, 
organizational, or strategic gains. See Klockars, C., and 
S. Mastrofski, 1983; Sheraton, L., 1978; Goldstein, H., 
1977: and Goldstein, H., 1975. 

6. The capacity to predict police integrity from psycho- 
logical testing is extremely limited: Taller, J.E., and 
L.D. Hinz, 1990: Delattre, E.J., 1989; Malouff, J., and 
N.S. Schutte, 1980; and Daley, R.E., 1980. 

7. The analytical assault on the understanding of corrup- 
tion as a problem of individually defective police officers 
was begun by Goldstein in Police Corruption: Perspec- 
tives on Its Nature and Control, and continued in 
Goklstein, Policing a Free Society. It has, however, taken 
more than a decade for most U.S. police agencies to 
embrace and begin to act upon Goldstein's pioneering 
analysis. 
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8. Spurred at least in part by tile national attention given 
to a corruption scandal in New York City, doeutnented in 
The Knal) I) Commission Report on Police Corruption, 
New York: George Brazillier, 1972, the 1970s produced 
a substantial number of serious studies of police corrup- 
lion. Since 1980, scholarly attention to police corruption 
has been minimal, reflecting, at least in part, a shift in 
both public interest and Federal ftmding priorities. This 
change in research activity occurred despite the lhct 
that tile spread of drug usage during tile 1980s created 
tremendous new opportunities for corruption. See Carter, 
1990. 

9. Although this understanding is the tacit assnmplion of 
virtually all historical studies of police, it received, to our 
knowledge, its first systematic exploration in Reiss and 
Bordua. 1967, and in Reiss, 1971. The specific applica- 
tion of these principles to police corruption was first 
advanced by Goldstein, 1975, and later in Goh_lstein, 
1977. Both points inform the recent Croatian publication 
(Sintic. 1995). 
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What Matters Routinely? 
Robert H. Langworth), 

For the past 30 years, there has been considerable in- 
terest in statistically documenting the quality of polic- 
ing in America. Althou,,h tile issue of "'good" policin,, 
has been hotly contested since the inception of voca- 
tional policing, mass interest in measuring the quality 
of policing dates back only to 1967 with the report by 
the Pi'esident's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice. The pe,ennial interest in 
quality policing, the emergence of the social sciences. 
and improvements in the capacity to process data coa- 
lesced in the mid- to hire 1960s to make reasonable 
the call for the naeasu,enlent ol: police services. 

Since tile P,'esident's Commission, there have been 
several majo, efforts focused on measuring police 
l)erfoinaance. Most notable we,'e tile American Justice 
Institt, te effort headed by J. Needle (1980) and the 
University of North Carolina efl'oit directed by Gel'- 
don Whitaker (1980). These were omnibus efforts 
that sot, ght to provide comprehensive assessments of 
police o,'ganizational pei'fot'nmnce. That has been 
both their stren-th and their weakness. By tryine to be 
comprehensive, they became too complex and expen- 
sive to be feasible. This pal)er seeks to outline a sys- 
tem of measures that permits police organizations to 
,outinely monitor criteria that describe police organi- 
zational performailce. 

The scope of tills l)aper is limited to criteria that de- 
scri be police o,gariizational peiTorrnance fo," which 
data are already being collected o, ca,i be collected 
cheaply. This expi'essly excludes individual perfof  
mance ,11easuienlent. which is certainly routine 
but is not orgariizalioilal iil scope (set Wycoff and 
Oettmeier, 1994. for a discussion of individual perfoi'- 
mance naeasurement). Neither is pi'ogianl evaluation 
within the l)urview of tills essay. Program ewiluatioll 
focuses on assessment of an eleineill of o,'gailizational 
activities but is neitlle," routine nor orgarlizational in 
scope. Finally. the system outlined below ix distinct 
1"1"O111 what Wesley Skogan has described as "'high 
tech" evaluations of police o,'ganizations. High-tech 
evahialions are exceptional audils for organizational 
pe,'fomlance that are typically pe,'fomled by consuh- 

ants and strategically engaged (see attribution to 
Skogan in Brady, 1996). Skogan's efforts to evaluate 
Chicago's Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) pro- 
gl'am is an example of a high-tech evaluation. Skogan 
is performing tin exceptional audit of the Chicago 
effort to implenmnt community policing (see Chicago 
Community Policing Evaluation Consortium, 1995 
and 1996, for reports of the CAPS evahiation). 
Ahhough high-tech evaluations are certainly organi- 
zational in scope, they are flit too expensive to be 
undertaken routinely. 

The focus here is on ,otithle monitoring of police 
o,gailization:il perfo,'mailce. Routine o,gailizatiorial 
perfoi'nla,lce monitoring is the frequent ,eview of 
indicatois of o,'garlizational peiforrnance. The aim of 
such a system is to ensure ttlai the organization is 
continuously aw:ire of changes in perfornl:ulce and 
in conditions that affect perfo,nlallce. The following 
outlines four conceptual clustei's of measuies of 
police pe,'fornmnce: 

• Routine monitoi'ing of intended environmental 
impact (crime. fear, and disorder). 

• Routine monitoring of enacted and perceived 
police process. 

• Routine monitoring of police organizational heahh. 

• Routine monitoring of the context of l)olicing. 

Domain I: intended environ- 
mental impacts (crime, fear, 
and disorder) 
The first domahl focuses on routine measurement of 
the police's reason for being. Police o,ganizations 
were created to lessen crime, public feat', and disorder. 
There are a number of problems with the measure- 
ment of crime, but they pale in coritrast to the 
problenl of attribution--who gets c,edit for changes 
in tile level of crime, fear. or diso,'der. Each of the 
intended environmental irnpacts is sha,'ed with other 
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institutions (e.g., family, schools, churches), and 
each has a share in controlling those domains (see 
Duffee, 1980: 100; Langworthy, 1986: 10). Issues 
of  attribution aside, it seems clear that police must 
monitor levels of crime, lea, of crime, and d isorder - -  
conditions they are charged with affecting. 

Cr ime.  Historically, crime has been measured by 
official reports of crimes known to the police and 
victimization surveys. Official crime data are widely 
available and routinely reported. It seems clear that 
agencies will continue to be requi,ed to collect, 
report, and interpret these data. What remains is to 
determine the scope of official crime data examined. 
Do we focus on index crimes or do we exterad the 
scope to include less serious offenses? If we exterad 
the scope to less serious offenses, data other than 
crime reported to the police will have to be explored 
(e.g., arrest data, emergency room statistics) and more 
completely understood. 

Victimization surveys are less frequently completed 
by police agencies. Routine collection and analysis of 
these survey data will provide the police a window 
into less serious victimization that is p,'oblematic for 
official statistics. It seems likely that costs associated 
with data collection and analysis are major limitations 
on this form of data collection. A number of victim- 
ization qt, estionnaires are widely available and readily 
adapted to organizational purposes. 

Fea r  of  cr ime.  The level of fear in a community may 
be monitored by surveys and focus groups. Numerous 
surveys have included items about fear of crime, and 
the literature is replete with technical discussions of 
alternative questions and the information elicited by 
each (for example, see Warr, 1995). This allows those 
interested in monitoring the level of fear of crime in 
their community to select questions that have been 
used by others to collect information about the spe- 
cific form of fear at issue. Another advantage to a 
fear-of-crime survey that relies on established ques- 
tions is that they allow comparison of  community 
response with some other referent. As with victimiza- 
tion surveys, costs associated with data collection and 
analysis restrict this form of data collection. 

Focus groups provide another vehicle for understand- 
ing fear. Focus group formats range fi'om elaborate, 
well-modulated discussions with inperson and elec- 
tronic monitoring of group subjects to meetings that 
more closely resemble structured coffee klatches. The 

structured klatch is the form more common in crimi- 
nal justice research and is particularly useful to help 
gain a "'feeling" about things. The data that come 
fl'om focus groups tend to be less likely to produce 
information that can be monitored routinely. 

Finally, there are a range of unobtrusive measures 
that might be considered. For example, it may be rea- 
sonable to monitor crime prevention activities such as 
handgun sales, burglar alarm installations, and the fle- 
quency of calls to the police for prevention tips. These 
kinds of measures may or may not be routinely avail- 
able in all jurisdictions, and they may be affected by 
saturation (e.g., burglar alarm sales will decline ,'e- 
gardless of fear if everybody already has an ala,'m). 

Disorder. The most famous measure of  disorder" in 
our literature is "broken windows" (Wilson and 
Kelling, 1982). |ndicators of a place's level of disor- 
der may be monitored by surveys of perceptions of 
disorder, onsite assessments (physical surveys), and 
archival data. Just as there are numerous methods for 
collecting "'disorder" data, numerous indicators of 
disorder have been established in the literatu,'e (see 
Skogan, 1999; Taylor, 1999). 

Community surveys designed to assess disorder" do 
not have the same historical scope as either victimiza- 
tion surveys or fear-of-crime surveys. Nevertheless, 
there have been numerous surveys designed to tap 
into perceptions of disorder that provide many of the 
same benefits alluded to in the discussion of victim- 
ization and fear surveys. Questions developed and 
tested by others may be used to assess disorder in 
communities, and perceptions of disorder in specific 
places can be compared with perceptions of disorder 
in other places. 

Onsite assessments provide information about the 
physical condition of the community. Although less 
fi'equently employed than the other data collection 
methods outlined above, physical surveys such as 
perception of disorder surveys have precedents in the 
literature that can be drawn upon (see Taylor, 1998). 
It seems likely that costs associated with placing ob- 
servers in the field to collect site-specific information 
are major considerations that limit applications of this 
form of data collection. It should be noted that there 
are a number of service personnel who routinely ob- 
serve communities (e.g., postal cmriers observe eve,'y 
address daily, trash collectors pick up at virtually 
every address weekly, and police are routinely in the 
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field), and if they can be mobilized to document disor- 
der as part of their routine, the costs of physical sur- 
veys are substantially reduced. 

Finally, there is a rich tradition of relying on archival 
data (particularly information about the quality of the 
housing stock--e.g. ,  vacancy rates, plumbing, owner- 
ship) for indicators of decay that may be associated 
with disorder (see Mahz, 1995). These data are 
widely: available (U.S. Bureau of the Census, many 
local phmning/zoning departments) and economically 
analyzed but substantially limit conceptualization of 
disorder. 

Domain I1: enacted and 
perceived police process 
Masttofski (see attribution to Mastrofski in Brady, 
1996) observed that many more police chiefs lose 
their jobs over process issues (e.g., corruption, riots, 
brutality) than over rises in the crime rate or other ina- 
pact measures noted in Domain 1. It seems clear ttwt 
police departments are held accountable not only for 
what they are t,'ying to accomplish but also for the 
means they use to do their work. The second domain 
focuses on isolating measures of policing process 
and of perceptions of policing p,'ocess that will allow 
departments to routinely monitor tt!eir performance 
against salient dimensions of the means police use to 
do their work. 

Assessment of services delivered 
The concern here is with evaluations of service recipi- 
ents (both those who specifically request services and 
members of the general public who are served by the 
police). The qt,estions posed here are concet'ned with 
satisfaction, ethical service delivery, and equity of 
services delivered. 

Satisfaction. Four concepts are salient to satisfaction: 
fairness, civility, concern, and effort. Public surveys 
concerned with attitudes toward the police fi'equently 
ask about contact with the police. If contact is indi- 
cated, ,espondents are asked to assess the quality of 
that contact. It seems likely that data to monitor the 
way police t,'eat people will continue to be developed 
from surveys, but clearly it is not necessary to collect 
information fiom the general population. When our 
interest is in service delivered, ot, r surveys may be 
directed to service recipients: citizens who reqt, est 

service (office, concern and effort are particularly 
salient; see discussions by Parks, 1976; Dean, 1980; 
Frank et al., 1994), citizens who deal with police in 
officer-initiated situations (fairness and civility are 
particularly important; see discussions by Parks, 
1976; Dean, 1980; Frank et al., 1994), and arrestees. 
Focusing on service recipients d,amatically reduces 
the size of the survey and pemaits shorter question- 
naires (e.g., surveyors do not have to ask screen 
questions and can focus on satisfaction) (see 
Klockars, 1999). 

Ethical service delivery. Police are permitted far- 
reaching powers to promote their ability to achieve 
assigned social goals. Paramount among those 
powers is authority to use force as the situation dic- 
tates (see Bittner, 1970). However, the license to use 
force is not without restriction, and abuse of force has 
led to dire consequences for communities and police 
organizations. Therefore. it is important that police 
organizations monitor the frequer, cy of use of force. 
Many police departnaents require officers to complete 
use-of-force forms anytime a police-citizen interac- 
tion results in a police office, t, sing force. The data 
may prove a valuable source of monito,-ing informa- 
tion if indeed the reports are completed when they 
are supposed to be and if there is a plan for processing 
and reporting the data. Arrestees are anothe," source 
of information that might prove useful to agencies 
interested in monitoring levels of force in their arrest. 
These interviews help police departments and 
researchers to better understand the frequency and 
character of force in arrest situations (see Garner et 
al., 1995a and 1995b; Garner et al., 1996). 

Lawlessness and corruption frequently are raised in 
discussions as process concerns, but these issues are 
problematic for a routine performance monitoring 
system of the type add,essed he,e. Police are expected 
to desist fiom lawlessness and corruption, unlike 
force, which police are expected to apply judiciously. 
It is not reasonable for police organizations to monitor 
levels of corrt, ption and lawlessness in police practice 
because the level must be zero. Rather, the police and 
public interest is in developing detection devices that 
permit organizations to fer,'et out lawlessness and cor- 
ruption so the department can respond appropriately. 
That noted, it is possible for police organizations to 
st, rvey employees about their understanding of depart- 
ment policy and values (see Klocka,s, 1999). 
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Equitable service delivery. The question posed here 
is, "'Are police services provided equally throughout 
the jurisdiction?" The concern is with equitable distri- 
bution of a public good (or bad: see Rengert, 1989, 
for an interesting discussion of spatial justice; see also 
Lineberry, 1977). It will be necessary for agencies to 
define equity in terms of officer deployment (e.g., po- 
lice per capita, police per square mile; police per calls 
for service), response times, and outcomes. Regard- 
less of definition, it is likely that the data to monitor 
equity are available in calls for service and dispatch 
records, many of which are automated in computer- 
aided dispatch (CAD) systems. Although many agen- 
cies have automated data collection, it is not clea, that 
they have also developed routine reports of those data 
that permit monitoring of equity issues. ~ 

Perceptions of police services 
The foregoing has focused on service recipients' 
assessments of the service they received from the po- 
lice. This section outlines issues that could be raised 
with the public at large. As police depend on "'the 
public" for support (with both info,mation and fund- 
ing so they may do their job), it is c,'itical that police 
organizations monitor public perceptions of the 
quality of policing process, it is in this area that we 
have the most completely developed question bank, 
because numerous polling firms have for yea,'s asked 
questions of the general public about their attitudes 
toward the police. Agencies with an interest in moni- 
toring public attitudes toward their department can 
use extant questions that have been benchmarked 
nationally. There are a number of polling firms that 
routinely ask questions about police; many of these 
results are posted annually in the Sourcebook o/" 
Criminal Justice Statistics. 

Many questions about public attitudes toward the 
police have been asked by polling firms. Examples are 
listed below. These questions offer a range of issues 
that police organizations may benefit from by moni- 
toring public attitudes. These questions are drawn 
fl'om the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, 
1992 (Flanagan and Maguire, 1993). 

"'How would you rate the honesty and ethical stan- 
dards in these different fields--very high, high, 
average, low, or very low: Policemen?" (Gallup) 

• "'How would you rate the police in your commu- 
nity on the following: solving crime, preventing 

crime, responding quickly to calls for help and as- 
sistance, being helpful and fiiendly, treating people 
fairly, not using excessive force?" (Louis Ha,Tis) 

"'How much respect do you have for the police in 
your area--a great deal, some, or hardly any?" 
(Gallul~) 

"'In some places in the Nation, there have been 
charges of police brutality. Do you think there is 
any police brutality in your area or not?" (Gallup) 

"'Are there any situations you can imagine in which 
you would approve of a policeman striking an adult 
male citizen?" (National Opinion Research Center) 

This battec¢ of questions taps many of the routine 
concerns of the public and the police. These questions 
tap into attitudes about levels of trust and confidence, 
police abilities, and police behavior. 

Two things make these questions attractive. First. they 
have been developed by professional survey research- 
ers to assess attitudes of the public toward the police. 
This means we do not have to go to the expense of 
question development. A second and far more benefi- 
cial feature of these questions is that they have been 
posed to national samples of respondents. This means 
we have information about the distribution of re- 
sponses and can compare ,esponses in out community 
with those of the national sample. 

Domain II1: police organiza- 
tional health 
The third conceptual domain is organizational health. 
In civil society, we charge the police with enormous 
responsibilities. Accordingly, it is particularly impor- 
tant that we monito," the "blood pressure" of these 
organizations to ensure that the organization granted 
a virtual monopoly on state-sanctioned use of force is 
healthy. This domain is composed of three classes of 
indicators: ( I ) the volume and nature of business and 
product, (2) organizational climate, and (3) resources. 

Business and product. Organizations that fail to 
monito, tile volume and nature of thei," business as 
well as tile quality and volume of their prodt, ct place 
themselves in jeopardy. For service organizations, it 
is reasonable to define the quantity of business as the 
volume of service the organization is asked to pro- 
vide. Further, it is reasonable to describe product as 
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services delivered. Data describing these issues are 
most readily available from calls for service and 
dispatch records. As noted earlie,', these data are 
fi'equently in electronic form. 

What remains missing is an analytical phm for these 
data that recognizes the complexity of the information 
contained in CAD systems. While it is informative to 
know the number of calls for service (volume of busi- 
ness), it is far more informative to be able to track 
calls for specific types (e.g., ATM robberies, domestic 
assaults, bat fights). Monitoring the nature of calls 
for service ,'equires a taxonomy of calls that isolates 
fairly homogeneous types of calls (see Goldstein. 
1990). Once such a taxonomy is created, the organiza- 
tion has the capacity to monitor changes in both tile 
volume and the nature of calls for service. 

Recently. the police industry and the public have ex- 
panded tile ext)ectations of police beyond the ,'ange of 
a service organization to those of a proactive problem- 
solving organization. This brings a new set of mea- 
surement problems. Police must now monitor the 
volume, nature, and reaction to problems as well 
as continuing to monitor the volume, nature, and reac- 
tion to calls for service. 

Corporate product is yet ariother concerri. Historically, 
police corporate product has been measured by vari- 
otis arrest-related indexes (e.g.. number of arrests, 
clearance rates) and occasionally by dispatches (see 
differential response literature 2 for creative uses of 
these data). There also have been calls for quality 
assessments of arrests by nlonitoting cotlviclion rates. 
A numbel of States have developed offender-based 
tracking statistics (OI3TS) databases designed to 
chronicle tim dispositiorl of felony arrests. 

These established databases l)rovide organizations tile 
opt)or:unity to monitor tile police product as long as 
that p,'oduct is defined in terms of response to calls 
and clime. However. if we are to inchide the problem- 
solving product, it is necessary to know if problems 
isolated and reacted to were solved. As problenas are 
idiosyncratic, assessment of probletn-solving efforts 
will have to be tailored to the situation. Uhimately, 
i f we are to include problem-soh, ing performance in 
;.in o',anizationalitd perfornaance system, it will be nec- 
essary to develop databases capable of capturing 
problems identified an(I the means to deternaine if 
identified problems afe solved. The National Institute 

of Justice (NIJ) has funded research that has focused 
on p,'oblems as the unit of analysis (see Capowich and 
Roehl, 1994; Capowich et al., 1995; Capowich, 1996). 
An emereine database technolo,,y that focuses on the 
problem as the unity of analysis will promote routine 
assessment of problem solving. 

Organizat iona l  c l imate.  3 In out" society, we charge 
organizations (as opposed to individuals) with the 
fo,'mal exercise of social control. One organization in 
particular--the police-- is  charged with usirig force to 
compel conformity with society's expectations (see 
Bittner, 1970; Klockars, 1999, for fu,ther discussion 
of the police rnonopoly in the use of force). That be- 
ing the case, it is in the interest of the larger society 
and the organization to ensure that these pu,'veyors of 
force--police organizations--are healthy. 

Healthy organizations both know what they are sup- 
posed to do and have the will to do it. O,ganizational 
heahh will most certainly be monitored by routine re- 
view of del)artment personnel records and occasional 
personnel surveys. Department personnel records 
could provide information about such things as turn- 
over ,'ate, sick days, and frequency of disciplinary 
hearings. Routine personnel surveys cotild provide 
insights into job satisfaction, emerging problems, and 
knowledge of policy and procedures (the Baltimore 
County Police Department has conducted annual 
personnel surveys for several years). 

Resources.  Starved organizations are not apt to be 
heahhy any more than starved plants or animals, so it 
behooves organizations to routinely monitor their 
hnportatJon of new resources. '; 

Tim focus will be pfiilcipally upon budgets :ind cash 
flow but certainly can be extended to naonito,ing 
recruitnlent and retention of employees. Examples 
of questions addressed are: 

I)o we have sufficient resources (l)ersonnel, money 
to retain pe,'sonnel, etc.) to do the work we are 
expected to do'? 

• Do we have sufficient resources to make it to tile 
next budget cycle? 

• Do we have a capital in+proven+mnt plan, and are 
capital improvement funds properly invested? 
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Careful monitoring of data to answer these questions 
will permit the organization to anticipate resource 
problems and develop strategies to guard against 
starvation. 

Domain IV: the context 
of policing 
Concern with monitoring the change in context 
focuses on monitoring conditions that affect an 
organization's ability to do its work and achieve its 
goals, influence perception of the organization, or 
have an impact on the health of the organization. 
The concerns raised here address the organization's 
capacity to interpret chan,,es~ • in the precedine~ three 
domains. For example, it is not terribly informative 
to police practice to note that crime has gone up (or 
down, for that matter) without also knowing some- 
thing about conditions theoretically linked to the 
incidence of  crime (e.g., population, demographics, 
economic conditions). Monitoring chan,,es,, . in these 
conditions will permit a more complete understanding 
of current trends (for example, see Bratton, 1999). 
Three contextual concerns will be touched on briefly: 
political climate, changing demographics, and critical 
events. 

Polit ical  c l imate .  The availability of resources to 
maintain a police organization is essentially the prod- 
uct of the political distribution of resources among 
public agencies. Changes to the composition of the 
electorate (including the degree of participation and 
political orientation) as well as governing bodies may 
alter the capacity of a department to garner the re- 
sources it needs to remain healthy. Voter participation 
rates and affiliation data are fi'equently available from 
agencies  that conduct votes. It is also clear then there 
is turnover in governing bodies. Monitoring political 
climate data may allow police departments to under- 
stand and account for variation in levels of resources 
and thus explain a dimension of organizational health. 

C h a n g i n g  d e m o g r a p h i c s .  There is a substantial body 
of literature that associates the incidence of crime 
with age, race/ethnicity, and sex. If the demographic 
characteristics of a community are chan,,ino this may 
account for changes in the community 's  crime rate. 
These  data are readily available fi'om the U.S. Bureau 
of the Census every 10 years as official counts and 
more fi'equently as estimates. City and county plan- 

ning departments are another data source because they 
fl'equently have ready access to population estimates. 

Indexes developed fl'om censt, s and community st, r- 
vey data can provide insiehts into structural chan,,es 
in the community that are correlated with the inci- 
dence of c,'ime. Data fl'om these sources can provide 
measures.of the capacity for informal social control 
(e.g., social disorganization, heterogeneity, inequality, 
and social cohesion; see Sampson, 1986 and 1996, for 
examples of these measures). 

Ahhough there is ample evidence that the incidence 
of crime is related to demographic and structural char- 
acteristics of communities, it is important to remem- 
ber that these characteristics evolve or change slowly. 
This means that it is difficuh to explain dramatic 
changes in the incidence of crime (or fear or disorder) 
by reference to structural or demographic characteris- 
tics of the community (for example, see Bratton. 
1999). Unless one is willing to demonstrate threshold 
effects, it is not reasonable to account for precipitous 
changes in one set of conditions by citing negligible 
chan,,es~ ~ in another. Monitorine~ community demo- 
g,aphics and structural indexes will aid agencies as 
they account for long-term trends more than they will 
help explain short-term perturbations. 

Crit ical  events.  Critical events can have a dramatic 
effect, particularly on perceptions of the police. Re- 
cent examples of events that shook confidence in the 
police are the beating of Rodney King and the han- 
dlmg of evidence for the O.J. Simpson trial. In both 
cases, favorable public perceptions of the police were 
diminished. Critical events are powerful agents for 
change precisely because they destabilize the environ- 
ment. When serious enot, gh, this destabilization can 
put the organization into what Sherman (1984) has 
called a "'temporary state o f . . .  receivership" (p. 99). 
This is arguably what happened to the Los Angeles 
Police Department as a consequence of the Rodney 
King beating, which eventually led to the demise of 
then Chief Daryl Gates (see C,ank and Langworthy, 
1992). Monitoring the ebb and flow of critical events 
in the policing industry is accomplished by attention 
to current events. Because critical events are "'criti- 
cal," they will most assuredly be reported by the 
media. Rot, tree monitoring of the media to watch for 
critical events could help police explain short-term 
pe,turbations in pe,ceptions of the police and perhaps 
anticipate the effects of those changes in perception. 
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Summary and conclusions 
This paper is intended as a point of departure for 
those discussing the content of a police organizational 
performance measurement system. Exhibit 1 
highlights the performance concepts and sources of 
data that might be employed to measure each of the 
concepts. 

What is immediately apparent is how much data are 
now within the grasp of police. More than half of the 
concepts addressed in this paper can be addressed 
with administrative statistics now collected by the 

police department or another agency of local, State. 
or Federal government. 

The most frequently noted source of information is 
public surveys. By, this vehicle, one can monitor 
victimization, fear, perceptions of  disorder, process 
concerns, and changes in the context of  policing. 
Although general public surveys are expensive and 
require a degree of expertise if they are to be done 
reliably,, they produce a wealth of  information that 
may well justify the expense. This expense to the po- 
lice department can be minimized if the police depart- 
ment can "piggyback" questions onto extant surveys 

Exhibit 1. Police Organizational Performance Measurement: Concepts and Promising 
Sources of Data 

Administrative Windshield Public Client 
I)onlain Statistics Surveys Surveys Surveys 

Employee 
Surveys 

Impacts  
Crime X:' X 
Fear of  Crime X 
Disorder X X 

Prncess 
Fairness X 
Civility X 
Equity X ~' X 
Use of Force X ~ X 
Corruption X 
Lawlessness X 

X 
X 

X 

Organizational Health 
Business and Product X a 
Organizational Climate X ~ 
Resources X 

X 

C o l l t ( ~ x t  

Polit ical Cl imate Xg X 
Changing Demographics X" X 
Cri t ical Events ~ 

" Uniform Crime Reports. Nalional Incident-Based Reporting System. calls for service. 
b Calls for service, dispatch, patrol deploynmnt. 

Use-of Force reports. 
a Calls for servicc, dispatch, disposition (e.g., arrest, problem solved). 
e Pel'gOl/lle[ iCColds.  

' I?,udget records. 
-~ Voting records. 
, Census, city/county planning data. 
Media monitoring. 
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or if the unit of local government can be persuaded 
to routinely survey residents about a full range of 
government services. 

Three other surveys are suggested: 

A client survey designed to find out what service 
recipients think about the way they were treated 
and how they would like to be treated. 

A personnel survey that asks about employees '  
feelings about the job. 

A windshield survey that is designed to monitor the 
condition of the local infi'astructure. 

Only the windshield survey is particularly onerous. 
Both the client and employee surveys are small 
enough (o," can be with sampling) to keep expenses 
down, and the information produced is very 
important. 

While it is apparent that much of the information 
needed to monitor police organizational performance 
is readily available (or can be), it is equally clear that 
this information is not being used. Two things are 
missing. First, there is no plan for analyzing the data. 
Data do not speak for themselves; they must be pro- 
cessed to be transformed into useful information. Any 
monitoring system must go beyond data capture to 
develop analysis plans and report formats that trans- 
form data into useful information. 

Second, a monitoring system will need to deal with 
periodicity. That is, system administrators will need to 
determine how frequently to collect and process data. 
Fox administrative statistics, collection is ongoing 
(census and city/county planning data excepted), but 
processing will occur when reports are due. However, 
surveys will be conducted at discrete points in time. 
Generally, the longer the period between surveys, the 
larger the survey can be, but the less closely one will 
be able to follow short-term changes. Finally, several 
contextt, al data sources are updated only infiequently 
(e.g., census, voting records, city and county data), 
and estimates are used between enumerations. 

Although it is cleat that routine monitoring of police 
organizational pe,'formance is complex, it is also 
apparent that it can be done, and with some careful 
planning a great deal can be known for very little. The 
focus of this paper has been on sparking a discussion 
of salient concepts and sources of data by which we 

may construct measures. The next task is more daunt- 
ing--developing analyses and reporting plans capable 
of transforming these data into useful information. 
When that task is accomplished, police agencies 
will be in a position to empirically understand their 
domain. 

Notes 
1. See Buerger ( 1991 ) for a discussion of difficulties 
associated with the use of CAD data for analytical 
purposes. 

2. For examples of differential response literature, see 
Summeral et al. (1991). 

3. Organizational climate has a number of definitions. 
It can be viewed as a synonym for organizational culture 
or as "'an amalgamation of feeling tones, or transient or- 
ganizational mood" (Ott, 1989: 47). The latter definition 
is used here because the concern is with healthy or ill 
tones or organizational mood. 

4. Yuchtman and Seashore (1967) make an interesting 
argument that organizational effectiveness can be 
assessed by monitoring an organization's capacity to 
gain resources. Organizations that get more resources 
are more effective. 
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